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Part 1 - Text Edition  
INTRODUCTION TO PARTS 1 AND 2 
 
The following introduction applies to Parts 1 and 2 of the study The Emar Lexical Texts. 
These two parts together comprise a re-edition of the Emarite lexical corpus. Part 1 (Text 
Edition) covers the edition of individual texts and Part 2 (Composite Edition) gives a 
composite edition of the individual series. Part 3 and 4 of The Emar Lexical Texts (i.e. the 
Structural Analysis and Theoretical Interpretation respectively) use the re-edition given in 
Part 1 and 2 as their working material but are self-contained in aim and structure - they are 
provided with their own introductions. The following introduction therefore only serves as a 
guide to the organization and use of Part 1 and 2. The discussion of the choices made in the 
presentation of this re-edition of the Emar lexical material will also serve to introduce some of 
the definitions and main concerns of cuneiform lexicology in general. 
 
Context and purpose 
Almost twenty years ago now, much of the epigraphic material unearthed in Emar was made 
accessible to the wider academic community by D. Arnaud in his four-volume work Emar VI: 
Les textes sumériens et accadiens. Volumes one and two contain, ordered by excavation 
number, the autograph publication of all Sumerian and Akkadian language tablets and tablet 
fragments. Their originals and are still kept in Syrian museums. Volumes three and four 
contain a first edition of the various texts found on the tablets. In genre they range from 
administrative records to literary works and they contain material from several separate 
archives. The first section of volume four contains a composite edition of much of the lexical 
material with which the present study is concerned. Arnaud’s text publication furnishes the 
primary material for the study of the Emar scribal and literary traditions and his text edition 
has become an important point of reference in philological studies of the Late Bronze Age 
periphery. In later years, after the initial French-led archaeological project was abandoned, 
some additional text material from Emar, finding its way through the antiquities market, came 
to light and was published in bits and pieces in several articles and books. On occasion, such 
additional material is of a lexical nature and has been included in the present re-edition. In the 
course of time, improvements were also made to many text interpretations of Arnaud’s first 
edition. In this respect, the review by Civil1 offers important leads. With these two caveats in 
mind it may be said that, with regard to previous Assyriological publications, it is primarily in 
relation to (the lexical part of) Arnaud’s work that the present re-edition must define its 
purpose and method. Both the purpose and the method of the present re-edition are very 
different from those of Emar VI, which helps to explain the very different result. A number of 
important criticisms may be levelled at Emar VI, a succinct listing of which may be found in 
Durand’s review2 - some of these are implied in the following discussion and addressed in 
this new edition. It should, however, be clear that most of the limitations referred to are a 
result of the limited purpose that Arnaud set himself. Both the review by Civil and the one by 
Durand recognize the ultimate value of Arnaud’s work: it should equally be acknowledged 
here because it provided most of the working material for this new edition. 
With regard to text publication the present re-edition does not seek to proceed far beyond 
Arnaud’s work found in volumes one and two. It will only add indications for (a considerable 
number of) provisional joins between many scattered fragments - these result from a re-
analysis of the material and anticipate future collation. The provisional joins and a more 
appropriate reference system, will make it easier to access the reorganized material and to 
gain a coherent overview of the texts. In this re-edition the texts are, as far as possible, 
reconstructed into the form they had in the ancient school. In Arnaud’s publication, fragments 
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Introduction 
were ordered by excavation number, irrespective of genre, textual coherence and joins. This 
posed no problem for his edition because a composite text was all that it aimed at. Such an 
organization, however, is rather cumbersome when the aim is a complete text edition, such as 
given in the present study. The present study will introduce a new reference system that 
includes references to both the relevant lexical series and its divisions (e.g. Hh Division 1) 
and to the specific reconstructed text in question (e.g. Hh 1T1 = Hh Division 1 Tablet 1). 
Arnaud’s old system will only remain in place for reference to individual fragments (e.g. Hh 
1T1 consists of the fragments that Arnaud labelled 541 A, C and E). Whenever the old 
Arnaud count has been used to refer to a fragment and a reference to the publication 
autograph is needed, the excavation number has consistently been added between brackets 
(e.g. 541 A is specified as excavation number 731046 on page 127 of Emar VI volume 1, 541 
C as 74342b on page 672 and 541 E as 74248a on page 575). In other words, the new system 
primarily refers to reconstructed texts whereas the old system primarily refers to individual 
fragments. In the reconstructed texts many fragments that were separately autographed by 
Arnaud now join larger tablets, showing them in their appropriate textual coherence. The old 
system only remains in place to identify individual fragments. The relation of the new to the 
old system will show that, in effect, the Emar lexical corpus consists of only a limited number 
of copies of a limited number of compositions. There is much less variety in texts, versions 
and ‘developments’ than the long inventories of scattered fragments in Arnaud’s edition or his 
composite texts with their multiple ‘versions’ imply. The orginal archaeological context of 
both reconstructed texts and individual fragments is given in Organizational Table 5, which 
effectively gives a reverse reference, complementing Arnaud’s catalogue (Emar VI 1 p.7-22). 
This table also provides a handy overview of all joins to be collated - it may prove useful for 
future researchers with the opportunity to investigate the original tablets. It should be noted 
that no collation work could be done within the framework of this research project, as the 
necessary permits from the Syrian authorities could not be obtained. 
It is in regard to text edition that the present re-edition has its main purpose: it aims to provide 
the reader with access to the texts as they were produced in the school and not just with 
abstract ‘models’ thereof (such as inevitably provided by a composite text). In this re-edition 
the new composite text is merely a tool, not the aim. Methodically, of course, such a tool is 
often indispensable for the reconstruction of the actual text, which must often be retrieved 
from a scattering of fragments and substantial sections of which are often lost. A concept and 
outline of badly damaged and fragmentary texts (i.e. a model of them) must often precede the 
actual reconstruction the lexical curriculum, whether in its entirety or in its detail. 
It should be noted that the present study of the Emar lexical material does not pretend to be 
any more than just one further step in a wider, ever-continuing research effort. Collation of 
old and publication of new material will undoubtedly soon necessitate updates and 
adjustments to the re-edition offered by The Emar Lexical Texts. Aside from the fact that, for 
now, it provides an update in itself, the value of this work is therefore to be sought in the fact 
that it will form the basis of a digital publication of the Emar lexical corpus in the the DCCLT 
database, where it can be continually updated in an interactive manner. The author wishes to 
express his gratitude for Professor Veldhuis’ kind invitation to make this contribution to 
DCCLT. 
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Part 1 - Text Edition  
Method - application of external and internal models 
To some extent, a preconception of many lexical texts may be achieved by a tentative 
projection of similar, previously explored texts from other periods and places in the cuneiform 
tradition onto the new material: this is the use of an external model. In case of the lexical 
field, the obvious reference work in Assyriology is the MSL series, providing its grandest 
lexical model: the canonical text. This canonical text is, generally speaking, the best 
preserved, most elaborate and final version of various lexical compositions found evolving 
throughout time and which often have forerunners attested as far back as the early Old 
Babylonian period. Mostly, this canonical version is the version found in New Assyrian 
libraries. Methodically it is important to note that MSL, together with a few other standard 
works of lexicology, furnishes the academic reference frame and definitions which enable the 
modern scholar to impart scientific meaning to new lexical material and to locate it in the 
context of the Ancient Near Eastern text tradition as defined in contemporary western science. 
Terminology is obtained which may be applied to new material, allowing specific text types 
to be placed in a retrospectively emerging ‘stream of tradition’. Model content is given with 
which to compare, select and evaluate relevant material. In short: new material can be made 
scientifically ‘digestible’ by applying to it the accepted academic standards and references 
that MSL provides for cuneiform lexicology. This is why the present study gives references to 
MSL wherever possible, either directly, on side of the text, or indirectly, in tables and 
appendices. By the references to the canonical text, the diachronic place of the Emar text 
within the cuneiform cultural tradition can be determined. Its synchronic place, i.e. within the 
Late Bronze Age western periphery3, is more problematic and can only partially be 
determined by reference to MSL (e.g. by reference to its separate edition for the Ugarit 
material, termed the ‘Ras Shamra Forerunner’ but only systematically given starting with 
volume VIII). MSL does not contain a complete, updated inventory of texts from all relevant 
peripheral sites and there is no alternative reference work that allows such a synchronic 
overview. This is an important limitation in the application of external models to the 
reconstruction of the Emar lexical corpus. To avoid missing out on some of the insights that 
may be gained by synchronic comparison, an separate series of articles provides a synchronic-
comparative investigation for the selected parts of the curriculum: it intends to at least 
partially fill the gap in documentation4.  
It should be remembered that MSL has limitations that affect its usefulness for diachronic or 
synchronic comparisons5. First, in volumes I-IX it often mixes material from different periods 
and places, resulting in a model text that is only ‘canonical’ in a strictly scientific-functional 
and abstract sense. It does not give a the canonical form of the text as it historically existed in 
the 1st Millennium, but presents a modern, etically interpreted, ‘canon’, giving the maximum 
extent of all collected historical attestations of the texts in question. It merely uses the 1st 
Millennium text division and inventory as a tool for organizing the resultant collection. This 
effectively precludes use of the earlier volumes of MSL as a tool for solid comparative 
studies. The later volumes are differently organized, reflecting a shift in scientific priorities in 
the 1970s. Old Babylonian and Late Bronze Age forerunners are presented separately in these 
later volumes. In this re-edition this improvement has been seized upon by giving the 
applicable references where possible. A second limitation of MSL lies in the fact that it gives 
composite editions, which are frequently cumbersome in use when it is necessary to identify 
specific texts. Despite these limitations, this study will systematically refer to the canonical 
text of MSL, recognizing it as a vital scientific tool that provides the most convenient starting 
point for reconstruction and comparison. 
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Historical function and aim of the lexical material make it an elusive object when applying 
external models. Its function is that of educational tool, adjusted to the needs of a specific 
school in a specific context, and its aim is to give information about (cuneiform) writing in its 
widest sense - a sprawling, shifting object that was studied and speculated upon with different 
foci in different times and places. It is no surprise that in precise content the Emar lexical 
material does not conform to any external standard text format: substantial and frequent 
deviations from any external model, both in form and content, seem to be the rule rather than 
exception. In as far as these deviations are programmatic, i.e. linked to the internal organizing 
principles of the texts (and not mistakes by an ancient student), they must be regarded as 
functional in the curriculum to which they belong. When large sections of the encyclopaedic 
series Hh (e.g. in divisions 7-9) have two versions in Emar, both deviating from the canonical 
version, it can be assumed that the relevance of this deviation lies in the function that these 
sections had within the Emar curriculum (in this case the two versions represent sequencing 
variations that are linked to uni- or bilingual format). The clear and general non-conformity to 
any external model, canonical or otherwise, means that application of external models in text 
reconstruction is only of limited use. The postulation of Emar equivalents to certain external, 
preferably canonical, texts, with specific basic sign inventories and specific organizing 
principles, is primarily useful for provisional identification. When, however, some specific 
entry sequence or some specific content is to be reconstructed from fragmented bits and 
pieces, it is often more profitable to switch to an internal comparison of text fragments. 
Because the texts occur in archival proximity - they occur within a narrow time frame and 
almost exclusively within one archive - and because they are used in a specific schooling 
context (in one small school with a small number of pupils managed by a few teachers), such 
internal comparison can proceed on the assumption of unity in both educational aim and 
curricular method. Recapitulating, it may be said that, on the one hand, historical function and 
aim of the lexical corpus generally limit the application of external models, while, on the 
other hand, the specific context of the Emar corpus encourages internal comparison. That 
context justifies the postulation of a synchronically uniform and internally coherent curricular 
model for reconstruction of the texts used in the school. In this study, the composite edition, 
based on a concordance that will be referred to where needed, provides such model, presented 
in the form of either a Emar Standard Text (EST) or a Peripheral Standard Text (PST).  
Two-tiered structure of the edition 
This new edition proceeded to reconstruct the individual texts in three steps: first (1) it fitted 
the fragments into a concordance, then (2), based on this concordance, it built a composite 
edition of each series and finally (3) it used the composite edition to reconstruct the individual 
texts. The most important result of the first step was to reduce the many fragments to the 
smallest number of mutually incompatible texts and thereby to recover most of the actual 
original inventory of tablets and texts. The actual concordance is not given in the present 
publication, because the coherence of the texts is immediately clear by reference to the Emar 
Standard Text (EST) and Peripheral Standard Text (PST) numbers that result from the 
concordance analysis and that are provided for each reconstructable entry. Almost all 
individually reconstructed texts have EST/PST numbers for each fully preserved entry. Only a 
few small fragments with uncertain or deviating sequences lack EST/PST numbers. All 
individually reconstructed texts are found in Part 1 (Text Edition). The complete text of each 
series, with all its EST/PST entries combined, may be found in Part 2 (Composite Edition), 
often preceded by a commentary on its organization. For convenience of use the two parts of 
this new edition are printed in two separate volumes, allowing the consultation of the separate 
texts (Part 1) alongside the composite edition and its translations (Part 2). 
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In both parts of the edition, the different series are presented in a standardized sequence. On 
the basis of the near-contemporaneous corpus in the Ugarit and its curricular sequence as 
reconstructed by van Soldt6, the Emar series are provisionally sequenced in an approximately 
parallel manner. The series are divided in three typologically distinct groups, based on the 
analysis of inventory and classification found in Organizational Tables 2 and 3. Apart from 
the ten mayor series there is one additional ‘series’, listed under number 0 (which covers a 
single Tu-ta-ti-type extract) , and a small group of unidentified text fragments listed after the 
text edition of the advanced series. 
 
Emar Standard Text / Peripheral Standard Text numbers 
 
The direct link between both parts of the new edition is their common use of EST or PST 
numbers to refer to each reconstructed entry. The difference between EST and PST numbers 
is that, for a given series, the former are assigned on basis of a composite Emar text while the 
latter are assigned on the basis of a composite peripheral text. Most series have EST numbers 
and are based on the Emar composite edition which, as explained above, may be found in Part 
2. In fact, the only series that have PST numbers are the Sa-series and G. The peripheral 
composite editions, i.e. the composite editions of all text from all peripheral sites combined, 
on which the PST numbers for the Sa-series and G are based may be found in two separate 
articles7. While the EST numbers, counting attested Emar entries, are useful as a reference 
tool with regard to the Emar material only, the PST numbers additionally allow direct 
comparison of all entries in all peripheral sites. 
 
The build-up of the EST numbers is layered to allow analysis of the text structure: entry 
numbers may consist of up to three elements, the first and last which may or may not be 
present. The first (1) is the division number (first number or first two numbers), the second (2) 
is the key sign number (always three numbers starting with 001) and the third (3) is the sub-
entry. Division numbers (1) are only assigned if a series is known to consist of more than one 
tablet/division (Hh and Lu). For the series Izi and Diri it is likely that there was, in fact, more 
than one tablet, but their inventory and sequence cannot be sufficiently reconstructed, due to 
the fragmentary state of the material. The Izi material has been presented in four parts and, for 
convenient reference, the numbers of these parts replace the division number. EST key sign 
numbers (2) are counted only for those entries of which the content identification may 
reasonably be considered secure: its count proceeds without regard for gaps and breaks in the 
entry record because it would have been unrealistic to aim at a full reconstruction of the total 
original entry inventory of each series. For this reason the use of the EST key-sign numbers as 
a reference tool is limited to this study. Sub-entries (3) may be rendered either as letters (a-z) 
or as sub-numbers (.01-99). When sub-entries are merely secondary expansions of a given 
key sign they are rendered as letters, but when sub-entries clearly represent core content of a 
series they are rendered as sub-numbers. Secondary expansions are typically either repetitions 
of a key sign or declinational and conjugational paradigms. Core content sub-entries are 
empirically defined according to two criteria: either by the presence of preceeding line 
markers (¶) or by the intentional omission of logogram repetition for sub-entries (cf. Table 4). 
The build-up of PST numbers is similar to that of EST numbers, with two differences: there is 
no need for the division element (there are no attestations of multiple divisions in the Sa-series 
or G) and the key sign count is complete, i.e. all key signs, including broken and omitted 
entries, are counted. 
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Treatment of the elements of the lemma 
Before proceeding to a summary description of the formal features and specific uses of the 
text and composite editions respectively, it is appropriate to list all elements that may 
potentially be found within a single lexical lemma or entry and how in which parts of this re-
edition they are given. All of the elements will be given in Part 1, as appropriate to a complete 
text edition, but only some of them will be given in the composite edition. A listing is given in 
the table below, using the commonly used Civil-code8 to identify the elements. It should be 
noted that the number 2 element, the logogram, is always the centrepiece of a lexical list: the 
other elements serve to analyse it and are organized by it. In earlier phases of the cuneiform 
lexical tradition, as late as the OB period, the logogram element was the only concern and 
exclusive ‘scientific’ object of the written lexical curriculum. It was only later, as the need for 
written elaborations and explanations arose, that other elements were added and that the 
traditional single-element list format was elaborated9. Therefore the logogram is the central 
element retained throughout and commented upon in the composite edition. 
Elements of the lexical lemma according to the Civil-code 




¶ 0 line marker 1 
gloss 1 gloss: syllabic rendering of  1 and 2 
(one of the) Sumerian phonetic   
values of the logogram 
2 logogram: Sumerian word sign LOGOGRAM/ 1 and 2 
LOGOGRAM  
3 sign name of the logogram sign name 1 
Akkadian  4 Akkadian equivalent (Akkadian translation or  1 and 2 
equivalent interpretation of the logogram)  
5/6 equivalent(s) in other language(s)  n/a n/a 
Part 1 - text edition 
Organization - series, divisions - It has been attempted to order all texts according to series, 
i.e. according to the separate lexical works, or lexical text types, that were distinguished and 
functionally ordered within the larger curriculum. Only a few small fragments were not 
identified - these have been listed at the end the text edition. The series are identified using 
traditional Assyriological terminology, such as Sa Vocabulary (SaV) and 
HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu (Hh). In a few instances this terminology is imprecise, in others it is 
used to cover similarly formatted but heterogeneous material that may in fact have belonged 
to different (sub-)series (cf. Izi in its relation to some of the other acrographic material). In 
one instance (parts of) two different series, Lu and Izi, may be found on one tablet. These 
matters will be discussed in more detail in Part 3 (Structural Commentary). Some series (Hh, 
Lu, Izi) cover extensive content, making them spread out over many tablets - such series have 
been subdivided into divisions. The consistent occurrence of a certain (always asociatively 
coherent) part of a series on a single tablet defines that part as a ‘division’ within that series. 
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The term ‘division’ is preferred over the theoretically equally correct term ‘tablet’ because 
‘division’ refers to text presentation spread across multiple tablets in general and not just as it 
is found in Emar: in other sites and in other periods another tablet-spread may be found for 
the same (or equivalent) series. Such divisional differences may be found when comparing the 
Emar material with that of other, contemporaneous peripheral sites (e.g. Emar Hh division 14-
16 is division 12-13 in Ugarit). The term ‘tablet’ in relation to text division will be 
exclusively used in relation to the canonical text, respecting its usage in MSL.  
Organization - tablets, fragments - In this edition individual tablets have only been 
reconstructed when their existence is obvious by their (almost) complete preservation, or 
when their combined, preferably joining, fragments show sufficient formal unity (viz. 
regarding number of columns, uni- and bilinguality, horizontal ruling, punctuation, 
orthography and ductus). In cases where doubts remains, a tablet has been restored 
provisionally, which is indicated by the addition of an apostrophe to the tablet number as well 
as by a comment preceding its edition, discussing the problems involved in reconstruction. 
Tablets (T) have been listed by number, and when a series or division has more than one 
attested tablet, a few rules are applied to their numbering: the unilingual format tablets are 
listed before the bilingual format tablets and the better preserved before the less well 
preserved. The other texts, remaining after reconstruction of the tablets, include smaller 
extract tablets (E) but also fragments that could not be fitted in during the tablet 
reconstruction. Most of these fragments have been completely edited but some smaller pieces 
have not - these are merely been listed (marked ‘not used’) because they are too insubstantial 
to make a difference in the larger reconstruction effort. Often such unused fragments have 
been given a short comment regarding their content and/or formal properties. Almost all 
extracts and fragments can be identified according to the original Arnaud reference system. 
Even if his organization has been rendered obsolete - his numbers often refer to imprecisely 
or incorrectly named text types (e.g. 577-600 ‘textes lexicographiques’) and to non-existent 
divisions (e.g. 544 ‘Hh IV’) -, his numbering is still useable for the unambiguous 
identification of specific fragments - it has been retained to avoid the needless complication of 
a double reference-system. A few fragments have been reassigned to another series and 
occassionally new fragments have been added to Arnaud’s inventory: such reassigned and 
new fragments have been identified according to the Arnaud system by continuing his number 
and letter count. Reassigned and new fragments can be recognized because their lettering is 
given between brackets (e.g. 603 ‘E’ refers to the reassigned fragment 74198c, ex-787). 
Break notation - Regarding the presentational aspect of the text edition, a word of explanation 
is needed regarding break notation. It should be noted that in tablets, breaks are always 
indicated in the conventional way (i.e.: when a part of the tablet of unknown size is broken off 
before a section of text that is given, it is shown by marking the following line count with 
apostrophe numbers, when the size of a break is known it is indicated as ‘N lines missing’ and 
when a part of unknown size is broken off after a section of text, it is indicated as ‘break’). 
However, text fragments are always assumed to be surrounded by unknown quantities of 
broken off text before and after it (meriting standard apostrophe line count), unless it has been 
specifically indicated otherwise. Such specific indications include fragments starting with the 
upper edge of a tablet given in regular (non-apostrophed) line count and fragments ending on 
a lower tablet edge marked ‘end of column’.  
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References - Frequently extra columns are added to the right side of the text to give references 
to parallel material. They are included to assist in diachronic and/or synchronic comparative 
analysis and for the reader’s convenience. For some series (Svo, SaP/V, Nigga and Diri) 
reference columns had to be omiited in Part 1 due to spatial considerations - for these series 
references may be found in Part 2. The first or left reference column mostly gives the 
corresponding entries of the canonical version as given in MSL. If a series does not have a 
canonical equivalent (Sag B, Nigga), it gives the corresponding entries of the OB version as 
given in MSL. Note that for the Izi series references to the canonical text are omitted because 
the complete transformation of Izi between the OB and 1st Millennium period makes a direct 
comparison with the canonical texts useless. When a second column is added it mostly gives 
the parallel Ugarit version if an edition is available (much of the Ugarit material remains 
unpublished). Occasionally, the second column gives references to some other version 
considered especially relevant for the given material (e.g. Hh divisions 3-4 have references to 
the OB Nippur version edited by Veldhuis). Information concerning the identification of all 
non-canonical references is always given in the commentary preceding the composite edition 
of the series in question. Note that especially for Hh the use of reference columns is not 
always consistent, due to the inconsistent nature of the edition of the parallel material. Until 
its eighth volume, MSL does not give the separate editions of the Ugarit material (referred to 
in later volumes as ‘RS Forerunners’), while other works (Veldhuis for OB Nippur, vSoldt for 
LBA Ugarit) only cover parts of the series. A listing of all important reference texts for the 1st 
Millennium, LBA and OB periods relevant to the Emar material is provided by 
Organizational Table 4 (note that in that table the texts given in brackets are not included in 
the text edition). 
Notes - Some notes serve to assist in the handling of the autographs, but most serve to give 
due credit when this new edition follows interpretations found in existing literature. No 
attempt has been made to list all the changes that this new edition makes in comparison the 
readings proposed in other editions. It should be noted that many such changes have been 
made in relation to Arnaud’s primary edition (Emar VI 4). Alternative readings found in 
Arnaud’s edition are only specifically referred to in the notes when the interpretation of signs 
is still not secure - this will allow the reader to make up his own mind. When a reference is 
simply given as ‘Arnaud’ or ‘Civil’, respectively Arnaud’s Emar VI 4 edition and its review 
by Civil are meant. These works, as well as the other philological literature referred to in the 
notes, are discussed in the annotated bibliography following Part 2. 
Part 2 - composite text 
Standard text - The first purpose of Part 2 of this re-edition is to list, in as far as possible, all 
fully reconstructed entries of all texts in their original sequence. The result is a standardized 
composite text. Some series are only attested in a single text, and therefore no actual 
composite text is required - in these cases their content has been repeated in the composite 
edition only to provide it with an interpretation (the second purpose of Part 2, see below). In 
the series Hh some divisions are found in multiple versions: such versions are mostly 
presented in separate composite texts. Explanations of and commentaries on the reconstructed 
organization of a given series or a given division often precede its composite edition.  
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Interpretation - The second purpose of Part 2 is to provide the text with an interpretation, 
which is needed for the structural and theoretical analyses found in Parts 3 and 4. The 
interpretation includes two possible elements: the first is a translation of individual entries 
into English and the second is an additional commentary. It should be noted that the series 
SaP and SaA2 give exclusively palaeographic information, with which this study is not 
concerned and that therefore these are not included in the composite edition. It will also be 
noted that in the other series some entries lack interpretions. Such entries were either already 
interpreted earlier in the same text section, or an reliable interpretation was not considered 
feasible. A thorough philological enquiry into the many interesting lexical leads found in 
individual entries was not feasible within the framework of this re-edition - this is why notes 
to secondary literature are only rarely given (the only variant readings systematically given 
are those found in the earlier edition by Arnaud and in Civil’s review of it). Superficial 
speculation was kept to a minimum: it seemed better to leave blank spaces than to bother the 
reader with obviously contextual interpretations. Recovering additional Sumerian lexicon 
hidden in these texts, requires a separate and specialized scholarly effort which may pick up 
where this study must leave off. 
Translation - For the other series the translations given will mostly refer to the Akkadian 
equivalent because modern knowledge of the Sumerian vocabulary depends on Akkadian 
sources and it is generally preferable that translation refers to the generally better known 
Akkadian instead of to the more distant Sumerian. In case a text has bilingual content the 
actual Akkadian equivalents found in Emar (rarely more than one per logogram) are given 
where possible. When the Emar Akkadian equivalent is broken and not reconstructable this is 
indicated by straight brackets ([]). In such cases the canonical Akkadian equivalent found in 
MSL, if available, is often added between regular brackets. In case a text has only unilingual 
content available canonical Akkadian equivalents are also added. Only when an Akkadian 
equivalent is available neither in the Emar material nor in the canonical version will the 
translation refer to the logogram rather than the Akkadian equivalent - such translations 
mostly follow the ePSD interpretation. It should be remembered that the relationship between 
logogram and Akkadian equivalent is not straightforward. Varying semantic ranges of words 
in Sumerian and Akkadian obviously result in a frequently asymmetrical relationship between 
the two elements, but there is an additional factor that complicates it further. The lexical texts 
present an approach of logograms that is valid in a very different ‘scientific’ context than that 
of modern western philology. Note that for PNs, DNs and GNs ‘translations’ are mostly 
omitted. 
Additional commentary - When the association of Akkadian equivalents with the logogram is 
not self-evident, often some explanatory notes are given in the form of bracketed comments. 
An example of such an explanation may be found in SaV entry 001.30 (i.e. logogram number 
001 A, Akkadian equivalent number 30 kapru): here the bracketed comment (É.DURU )5  is 
found, meaning that kapru ‘village’ occurs in association with the base sign A because 
É.DURU  is its regular Sumerian equivalent, DURU5 5 being one of the phonetic values of A (this 
equivalent in effect represents a pars pro toto or virtual graphic association). Another form of 
commentary are the various corrections, marked with an exclamation mark (!). An example of 
such a correction may be found in Hh entries 4131b-4132: here the irregular (‘phonetized’) 
spelling SU.DIN is found and has been corrected (!) to ŠUDUN ‘yoke’, which is the appropriate 
logogram expected here.  
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References - The references columns added to the composite texts repeat the references given 
for the text edition in Part 1. Note that, due to spatial restrictions, for some series (Svo, Nigga 
and Diri) references are only given in Part 2. The use of references has been explained in the 
discussion of Part 1. 
Notes - The notes added to the composite text primarily serve to assist in the reconstruction 
and interpretation of logograms. They either suggest readings for unclear entries or give due 
credit when this new edition has used suggestions found in existing literature. 
Appendices - Part 2 includes four appendices which provide tables that allow further 
diachronic analysis of the reconstructed Emar lexical corpus. Some of the findings of Part 3 
are based on these tables - the relevant references are given preceding each appendix. 
Bibliography - Part 2 includes an annotated bibliography that applies to both Part 1 and Part 
2. This annotated bibliography is ordered by series and corpus. An alphabetically ordered 
bibliography may be found at the end of Part 3. 
Presentational aspects 
The following rules apply uniformly to the presentation of the material throughout both parts 
of the edition. The only presentational difference between those parts is that the composite 
edition uses bold type for rendering the main (logogram) entries in Svo, Sav, Nigga and Diri, 
which serves to provide an easily recognizable distinction between the main entries 
(logograms) and the sub-entries (Akkadian equivalents) in some otherwise condensely 
presented texts. The choices made in rendering logograms in the different series are explained 
in paragraph 11.3. of Part 3 and summarized in Organization Table 3 below. 
1. Graphic rendering of logograms – In the elementary and advanced sign-lists logograms are 
rendered as graphemes, which means that they are merely identified as signs by listing them 
according to their most common values (viz. the first AbZ value) and in CAPITALS. 
Grapheme rendering has been applied in the presentation of all elementary and advanced 
series, because these lists are primarily geared to the analysis of graphemes, either individual 
or in combination. This analysis was achieved through describing their various divergent and 
convergent readings and their feasible combinations into compounds. Such an approach of 
logograms is very different than that found in the thematic lists, which analyse (underlying) 
Sumerian words rather than graphemes. Often the composite edition of those series in which 
logograms are rendered as graphemes also adds their applicable phonetic interpretation, i.e. 
their reading as words (added between brackets and in SMALL CAPS). An example is the 
phonetic (word) reading added to entry 1001 of Izi: after the grapheme reading NE-RI the 
phonetic reading DÈ.DAL is added between brackets, meaning that DÈ.DAL is the appropriate 
phonetic reading of the sign combination NE-RI. 
2. Phonetic spelling of logograms – In the thematic series the logograms are rendered as 
Sumerian words, i.e. in their contextually appropriate Sumerian phonetic form, rather than as 
graphemes (e.g. Hh 8a012 gives UDU GUKKAL, not LU-LU-HÚL and Hh 8a033 gives UDU 
GUR .GUR4 4, not LU-LAGAB-LAGAB). These Sumerian words have, as far as possible, been 
rendered with the maximum respect for the reconstructed Sumerian phoneme inventory. This 
means that this edition strives to use the most recent dictionary citation (ePSD) - e.g. DIĜIR, 
not the older form DINGIR and BISAĜ, not PISAN. Apart from scientific reasons (including the 
maximum phonemic distinction in the reconstruction of morpho-phonetic structure), this can 
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be justified on grounds of the empiric relevance of these phonemes in the scribal school. Even 
if the graphic analysis of cuneiform signs was clearly an important element in the scribal 
curriculum, concern for their phonetic values is equally obvious. The assignment of correct 
phonetic value is the topic of the many pronunciation glosses (e.g. in Sa Voc entries 038.02-3 
the Ĝ phoneme is clearly the topic of the glosses ke-eš and né-eš) and correct phonetic association 
is an important principle in the ordering of signs (e.g. SaV entries 096-7 LU with reading DAB 
is followed by TAB). The composite edition of the series in which logograms are rendered as 
Sumerian words often adds their graphemic rendering, i.e. their identification through their 
first and most recognizable reading in AbZ (added between brackets and in CAPITALS). An 
example is the graphemic reading added to entry 4207 of Hh: after the Sumerian word reading 
LÚGUD the graphemic reading LAGAB is added between brackets, meaning that LAGAB is 
the appropriate graphemic reading of the word LÚGUD. 
 
3. Spelling of Akkadian entries - Akkadian syllabic spellings have been rendered conform the 
(AHw) dictionary form and not conform their most common phonetic values (e.g. SaV 001.12 
is rendered ni-is-sà-tu4, not ni-iz-za-tu4). When given in the composite edition, the Akkadian 
has been adjusted to a citation-form transcription in order to facilitate dictionary reference 
(e.g. SaV 066.03 ra-pu-ul-tu4 in Tablet 1 (IV 3) becomes rupuštu in the composite edition). In 
the composite edition only unknown (or non-Akkadian) words are retained in hyphenated 
transcription and conform their most common phonetic values, allowing the reader to make 
up his own mind on basis of the empiric data. Justification for these adjustments is found in 
the function of the Akkadian forms in the lexical texts. Even if most lexical texts found in the 
LBA periphery are geared towards and organized by the Sumerian core of the curriculum, the 
Akkadian language was as much the object of study as the Sumerian language. The apprentice 
scribes in the LBA periphery had to master a standard, literary version of the Akkadian 
language, which was the international cultural lingua franca of the age as well as the 
instrument through which the lexical tradition approached the Sumerian language. In this 
context, many of their mistakes may be explained by the fact that Akkadian was not their 
native language and it is reasonable to postulate at least some interference from the local 
substrate language(s). In fact, study of such interference, and of the relation of the deviations 
found to the wider Semitic lexicon, may provide valuable insights into the West Semitic 
substrate in Emar. That does not, however, alter the fact that the Akkadian part of the lexical 
texts had the standard literary Akkadian language as its scholarly object, no matter how 
poorly or distortedly it is rendered by the  apprentice scribes. Modern Akkadian dictionaries, 
even if working with radically different methods, have partially the same object: standard 
lemmas. Because modern standardization is scientifically preferable to that of the Emar  
apprentice scribes, it is appropriate to apply the modern dictionary form when interpretating 




The following non-bibliographic abbreviations will be used throughout all four parts of The 
Emar Lexical Texts. Most are in common usage in Assyriological literature, others are 
particular to The Emar Lexical Texts. Note that in Appendix 4 of Part 2 all lexical series are 
listed with brief descriptions and references to their most important editions. For 
bibliographical abbreviations cf. the annotated bibliography at the end of Part 2. 
 














































canonical lexical series áA=nâqu (bilingual) 
lexical series di-irSI-A=watru 
Divine Name 
Extract (Type III) tablet 
canonical lexical series e-aA=nâqu (bilingual) 
Early Dynastic (2900-2350 BC) 
lexical series ÉRIN.HUŠ=anantu 
Emar Standard Text - entry identification provided from composite edition in Part 2 
tablet fragment 
lexical series with the Weidner God List  
Geographic Name 
.RA=hubullu lexical series (HAR)UR5
lexical series KÁ.GAL=abullu 
lexical series i-ziNE=išātu 
Late Bronze Age (for Syria 1500-1200 BC) 
tablet Lower Edge 
tablet LEft Edge 
lexical series LÚ=ša 
Middle Assyrian (1500-1000 BC) 
Middle Babylonian (1595-1000 BC) 
lexical series Table of Measures 
not applicable 
New Assyrian (1000-612 BC) 
New Babylonian (1000-539 BC) 
lexical series NÍĜ.GA=makkūru 
Old Babylonian (1800-1595 BC) 
tablet Obverse 
lexical series Proto-Ea (unilingual) 
Personal Name 
Peripheral Standard Text number - entry identification provided in SLT articles 
tablet Reverse 
lexical series Ras Shamra Grammatical Texts 
lexical series Syllabary A (unilingual) 
Syllabary A Appendix 
lexical series SAĜ B 
lexical series Syllable Alphabet A (‘logograms’ only) 
lexical series Syllabary A Palaeography 
lexical series Syllabary A Vocabulary (multilingual) 
Sign Name (entry element 3 according to the Civil code) 
Standard Nippur Text edition of the OB GIŠ-list in Veldhuis, Elementary Education 
lexical series Syllable Alphabet A Vocabulary (‘logograms’ plus equivalents) 
multi-column (Type I) Tablet 
lexical series Tu-ta-ti 
West Semitic (reconstructed) 
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ORGANIZATIONAL TABLES 
 
Table 1. Inventory of Emar lexical series - publication concordance and provisional 
sequence 
 




Series – full name Series - Parallel 
short Ugarit (series found in Emar are given 
11 in bold type) name curricular Emar VI 4  new 
12 sequenceedition edition 
numbers numbers 
 
Tu-ta-ti 0. tu-ta-ti 601 1 
n/a n/a Sal 2 Syllable Alphabet A 
Svo 1. Syllable Alphabet A Vocabulary 603 2 
SaV 2.1. Syllabary A - Vocabulary 538 3 
Sa 2.2. Syllabary A 538 E 3 
SaP* 2.3. Syllabary A - Palaeography 537 3 
* 2.4 Syllabary A - Appendix 1 SaA1 538 4 
* 2.5. Syllabary A - Appendix 2 SaA2 538 n/a 
e-a 13 A=nâqu n/a n/a ? Ea 
3. Weidner God List  G 539 4? 
n/a n/a 4? Ras Shamra Grammatical Texts RSGT 
n/a n/a ? Table of Measures Mea 
14 541-62.RA=hubullu 4. Hh 5 UR5
15 602LÚ=ša 5. Lu 6 
i-zi 16 -NE=išātu 6. Izi 7 





SagB* 8. 575 n/a 
18 573-4 9. Nigga ? 
19 540 10. Diri 8 
n/a n/a ? Erim 
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Table 2. Inventory of Emar lexical series – typology and scholarly focus 
 
Series  Series typology  Scholarly focus 
Cf. 11.3. in Part 3. Cf. 11.4. in Part 3. 
Tu-ta-ti elementary sign-list acquisition of basic phonetic signs 
Svo elementary sign-list general introduction to lexical lists;  
  limited acquisitive and analytic exercise 
SaV elementary sign-list acquisition of basic logograms and their analysis 
  according to integrative methodology 
Sa elementary sign-list shortened version of SaV 
SaP elementary sign-list analysis of palaeographic variants 
SaA1 elementary sign-list specialized extension of SaV (PNs) 
extension of SaP SaA2 elementary sign-list 
G thematic list acquisition of specialized vocabulary (DNs) 
Hh thematic list acquisition of varied vocabulary 
  (material objects, flora and fauna, geography) 
Lu thematic list acquisition of specialized vocabulary 
  (professions and human attributes/categories) 
Izi advanced sign-list analysis of simple compounds 
  according to integrative methodology 
Kagal advanced sign-list acquisition of selected simple compounds  
SagB advanced sign-list acquisition of selected simple compounds  
Nigga advanced sign-list acquisition of selected simple compounds  
Diri advanced sign-list acquisition of complex compounds and their analysis 
according to integrative methodology 
 
Table 3. Presentational aspect by series 
 
Presentation of 
EST/PST entry numbers 
(e.g. Hh    12.003a) 
Series List Presentation of Graphic  ¶ 
type logograms  repetition of
logograms Cf. 11.3. in Part 3. 
Division Key Sign Sub-entry 
 
Tu-ta-ti elem. n/a no n/a - 001-005 n/a 
ME-ME/ME.ME no .01-99 Svo elem. no - 001-122 
yes .01-99 SaV elem. A/A yes - 001-215 
SaA1 elem. SAR no yes - 001-050 n/a 
SaA2 elem. DAM no yes - 216-243 n/a 
Sa elem. A no yes - 001-215 n/a 
SaP elem. A no yes - 001-215 n/a 
them. EN.LÍL G no yes - 001-091 n/a D
them. .RA Hh no yes 1-18 001- a-z UR5
them. LÚ Lu no yes 1-2 001- a-z 
Izi adv. NE(IZI) no yes frag. 1-4 001- a-z 
Kagal adv. KÁ-GAL(KÁ.GAL) no yes - 001-009 n/a 
SagB adv. SAG(SAĜ) no yes - 001-217 a-z 
NÍG-GA/NÍĜ.GA no .01-99 Nigga adv. no - 001-031 
Diri SI-A/DIRIG no .01-99 adv. no frag. 1-9 001-040 
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Table 4. Parallel text editions  
Cf. the relevant methodological discussion in Chapter 14 of Part 3. 
*    - references given only in composite edition 
(bracketed italics)  - references not given  
Emar 1st Millennium LBA OB MSL 
series/ canonical peripheral equivalent edition 
division equivalent equivalent volume
20 Tu-ta-ti - (Nougayrol) (Kizilyay)21 n/a 
Svo - Nougayrol Sollberger n/a 
22 23 (/ Nougayrol) (Scheil, Tanret) Sa(/V/P) MSL* Gantzert III 
24G Weidner composite Gantzert  / Nougayrol Weidner composite n/a 
Hh 1 MSL Hh I composite V 
Hh 2 MSL Hh II composite V 
Hh 3a/.1b MSL Hh III composite  Veldhuis, SNT V 
MSL Hh IV composite  Veldhuis, SNT V           /.2b 
MSL Hh V composite  Veldhuis, SNT VI 
Hh 4 
MSL Hh VI composite  Veldhuis, SNT VI 
MSL Hh VIIa/b composite Veldhuis, SNT VI 
(MSL OB Forerunner) MSL Hh VIII - VII Hh 5 
(MSL OB Forerunner) MSL Hh IX  - VII 
(MSL Alalakh Forerunner) (MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 6  MSL Hh X VII 
(MSL Alalakh Forerunner) (MSL OB Forerunner) MSL Hh XI  VII Hh 7a/b 
(MSL Alalakh Forerunner) (MSL OB Forerunner) MSL Hh XII  VII 
25 (MSL RS Forerunner) (MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 8a/b MSL Hh XIII VIII.1 
MSL Hh XIV composite VIII.2 Hh 9a/b 
(MSL OB Forerunner) MSL Hh XV composite  IX 
(MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 10 MSL Hh XVI MSL RS+Alalakh Forerunner X 
(MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 11  MSL Hh XVII MSL RS+Alalakh Forerunner X 
Hh 12 MSL Hh XVIII composite VIII.2 
(MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 13 MSL Hh XIX MSL RS Forerunner X 
(MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 14 MSL Hh XX van Soldt, ‘Ugarit Version’ XI 
(MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 15 van Soldt, ‘Ugarit Version’ XI MSL Hh XXI 
 (MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 16a/b MSL RS Forerunner XI 
MSL Hh XXII 
(MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 17  MSL Hh XXIII - XI 
(MSL OB Forerunner) Hh 18  MSL Hh XXIV - XI 
26 - MSL LÚ=šaLu 1 MSL Proto-Lu XII 
27 - MSL LÚ=šaLu 2 MSL Proto-Lu XII 
Izi text 1 n/a n/a MSL Proto-Izi I XIII 
Izi text 2 n/a MSL Bogazköy A-B n/a XIII 
Izi text 3 MSL Izi XV n/a n/a XIII 
Izi text 4 n/a n/a n/a XIII 
Kagal MSL Kagal - n/a XIII 
28 (MSL Proto-Sag)Sag B n/a - SS 1 
MSL OB Nigga* Nigga n/a - XIII 
(MSL OB Diri) MSL Diri* MSL Ugarit* Diri  XV 
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Table 5. Archaeological context 
 
T =Type I tablet / E = Type III tablet (extract) / fr = fragment(s) /  
n/u = not used in composite text 
 
Series/ Fragments - Fragments - Archaeological context 
Tablet edition numbers museum numbers  
Tu-ta-ti E1 601 7462 M III NE 
Svo T1 603 A 74246b M I NO 
Svo T2 603 B 74199w+74256 M III NE 
Svo fr 603 C 74152c M III NE 
 603 D 74246a M I NO 
 603 E 74198c M III NE 
SaV T1 537 A 74171b M III NE 
 537 E 74158a M III SE 
537 G 7523b Surface  
537 G’ 7523a idem 
537 H 74199d M III NE 
Surface  537 I 7521 
SaV T2 537 C 731064+74249a M I NO 
537 D 74249b idem 
SaV T3 537 B 74204a M III NE 
SaV T4 537 F 74231a M III SE 
SaV fr 537 K 74199t M III NE 
537 L 7486a idem 
537 M 74309 M I NE 
537 N 74199a M III NE 
Sa 538 E 74132c M III SE 
SaP T1 538 B+C 7469+7469a M III NE 
 538 G 74145 idem 
 538 I 74175a idem 
 538 N 74152e idem 
 538 O 7484q idem 
SaP T2 538 F 74133a+b M III NE 
 538 H 74148u idem 
538 J 74193a idem 
538 K 74228c M III SE 
538 L 74117n M III NE 
538 Q 74127p idem 
538 R 74133d idem 
SaP fr 538 D 7483b M III NE 
 538 U 74123g M III SE 
SaP fr n/u 538 A 731080e Temple M1 
538 M 74117o M III NE 
538 P 74107ao idem 
538 S1 7493h idem 
538 S2 7496d idem 
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538 S3 74228b M III SE 
538 S4 74238x M III NE 
538 T1 7484p idem 
538 T2 7489h idem 
538 T3 74146r M III SE 
538 T4 74147k M III NE 
538 T5 74152h idem 
G T1 539 A’+A’’ 74165i+74165j M III SE 
 539 B 7485j M III NE 
 539 C 74198n idem 
 539 D 74123f M III SE 
G fr n/u 539 E 7493j  M III NE 
Hh 1T1 541 A 731046 Temple M1 
541 C 74342b M IV SO  
541 E 74248a M I NO 
Hh 1T2 541 D 731059a-c Temple M1 
Hh 1T3 541 B 731044 Temple M1 
541 Z 731085l idem 
Hh 1 fr 541 F 74178b M III NE 
 541 G 731067 Temple M1 
 541 H 74171f M III NE 
 541 I 74106e+74221b idem 
 541 J 74122ba idem 
 541 K 74124a M III SE 
 541 L 74104h M III NE 
 541 M=Hh 1 T4 74139 idem 
 541 N 74104y idem 
 541 O 74132p M III SE 
 541 P 7496c M III NE 
 541 Q 7490f idem 
 541 R 74198l idem 
 541 S 74293j M I SO & M II NO 
 541 T 7498i M III NE 
 541 U 74164c M III SE 
 541 V 74122al M III NE 
 541 W 74101o idem 
 541 X 731084j Temple M1 
 541 Y 74107ax M III NE 
idem  541 AA 74107av 
Hh 1 fr n/u 541 AB 74177c M III NE 
Hh 2T1 542 A 74191a M III NE 
542 E 74215b idem 
542 I 74146h M III SE 
542 R 7488a M III NE 
542 V 74101x idem 
Hh 2T2 542 B 731058 Temple M1 
Hh 2T3 542 D 74342a M IV SO surface des déblais 
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Hh 2 fr 542 C 74250 M I NO  
542 F 74127b M III NE 
542 G 74298e M I SO 
542 H 74217a M III NE 
542 J 74118c idem 
542 K 74217b idem 
542 L 7491z idem 
542 M 74129c idem 
542 N 74164b idem 
542 O 74132s M III SE 
542 P 74137k M III NE 
542 Q 74112a idem 
542 S 74132l M III SE 
M III NE 
idem 
542 T 74204e 
542 X 74232d 
Hh 3aT1 543-5 A 731030 Temple M1 
Hh 3aT2 543 C 74163b M III NE 
Hh 3b1T1 543 B 7480a M III NE 
Hh 3b2T1 544-5 B 731048 Temple M1 
Hh 3 fr 543 D 74171j M III NE 
544 D 74114j idem 
544 E 74107u idem 
544 F 74104x idem 
Hh 4T1 545 D’+D’’ 74209a+7526 M III NE + surface 
545 V 74123a M III SE 
545 AA 74201a Surface 
545 AB 74199j M III NE 
545 AC 74198ad idem 
545 AI 74209e idem 
545 AV 74232b idem 
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Hh 4T2 545 C’+C’’ 74233k+74233l M III NE 
545 E 74234c idem 
545 F 74233h idem 
545 G 7498f idem 
545 H 74211 idem 
545 J 74233t idem 
545 K 74238d idem 
545 L 74158f M III SE 
idem 545 N 74146n 
545 O 7498m M III NE 
M III SE 545 P 74172c 
545 Q 74233f M III NE 
545 T 74234m idem 
545 W 74216e idem 
545 X 74107w idem 
545 Y’+Y’’ 74146g+74150c M III SE + M III NE 
545 Z 74233b M III NE 
545 AD 74198i idem 
545 AE 74204c idem 
545 AF 74233e idem 
545 AG 74126a idem 
545 AH 74197h idem 
545 AJ 74107d idem 
545 AK 74196k idem 
545 AL 74238h idem 
545 AM 74103w idem 
545 AN 74201e idem 
545 AP 74147f idem 
545 AT 74204b idem 
545 AW 74234o idem 
545 AX 74123h M III SE 
545 AY 74238i M III NE 
Hh 4T3 545 U 74190c M III NE 
545 AR 74209c idem 
545 BA 7498j idem 
Hh 4E1 545 I 7448 M III NE 
Hh 4E2 545 M 74114d M III NE 
idem  545 S 74109b 
 545 AZ 74178c idem 
Hh 4 fr 545 R 74190i M III NE 
545 AO 74122e ìdem 
545 AQ 7496j idem 
545 AS 74105d idem 
545 BB 7481c idem 
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Hh 5T1 546 A’+A’’ 74155+74191b M III NE 
546 I 74122g idem 
546 K 7484s idem 
546 M 74106c idem 
546 N 7491o idem 
546 O 7487c idem 
546 P 74171e idem 
Hh 5 fr 546 B 74261e M I NO 
 546 C 74107v M III NE 
 546 D 74148d idem 
 546 E 7482g idem 
 546 F 7487j idem 
 546 H 74190e idem 
Hh 5 fr n/u 546 G 7491e M III NE 
546 J 74132i M III SE 
546 L 74127f M III NE 
546 Q 74107ad idem 
Hh 6 fr 547 A 74160f M III NE 
547 D 74206b idem 
547 F 74119c idem 
547 G 74199b idem 
Hh 7aT1 548-9 D 74247 M I NO 
548-9 K 731054 Temple M1 
548-9 Z 74278 Temple M  déblais 1
Hh 7aT2 548-9 B 74105a M III NE 
Hh 7aT3 548-9 J 74171c M III NE 
FVH MVF IV/75-2505 antiquities market 
Hh 7a fr 548 Q 731084z Temple M1 
548-9 W 74128o M III SE 
Hh 7bT1 548 H 74166a M III NE 
Hh 7bE1 39=548 C 73265 Chantier C 
Hh 7bE2 548 G 74148a M III NE 
Hh 7b fr 548 A 74103b M III NE 
 548 E 74104i idem 
 548 F 74159k M III SE 
 548 I 74156e idem 
 548 L 74156b idem 
 548 M 74156a idem 
 548 N 74122ae M III NE 
 548-9 O+AK 74148k+74172a M III NE + M III SE 
 548 P 74233g M III NE 
 548-9 S 74154 idem 
 548 V 74123a M III SE 
 548 AA 74107l M III NE 
 548 AB 74198q idem 
 548 AC 74122ag idem 
 549 AF 74160e idem 
Hh 7b fr n/u 548 R 7481p M III NE 
548 T 74198o idem 
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548 U 74160c idem 
548 X 74128r M III SE 
548 Y 74124b idem 
548 AD 74122ah M III NE 
548 AE 7491m idem 
548 AF 7484b idem 
548 AG 74101v idem 
548 AH 7481d idem 
548 AI 7484c idem 
548 AJ 7485l idem 
Hh 8aT1’ 550 A 731079 Temple M1 
550 C 74240a M I NO 
550 I 731080o Temple M1 
Hh 8bT1 550 D 7520 M IV NO 
Hh 8bT2 550 B 74102d M III NE 
Hh 8b fr 550 E 7522 M IV NO 
550 F 74146o M III SE 
550 G 7476a M III NE 
550 H 74104w idem 
Hh 9aT1 B=551 B=552 A 7342 surface 
C=551 C=552 B 731086 Temple M1 
Hh 9bT1 551 A’+A’’ 74137a+74171a M III NE 
551 E 74123b M III SE 
Hh 9b fr 551 D 74190g M III NE 
551 F 74160i idem 
Hh 10T1 553 A’+A’’ 74203e+74230a M III NE+M III SE 
553 B 74198af M III NE 
553 C 74242a M I NO 
553 D 74238o M III NE 
553 E 74209f idem 
553 H 74233s idem 
553 I’’ 74198y idem 
553 J 74107e idem 
553 K 74199o idem 
553 N 74200c idem 
553 O 74204f idem 
553 P 74199s idem 
Hh 10T2 553 F 74248c M I NO 
Hh 10 fr 553 G 74178a M III NE 
553 I’ 74127j idem 
553 L 74148v idem 
553 M 7489p idem 
553 Q 731082 Temple M1 
553 R 731089f idem 
553 S 74148ab M III NE 
Hh 11 fr 554 A 7481h M III NE 
554 B 731040a Temple M1 
554 C 7491ac M III NE 
554 E 731050 Temple M1 
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554 F 731089c idem 
554 G 74107ad M III NE 
554 H 74127m idem 
Hh 12T1 555 A’+A’’ 7498c+74171d M III NE 
555 B 74100c idem 
555 C 74100a idem 
555 D 74166d idem 
555 E 74208c idem 
555 F 74158r M III SE 
555 G 74242b M I NO 
555 H 7481n M III NE 
555 J 74103e idem 
555 L 74107aa idem 
555 M 74165c M III SE 
555 N 74122w M III NE 
555 O 74123q M III SE 
Hh 12E1 555 K 7467 M III NE 
Hh fr n/u 555 I 74345f M IV SO 
Hh 13T1’ 556 B 74190j M III NE 
Hh 13T2 556 C 74122b M III NE 
556 E 7491a idem 
556 G 74148m idem 
Hh 13E1 556 A 74202 M III NE 
Hh 13E2 556 D 74149 M III SE 
Hh 13 fr 556 H 74190m M III NE 
Hh 14 fr 557 A 731053 Temple M1 
557 B 74147g M III NE 
557 C 74159f M III SE 
557 D 74171g M III NE 
Hh 15T1 A=558 A=559 K 74129e M III NE 
K=558 K 74104p idem 
Hh 15E1 558 A’ 74234b M III NE 
Hh 16aT1 558 D=559 I 74198b M III NE 
Hh 16bT1 558 B’+B’’=559 A 74115+74159ac M III NE+M III SE 
559 F 74199v M III NE 
Hh 16bT2 8C=558 C 74227 M III SE 
8E=558 E=559 B 74187 M III NE 
9C=559 C 74158j M III SE 
9E=559 E 74122u M III NE 
Hh 16bE1 559 D 7455+74155b M III NE 
Hh 16b fr 558 H’ 74114h M III NE 
558 I 74117b idem 
558 J 74104g idem 
558 L 74232f idem 
559 G 74199b idem 
559 H 74232a idem 
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Hh 16b fr n/u 558 F 74129d M III NE 
 558 G 74158k M III SE 
 558 H’’ 7490c M III NE 
 558 M 74238v idem 
 558 N 74238w idem 
 559 J 74117g idem 
 559 K 74122au idem 
Hh 17T1’ 560 A 7496b M III NE 
560 B 74105k idem 
560 C 74118a idem 
560 D 74186 idem 
560 E 74271 M I NO 
560 F 74113a M III NE 
560 G 74107o idem 
560 I 74107ab idem 
Hh 17 fr n/u 560 J 74199p M III NE 
Hh 18T1’ 561 A 74217b M III NE 
561 B 74234d idem 
561 C 7491p idem 
561 D 7489l idem 
561 E 74127d idem 
561 F 74160g idem 
561 G 74208b idem 
561 H 731084o Temple M1 
561 I 74109a M III NE 
561 K 74197d idem 
Hh 18 fr n/u 561 J 74143k M III NE 
Lu 1T1 602 A’+A’’ 74121 M III NE 
602 N 74148p idem 
602 U 74232e idem 
602 AI 74106e idem 
Lu 1T2 602 D 74148b M III NE 
602 F 74148l idem 
602 G 74134d idem 
602 H 74135j idem 
602 S 74146d M III SE 
602 AE 74129d M III NE 
602 AF 74146t M III SE 
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Lu 1 fr 602 B 74113b M III NE 
 602 C+I 7496a+74147c idem 
 602 E’ 74158d M III SE 
 602 J 74148c M III NE 
 602 K+O 7486d+7495c idem 
 602 R 74117k idem 
 602 V 74122o idem 
 602 W 74214c idem 
 602 Y 74114c idem 
 602 Z 74260 M I NO 
 602 AA 74107f M III NE 
 602 AD 7495a idem 
Lu 1 fr n/u 602 Q 7496i M III NE 
602 T 74232k idem 
602 AB 74103r idem 
602 AG 731075p Temple M1 
602 AH 74132u M III SE 
Lu 2T1 602 E’’ 74169a  M III NE 
602 L 74148af  idem 
602 M 74134c  idem 
602 P 74158i  M III SE 
602 X 74148w  M III NE 
602 AK  74122c  idem 
602 AL 74178e  idem 
602 AM 74101d  idem 
602 AN 74102l  idem 
602 AO 74104b  idem 
602 AP 74159a  M III SE 
602 AQ 74198e  M III NE 
Lu 2E1 602 AJ 74158e M III SE 
Lu 2 fr n/u 602 AC 74232d M III NE 
Izi 1T1 567 A 7494b M III NE 
567 B 74105b idem 
567 C 74122i idem 
567 E 74248b M I NO 
567 F 74123k M III SE 
Izi 1 fr 567 H 74122ab M III NE 
Izi 1 fr n/u 567 D 74122h M III NE 
567 G 74232j idem 
Izi 2A fr 564 A 7490b M III NE 
565 B 7491ae idem 
566 C 7498e idem 
G+H 74238n+74127n idem 
Izi 2A fr n/u D 
E 
F 
74198u M III NE 
7479b idem 
74198r idem 
Izi 2BT1 568 A 74164a M III SE 
568 B 74259 idem 
578 C 74146f idem 
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Izi 3 fr 577 A+B 74191c+7484l M III NE 
Izi 4E1 572 7433 M III NE 
Izi 4 fr 571 A+B 74199l+74198w M III NE 
Izi 4 fr n/u 571 C 7478c M III NE 
571 D 731075j Temple M1 
Kagal fr 576 74166b M III NE 
Sag B T1 575 731055 Temple M1 
 BLT n/a antiquities market 
Nigga T1 573 A 74103a+74104a M III NE 
573 C 74106b idem 
Nigga fr n/u 573 B 74103c M III NE 
574 A 74190h idem 
574 B 7480b idem 
574 C 74100f idem 
586 7488f idem 
Diri fr 1 540 A 74152b M III NE 
Diri fr 2 540 F 74133i M III NE 
Diri fr 3 540 B 74146a M III SE 
 540 K 74199i M III NE 
 540 M 74198z idem 
 540 N 74238r idem 
Diri fr 4 540 C 74254c M III SE 
 540 D 74160a M III NE 
 540 E 74165e M III SE 
 540 O 74128c idem 
Diri fr 5 540 G 74128k M III SE 
Diri fr 6 540 J 74159g  M III SE 
Diri fr 7 540 K 74198d M III NE 
Diri fr 8 540 H 74107ag M III NE 
Diri fr n/u 9=540 O 74152g M III NE 
10=540 Q 74152a idem 
Unidentified 539 E 7489c M III NE 
588 74101h idem 
590 7491k idem 
592 74112b idem 
595 74123p M III SE 
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KEY TO THE TEXT EDITION 
 
Note that the varying presentational forms used in the edition in the different series are 
explained in paragraph 11.3. of Part 3 and summarized in Organizational Table 3 above. 
 
Tablet and fragment identification: 
 
Tablet/Extract 1 - reconstructed tablet (often consisting of several fragments) 
000 A   - fragment identified by Arnaud (Emar VI 4 edition number ) 
000 ‘B’  - fragment identified in the Civil review (AuOr 7 (1989) 5-25) 
    and here added to the texts edited by Arnaud 
(00000 – p.000) - fragment identified by museum number and 
    page number of publication (Emar VI 1-2) 
A-Z   - fragments - identification in line count column 




LARGE  - grapheme: identification of sign by first value listed in AbZ 
(LARGE)   - graphic form of preceding sign 
regular-uppercase  - pronunciation gloss 
SMALL.CAPS  - logogram 
SMALL.CAPS.UPPERCASE - determinative or Sumerian phonetic complement 
regular   - phonetic Sumerian or sign name 
italics   - phonetic Akkadian 
italics-uppercase  - Akkadian phonetic complement 
:   - separation marker (discussed in paragraph 12.2. of Part 3) 
↑↓   - entry continues vertically upward, downward or between lines 
→   - entry overlaps onto or from other side of the tablet 
ruling   - horizontal ruling on tablet; note that continuous ruling  
     (i.e. ruling of all entries in a given text) is only indicated in a  
    comment preceding a text 
?   - sign reading questionable 
┌ ┐ 
└ ┘   - damaged sign with broken corners 
x   - damaged sign unreadable 
[x o]   - gap in text with estimated number of omitted signs 
[...]   - gap in text with unknown number of missing signs 
[]   - tablet surface damaged but presumably no signs missing 
break   - for tablets only: indication of broken column (for loose  
    fragments a break is always assumed to follow the text  
    unless the indication ‘end of column’ is specifically given) 
!   - emendation of malformed sign 
(!...)   - emendation of preceding sign  
< >   - omitted sign 
<< >>   - unwarranted sign 
--   - initial key word omitted but assumed 







Extract 1 - 601 (7462 – p.197) 
This extract tablet has an excerpt of  a TU-TA-TI-like exercise used to practice Hurrian 
phonemes, followed by what seems to be an epistolary exercise29.  
 
Obverse 
1. 001 wu-u : pu-u 
2. 002 wa-a : pa-a 
3. 003 we-e : pè-e 
4. 004 wi-i : pí-i 
Reverse 
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1. Syllable Alphabet A Vocabulary 
 




┌lu1. 001.01 [ME-ME DIĜIR] 4 
m]a-lu-lu4 2. .02 [ 
sà-ar-ru 3. .03  
4 háb-ba-tu4. .04  



















! 10. 002.01 [PA]P-PAP DUMU.MÍ PAP.SUKKALD
11. .02  NISABA D
a-bu 12. 003.01 A-A 
13. .02  NÈ.ERI .GAL D 11
14. .03  NIN.É.GAL D
15. .04  É.A D
a-bi-a-bi 16. 004.01 A-A-A 
17. .02  É.A D
18. 005.01 KU-KU NIN.GAL D
i-ta-ad-du-ú 19. .02  
šu-qal-lu-lu4 20. 006.01 [LU]-LU 
du-uš-šu-ú 21. .02  
ri-i-ú 22. .03  
23. .04  LUGAL.BÀN/MAR .DA D 5
m[a]-šu-ú ša A.ŠAG24. 007.01 MAŠ 4 
┐ma -šu-ú 25. .02  
a-ša-re-du 26. .03  
gur-ru 27. .04  
























35. 009.01 MAŠ-GAG  MES.LAM.TA.È.A D
s ̣̣a-bi-tu36. .02  4 
37. 010.01 MAŠ-NI NIN.A.ZU D
qa-an-nu 38. 011.01 SI-GAG 
ku-zu-li-lu39. .02  4 
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40. 012.01 SI-NI NIN.ĜIŠ.ZI.DA D
41. .02  <<KI>> PA .NI .ĜAR.RA 4 9
!42. 013.03 SI -A EN.LÍL <<KI>> D
43. 014.01 U-BAR UTU D
kiš-šat ma-tu (!ti) 44. .02  4
nu-ú-ru 45. 015.01 BAR-BAR 
ba-ru-ú 46. .02 
ba-ra-ru 47. .03 
end of column 
 
II 
line count 1-12 reconstructed as parallel to I 
1. 015.00  [...] 
2. .00  [...] 
3. 016.00 LÁ-[LÁ …] 
4. .00  [...] 
5. 017.00 IGI-[BAR ...] 
6. .00  [...] 
7. .00  [...] 
8. 018.00 BAR-[IGI …] 
9. .00  [...] 
10. 019.00 IGI-[IGI …] 
11. .00  [...] 
12. .00  [...] 
13. 020.00 IGI-IG[I-IGI ...] 
14. 021.00 A-[IGI ...] 
15. 022.00 A-IGI-IGI┐ [...] 
┌te┐[-er-tu16. 023.01 ME-A ] 4
u’-[ú-ru] 17. .02  
KÁ É◦[.GAL] 18. 024.01 ME-NI 
19. 025.01 AŠ-NI DÉ.┌A┐ 
NIN.UR 20. 026.01 AŠ-UR D
EN.LÍL 21. 027.01 NUN-NI D
NIN.LÍL 22. 028.01 NUN-UR D
ši-ka-ru 23. 029.01 A-KU 
dan-nu ša KUR 24. 030.01 LAGAB-A 
a-ru-tu4 25. 031.01 A-PAP 
26. .02 <<ME?>> LÚMUŠEN.DÙ 
háb-ba-tu4 27. 032.01 PAP-A 
nu-ú 28. 033.01 A-AN DIĜIR.MEŠ
za-na-an ša-me-e 29. 034.01 AN-A 
za-na-nu 30. .02  
nu-ú 31. .03  DIĜIR.MEŠ
tu
4 32. .04  INANNA.MEŠ
D
ba-ni!-ia-t[u ] 33. .05  4
34. .06   RU-DA[M o] ŠAG4
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32 UĜ.MEŠ m[a-du-tu35. 035.01 KUR-BA ]4
ta-š[i-la-tu36. 036.01 KUR-U-TA ] 4
ba-r[u-ú] 37. 037.01 ME-ZU 
ba[-ru-ú] 38. 038.01 ME-PI-ZU 
e[m?-qu] 39. .02  
[...] 40. .00  
[...] 41. 039.00 NI-ZU 
42. 040.00 A-ZU┘ [...] 
43. 041.00 ZU-[ZU ...] 




1. 042 NI[-BA ...] 
2. 043 NI-B[A-BA ...] 
3. 044 A-[BA ...] 
4. 045 A-BA-B[A ...] 
5. 046 BA-BA [...] 
6. 047 BA-BA-A [...] 
33 7. 048 BA-ZA x[...]
8. 049 BA-ZA-ZA x[...] 
ši[-ga-ru] 9. 050.01 NI-A 
še-h[u] 10. 051.01 A-NI 
ma-ki┐[-su] 11. 052.01 TAB-NI 
ka-ra-š[u] 12. 053.01 KASKAL-NI 
še-i-qu┐ 13. 054.01 NI-UR-BA 
kal-s ̣̣u! 14. 055.01 BAD-NI 
-šu-ú gu15. 056.01 BAD-NI-HI 5
pi-ti uz-ni 16. 057.01 GIŠ-BAD 
e-nu 17. 058.01 NU-NU 
ša-mu-ú 18. .02  
la a-mi-lu19. .03  4 
la-a-ru 20. 059.01 A-NU 
si-tu4 21. 060.01 SAG-TAR 
iš-ta-ra [-tu ] 22. 061.01 SAG-TAR-DA-A ┘ 4
a-ra-r[u] 23. 062.01 SAG-AN 
mu-ki-i[n-nu] 24. 063.01 SAG-AN-TUK 
la-a[p-nu] 25. 064.01 SAG-KUR 
mu[š-ke-nu] 26. 065.01 SAG-KUR-TA 
x[...] 27. 066.00 TAR-DA 
28. 067.00 TAR-DA-└A┘ [...] 
29. 068.00 GABA-[GABA ...] 
30. 069.00 GABA-GA[BA-A ...] 
31. 070.00 NIN-[GABA ...] 
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32. 071.00 NIN-[EZEN ...] 
33. 072.00 NIN-[SUKKAL ...] 
...] 34. 073.00 NIN-SUKKA[L-AN-
KA 
35. 074.00 TÚL-[TA ...] 
36. 075.00 TAR-[TA ...] 
37. 076.00 É-[TA ...] 
38. 077.00 É-TA[R-DA ...] 
39. 078.00 AN-[DÙL ...] 
40. 079.00 AN-AN[-DÙL ...] 
end of column 
 
IV 
i-li Éti 1. 080.01 AN-GÁ 
la-ma-as-su 2. 081.01 AN-KAL 
ka-lu eb-bu 3. 082.01 UD-MA 
ta-li-mu 4. .02  
ĜIŠ a-šum 5. .03  
ub-bu-bu 6. 083.01 UD-UD-MA 
el-lu4 7. 084.01 UD-GA 
el-lu-lu4 8. 085.01 UD-UD-GA 
mu-ú-tu4 9. 086.01 AN-GÀR 
mu-ta-nu 10. 087.01 GÀR-AN 
nu-uz-zu NIR 11. 088.01 AN-ÁŠ 
ša-ka-an 12. 089.01 KU(!ÁŠ)-AN 
la-ši-mu 13. 090.01 AN-BA 
INANNA MUL 14. 091.01 AN-BA-NI D
šar-rù 15. 092.01 AN-NI 
ma-li-ku 16. 093.01 AN-NI-ZU 
17. 094.01 HI-GA LÚNAR 
18. 095.01 HI-HI-GA LÚNAR.GAL 
a-lu-zi-in-nu 19. 096.01 ME-HI 
aš-ta-lu 20. 097.01 ME-HI-GA └
ša-i-lu 21. 098.01 [I]GI-BA-NI 
ša-il-tu4 22. 099.01 [IGI-] BA-UR └
23. 100.01 [HU]-HU 
LÚ
NAGAR 
24. 101.01 [HU]-BA 
LÚ
SIMUG 
┌ ┐25. 102.01 HU -UR 
LÚpur-qúl-lu4 
26. 103.01 HU-RU 
LÚ
TIBIRA 
27. 104.01 AN-Ú 
LÚTA(!DUG-QA)-BUR=BAHAR 
4 28. 105.01 Ú-A 
LÚ
MÁ.LAH
29. 106.01 Ú-TA 
LÚBUR(!KUG).DÍM 
30. 107.01 PA-PA 
LÚra-qu-ú 
nu-ú 31. 108.01 PA-GÁ 
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ši!-la-nu 32. 109.01 PA-PA-GÁ 
pur-šu-mu 33. 110.01 A-A-UR └
NA.BU.UM 34. 111.01 [A]N-UR 
D
DIĜIR ba-al-ti 35. 112.01 [NI-]NI : NI-HI-GA 
Ì ru-uq-qu-ú 36. 113.01 [NI-]NI-A 
Ì šim-še[-l]i 37. 114.01 [NI-N]I-NI 
Ì re-eš-[t]u38. 115.01 [NI-NI]-NI-A 4 
a-bu ši-┌bu 39. 116.01 [AB]-BA 
a-bi : ši-bi 40. 117.01 [AB-BA-] MU └
a-bu-šu ši-ib-šu 41. 118.01 [AB-BA-] NI └
pur-šu-mu 42. 119.01 [AB-BA-]◦A 
a -bi a-ši-ib a-lì 43. 120.01 [AB-BA-URU] └ ┘
44. 121.01 [IGI-SU4 T]IŠPAK 
D
Š]UŠI[NAK](M]Ù[Š-EREN]) 45. 122.01 [SU4 
D




ID 341. EN.x[...]  Ì.ZU.TUR.TUR (By) the hand of Bēlu-[?qarrad], junior scribe, ŠU 
AK [u NISABA] u a-a 2. servant of Nabû [and Nisaba] and Ayya. D D DÌR 
 






























nu-u]-rù 8’ .02 [ 
a-š]i-pu 9’ .04 [ 
┐ ┌ma - šu-u 10’ .03 [] 
maš-ma-šu-u 11’ .06 [] 
12’ 009.01 [MAŠ]-GAG MES.LAM.TA.È.A D
s ̣̣a-bi-tu4 13’ .02 [] 
u-ma-mu 14’ .03 [] 
NIN.A.ZU 15’ 010.01 [MAŠ]-NI D
qa-an-nu 16’ 011.01 [SI]-GAG 
ku-zu-ul-lu4 17’ .02 [] 
ub-bu-bu 18’ .03 [] 
19’ .04 [] SIRIS D
.ĜAR.RA 20’ <012>.02 [] .NIDPA4 9
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35 ki-i-la 21’ ?012.03 [?SI-NI]
◦D
IŠTARAN 22’ .04 [] 
◦D23’ ?013.01 [?SI-A] EN.LÍL 
◦Dšá-m[aš] 24’ ?014.01 [?U-BAR] 
k]iš-šat ma[-t]i 25’ .02 [ 





















tam-]t ̣a-tu4 32’ .02 [ 
k]i-ru-us-sú 33’ .03 [ 
iš-pi-pi-t[u34’ .04 [] ] └ 4
end of column 
 
II 
B ┌ ┐ 1’ 034.00 AN- A [...] 
 2’ .00 [...] 
 36 3’ .00 x[...]
┌4’ .00  a- na?┐ xx[o] 
[UĜ.M]EŠ ma-d[u-tu5’ 035.01 KUR-BA ] 4
t◦a-ši-la-tu6’ 036.01 [KUR-U]-TA 4 
[b]a-rù-u 7’ 037.01 [ME]-ZU 











ME-PI┐ ba-rù-u -[Z]U 
[e]m-qu  
![lu]m -mu-du4  
la-ma-du 4 
ha-si-su  
┌14’      039.01         NI- ZU┐                              ba-rù-u 
15’      .02             mu-di Ì.ME[Š] 
 
ba-rù-u 16’ 040.01 A-ZU 
mu-di A.ME[Š] 17’ .02  
ba-rù-u 18’ 041.01 ZU-ZU 
em-qu 19’ .02  
lum-mu-du4 20’ .03 
la-ma-du4┘ 21’ .04 
ha-si-su 22’ .05 
about 10 lines missing before end of column 
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Fragments: 
 
603 C (74152c – p.384) 
Reverse 
III 
C 1’ 075.00 TAR!-[TA ...] 
372’ 076.00 É-x[   ...] 
3’ 077.00 É-TAR-DA [...] 
4’ .00  [...] 
5’ 078.00 AN-DÙL [...] 
6’ 079.00 AN-AN-DÙL x[...] 
D◦7’ 080.01 AN-GÁ [...] 




a few signs belonging to unidentified entries including (with overlap into III 4’): 
[…]x ZA-MUŠ → A.MEŠ i-du-u 
 
603 D (74246a – p.586) 
Obverse 
I 
1. 001.01 [ME-ME DIĜIRl]u4 
ma-lu-]l◦u2. .02 [ 4 
break 
II 
a few traces 
Reverse 
III 
1’ 069.00 [GA]B-GA[B-A ...] 
2’ 070.00 [N]IN-GABA [...] 
3’ 071.00 NIN-[EZEN ...] 
4’ 072.00 NIN-[SUKKAL ...] 
5’ 073.00 NIN-SUKKAL[ ...] 
-AN-KA 
6’ 074.00 TÚL-[TA ...] 
7’ 075.00 TAR-[TA ...] 
8’ 076.00 É-[TA ...] 
9’ 077.00 É-TA[R-DA ...] 
10’ 078.00 AN-[DÙL ...] 
11’ 079.00 AN-AN-[DÙL ...] 
end of column 
IV 
DIĜIR ba-al-t]i 1’ 112.01 [NI-NI : NI-HI-GA 
Ì ru-uq-qu]-ú 2’ 113.01 [NI-NI-A 
Ì šim-še-l]i 3’ 114.01 [NI-NI-NI 
Ì re-eš-t]u 4’ 115.01 [NI-NI-NI-A 
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 9
5’ 116.01 [AB-BA a-bu : ši-]┌bu 









9’ 120.01 [AB-BA-URU a-š]i-ib a-lì 
end of column 
 
603 ‘E’ (ex-787 74198c – p.486)38  
III’39 
1. 047.01 [BA-BA-A p]ur-šu-ma ↑ZA-A[Š? ooo] 
2. 048.01 [BA-ZA] └pe-es-sú-u 
LÚ
B[A.ZA] 
3. 049.01 [BA-ZA-ZA] └pe-es-sú-tu4 
MUNUSB[A-ZA-ZA] 
4. 050.01 [NI-A] └ni-ka-rù BA.ZA [] 
5. 051.01 [A-N]I a-hu-u LÚLA-x[...] 
6. 052.01 [TAB-NI m]a-ki-sú ZA-[...] 
7. 053.01 [KASKAL-NI k]a-ra-šu [] 
8. 054.01 [NI-UR-BA še-]└i┘-└qu [] 
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2.1. Syllabary A Vocabulary (includes bilingual Syllabary A Appendix 1) 
 
40Tablet 1  consisting of: 
537 A (74171b – p.429-32) 
537 E (74158a – p.389-90) 
537 G (7523b – p.732) 
537 G’ (7523a – p.732) 
537 H (74199d – p.491) 















































¶ a a-bu   A 























iš -tár A D 8
ma-za-ru A 
re-eš-tuA 4  
vacat vacat 
re-mu-tuA 4  
ba-ba-lu4 A 
ki-ir-rù A 
ni-is-sà-tu4  A 
mu-ú ha-pí-pu-tu4 A 
ki-iš-ša-tu4 A 
šu-ut-te-tu4 A 
zi-nu  A 







     
za-na-nu 23. 002.01 ¶ 
¶ 
ŠUR  
ra-ma-a-ku 24. .02 ŠUR 




ri-i-bu 26. .04 ŠUR 
ha-la-pu 27. .05 ŠUR 




ka-ra-a-rù 29. .02 PAD 
hi-ir-su 30. .03 PAD 
ki[-ir-s ̣ụ́] 31. .04 ¶ PAD 
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iš-ku 36. a.01 ŠIR-RUM 
37. a.00 ŠIR-RUM x[...] 




?ka-b[i -tu ] 39. .02 HAR 4













¶ ha-ar ha-ar-rù HAR 
se-e-mé-rù ¶ HAR 
¶ ur a-ra-rù  
¶ 
HAR 
ar t ̣e -e-nu HAR 4
¶ MIN sà-mi-du  
¶ 
HAR 
ki e-ru-ú HAR 
     
<A/G>...-d]u 54. - ¶ [x 
<A/G>...-d]u 55. - [¶ x 
probably 4 lines missing  
60.E 
61. 
009.00 ¶ ti [RI ...] 
?.05 ¶ da-a[l ...] RI  
┐ 62. 010.00 ¶ BI [...] 
qa-b[u] 63. .01 ¶ BI 
64. .02 ¶ ka-aš ši-ka-r[u] BI 









¶ li le-e-u NI 
¶ za-al še-e-mu-u NI 
¶ ti-gil nir-bu NI 
¶ e ša-am-nu NI 







¶ še-er su-ú-qu  BU 
¶ ki-id pu-uh-rù  BU 
¶ šu-šar 41 ri!-ša-a-tu4 ŠUD 















¶ tu-uš a-na KU 
i-na KU ¶ 
4 šu-ub-tuKU ¶ 
s ̣̣u-ba-a-tu4 KU ¶ 
¶ dur šu-bu-ú!-rù KU 
¶ še eb-lu KU 
¶ tu-kúl a-ša-bu KU 
end of column 
 
II 
1.A s ̣̣a-ba-tù 015.03 ¶ LU 
2. .04 ¶ ú-du im-mé-rù LU 





¶ šu 4 ma-qa-tuRU 
¶ il-lu-ur tal-pa-a-nu RU 





¶ za-ah ha-la-qu  HA 
¶ ku-ú nu-ú-nu HA 
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li-pu 9. 018.01 ¶ PEŠ 
ma-rù 10. .02 ¶ PEŠ 
še-hu-u 11. .03 ¶ PEŠ 
li-li-i-tu4 12. 019.01 ¶ LI 
za-ma-rù  13. .02 ¶ LI 
la-lu-u 14. 020.01 ¶ LA 
la-ha-a-nu 15. .02 ¶ LA 
un-nu-bu  16. 021.01 ¶ LUM 















¶ hu-ub e-s ̣̣e-em-tuLUM 4  
uš-šu-bu ¶ LAM 
li-bi-it-tu4 SIG¶ └ 4 
ba-nu ku-ur-¶ ŠID └
¶ tu-ga maš mi-iš-[l]a-nu ŠID
¶ za-tar za-a[d!-r]u-u ŠID 
[ze-]rù ¶ NUMUN 
...] 25. 024.00 ¶ Z[U 

















šu-ú 34. 029.01 [¶ BA] 
su-pí-in-nu 35. .02 [¶ BA] 
na-pu-ul-tu4 36. 030.01 [¶ ZI] 
ki-it-it(!tu ) 37. .02 [¶ ZI] 4
te-e-bu-u 38. .03 [¶ Z]I 
na-si-ih-tu4 39. .04 [¶ Z]I 
┌ ki-i-nu 40. 031.01 [¶] GI 
ki-it-tu4 41. .02 [¶] GI 
qa-nu-u 42. .03 [¶] GI 
tá-a-rù 43. 032.01 ¶ GI4 

























¶ te e-pè-šú GIM 
i-tin-nu ¶ GIM 
qa-al-tu4 ¶ PAN 


























zi-ik -r[u] └ ┘
[...] 
probably 1 line missing 
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58.E nu-ha-ti-im-m[u] 036.05 ¶ MU 






i-na 60. .07 ¶ 
a-na 61. .08 ¶ 
ni-šu-u 62. .09 ¶ 
re-es ̣̣-s ̣̣u 63. .10 ¶ 
64. .00 ¶ A-AŠ MIN 
re-es ̣-s ̣u 65. 037.01 ¶ TAH └
na-ra-rù 66. .02 ¶ T[AH] 





¶ ke-eš ha-at ̣┐-t ̣[u]  GIŠ 
¶ né-eš ša-mu-[u] GIŠ 































77. 040.00 ¶ ga-ar 44 x[...] GÁN
78. - ¶ x[ x ...] 
probably 1 line missing before end of column 
 
III 
1.A be-lu 041.01 ¶ EN 
2. .02 ¶ EN LUGAL 
ti-ib-nu  3. 042.01 ¶ IN 
IRI a-lu 4. 043.01 ¶ 
el-lu 5. 044.01 ¶ EL 
te-lu-ul-tu4 6. .02 ¶ EL 
EL ar-da-tu7. .03 ¶ 4  
4 mad-du8. 045.01 ¶ IGI 
sà-ar-rù 9. .02 ¶ IGI 
le-em-nu 10. .03 ¶ IGI 
be-t◦u-nu┐ 11. .04 ¶ IGI 
mah-ru 12. .05 ¶ IGI 
e-nu 13. .06 ¶ IGI 
na-tạ́-a-lu14. .07 ¶ IGI   4
nap-lu-su  15. .08 ¶ IGI 
e-s ̣̣e-em-tu4 16. 046.01 ¶ HI 
t ̣á-a-bu 17. .02 ¶ HI 




bá-a◦r-kú  19. .04 ¶ 
ma-‘a-du  20. .05 ¶ 
el-lu4 21. 047.01 ¶ KAM(HIXBAD)
KAM(HIXBAD)
KAM(HI-BAD) 
me-ri-iš-tu4 22. .02 ¶ 
di-qa-a-rù 23. .03 ¶ 
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<G/A> ša-mu-u HA L 

















qa<G/A>r ra-d<A/I>u  -┘ └
ba-a[š-t<G/I>]u4 
┐ <G/I>er-s ̣̣e [-t ]u   4
kal-ba-t<G/I>u4 















¶ te 45te -em-x x-nu  NE 9
¶ be qú-ut<G/I> -rù NE 
NE ¶ ri? <G/I>pu-luh -tu   ┘ 4

















































K<G/H> ma-ga-rù  A 








qa-aq-qa-du  SAĜ 
pa-nu SAĜ┘ └
pu-u-tu SAĜ] └
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IV 
1.A uh-hu 066.01 ¶ ÚH 
r[u]-ú-tu2. .02 ¶ ÚH 4 



























¶ áš it-tu AŠ  
it-te-tu4 ¶ AŠ 
[i-n]a ¶ AŠ  
x-né-el-↑tu4 ¶ AŠ └ ┘ 
ma-]ah-rù [¶ AŠ 
ma-]ha-rù [¶ AŠ 
┌ ┐ ¶ [AŠ xx] 
gi-i]t-ma-lu  ¶ [AŠ 
iš-t]a-nu ¶ [AŠ 








ma -‘a-du-tuA[Š] 4 └ ┘
[e-n]u-ma 17. 068.01 ¶ UD 
u-mu 18. .02 ¶ UD 







¶ be-er pe- s ̣ụ-u UD └
¶ za-la n<A/I>am-r[ù] UD 
¶ u-tù U<A/I> UTU D D
a-bu 23. 070.01 ¶ <A/I> AD 
ra-bu-u 24. .02 ¶ <A/I> AD 
iš-tu 25. 071.01 ¶ TA <A/I> 
i-na 26. .02 ¶ <A/I> TA 
a-na 27. .03 ¶ <A/I> TA 
t ̣e-hu-tu4 28. 072.01 ¶ <A/I> DA 
TI 29.I ba-la-tụ 073.01 [¶] 
s ̣̣e-e-lu 30. .02 [¶] TI 
um-mu 31. 074.01 ¶ UM 
46 t ̣up-pu 32. 075.01 ¶ DUB  
DUB t ̣up-šar-rù  33. .02 ¶ 
et-̣lu 34. 076.01 ¶ MES 
35. .02 ¶ šu-te mi-nu-ú-tu4 MES 
ri-i-mu 36. 077.01 ¶ AM 
ri-im-tu4 37. a.01 ¶ AM-SI 
ša-a-rù 38. 078.01 ¶ IM 
zi-nu 39. .02 ¶ IM 
t ̣ì-i-du 40. .03 ¶ IM 
ra-ma-nu 41. a.01 ¶ IM-TE 
ba!-a-s ̣ụ 42. 079.01 ¶  IŠ 
mi-il id-ru 43. .02 ¶ IŠ 
44.H ┌ ┐ e-pè-ru .03 ¶ IŠ <H/I> 
su-ha  └
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NU<H/I> ru!-bu-uN ┘ 
<H/I> ra-b[u-u] NUN 
<H/I> NUN x[...] 
NUN-ME  
...] <<-T[AG>>  




52. .00 ¶ ...] 
...] 53. .00 ¶ 




1.A ek-le-ti 083.01 ¶ MI 
mi-lu 2. .02 ¶ MI 
mu-šu 3. .03 ¶ MI 
s ̣̣a-al-mu 4. .04 ¶ MI 
kab-tu4 5. 084.02 ¶ DUGUD 
mar-s ̣̣u 6. 085.01 ¶ GIG 
ba-la-tụ 7. 086.01 ¶ DIN 
ku-ru-nu 8. .02 ¶ DIN 
ku-un-nu-u 9. 087.01 ¶ ZUR 
bu-ú-rù 10. .02 ¶ ZUR 
ni-qu-ú<<-nu>> 11. 088.01 ¶ SISKUR 
ú-su 12. 089.01 ¶ UZ 





ši-ip-rù 14. .02 ¶ 
a-la-du 15. .03 ¶ 
el-lu16. .04 ¶ 4  
ra-ma-ku  17. .05 ¶ 

























¶ i qa-ab-lu4 ÍB 
ar-ka-tu¶ EGIR 4 
te-e-mu ¶ DIM 
ul-lu-ti 47 ar-hi-iš ¶ UL<I/A> 4
¶ x -ri vacat vacat <I/A>
¶ ú x-hu vacat vacat -<I/A>
mar-ru ¶ <I/A> MAR 
ša-ka-nu <I/A> ¶ MAR 
<I/A>
 ri-it-tu4 ¶ MAR 
s ̣̣a-ba-tu¶ <I/A> [D]IB 4 
¶ 
¶ 
TA<I/A> tap -pu-u B ┘
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33. 099.00 ¶ K[AL ...] 




.00 ¶ ta-an [KAL ...] 
.00 ¶ ri-ib [KAL ...] 











¶ ku-u[r LAGAB ...] 
¶ ha-a[b LAGAB ...] 
¶ la-g[a-ab LAGAB ...] 
¶ ga[l-x LAGAB ...] 
¶ n[i-gi-in LAGAB ...] 






A ┌ha┐-at-̣tụ 1’ 137.01 [¶  PA 
s ̣̣í-in-ni-tu4 2’ .02 [¶ PA] 
3’ 138.01 [¶ U] UTU D
be-lu 4’ .02 [¶ U] 
LUGAL
 5’ .03 [¶ U] 
ši-it-tu6’ 139.01 [¶] ◦Ù 4 
pu-u 7’ .02 [¶ Ù 
za-ba-lu4 8’ .03 [¶ Ù 
a-la-du 9’ .04 [¶ Ù 
4
 še-re-e-tu10’ .05 [¶ Ù 
a-la-du 11’ int(12) ¶ NUMUN 
a-la-du 12’ int(12) ¶ GAN 
a-la-du 13’ int(12) ¶ NIR-NIR 
ma-aš 14’ 140.01 ¶ MAŠ UTU D
15’ .02 ¶ MIN -tu4 li-giMAŠ 5









¶ ka-ar ša-ka-nu NÍG 
¶ MIN na-da-nu NÍG 
¶ ni-in-ni mi-im-mu NÍG 
¶ ni-da a-ka-lu NÍG  
al-lu 21’ 142.01 ¶ AL 
ma-ga-ru 22’ 143.01 ¶ IL 
ša-am-mu 23’ 144.01 ¶ Ú 
i-du 24’ 145.01 ¶ Á 
tu-kúl-tu4 25’ .02 ¶ Á 
rit!-tu4 26’ .03 ¶ Á 
Á 
Á 
e-mu-qu 27’ .04 ¶ 
qar-nu 28’ .05 ¶ 
né-mé-QU(!lu) 29’ a.01 ¶ Á-TUKU 
ša-qa-a-lu 30’ 146.01 ¶ LÁ 
na-šu-u 31’ .02 ¶ LÁ 
ša-ka-a-nu 32’ .03 ¶ LÁ 
end of column 
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VIII 
about 17 lines missing 




155.00 ¶ za-ha K[ID(SAH) ...] 
.00 ¶ lá  KID(LÍL) [...] 
.00 ¶ ki-id KID [...] 
48 9’ 156.00 ¶ DAG x[...] 
10’ .01 ¶ bi-ru DAG na┐ 49 [-par-ru-ru]
i-ku 11’ 157.01 ¶ E 







¶ a-ga ba-a-bu KÁ 
a-bu-ul-lu┘ ¶ a-bu-ul  KÁ.GAL 
                   a-ga-gal-
la-ak-ku 







¶ bur ki-sal-l[u] KISAL 
¶ ki-sal pu-u[h-ru] KISAL 
ki [-sal-luh-ha-tù] ¶ KISAL ┘
18’ 161.00 ¶ AR [...] 




162.00 ¶ <G’/H> MU[Š ...] 
.00 ¶ [MUŠ ...] 








¶ x[ ...] 
24’ ¶ [x ...] 
25’ ¶ [x ...] 
26’ ¶ [x ...] 
27’ ¶ [x ...] 
28’ ¶ [x ...] 





D[UG? ...] (ÉPIG) 







¶  IB┐ [...] 
¶ ú-ra IB(URAŠ) [...] 
¶ MIN IB(UR [...] 
33’ 166.00 
 
¶ TAG [...] 
34’ 
35’ 
.00 ¶ dag TAG [...] 












mi-in ¶ SAL(MÍ [...] 
.00 ¶ sal m SAL [...] 
.00 ¶ sal SAL x[...] 
.01 
.02 
¶ sal sí-n[i-iš-tuSAL 4
¶ raq ra-aq-q[uSAL 
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aš-ša-tu4 ¶  DAM 
e-pè-š¶ AK 











4 am-tu[¶] GÉME 
um-mu [¶] AMA 
d.02 
174.
[¶ ]a- ra-a[p-šu] AMA └






































177. ¶ ha-ši 
ta-ar
x[...] 








¶ uš mu-BE 
¶ MIN mu-BE 
end of c n 















178. ¶ ti-i BE=TI ...] 
.00 ¶ MIN [BE=T ...] 
.00 ¶ šu-u [BE= ...] 
.00 ¶ ba- B[E ...] 
7. 03.00)  m B[E=IDIM ...] i-di(2 ¶
8-13 hav  
 00 ┐ 
e ¶ only
14.E 181. ¶ TUR [...] 
[...] 15. .00 ¶ TUR 
16. int(15) ¶ UGU [...] 
17. 182.00 ¶ UN [...] 
18. .02 ¶ UN [<E/H>m]a-a-tu4 
     




































<E/H>]uš-šu187.01 ¶ [TE 






























<G’/H>be]- ¶ [x 
<G’/H>šar-]ru 193.0 ¶ [LUGAL
















┐s ̣̣e -e-r[ù] .01 ¶ 











































lem-195. ¶ HUL 
m.0 ¶ H
za-ap-rù 43. .03 ¶ HUL 
zi-i-rù  44. .04 ¶ HUL 
ma-às45. a.01 ¶ HUL-A └
ub-bu-tù 46. 196. [¶] GUL 
h4 .0 [¶ G
s ̣̣a-bi-it48. .03 [¶] GUL 
















<G’/A>  Í L 4 É














nap-lu-su  GA]BA 
pa-tạ́-rù G]A[¶ 
ir-tuG]A¶ [ 
 MIN mi-ih-rù [GA¶
     
ar-du 58. 201.01 ¶ [ÌR] 
[ÌR] 
ÌR] 
èr-ra 59. .02 ¶ D
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ša-qu-u 69. 206.01 ¶ NIM 




































¶ NIR e-te-el-lu  
tu-kul-tu 78. .02 ¶ NIR 
ta-kal-tu 79. .03 ¶ NIR 
ZAG 
ZAG 
pa-at-̣tụ 80. 210. ¶ 
e-mi-it-tu 81. .02 ¶ 
a-hu 82. .03 ¶ ZAG 












































































šu-ub-tu4 .04 ¶ BARAG
mu-ša-bu 
ĜIŠ ú
.05 ¶ BARAG 
BARAG  .06 ¶ GU.ZA






















y A A  
i-s ̣̣ur is ̣-̣s ̣̣u-ur 15. 001 ¶ 
i-di id-di-n◦am 16. 
17. 003 
002 ¶ 
18. 004 ¶ I-SA
19. 005 ¶ I-BI<
20. 006 ¶ I -└ ┘
i21. 007 [¶ IG ( ĜÁ└ ┘

































<1 ? ¶ [.
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a-b[u oo¶ A-A 
a [-bi] a-bi ¶ ┘
a-x[ooo] a-hi ¶ 
a-hi a-hi 039b ¶ 
a-lì a-li 040 ¶ 
a-mur a-mur 041 ¶ 






























Diš -tár 049 8
Dé-a 048 
28’ - MAN M[AN TIL 
Colophon 
3’ u AR.PA.NI.TUM 
Tablet (written by) the hand of [PN,] 
rvant of Na[bû] 
and Pappap, 
and Sarpanitu. 











servant of Marduk  
rest of column empty 
let 2 sting o
 C (7 64+74249  p.139-42
 D (7 9b – p.577








54Tab  consi f: 
537 310 a – ) 
537 424 ) 




1’C ka-ra-ru┐ 005. [¶ HAR] 
┌ sa(!ša)-ka-HAR
HAR 
2’ .11 ¶ 
ka-bi-tu4 3’ .02 ¶ 
te-er-tuHAR 
HAR 
4’ .12 ¶ 4
ha-šu-ú 5’ .01 ¶ 
ri-i-ú HAR6’ .13 ¶ 
hu-bu-ul-lu HAR 7’ .14 ¶ 
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s ̣-̣s ̣̣ú-ru 
-šu 
<-s ̣ụ́>><-rù> 





















t ̣e -e.07 ¶ 4 ┘
ti -i-tu4 .17 ¶ 7
┌bu- li-bu ?.03 ¶ HAR
ka-al-ma-tu4 006. ¶ AH 
šul -lu -pu .07 ¶ AH └ ┘ 4└
┌ ┌ ?pu- us -hu-šu .08 ¶ AH 
AH hu-ú-ru  .09 ¶ 
e-ru .10 ¶ AH
a.00 ¶ AH  (GLO
55




MUŠEN bu.02 ¶ 
MUŠEN us ̣̣-s ̣ụ́<.03 ¶ 
MUŠEN <u.04 ¶ 
na-par-šu.05 ¶ HU
i-tap-ru-šu 009. ¶ RI 
RI aš-ru .02 ¶ 




da-al-lu4 .04 ¶ 
mu-tap-ri-ša.01 ¶ 
šu-hu-zu a.02 ¶ RI-R
ši-ka-rù 010. ¶ BI 
ka-ar-.03 ¶ BI 
šu-ma.04 ¶ BI 




ma-la-hu  .07 ¶ 
na-ba-bu 012. ¶ BU 
ru-uq-qú-ú.05 ¶ BU └




u-ub-tu4 42’ .04 ¶ U 
-e-mu ̣e43’ .10 [¶] U 4
a-ak-ku 44’ .11 [¶ U] 
eb-lu45’ .07 [¶ U] 4 






















1’C m]a?-aš-ku026. [¶ SU] 1
┌ma-ṣ̣a-lu2’ 027.01 [¶ NU
NA
4 
me-lu563’ 028. [¶ NA
na-pa-<<4’ .02 [¶ N]A




i-lu 6’ .03 [¶] NA
LA(!su)-7’ 029. [¶]
la-bi-in-8’ .03 [¶] BA 
na-pí-i9’ 030. ¶ ZI 
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!i-mu -l031.04 ¶ GI 
GI qà-nu-.03 ¶ 
ki-it-tu.02 ¶ GI 4 
e-pé-šu 033.02 ¶ GIM 





i-tí-nu .03 ¶ 
qa-al-tu4 034. ¶ 
035. ◦¶ ĜIŠMÁ 































































































end of c n 






1’-2 rt of) ¶ o





4’ .00 ¶ ...] 
5’ .00 ¶ ...] 
6’ .00 ¶ ...] 
7’ 054.00 ¶ BÍ[L ...] 
8’ .00 ¶ BÍL x[...] 
p[u-ú] 9’ 055. ¶ KA 
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a-[ma-tu.04 ¶ KA ] 4
ri-i[g-m.07 ¶ KA 
ik-ki[-il-lu.08 ¶ KA 
KI(!š.03 ¶ KA 
pu-ú056. ¶ SAĜ 

































































































47’-54’ only ¶ and some isolated traces belonging to unidentified entries 
of c
ower as a fe solated signs belonging to unidentified entries 








in l  part D h w i
 
V 
1’-4’ e is s 
D 58lu-k]u-tu5’ 110.01 [¶ DI 
DI] 
4
┌ ┐ni -sí6’ .02 [¶ 
ša-la-7’ .03 [¶ DI] 
mu8’ 111.00 [¶ SAR]  (GL
kì-ru 9’ .01 ¶ SAR 
 25



























wa-ar-qú.02 ¶ SAR 
13’ .0
14’ 
zi-rù 15’ 113.01 ¶ NAM
NAM
NAM
er-bu16’ .02 ¶ 
ši-bu-17’ .03 ¶ 














































4 2. .02 ¶ É
a-bu 3. .03 ¶ 
61ú-tu4. .00 ¶ 4
al-pu-ú 5. 115. ¶ GUD 
UL 
60





la-a-bu (!ašu) 8. [¶] AZ
a-šu (!la’bu9. [¶] UG
1
11. 
12. .03 [¶ G]ÌR dì-im-tù 
1
14. 
15. - [¶ 
16. - [¶ x xx]x
 
VII 
in upper art D has a f  isolated signs belonging to unidentified entries 
 






















10 li  missing, 2 ¶
13.C 152. ¶ SUM
SUM
[...] 
14. .00 ¶ x[...] 
15. 153. ¶ NAG x[...] 
   (SUM  
m[a-at-qu] 16. 154.01 ¶ KU7
KU17. .00 ¶ x[...] 7
KID ki[-i-tu18. 155.0 ¶ ] 4
qa-[...] 19. .00 ¶ KI
KI bi[-...] 20. .00 ¶ 
zi[-qí-qu] 21. .02 ¶ KI
ku-[...] 22. .00 ¶ KI
ba-[a-bu] 23. 159.01a ¶ KÁ
da-[al-tu24. .02 ¶ KÁ 
ba-a◦[-bu] 25. .01b ¶ KÁ 
bi [-tu26. 158.01 ¶ É ] ┘ 4
┌ga┐27. .02 ¶ É [
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ta-a-[r.03 ¶ É 
ki-<i>d-[di-in-nu]  .04 ¶ É 
157.01 ¶ E <<TAR
bi-t[u160. ¶ KISA ] 4
ki-sal-l.03 ¶ KISA
ši-ka-rù161. ¶ AR 
s ̣i-rù 162. ¶ MUŠ
bi-tu4 .02 ¶ MUŠ
<muš->ha.01 ¶ MUŠ
šu-nu 163. ¶ ÚR 
!ut-lu.02 ¶ ÚR 4
še-pu .03 ¶ ÚR 





na-ka-rù 164. ¶ 
mar-rù  .02 ¶ 
a-h[u] .03 ¶ ŠEŠ 
eš-ši  174.02 ¶ EŠ 
EŠ 
KU
ba-la-[...] .00 ¶ 
ka-š[a-175. ¶ 
ma-t.01 ¶ KUR 
ša-d[.02 ¶ KUR 
52. 
53. .00  IB AN-x[...] 
i◦[-...] 54. .00 ¶] IB 
55. 166.00 ¶] TAG [...] 






































sa -tu4 2. 176. ¶ 19
ši-ik-rù 3. 177. ¶ 
ši-ib-rù 4. .05 ¶ 
ha-ar-s ̣ú 5. .06 ¶ 
mu-pár-ri-šu6. .08 ¶ 
na!-ka-7. .03 ¶ 
na-ki-šu 8. 178. ¶ 
ba-la-tụ4 9. .05 ¶ BE 
BE m1 .0 ¶
mu-ta-nu 11. .03 ¶ BE 




ga -ma-rù 13. .07 ¶ 14
bi-tu4 14. .08 ¶ 
la-BI(!qa)-tu15. .09 ¶ 4 
ka-aš-16. 179a.01 ¶ KUG
BAB
KUG
    
hu-ra-s ̣ú 17. 179b.01 ¶ 
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s ̣e-eh-rù 181.01 ¶ TUR 
la-ú .02 ¶ TUR
TUR ma-rù .03 ¶ 
s ̣é-eh-hua.01 ¶ TUR
ni-šu 182.01 ¶ UN 
UN 
GÚ 
ma-tù .02 ¶ 
ki-ša-du183. ¶ 4
62 zi-ba-tu184.0 ¶ DUR   4






ŠU-ma .00 ¶ 
63 mì-nu187. ¶ 
e-t ̣e -rù 188. ¶ 4
šu-zu-bu .03 ¶ 
ka-a-rù .04 ¶ KAR 
KAR-
KAR 
4 ha-ri-im-tua.01 ¶ 
la-sà-m.01 ¶ 
na-bi-t.05 ¶ KAR 
e-re-bu.06 ¶ KAR
e -ke-mu.07 ¶ KAR ┘
š◦u-zu-bu .03 ¶ KAR 
pí-la-qú 189.01 ¶ BAL
na-ba.02 ¶ BAL
et-̣lu190. ¶ ŠUL 4
et-̣lu4 int(1 ¶ SAG
m et-̣lu4 
!
int(1 ¶ MU 
45.
šu-ú 46. .02 ¶ LÚ 
ša-a 47. .03 ¶ LÚ 
[x]-a 48. .00 ¶ LÚ 
[ma-a]m-m49. .04 ¶ LÚ 













1.C i-ši-in-tu4 202. [¶ 
┌ du-ú-ru ¶2. a.01 BÀD 
IDIM ka-ab-tu3. 203. ¶ 
šé-eh-lu  4. .02 ¶ IDIM 
ek-le-tu5. .03 ¶ IDIM 4  
i-du-tu4 6. .04 ¶ IDIM 
IDIM ša-mu-ú 7. .05 ¶ 
ki-ir(!?sa8. .06 ¶ IDIM 
rù 9. .07 ¶ IDIM LUGAL
la-mu  10. .08 ¶ IDIM 
pa-ši-šu  11. .09 ¶ IDIM 
IDIM ku-ša-ri-ku 12. .10 ¶ 
na-ag-bu 13. .11 ¶ IDIM 
i-dì-mu 14. int(17) ¶ IDIM 
ši-ši-tu15. int(17) ¶ MURUB4 
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al-ku int(17) ¶ GÁN
bi-ta-tu4 int(1 ¶ GÁN
65e-em 204. ¶ ŠE 
eb-lu 205.02 ¶ KU
ši-ib-bu  206. ¶ NIM
NIM ba-ba-lu.07 ¶ 
har-pu .05 ¶ NIM 
KIŠ ki-ib-ra-R208.01 ¶ 
ki-iš-ša-t.03 ¶ KIŠ 
SUEN .02 ¶ KIŠ D
ur-du 201.01 ¶ ÌR 
zi-ka-rù .03 ¶ ÌR 
mu-rù  .04 ¶ ÌR 
et-̣lu209. ¶ NIR 4  
pa-at-̣tụ210.01 ¶ ZA◦G 4
i-mi-tu4 .02 ¶ ZAG 
ZAG a-hu-ú .03 ¶ 
nu-uh-šu  211. ¶ GAN 
GAN ka-ra-bu .03 ¶ 
ši-ik-rù .03 ¶ KAB 
qí-iš-tu4 213.0 ¶ TIR 
rù 215.0 ¶ BARAG LUGAL
šu-ub-tù .02 ¶ BARAG 
mu-ša-bu .03 ¶ BARAG 
a-ši-ib BARA.05 ¶ BARAG 






















wár - qu 51. 004 [¶ └ ┘ └
?pu-ú-š]u  52. 005 [¶ 












DAK ù DNISABA 
i-na EZEN-EZENZABAR i-na UD [...] 
ša-ak-na-ku up-pa an-na I[N.ŠAR] 
66(From) the hand of Ribi-Dagan, 
servant of Nabû and Nisaba. 
In bronzen bindings67 for/on (the) day(s) [...] 
I am placed (and) this tablet I[ wrote.]68 
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Tablet 3 LONG VERSION TABLET (first section of SaV PST 001 to 053 only) - 




hu-la┐1. 001.18 [¶] A [] 






ša-a 3. .20 ¶ 
i-na 4. .21 ¶ 
a-na 5. .22 ¶ 































¶ e ú-a ri-hu-tuA 4  






















ni-is-sà-tu¶   4
A.MEŠ ha-bi-bu-t[u¶ ] 4
kiš-šá-tu¶ 4 
šu-ta-at-t[u¶ ] 4







[¶ ]u-ru ka [-ap-ru]  A 4
ru[-ut ̣-bu] [¶   ] A 





1’ 056.00 [¶ S]A[G [...] 
2’ .00 [¶   ] SAG [...] 
3’ .00 [¶   ] SAG [...] 
4’ .00 [¶   ] SAG [...] 
5’ .00 ¶ SAG [...] 
6’ .00 ¶ SAG [...] 
7’ .00 ¶ SAG x[...] 
8’ .00 ¶ SAG x[...] 
ni-[...] 9’ .00 ¶ SAG 
qar-d[u]  10’ .08 ¶ SAG  
69 11’ 057.sn ¶ šu-mur sag-gu-nu-u◦ - - 





¶ u DÙL mu-x[...] 
¶ ku-u a-na-h[u]  DÙL 
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¶ ša-ra ra-s ̣a-pu     
¶ ki-in-na-ra : ma-x[...] 
◦¶ ku-up-pa-ra : ka-x[...] 
iz-zi-iz-zu [¶] 
ka-ma-šu  [¶] 
ku-un-nu-┌šu  [¶] DU┘ └
Colophon 
7022’ [...]x  NU.TIL [...] incomplete (text) 
ID30-a-b]u  23’ [ŠU [(written by) the hand of Shaggar-ab]u,  
LÚ
M◦ÁŠ[.ŠU.GÍD.GÍD] the di[viner.] 
 
Tablet 4 LONG VERSION TABLET (first section of SaV PST 001 to approximately 065) - 




F has a few traces in the middle part of the column 
 
II 
o-x]-u 1’ - [¶ x 
]x-tu4 2’ - [¶ x 
k◦iš-pu 3’ 006.01 [¶ AH] 
ru-hu-u  4’ .11 [¶ AH] 
ru-šu-u  5’ .12 [¶ AH] 
t ̣]e -e-nu 6’ 005.07 [¶ HAR 4
sà-]mi-du 7’ .08 [¶ HAR 
x]x-du 8’ - 
- 
[¶ x 
x]x-ru 9’ [¶ x 
perhaps 4 lines missing 
x-]ma[-...] 1’’ - [¶ x 
nu-x[x-i]l-ti 2’’ - [¶ x] 
pé-er-š◦a-a’-u 3’’ 006.05 [¶ AH] 
na-a-bu 4’’ .13 [¶ AH] 
break (with only a few traces) 
 
III 
a few lines missing 




011.00 ¶ li-i-ú NI x[...] 
.00 
.00 
¶ za-li-i-ú ši[-...] NI 
¶ ti-gil-li-i-ú [NI ...] 
8’ 
9’ 
.00 ¶ ┌šu-i-ú N[I-NI ...] 
[NI-NI(ì-lí) a.01 ¶ i-li mi-na-bi ...] 
10’ 012.00 ¶ [BU ...] 
┌11’ .00 ¶ BU [...] 
12’ .00 ¶ [B]U [...] └
13’ .00 [¶] BU [...] 
break 
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1’’traces only 





◦¶ šu [m]i-qí-it-t[uRU ] 4









◦¶ il-ú[r  71 tá-al!-pa-nu RU] 
?◦¶ pa-da-i◦[-gu   - - 
72 š]up-pa-ak-ka   
pa-du-u ◦¶ IGI-RU-D◦A 
end of column 
 
IV 
ra-ma-nu 1’ 026.01 [¶    S]U 
ku-u2’ .02 [¶ ]š ma-aš-ku SU 
zi-ka[-rù] 3’ 027.02 [¶] NU 
NU 
NU 
t ̣e -e-m[u] 4’ .03 [¶] 4
la-a 5’ .04 ◦¶ 
a-mi-lu 6’ 028.01 ◦¶ NA 
NA 
NA 
na-pa-s ̣u 7’ .02 ◦¶ 
8’ .05 ◦¶ DUTU 
la-a 9’ .04 ◦¶ NA 
šu-ú 10’ 029.01 ¶ BA 
BA 
BA 
ša-a 11’ .04 ¶ 
su-up-p[í-xx] 12’ .02 ¶ 









2. .00 ¶ [...] 
3. .00 ¶ [...] 
4. .00 ¶ [...] 
















6. .00 ¶ [...] 
7. .00 ¶ [...] 
8. .00 ¶ [...] 
9. .00 ¶ [...] 
10. .00 ¶ [...] 
11. .00 ¶ [...] 
12. .00 ¶ [...] 
13. .00 ¶ [...] 
14. .00 ¶ [...] 
15. .00 ¶ [...] 
16. .00 ¶ [...] 
17. .00 ¶ [...] 
18. .00 ¶ [...] 
19. .00 ¶ [...] 




21. .00 ¶ [...] 
22. .00 ¶ [...] 
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23. 032.00 ¶ G[I4 ...] 
24. 033.00 ¶ GIM [...] 
25. 
26. 
.00 ¶ te G[IM(DÍM) ...] 
.00 ¶ te G[IM(DÍM) ...] 
27. 034.00 ¶ P[AN ...] 
28. - [¶ x ...] 
29. int(7) ¶  SA [...] 





31. .00 ¶ [...] 
32. .00 ¶ [...] 
33. .00 ¶ [...] 
34. 036.00 ¶ MU 
M[U 
[...] 
35. .00 ¶ ...] 
36. .00 ¶ M[U ...] 
37. .00 ¶ M[U ...] 




39. .00 ¶ [...] 





¶ u-dú-u[n UDUN [...] 
[¶] UDUN [...] 
43. 037.00 ¶ TAH 
TAH 
[...] 
44. .00 ¶ [...] 
45. .00 ¶ TAH [...] 
46. 038.00 ¶ GIŠ┘ [...] └
47-50 only some traces, then 
6 lines missing (56 only ¶) 
57. 039.sn ¶ ga-ra-ga-x[... - -] 
58. .00 ¶ GÁ [...] 
59. .00 ¶ GÁ [...] 
a few lines missing before end of column (line 60 has a few traces) 
 
VI 
! 1. 039a.sn ◦¶ ga-an-ga ša - - 
bi-š[i-]ga-ak-ku      
nindada   min   
t ̣e-e◦[-m]u 2. a.01 ◦¶  GALGA 
ma-l[i-ku] 3. a.02 ◦¶ GALGA 
ma- la-k[u] 4. a.03 ◦¶ GALGA └ └
- 5. b.sn ◦¶ u-un-n[a] min  - 
┌ ┐    me- na  min  
ša-al-tụ  6. b.01 [¶] GÁXME.NA 
73 74 : tu-n[u-...]xx   (!ÈRA ) 
7. c.sn [¶ k]a-za min  - - 
  t[e-e]š- ša min   └
75 [xx] MIN-u 8. c.01 [¶] GAZI
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  9. d.sn [¶] si-la min - - 
  ki-iš-u-ra min   
pu-ha-du 10. d.01 [¶] SILA4 
- 11. e.sn [¶ min e-i]a min - 
qì-ri-tu4 12. e.01 [¶] ÉSAG 
- 13. f.sn ¶ gu-šu-ur na-an-nir  - 
   mi-na-bi min  
[gu-]šu-ru 14. f.01 ¶ ÙR 
76 - 15. g.sn ¶ ú-ia  ša b[i-]ša-ga-ak-
ku  
- 
    
te-lu-ut-tu   16. g.01 li-la i - ku -ub GÁxLI 4└ ┘ └ ┘
na-ag-gu-ru  ┘ 17. g.02 ¶ GÁxLI
¶ 
eq-lu 18. 040.02 ¶ GÁN┘ 
i-ku19. .01 ¶ G[ÁN] 13 
me-ri-šu 20. .03 ¶ G[ÁN] 
a]l-ka  21. .04 ¶ GÁ[N 




be-el-tu4 23. .03 ¶ 
a-di  24. .04 ¶ 
















a-lu 29. 043.01 ¶ IRI 
- - 30. a.sn ¶ na-aš-gal ša  
   e-ri-a-LA(!ak)-ku  
   i-gu↑i-ku-ub  
na-aš-gal-lu 31. a.01 ¶ IRIxIGI!GIŠGAL 
AMAR-UTU IRIxIGI!GIŠGAL 32. a.02 ¶ D
el-lu 33. 044.01 ¶  






¶ si ar-da-t◦u   EL 4





¶ i-gi i-ki-s ̣u (!igištu) IGI 
ĜIŠ MIN ¶ IGI 
e-nu 39. .06 ¶ IGI 
na-tạ́-lu  40. .07 ¶ IGI 
da-ga-lu  41. .10 ¶ IGI 
nap-lu-su  42. .08 ¶ IGI 
ba-ru-u 43. .11 ¶ IGI 
ma-‘a-du 44. .01 ¶ IGI 
45. .00 ¶ IGI vacat 
ma-ha-ru 46. .12 ¶ IGI 
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mah a-ša-re-du  47. .13 ¶ IGI 
pa-nu 48. .14 ¶ IGI] └ ┘ 
ar-ku 49. .15 [¶] IGI 
50. .05 ¶ x mah-r[u] [ IGI] 
e-s ̣e-[em-tu ] 51. 046.01 [¶ HI] 4
t ̣á-a-bu 52. .02 ¶ [] HI] 





◦¶ šar b[á-]ar-qú  HI 
[m]a-a-du   ◦¶ HI 4
a few lines missing before end of column 
 
VII’ 
a few lines missing 
1’ 048.00 [¶] AN […] 





[¶] 78na-ab [a-na ]┌ ┐mi - - - 
┌ na-ab-bu na-bi NAB 4 
¶ 
¶ mu-ul a-na eš-ša-bi - 4’ 050.sn - 
ka-ak-ka-bu 5’ .01 ¶ MUL 
     




ba-ru-u 7’ .02 ¶ 
ša-mu -u 8’ .03 ¶ ┘
9’ .04 ¶ bur hal-lu 
- 10’ int(9.sn) ¶ ib-bi ša ú-r[a-ak-ku  - 
79    gu-ga i-ku-ub ]  
uq-q[ú-ru] 11’ int(9) ¶ GUR5 
a-mi-l[u] 12’ 052.01 [¶] UR 
kál-bu 13’ .06 [¶] UR └
[ka]l-ba-tu4 14’ .05 [¶] UR┘ └
     
x]x-ni-šu 15’ - 
- 
[¶ x                           
xx]-iš-tu4 16’ [¶ x              
     
x]x-al-tu4 17’ - 
- 
[¶ x              
xx]x-nu 18’ [¶ x              
                     













¶ te di-i[k-me-]nu nu-u◦l-x[] NE 
¶ be qu-ut-ru NE 
¶ ri pu-luh-tu[NE] 4  
¶ dah ri-i-s ̣u [N]E 
¶ ku um-mu NE 
¶ i-zi i-šá-tuNE 4 
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37’-38’ have some traces, 
a little lower there is a partially preserved sign-name (...]-ta i-ku-ub) written vertically 




537 K (74199t – p.496) some A (001) entries, including gloss /ia/ = A 
 
537 L (7486a – p.219) lower left-hand corner with some ŠUR (002) entries, including gloss 
and sign-name81 še-ra : še-ru-u x[…] 
 
































537 ‘N’ (74199a – p.490) some RI (009) entries, including gloss /te/ = RI(=DE5) 
 
Elementary Sign-lists * Syllabary A 
2.2. Syllabary A 
 
Fragment - 538 E (74132c – p.337) - Listed as a SaP text in Emar VI 4 but showing only 
single, unpaired entries without any characteristically palaeographic features, this is the sole 
attested non-palaeographic unilingual Sa text in Emar. It should be noted that the idea that 
538E represents a SaP text (Rutz, NABU XXX) is not tenable in view of formal criteria that 
point to Sa: (1) 538E lacks the sign pairs found in SaP, (2) its single signs are not subject to 
right position shifts and (3) the text lacks horizontal ruling. The argument that 538E is a SaP 
text because its sign forms are also found elsewhere in Emar SaP is not decisive because 
Emar SaP consistently gives the contemporary sign forms in the first column. In fact, a 
comparison of the sign forms found in 538E with the sign forms found in the other Emar 











4. G[I ] 4
break 
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 38
2.3. Syllabary A Palaeography (includes unilingual Syllabary A appendices 1 and 2) 
 
Note that (for the SaP edition only) palaeographically rendered signs are given in ITALICS. 
 
SaP Tablet 1 consisting of: 
538 B+C (7469+7469a – p.203-4) 
538 G (74145 – p.360) 
538 I (74175a – p.442-6) 
538 N (74152e – p.384) 
538 O (7484q – p.217) 
 













































[  ] 




























[  ] 
[ 









   ] 
   ] 
   ] 
   ] 
   ] 
   ] 








































































   ] 







































[  ] 



























































[  ] 


































































   ] 















[  ] 
[  ] 
 













[  ] 
   ] 
 




































[  ] 
[ 













































































































[  ] 
 
VIII 
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G◦A-GA 7. 031 
pu-ú 8. 032 
tu-qa-a[‘?-u] 9. 033 
li-bur10. 034 ┘ 
6 lines missing (11 has some traces) 
17.I [ri]-i[m] 046 
[r]i-iš┘ 18. 047 
é-aD19. 048 ┘ 
?i[š -tár] D20. 049 8
21. - TIL [TIL] 







D<I/N>A<N/I> DAM M   
K<I/N> <N/I>KIN IN   ┘
[<I/N> <N/I>KIN K]IN 
5 lines missing (24 has a few traces) 
30.I ? <I/O>U219 U   8 8









Š[ÀM] 34. 222 ŠÀM  
K[Á]   35. 223 KÁ 
SUH[UR] 36. 224 SUHUR 
end of column 
 
X 
1.I HAŠHUR 225 [HAŠHUR] 
HAŠHUR 2.  [HAŠHUR] 
NÍNDA 3. 226 NÍNDA 
BURU14 4. 227 BURU14 
APIN 5. 228 APIN 
GÍR 6. 230 GÍR 
NUMUN 7. 231 NUMUN 
ITI 8. 232 ITI 
SIG9. 233 SIG 5 5 
SIGSIG10.  5 5 
SIG5 11.  SIG5 
12. 234 GIDIM vacat 
NA4 13. 235 NA4 
NA4 14.  NA4 
LAM 15. 236 LAM 
ĜIŠGIŠ GEŠTIN 16. 237 GEŠTIN 
ĜIŠGIŠ GEŠTIN 17.  GEŠTIN 
GIŠGIŠ HAŠHUR 18. 238 HAŠHUR 
EDEN 19. 239 EDEN 
MÁŠ 20. 240 MÁŠ 
KUN 21. 241 KUN 
UMBIN 22. 242 UMBIN 
KIŠ 23. 243 KIŠ 
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HAL ša DIĜIR.MEŠ 
ša IRIe-mar 
[(By) the hand] of Shaggar-abu, 
the son of Bacal-qarrad, 
diviner of the gods 
of Emar. 
end of column 
 
LEft Edge 
1. 244 AZU┘ AZU┘ 
 
SaP Tablet 2 consisting of: 
538 F (74133a+b – p.340) 
538 H (74148u – p.379) 
538 J (74193a – p.475-7) 
538 K (74228c – p.526) 
538 L (74117n – p.290) 
538 Q (74127p – p.323) 
538 R (74133d – p.340) 
 
























































[  ] 
[  ] 
[  ] 
[  ] 

















































[  ] 
[  ] 







   ] 



















































































[  ] 
[  ] 
[  ] 

































































[   
[  ] 
[  ] 
[  ] 
[  ] 
[   
[  ] 












[  ] 
[  ] 
   ] 
   ] 











































































































[  ] 
[  ] 





[  ] 
































[  ] [   P]A
D[I  
[  ] 





[  ] U 
Ù[  ]  
[  ] MAŠ 
G┘ 
NÍG [  ] 
NÍ[  ] └
[      ] 
I]L [   
I]L [   
◦Ú [  ] 





Rev  VIII-X        
other exercises 
and colophon    
 






























































































[  ] 





[  ] 
[  ] 
   ] 




































































































[  ] 







[  ] 
[  ] 
   ] 














 1’ - I-x[...








[N]A-KAD6’ 015 4 
┌ KAD NA-7’ 016 









































┌J ]◦é- a 048 [1’ D
D◦iš -tár2 0 ┘ 8
3’ -  MAN [] 84MAN






























13’  vacat SILA
vacat SILA4 
4 







SUHUR 16’ 224 




















N[ÍNDA] 3. 226 


























 NUN<<  
6’ 
rest of column empty 
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EŠ ša IRIe-mar] 
[(By)the hand of Shaggar-a]bu, 
son of Bacal-qarrad,  
[diviner of the gods of Emar.] 
possibly 1 line missing 
1’J ID
2




538 D (7483b – p.199) – isolated fragment (not part of SaP T1-2) 

































(By) the hand of Bac[al-?malik/bēlu86 …] 
Servant of Na[bû …] 
break 
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Fragments not used: 
 
The following small fragments contain only isolated (parts of) palaeographically executed 
igns. s
 
538 A (731080e – p.158) 
538 M (74117o – p.290) 
538 P (74107ao – p.277) 
538 S (1=7493h – p.23087; 2=7496d – p.234; 3=74228b – p.526; 4=74238x – p.562) 
538 T (1=7484p–p.217;2=7489h–p.223;3=74146r–p.370;4=74147k–p.372;5=74152h–p.384)
Thematic Lists * Weidner God List 
THEMAT IS
eidne d 
IC L TS 
 
3. W r Go List 
 
Tablet 1  
isiona ll  been fit into a single reconstructed tablet. Note, however, 
some er g to the unpublished trilingual G ria  is 
siona er d, e textes cunéiformes suméro-accadiens des campagnes 
-1980 s garit’, Syria 59 (1982) 199-207 (e.g. note the pr  o D 
┐.[RI. U LA.LA] with unpublished ‘Msk 74118’ respectively A-r]i-tum
]a-la, ion  Arnaud’s article). The fragments are: 
A (A’=74165i + A’’=74165j – p.421-2) 
B (74 p.
C (74 – 
D (74 – p
ud su s t  (7493j – p.230) fits in the gap betwee d 
use so f ries seem to conform to parallel text in Ugarit (e.g. 3’ IR-IN-, 4’-5
U-).  n ncluded here because of the lack of physical joins, the pos
rtain  si al ruling, which seems incompatible with that in T1
erse 
NIN].LÍL
Prov lly, a  fragments have
that small fragments may in fact belon
n Arnau  ‘L s 
 mate l that









Bu-l ment ed on p.207 of
539 
539 85j – 218) 
539 198n p.487) 
539 123f .313) 
539 ‘E’Arna ggest hat fragment n A’ an C in III 
’ beca me o its ent
TU-T It has ot been i itioning 
























4’ 006 [ SA.DÀ .NU
D
I06 006 




















[ NAN NA : I10 010 D





[ NIN] I12 01GAL └
11-12’ tra ly
s mi
 .A : na-n]a-ia 1 








 027 [D ┌LÚ.LÀL] : lu-la-ah-hu I23 024 20’


























┐.[KI] II23 053 
D
É.[ ] II24 054 A
D
D .GAL.[NUN.NA] II25 055 
[ ]DAM.K .[NA] II26 056 D I
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[ARA] II26a 057 D













[D]AK III03a - 
ASAL [.L II29 060 D ┘
AMA[R.]UTU III01 061 D
S ̣AR.BAR III02 062 D└ ┘
13’ 069 NA.BI.UM III03 063 D

































































































































































a fe es m g 
92 A1’ 109 [ ŠÍR.]x.G[I ? 099 D 4
2’ 110 [ .N]I .ĜA IV09a 100 DPA4 9
IV10 
11 




[ ]ŠÁKKAN : [...D ┘






































































































































17’’’ (parts ly and  
















54 D MU] 
[D
break 
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).RA = hubullu4. HAR(UR5  
 
Inventory of texts 
 
isolated  fragments incompatible with reconstructed tablets  
at they belong to other, broken and presently unreconstructable tablets) 
t used for the composite edition  
ns indicated in text edition) 
cated) fragments that belong to another division or series than  
the one implied by the number assigned in Emar VI 4 









all other texts are tablet fragments except 
marked E (extract) - listings by Emar VI 4  
number 
 
  (implying th
s nonot used  fragment











 editionlent number 
1, 2, 3 (494) 541 F-Y, AA / isolated: 541 J, L, M, U /  
not used: 541 AB  
1 I 541 
2 II 5  1, 295, 3 542 C, F-H, J-Q, S, T, X 42
a 1, 2 - 3/ 
 b9
Va 
1, 2 543 D, 544 D-F 6 
III- 54 -5 3
4 Vb-VII  3 545 R97, AO, AQ98, AS, BB / 
E1=545 I, E2= 545 M+S+AZ 
 545 1, 2,
5 VIII-IX 546 1 546 B-H, J, Q / isolated 546 B-E / 
not used: 546 G, J, L, Q, 7484a 
 
6 X 547 - 547 A, D, F, G  
(relocated: 547 B, C, E) 
a 1, 2, 3 548 Q, 548-9 W / 




1 548 A, E, F, I, L-N, P, V, 
AA-AC 548-9 O+AK, S, 549 AF /  
E1=548 C, E2=548 G /   
not used: 548 R, T, U, X, Y, AE-AJ 
XI-X  548-9 
a 1’ - 8/ 
b 
 
1, 2 550 E-H 
XIII 550
 
a 1 - 9/  
b 
-X




10 XVI 553 1, 2 553 G, Q, R, S 
not used: I’, L, M 
11 XVII 4 - 554 A, B, C, E, F  
(relocated: 554 D)  
55
12 XVIII 1 E1=555 K / 
not used: 555 I 
555 
13 XIX 556 1’, 2’99 556 H /  
E1=556 A, E2=556 D 
14 XX 557 - 557 A-D / 
15 XXIa 558 E1=558 A 1 
a 1 not used: 558 M 16/  
b 
Ib-
1, 2 558 H’, I, J, L, 559 G, H /  
E1=559 D / 





17 XXIII not used: 560 J100 (relocated: 560 G)  560 1 
18 XXIV 1 561 A-I, K / not used: 561 J 561 
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Division no 1 (ca nical I) 
 
1 Table on
A (7  –
C (7  –




































101t 1  c sisting of: 
541 31046  p.127) 
541 4342b  p.672) 
541 4248a  p.575) 




1.A 1001 .RA 1001 UR5
2. 1002 ŠE(!EŠ).DÉ.A 1002 
3. 1003 ŠU.LÁ 1003 
4. 1004 ŠE(!ŠU).B[A]L 1004 
5. 1005 NÍĜ.BA 1005 
IN.NA.AN.BA 6. 1006 1006 
7. 1007 A MU.UN.NA. 1007 




12. 1012a ŠU 1012 
13. 1012b ŠU - 
14. 1013 1013 ŠU ĜA




┌ ┐<17. 1021 10HA
18. 1021a HA.LA.Ĝ - 
19. 1021b HA.L[A.ZU] - 
20. 1021c HA.L[A.A.NI] - 
HA.LA.ME21. 1021d - 
22. 1021e HA.LA.ZU.NE - 
HA.LA.BI.NE.NE 23. 1021f - 
24. 1022 1021 ĜIŠBA
25. 1023 ŠE.BA 1022 
Ì.BA 26. 1024 1023 
27. 1025 SIKI.BA 1024 
28. 1026 TÚG.BA 1025 
29. 1027 . 1026 ŠAG ĜÁL4 └







MÁŠ.BI SAĜ.BA - 
 
II 
1.A 1044 MÁŠ.B 1051 
2. 1045 1052 DMÁŠ UT
3. 1046 1053 DMÁŠ UTU G
MÁŠ GI.NA 4. 1047 1054 
5. 1048 1055 MÁŠ GI
6. 1049 MÁŠ.BI 1049 
7. 
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10. 1053 MÁŠ ŠÚM.MU 1058 
11. 1054 MÁŠ GUR.RU.DAM 1059 
12. 1055 10MÁŠ NU
13. 1056 10MÁŠ AN
14. 1057 10MÁŠ NU
15. 1058 10KIMÁŠ IRI
16. 1059 MÁŠ BA.RA 10
17. 1060 [MÁŠ] MÁ 1067 








1062a NU.<C/A> 1071 T
1062b AN.[TUKU 1072 
1062c NU.AN.T[ 1073 
1062d BA.AN.TU 1074 
NU.BA.AN.1062e 1075 
1063 SAĜ.D<C/A> 1076 

































1.A 1075a NI[N] 1096 
2. 1075b NIN 1097 
3. 1075c ÉGIR 1098 
4. 1076a DUMU.MUNUS 1099 
5. 1076b IBILA 1100 
6. 1077 NITA - 
7. 1078 MUNUS - 
8. 1079 DUMU.GABA 1101 
9. 1080 DUMU.MUNU 1102 
10. 1081 DUMU 1103 
DUMU.A.NI 11. 1081a 1105 
DUMU.MUNUS12. 1082 1106 
13. 1083 ŠEŠ 1107 
14. 1083a ŠEŠ GAL 1108 





20. 1087 1115 LUGAL
21. 1088 NIN.A.NI 1116 
22. 1090 KI 1121-3
23. 1091 NAM 1123a
24. 1092 SAĜ.ÌR 1129 
25. 1093 SAĜ.GÉME 1130 
SAĜ.GÉME.ÌR 26. 1094 1132 
27. 1095 IGI 1134 
28. 1096 ŠU BA.AN.T[I 1138 └
break 
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1157-91106 BU[RU  ...] 14
1161 1107 MU.[UN.DU ŠE] 
- 1108a KI [x] 
- 1108b KI [x] 
- 1108c KI [x] 
- 1108d KI [x] 
- 1108e KI A x[] 
1163a1108f KISLAH 
idem 1108g KISLAH 
idem 1108h KISLAH 
idem 1108i KISLAH 
idem 1108j KISLAH 
idem 1108k KISLA
1168-71109a KANKA
idem 1109b KANKAL 
idem 1109c KANKAL 
1176 1110 UD  
1177 1110a UD ½ KÁM 
1178 1110b UD 1 KÁM 
111110c UD 2 KÁ
27. 
28.E 1183 1110g UD 6 KÁM 
1184 29. 1110h UD 7 KÁM 
1185 30. 1110i UD 8 KÁM 
1186 31. 1110j UD 9 KÁM  
1187 32. 1110k UD 10 KÁM 
UD 15 KÁM 1188 33. 1110l 
1134. 1110m UD 20 KÁM 
[UD] 25 KÁM 1135. 1110n 
[UD] 30 KÁM 1192 36. 1110o 
1193 37. 1110p [UD N]Ú <<KÁM>> 













E 1’ 1111 [I]T[I] 1211 
105 2’ 1111a [ITI.]ŠÈ 1212 
3’ 1111b [SA]Ĝ ITI.ŠÈ 1214 
4’ 1111c EGIR ITI.ŠÈ 1215 
5’ 1111d 1216 UD KA
6’ 1111e SAĜ ITI. 1218 
ZAG MU 7’ 1111f 1220 
8’ 1111g ITI BÁR.ZAG.ĜAR 1221 
9’ 1111h ITI GUD.SI.SÁ 1222 
10’ 1111i .A 1223 ITI SIG└ 4
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I ŠU.NUMU 1224 
ITI 
<A/E> N 1225 
ITI KIN 
D┐<A/E> 1226 IN└
ITI ZÍZ.A 1231 
.KU 12ITI ŠE GUR10




























































C 1124 1’ TU[KUM.BI] 1275 
1125 2’ KUG.BABBAR.NAM.T[AB.B 1277 
1125a 3’ KUG.BABBAR.NAM.TAB.B[A.NI] 1278 















































KI LÚ.SILIM.MA.TA 1294 





SÁM.BI.ŠÈ I 1300 
SÁM TIL.LA 1301 
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1140a IN.ŠI.SA 13010 























ÁL 5 ÀM 
ÁL 6 ÀM 





G.BABBAR.BI. ŠÈ AL.GUB 







































109 137’ 1148a IGI ĜÁL 3 ÀM
138’ 1148b IGI ĜÁL 4 ÀM 
139’ 1148c IGI Ĝ
10’ 1148d IGI Ĝ





























































 BÁN ŠE 1.TA112 
.BABBAR MU.UN.DE6 





















C 1’ 1170 ĜÁ.L[A BA.AN 13
2’ 1171 UD ĜÁ.L[A 13└
3’ 1172 UD <1>KAM 13
Á.BI Ì.ÁĜ 4’ 1173 13
5’ 11 UD KUG
6’-7’ 11 UD KU
8’ 1175a GÉME.A.NI BA.TÚM 13
ÌR.A.NI B9’ 11
10’ 1176 Á.BI ÍB.SI.SI(!SÁ) 13
11’ 1177 IN.NA.AN.IN( 13













Part 1 - Text Edition  
Colophon (vertically written in lower part of A VIII) 




(It has been) completed (and) <che>cked: 
(By) the hand of Ba al-belu, junior diviner, 
the servant of Nabû 
and Nisaba. 
1.A
2. ŠU.NÍĜIN 3 me-tì 15 MU.BI (in) total 315 (are) its lines. 
c3. IM N Ì.ZU TUR DŠU 
4. .UM DÌR NA
ù  5. A DNIS
 





























































114t 2  - 1 D (731059a-c 
all s unde ned 
 
Obv   
I 
a 1’ 1010 [BA].AN.[DU ] 010 8
2’ 1011 [M]U.UN.NA.BA 011 
3’ 1012a ŠU 012 
4’ 1012b ŠU  
ŠU ĜAR 5’ 1013 
6’ 1014 ŠU.ĜAR G[I] 014 
7’ 1015 ŠU.ĜAR.R 015 
8’ 1021 HA.LA 020 
9’ 1021a HA.LA.ĜU  10 
10’ 1021b HA.LA.ZU  
11’ 1021c HA.LA  
12’ 1021d HA.LA  
13’ 1021e HA.LA  
14’ 1021f HA.LA.BI.NE.NE  
116 15’ 1022 ĜIŠ BA ŠUB
16’ 1023 ŠE.BA 
17’ 1024 Ì.BA 
18’ 
19’ 1026 [TÚG].BA 
1025 SIKI.BA 024 
2
21’ 
[MUR.GU]D 22’ 1030 1028 
23’ - [...]x - 
24’ 1033 [IGI.DU ].A 108
[SÁ].DUG4 25’ 1034 1033 
[KAŠ.DÉ].26’ 1035 1035 
27’ 1036 [NÍĜ.D]É.A 1036 
28’ 1037 [NÍĜ.MUN 1037 
29’ - [...].A - 
30’
31’ 1040 
- [...]x - 
3
34’ 
35’ 1045 [MÁŠ] 1052  DUTU
[MÁ]Š 36’ 1046 1053 DUT
11737’ 1047 1054 MÁŠ
38’ 1048 MÁŠ GI.NA 1057 
end of column 
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II 






[MÁŠ NU].AN.TUKU┘ 1062 
 2 lines issing (lin
3.c 1051 [MÁŠ Ĝ]Á.Ĝ 1056 
4. 1052 [MÁŠ DA]H.E(! 1057 
5. 1053 [MÁŠ GU]R.RU 1059 
6. 1054 [MÁŠ NU].ME<< 1060 
7. 1055 [MÁŠ] AN.TUKU 1061 
8’ 
























3’ 1067b NÍĜ.[ĜÁL.LA] 1083 
4’ 1067c NÍĜ.Ĝ[ÁL.LA] 1084 
5’ 1068 NÍĜ.KUD.[DA] 1085 
6’ 1069a DAM.D[AM] 1089 
DAM.DA[M] 7’ 1069b - 
8’ 1070 DAM.GURUŠ 1090 
9’ 1071 DAM.LÚ 1091 
DA 10’ 1072 DAM.BÀNDA 1092 
11’ 1073 DAM.KASKAL 1093 
12’ 1074 .TAB.B[A] 1094-DAM┘
┌13’ 1075a NIN 1096 
14’ 
15’ 1075c 
1075b NIN 1097 
1
17’ 
18’ 1077 NITA - 
19’ 1078 MUNUS - 
20’ 
perhaps 1 line missing before end of column 














a1’ 1104 U.[UN.KUR  EBUR. 1156 9
2’ 1105 .Š[È BA.RA.ÈD.DÈ] 1159 URU14
3’ 1106  x[...] - URU14
4’ 1107 U.[UN.DU ŠE 1161 
5’ 1108a IS[LAH] 11
6’ 1108b IS[LAH] 1165 
7’ 1108c IS[LAH] 11
8’ 1109 KANKA]L 1168-7









1-6.bo 1109e KAN[KAL] 1168-
7-9. 1109f KANKAL idem 
UD 10. 1110 11
11. 1110a UD ½  ÀM 1177 
UD 1 KAM 12. 1110b 1178 
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[U]D 6 KAM 




1110c UD 2 KAM 1179 
1110d UD 3 KAM 1180 
1110e UD 4 KAM 1181 
18. 
19. 1110i [UD] 8 KAM 1185 └ ┘ 























Re   
V 
rb 118 1’ 1116b [IN.NA.A]N.LÁ[.E] 1244 
┌ !2’ 1116c [I]N. .LA[L.E.ME 1246 NA










1117b Ì.ÁĜ11.Ĝ[Á.E.MEŠ] 1249 
ŠE Ì.ÁĜ[.ĜÁ ] 1118a 1250 
1118b ŠE NU.Ì.ÁĜ.Ĝ[Á ] 1253 
1119a KUG.BABBAR Ì.LÁ 1255 
1119b KUG.BABBAR NU.Ì.LÁ 1256-7
1120 ŠÚM.MU.DAM 1258
1120b [ŠÚ]M 1260 








1.a 1122a UGU 














































2. 1142 MU LUGAL
3. 1142a TÉŠ.BI M





9. 1146 GABA.RI.A 1325 
10. 1146a GABA.RI.A - 
11. 1146b GABA.RI.A.BI.NE - 
12. 1147 ŠU.RI.À[M 1328 
13. 1148a IGI 3 ĜÁL.À[M] 1329 
1330 14. 1148b IGI 4 ĜÁL.À[M] 
1331 15. 1148c IGI 5 ĜÁL.À[
16. 1148d IGI 6 ĜÁL.À[M - 
1332 17. 1148e IGI 10 ĜÁL.À[M
18. 1149 2/3 2/3 [] 1334 
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19. 1150 E[Š.GIN7] 
IN7] 
.A.NA Ì.ĜÁL.LA]120
1335 ŠEŠ  Š
20. 1151 LÚ [LÚ.G 1336 
















LA BA.AN : .DAG 













šu kal 1.a 1165 NINDA.BI 1361 
2. 1166 TÚG.BI TA( 13
3. 1168 BA.ÚŠ BA.TA 13
4. 1169 Ú.ĜU . 1365 10
5. 1170 ĜÁ.LA BA.AN 1366 
UD ĜÁ.
>
6-7. 1171 1367 
8. 1172 UD <1 1368 
9. 1173 Á.BI Ì.NE 1369 
10. 1174 UD KUG.BA 1370 
11. 1174a UD KUG.BA M 1371 
GÉME.A.NI 
. .
12. 1175a 1372 
73 13. 1175b ÌR.A NI BA 13






- n/a MAN 
 
n/a 










pleted (and) <che>cked: 
l 200 
are) its ‘names’(entries)














. GI> ÁRAK  
2 me-at (in) totaŠU NÍĜ
: 75 (and) 75 (
(By) the h







Ì.ZU T .TUR 
ÌR 
DA[  
ù DNIS and Nis[abBA] 
… xx[x]
rest of c m
ble
41 Z  (731085l – p.165) 
ne m
 
olumn e pty 
 
1271 Ta t 3  consisting of: 





1 li issing 
2.B 1002 [E]Š.┌DÉ.[A ...] 1002 
...] 1003 3. 1003 [Š]U.LÁ [  
...] 1004 4. 1004 (!ŠU).BAL [  ŠE┘




























1006 IN.NA.AN.BA [ ...] 1006 
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gi-m1014 ŠU.ĜAR.RA 1015 
gi-m1015 ŠU.ĜAR 1014 











1021 HA.LA 1020 














tu24. 1024 1023 4 
 25. 1025 1024 








l-lu 1027 .GAL 1026 ŠAG4
4 28. 1028 .ĜAR 1027 ŠAG4
29. 1029 MUR.GÚ - 




 31. 1031 IGI.SÁ 1030 
32. 1032 IGI.KÁR 1031  
r-tu 33. 1033 IGI.DU .A 1032 8
34. 
35. 1035 KAŠ.DÉ.A 
ša-an-du
qì-ri-tu 1035 





36. 1036 NÍĜ.DU.A 1036 















tu 40. 1040 KUG.BABBAR.PAD.DU 1043 
-tu┘ 41. 1041 KI.LÁ 1045 
-ta -[šu] 42. 1041a KI.LÁ.BI 1046 ┘
43. 1041b KI.LÁ┐.┌ l-ta-šu-nu] BI.NE.NE 1047 
s ̣i┘-[ib-tu] 44. 1042 [ ] MÁŠ 1048 └
break 
bout 12 ines mi







a  l ssing 
B 1’ 1063 SAĜ.[DU .. 1076 
2 1 1É
.A ...] 3’ 1065 DAG.G[I 1079 4







NÍ .ĜÁL.[LA 1082 Ĝ
NÍĜ.ĜÁL.[LA 6’ 1067b 1083 
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Reverse 
VII 








2’ 1143b Ì.[TÚM 1317 
3’ 1143c A[N.TÚM 13└
break 
























MÁŠ KUG.BABBAR.[B]I.ŠÈ AL.G ...] 1349 















. [Š  
...] 1355 











H D A .L
A. K <B/Z> 
É. IRI[G N]AM.B L 1357 





N BU. A.TUKU<B/Z> ◦ú-ul i-hu-u[z]  
AM M.[Š]È A.TU U<B/Z>
1359 





) .MU4.[M]U4 t[-su i-lab-bi-iš] 





Ú  ME !
1361 └
s ̣u-ba-aT G ( .BI  AL 1362 







im-t]ù-ut ih-t[a-li-iq]1168 BA.ÚŠ BA.A[N.TAK 1364 A4.
20’ 1170 ĜÁ.LA B
 
A.A[N.DA]G ki it-te-[par-ku] 
ar-ku] 
1366 















AR Á.BI MU.UN.DÉ 
GÉME.A.NI ŠU BA.AB.TE9.ĜÁ.TA.ÀM 









: a-ma-at-šu i-la-qì 







ú-mu-sa-ta [B1172 UD 1.KAM BÁN ŠE.TA 1368 
še-im]     
: id-di-šu i-ma-23’ 1173 Á.BI Ì.ÁĜ.E 1369 
ú-mu ka24’ 1174 UD KUG.BA 1370 
ub-ba-l    
: ú-mu ka-sa-ap-š25’ 1174a UD KUG.BABB 1371 
ub-ba-la]     
2
30’ n/a MAN TIL MAN TIL MAN n/a 
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Colophon  










e hand of Ba[ al-m
 Bacal-qarr[ad], 
nd) diviner o]f th  
 [servant of Nabû
 servant of M  
nitu.] 
ID .ma-li]k DUMU I[ IM (By) th ali]k, DŠU 






DUB.SA[R LÚHAL š]a DI scrib[e (a e gods
 e-ma [ÌR AK] of Emar, ] IRI D
u NIS[ AMAR. and Nis[aba, arduk]D DA ÌR 
u A.NI.TUM and Sarp[aDS ̣AR
end of c
 F (7  – 
.A.N[I 





541 4178b p.452) 
1’ 1125 [ UG. AB AR NA]M. AB.B[A ...] 1277 K B B T
[ UG.BABBA  NA]M.TAB.BA2’ 
3’ 1125b 
1125a ...] 1278 K R
[KUG.BABBAR
4’ 1126 [NAM].TAB.[BA ...] 1280 
 
1067 – p.137) 541 G (73




2’ 1126a [NA]M.TAB.BA.A.NI 
[ ] B.BA.NE.NE 
1281 













ka-as-pa ù s ̣i-[bat-šu] 




















8’ 1131a [ÍB.GI.GI] 1288 
9’ 1131b [ÍB.GI.GI.E.] 1290 
 10’ 1132a [BA.ÍB.GI.GI 1291
11’ 1132b [BA.ÍB.GI.GI 1293 
 










[KUG.BABBAR ù MÁŠ.B]I KUG.BAB[BAR ù s ̣i-bat-šu] 
e-ú [ù s ̣i-bat-šu] 
3’ 1129 1286 














it┘-[ta-na-ap-pa-lu] 1132b [BA.ÍB.GI.GI.] 1293 
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1 1 [DUMU.MÍ.A.N 1
┌2’ 1083 ŠEŠ [] 
ŠEŠ [BÀN.D]A
1107 
4’ 1083c ŠEŠ.[A.N]I 1111 
5’ 1084 NIN.A . NI 1112 ┘ └
6’ 1089 IM.RI.A : ki-im-t[u4] 
: MIN -i[a] 
1116-20 
- ┌7’ 1089a IM.RI.A. GU(!ĜU ) 10 └ ┘
8’ 1089b └IM┘.└RI┘. [.ZU
? ...] - A└ ┘
541 J (7  –
 
Ì .Á[Ĝ.E    
BAR MU.U[N.TÚM 
.BABBAR Á.NA  








1173 ◦Á.┌ 1369 BI




end of column 
 












































[KIS H1108j LA ] 
[KA KAL13
1168 
1109a N] 1169 




















1’ 1133 [ MA].TA
ù LÚ. LIM.G . A]
KI LÚ.SILIM. 1294 



























4104h – p.261) 
1’ 1169 [UG] .A .DÉ U BA [N 1365 
2’ 1170 ĜÁ.LA.B[A.AN.DA  ...] 1366 G





UD 1 KAM BÁN ŠE.[TA.ÀM 






Part 1 - Text Edition  







  MU.U[N.TÚM  
7’ 1175 [U]D KUG.BA 1371 
MU.UN.TÚM 
8’ 1175a [GÉM]E.A [.NI BA.TÚM ...] 1372 ┘
9’ 1175b [ÌR.] [.NI BA.TÚM] ...] 1373 A└ ┘
541 M (= 1 Tablet 4)  (74139 – p.325)  









(O e - Reverse only has a fe
1. 1001 [U]R .[5
2. 1002 EŠ.DÉ.[A 1002 



















da-an-n3’ 1109f [KANKAL] 1175 









5’ 1110a [UD ½ K
6’ 1110b [UD 1 KAM] 1178 
7’ 1110c [UD 2 KAM 1179 
 




74132p  p.339) 
1’ 1110b UD 1[ KAM 1178 
2’ 1110c UD 2[ KAM 1179 
3’ 1110d UD 3[ KAM ... 1180 
4’ 1110e [UD] 4[ KAM ...] 1181 
 
541 P (7496c – p.234) 
I’ 
[ŠU.TI.A.NI  ŠU B1’ 
2’ 
’ 3














R E.GUR .K] 1151 5’ 1103 10
II’ 
1’-4’ /d  1110a UD x[... ] 1191-4
 





















U. U] 1273 1123a UG BI AN┘.[TUK
. .NU? [ .TUKU 1274 1123b UGU BI  AN
[?<. >] 1275-61124 TUKUM BI
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11 [UG]U [...] 12
11 [UG]U [...] 1270? 
11 [U]GU.ZU.NE 1272 
1122g UGU.BI.NE.[NE] 1270 
6’ 1123b [U]GU.BI N
7’ 1124 [TU]K[UM.BI] 1275-6 
 





































































[MÁŠ KUG.BABBAR.B]I.ŠÈ AL.GUB 




541 V (74122al – p.310) 













































[ŠE GUR10 KUD] 
[ŠE GUR10 KUD.ŠÈ] 
[UD ŠE GUR10 KUD] 











Part 1 - Text Edition  
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’ - NU.B[A ....] - 
1322-3 
idem 
541 Y (74107ax – p.277) 
1
2’ - KI.BI Ì.[x] 
3’ - KI.BI Ì.x[] 
4’ 1146 [GA]BA. RI┘.└A┘ 1324-5 └
 















 ‘AB 77c bstantial to be of use 
nt not d: 
 
541 ’ (741  – p.452) - suggested by Civil (11) but too insu
Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 2 (canonical tablet II) 
Division non 2 (ca ical II) 
 
2 Table ons
A (7  – p
E (7  – p
I133 6h –










132t 1  c isting of: 
542 4191a .467-70) 
542 4215b .522) 
542  (7414  p.368) 
542 488a – 21) 










┐ ...] [.x 2005 




4’ 2007  : ÚR 2006 
su-un-nu-šu 5’ 2007a ÚR.BI 2007 
i-na su-n6’ 2007b ÚR.BI.ŠÈ 2008 
i-na su-ni-šu iš7’ 2008 ÚR.BI.ŠÈ IN.ĜAR 2009 





[š]a-ag-ga ša-gu-u : SAĜA 
) 
2011 
[š]ab-ra 134 ša-bi-ru : TUKU-DA (!ŠABRA 2012 







[ ]  : UNKIN 




































┌ 2017 20 ] DI 
┌ 2018 20 ] DI.KU
i-qu-gal-lu 2019 17’ 2016a’ DI.KUD.G]AL 
a-pí-tụ  2021 18’ 2016a’’ DI.KUD.G]AL 
a-ia-an IRI 2022 19’ 2016b DI.KUD] IRI

















└ u-ut IRI 
i-i-bu 22’ 2017 AB].BA 2025 
i-bu-ut IRI AB.]23’ 2017a 2026 BA IRI└
i-bu-ut LUGAL 24’ 2017b AB.BA] LUGAL 2027 
i-bu-ut da-ia-an-ni AB.BA] DI.KUD 25’ 2017c 2028 
26’ 2017d AB.BA.E.NE.] 2029 















a-bi-sụ 2019 MA]ŠKIM 2031 
a-bi-is ̣ IRI 2019a MAŠKIM IRI] 2032 
a-bi-is ̣ LUGAL 2019b 2033 MAŠKIM LUGAL





a-bi-is ̣-šu-nu 32’ 2019d 
2020 
MAŠKIM.E.NE].NE 2035 








































































- na ma-ru-ut-ti- 2043 └
2044 
2045 





a- na ar-du- - └
a- na ki-is-̣↑ri ú- 2054 └
[ DA  
M AM 
[ bar? i┐-[la]-e  136: 
NI KUG.BABBAR-su ↑Ì.LÁ.E 
a s ̣i>>ri  
š
9 ABBAR  
i
-[n]a ki-is ̣-<<48’ 2032 ZÚ.KEŠ 2055 
























q-bi ] BÍ[.IN .DUG ] 2057 4 4
? -ul iq<-bi> NU.BÍ.I]N .AN 2058 4
q-te-bi BA.AN.DUG ] 2034c 2059 4









54’ 2035 KIŠIB].A.NI.ŠÈ A 2061 NAKA 4
É-šú i-púš 55’ 2036 É.A.NI D]Ù.A 2062 
138
GIR-šú dan -na56’ 2037 EGIR.BI NÍĜ.] 2063 KALA └ ┘└






















088 [ú-še-ri-ib3 2 2B












































<A/I> šu il-qè] 
Š A I NE 
U.TI. .NI  ŠU BA qa- t]a-ti-↑10’ 2050 Š A AN[. 2098 
i-gi-ri










.  2100 
ar-[kat-šu-nu] E I .  2101 











a-ma-at-šu [gam-rat] 2103 





šu-um-šu MU.UN.NI 2106 
šu-um-šu-nu 2055 MU.UN.NE.NE 21
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140e-ia hu-bu- 2108 
e-ia hu 2109 
e-ia qí-ip- 21ŠE ŠU
e-ia šu 2111 ŠE ŠE
e-ia qí-il 2112 ŠE N
e-ia qa 2113 ŠE N
e-ia pe-s ̣u-u 2116 ŠE B
pár-sik-tu4 ŠE BA.RÍ.GA 21
NI su-tu-tu4 ŠE BA.AN 10 2118 
















































2127  Ì.DU4  



































ma-hi-rù ra-bu-uGU.LA 21ŠAKAKA └
ma-hi-rù s ̣a-ah-rùŠAKAKA TUR.RA 21
ma-hi-rù kì-nu ŠAKAKA GI.N 21







 DÙG.GA 21 ŠAKAKA └ ┘
KA -hi-ra-ti IRI i - na ↑ma44’ 2081 [ŠAKAKA IRI A]L. DU . 2146 └ ┘ └└ ┘ └
  il-la-ku     





































E ši-ta-[at e6’ 2089 [ÍB.TA 2163 






┐ <I/E> ši-ta-a<E/R>t su[ .TAK 2165 
















NÍĜ.[<I/E> ni-ik-ka-as- 2167 K
NÍĜ.KAS7.[
<I/E> ni-ik-ka-as-su ep 2168 AK









ÍĜ[<I/E> : ni-ik-ka-a[s- 2169 




[IN.DU8 ip-t ̣]u-ur [] 2172 
[D]U ? : pa-t ̣á-r[u] 2171 2098 
break 
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aš-šu 2099a MU 2184 
142 iš-šu2099b MU - 
ni-šu 2099c MU 2185 
zi-ik-rù 2099d MU 2187 
šu-mu 2099e MU 2182 













143 pá-la-at - 





















. S.SA <3> 
2197 






























MIN i- - MU 



























tam-kà-ru 27’ 2116 D .  2201 AM GÀR





ša-ma-al-lu-u 29’ 2118 [D]UGUD(!ŠA 2203 
- ma la-lu-30’ 2118’ [MA.N]A ŠU 2204 ┘ └
























































2215 ka-l]a-mu [DÙ.A.BI 
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ma-mi-t]a 12’ 2130 [NAM.ÉRIM.MA 2220 
ša-al-la-tu13’ 2131 [NAM.RA ] 2221 4
ša-al-la-tu  š14’ 2132 [NAM.RA AK. 2224 4
mì-it-ru-u] 15’ 2133 [NAM.ME.EN.NA AK.A 2225 
me-en-na] 16’ 2134 [NAM].ME.E[ 2226 
↑a-na e-ri-ši
ú-še-s ̣i
17’ 2 [NA] 22
ÍB.TA
┐e [-li-iš] 18’ 2136 AN.TA 2228 
š[ap-li-ìš] 19’ 2137 KI.TA 
20’ 2138 AN.TA ù K[I.TA e-li-iš ù š]ap-li-ìš  
2229 
2230-1
š[i-id-du] 21’ 2139 ÚS 2232 




































t ̣e -hu 2146 DA 226
t ̣e - hu [-šu]2 2DA 6 └ ┘
t ̣e31’ 21 DA.BI.N[E 226
32’ 2147 DA É [...] 22































[Ú]S.S[A.DU K ...] 22
[ÚS GÍD.DA ...] 
d-du<V
22






Ú[S <A/V> ši-S]AĜ 2251 
V
pa- -  
pa-a -t
a]t ̣ ki-ri [i]






[] ZAG└ ┘ 
[ZAG.KIRI ] 16
44’ 158 e-bu-└ru┘ 
└i-ki e-[bu-ri] 
259 2 [SA.DUL.BI] 2└









































































148ši4’ 2170 [GÚ.NÍĜ.GILI]M.MA 2289 
ha-a5’ 2171 [GÚ.DIB.BA 2290 













































LÚ.ŠE.B[AL ...] 2342 
] da-[lu-u] LÚ.A.[BAL 2344 


















































abou 5 lines m ng 
1’’’A 150 b-bu-ut-ta-ši s ̣i-ra]  - 2198 [GÀR.MAH.A.NI UMB]IN [ 
 -ga-al-l[i-ib] 
..] 
   
- 2’’’ - [...]x x[  
a-ar-s ̣a-ši i]p-t ̣[ú-ur] 
A/E> 
- 3’’’ 2199 [ĜIŠ.GÌR.A.NI] I[N.DU ] 8
151 - 4’’’ 2200 [AMA.AR.GI.NAM.GÉME.A.NA] ... ] 
-   IN[.DU8 
A/E> - 5 - [...]AN D ...] 
- 6’’’ - [...].A.NI I[N.x 
x[...].A.NI x[x 
A/E> - 8’’’ 2201 KI.DUMU.MU ...-]
A/E> ...-t]a 2352b9’’’ 2202 EN LUGAL.A.NI A
A/E> ...]x-a 2352c10’’’ 2203 LUGAL.A.NI I


















15’’’ traces only 
bably no more lines missing before end of column pro
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...] 1’ 2025 [NA]M.Š[EŠ.A.NI.Š 2045 
...] 2’ 2026 NAM.AD.[A.NI 2046 











NAM.AB.BA.A┐ ...] [.NI.ŠÈ 2047 
...] NAM.LÚ.HUĜ.Ĝ 2050 
































iq-b[i] BÍ.IN .[DU 2057 4
ú-u[l iq-bi] NU.BÍ.I[N .DUG2034b 2058 4 4
iq-te┐-bi [ ] 2034c BA.AN.[DUG ] 2059 4






















É-šú i-[púÉ.A.NI [D]Ù.A 2062 
EGIR-šú dan-na EGIR.BI NÍĜ.K[ALA 2063 





































it2 BA.AN.SUM 2072 











27’ 2042c IN.ĜAR 










...] 1’ 2088-92 Í[B.TAK   2162-64
...] 2’/4 idem ÍB.TAK [ idem 4 
...] 2167 5’ 2093 NÍĜ.K[A9 
...] 2168 6’ 2094 NÍĜ.KA .AK.[A 
 
9
NÍĜ.KA .NU.AK.[A ...] 2170 7’ 2095 9
end of n colum
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Reverse 
VI 
ik-ka-ru 1. 2172 LÚ.ENGAR 2321 
ku -ul-li-zù 2. 2173 LÚ.ŠAG .GÌR 2325 84
ri-id al-pí 3. 2174 GUD.DA.ÚS.SA.A 2326 
ki-im-ru 4. 2175 GUD.DA.RI.A 2327 
5. 
6. 2177 <GUD.DA.>NA.GAD ku-ud-da-na-ak-te-e 2329 























































































































I U.ŠÈ DI.KUD NÍĜ.GI.NA 
G A.NI BA.TUKU 
D E.A.NI.ŠÈ IN.[GAZ 
S
G  UMBIN x[... 
└ 8 










: a-n[a ...] - 194 GI.DUT
: an-[...] - 195 ÉME LUGAL.
...] - 196 UG.NAM.GÉM
: p[u-ta-ši ... - 197 AĜ KI.A.NI IN.È 
...] - 198 ÀR.MAH.A.NI
: [...] - 199 ĜIŠ.GÌR.A.NI IN.DU
break 
 









4.BI.ŠÈ IN. ĜAR 
[I G
[I Š 






















s ̣i-i-t]u 5 4’ 084a ÌG.GA 4 
ti-b]u-tu4 6 5’ 084b ÌG.GA 
ni-s]i-ih-tu4 7 6’ 084c ÌG.GA 














im-b]u-u 085 .GA.ZI 9 
: <im->bu-u 9’ 086 .GA.ZI ÍB.SI.S]I 0 
: i-ma-at-ta-ru10’ 087 .GA.ZÍB.DIRIG.G 1 
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ši-ta-tu4 088 B.TAK ] 2 4
ši-ta-at e-i 12’ 089 B.TAK ŠE] 3 4. 
ši-ta-at  ša-am-šá-am-[mi] 13’ 090 B.TAK ŠE Ì].ĜIŠ 4 4. 
ši-ta-at su-lu-p[í] 14’ 091 B.TAK ZÚ.L]UM.MA 5 4  







. ni-ik-ka -[as-su] 216’ 093 ] : NÍĜ.KAS 7 ┘
MIN ep-šu
7 

































[ ].DU  
[ .D]U A.ŠAG4.GA 




i-t[ú] ÚS.SA 7 














ši-id-du ku-r[u-u]9’ 2153 [ÚS.LÚGUD.DA] 4 
ši-id-du š10’ 2154 [ÚS.BÙR] 2 





┌p]a- at-̣[t ̣]ú12’ 2156 [ZAG 5 





e-bu-ru 2158 [SA.DUL.BI] 9 └
i-ki] e-bu-ri 15’ 2159 [ÉG SA.DUL.BI 0 
16’ 










                       ?
dge 
1.   - [... ...]x-ru-gu-un-nu 
2. has tr ly 
 
gme







[ŠE BA.A]N 10 
-ti] 
i] 






542 4250 – ) 
Ob  
[...] 1’ 2056 [ŠE.U]R . 2108 5
[...] 2’ 2057 [ŠE.EŠ].DÉ.A 2109 
e┐[-ia qí-ip3’ 2058 [ŠE Š]U.LÁ 2110 
e┐[-ia šu-pu-ul-ti] 
e-[ia qí-il-ti] 
4’ 2059 [ŠE Š]E.BAL 2111 
5’ 2060 [ŠE NÍ]Ĝ.BA 2112 
e-[ia qa-t
e-i[a pe-s
6’ 2061 [ŠE NÍ]Ĝ 2113 
̣u-u] 
pár-si[k-tu
[ŠE] BA7’ 2062 2116 B
[ŠE B]A.RÍ.GA ] 8’ 2063 2117 4
10’ 2065 [ŠE] ┌Ì.DUB e-ia [na-aš-pa-ki] 2121 
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na-a[š-p[Ì].DUB Š 2124 





















[d a m]  : ŠAKA 2129 
130 ma-[ŠA]KAKA GU.LA 2
m[a
..]
[ŠAKAK]A TUR.RA 2131 
136 [ŠAKAK]A GI.NA [. 2
[...] [ŠAKAKA] SIG .GA 2132 5
Reverse 
1’ - [... ...]x x 
[...]x-u 
ir-gu-mu┐-ni-iš-ši 
a e-li-ši ul i-šu 
? 
[... 2’ - ...]x 
┌
? 
[...  3’ - ...] ? 
...]-m4’ - [...  ? 
 
542 F (7  – p.32
AĜAL.]LA : bu ra-ap-šu 
4127b 1) 













4’ 2116 [DAM.GÀR] 2201 








š]a-m6’ 2118 [DUGUD(!ŠAĜAN 2203 
ŠU-m7’ 2118’ [MA.NA.LA(! 2204 
i]h-r8’ 2118’ [MU.UN.BAL 2205 
 
542 G (  – p.6
rse rse on  final signs belonging to unidentified entries) 










Reve  (Obve ly has a few isolated
1
2’ 2124 [PA
e-kà iš-pu-uk[ÉG] SIG.GA 3’ 2125 2214 
ka-la-mu 4’ 2126 DÙ.A.BI 2215 └
pí-ti-iq-tu5’ 2127 [I]M.DÙ.A.BI 2216 4 






[N]AM.ÉRIM AK.A ta tu-mu 
ma-mi-tu4 2218 
: ma-mi- 2220 
 
4 ša-al-la -tu9’ 2131 NAM.RA 2221 ┘
ša-al-la-tu  ša-la-lu 10’ 2132 NAM.RA AK.A 2224 4
 AK┐.A 
È APIN ŠE ÍB.TA.È ri-ši e-ia ú-še-s ̣i 
┌ mì-it-ru-u 11’ 2133 NAM.ME.EN.NA 2225 
me-en-na 12’ 2134 NAM.ME.EN.NA 2226 
: a-na ↑e-13’ 2135 NAM.ME.EN.NA.Š 2227 
e-li-iš 14’ 2136 AN.TA 2228 └
15’ 
16’ 2138 AN.TA KI.TA e-li-ìš ù┘šap-li-ìš 30-1 
šap-li-iš KI.TA 2137 2229 
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18’ 2140 [] SAĜ 2234 
19’ 2141 [BÙRU] 2235 
20’ 2142 [šu-ha-ad : SUKUD 2236 
end of c
 H (7  – p.50
 
E .A.NI  
BA.AN.DA.KU.DA 
MU.[MEŠ LUGAL.A.NI  
 IN.DU-DU 










542 4217a 4) 
1’ 2204 [GIR LUGAL 2352d
 
2’ 2205 DU
  NÍĜ.ĜÁL.LA ...]   
3’ 2206 NAM.GÉM[E ...] 2352f 
































7’ 2208b MIN .BI.NE.N[E ...] 2355 
8’ 2209 MIN A.ŠAG .G[A ...] 2356 4
9’ 2210 MIN KIRI16 [...] 2357 
10’ 2211 MIN ŠE [...] 2358 
1 2 MIN ŠE Ì.Ĝ[ ...] 2
12’ 2213 MIN ZÚ. ...] 
[.
2360 
13’ 2214 MIN URUDU 
 
..] 2361 































21’ 2222 [M B . [...] 2369 BA┘ └
 
425  J (7 – p.29
D.DA].┌ÚS┐.┌SA┐.┌A┐ 



































































Part 1 - Text Edition  











[T]ÚL.DA P[ÀD.DA] 2003 




KA.NAM.R[I.A.NI.ŠÈ  ŠUB.BA IN.x] - 
2005 KÁG.UR. 2005 
u7. 2007 [r : ÚR] 2006 
 





b]i-la-at ša-ra-at en-zi 
bi-la-at q]í-[t]e-└e 
7491z – 8) 
1’ 2217 [MIN KUG. 2364 
2’ 2218 [MIN SIKI 2365 
[MIN (SIKI.)3’ 2219 2366 
[MIN GADA 4’ 2220 2367 
 
542 M (74129c – p.331) 
.AN.KUR9] 
R9] 
└ú-še<-ri>-ib 2088 1’ 2046a 
 
[BA
NU ul ú-še<-ri>-ib 2’ 2046b [ .BA.AN.KU 2089 
 ul PA.AD
a-as-sa-as 








4’ 2048 [ .]DI  2092-34 K IB IB











[ . .A.NI] 
. .NI.NE 


















 (74164b 7) 











5’ 2044 [I]N.HUĜ.N[A ...] 2082 
 











end of column 
 
542 P (74137k – p.346) 
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’ 2133 NAM.ME.E[N.NA AK.A] 




542 Q (74112a – p.269) 
1














































 :] SAĜ  A
: Š]AB A R
 

































542 ‘X’ (74232d – p.538) 















4’ - GÁ-A -[M  ...]  
Part 1 - Text Edition  
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ĜIŠ 44. 3a041 HAŠHUR DAM.SI.LUM 
B.BA 
3040 - 
ĜIŠ 45. 3a042 HAŠHUR A.A 3041 - 
ĜIŠ 46. 3a043 HAŠHUR BA.ZA 3042 - 


































































ĜIŠ 1. 3a044 ŠE Ù.SUH 3083 026 5 
ĜIŠ 2. 3a045 AN Ù.SUH 3086 027a
ĜIŠ 3. 3a046 3084 - NUMU
ĜIŠ 4. 3a047 PA Ù.S 3088 027 5
ĜIŠ 
ŠIM(BI-E)5. 3a048 3091 02SAR 
ĜIŠ 6. 3a049 ŠIM GIG 3092 029 
ĜIŠ 161 7. 3a050 3093 - ŠIM GÌR
ĜIŠ 8. 3a051 ŠENNUR 3126 03
ĜIŠ 9. 
10. 3a053 
3a052a ŠENNUR <KU 3128 030a 
1
12. 
ĜIŠ 13. 3a056 AL.LA.NU.UM 3133 03
ĜIŠ 14. 3a057 ÍLDAG 3128 034 
ĜIŠ 15. 3a058a 3140 035 ÍLDAG 
ĜIŠ 16. 3a058b - - ÍLDAG KUR
ĜIŠ 
ÍLDAG DAN.NA 17. 3a059 - - 
ĜIŠ 18. 3a060 ÍLDAG EN.NA 3146 037 
ĜIŠ 19. 3a061 ÍLDAG BUR.RA 3141 036 
ĜIŠ 20. 3a062 ÍLDAG TUR 3148 - 
ĜIŠ 21. 3a063 KUR.RA 3152 038 
ĜIŠ 22. 3a064 A.AB.BA 31 03
ĜIŠ 23. 3a065 A.AB.BA ME.LUH 3155 040 
ĜIŠ 24. 3a066 .PAR 31 041 ĜI6 4 
ĜIŠ 
MA.NU 25. 3a067 3158 042 
ĜIŠ 
MA.NU HÁD26. 3a068 - - 
ĜIŠ 27. 3a069 MA.NU DUR 31 - 
ĜIŠ 28. 3a070 MA.NU ŠU AK.A 3163 043 
ĜIŠ 29. 3a071 MA.NU GÍBIL A - - 
ĜIŠ 
MA.NU A30. 3a072a 3162 - 
31. 3a072b [ MA.]NU A.LÙ ĜIŠ AK. - - ĜIŠ
ĜIŠ 32. 3a073 [MA.NU] 31 - 
ĜIŠ 33. - MA.NU [x ? ? 
ĜIŠ 34. - MA.NU [...] ? ? 
ĜIŠ 35. - MA.NU [...] ? ? 
ĜIŠ 36. 3a074 MA.NU KALAG.GA 3172 044a
ĜIŠ 37. 3a075 MA.NU KALAG.KALAG - - 
ĜIŠ 38. 3a076 MA.NU ĜIŠ.KAL 3170 - 
ĜIŠ 39. 3a077 [T]IR 3176 - 
ĜIŠ 
TIR.T[I]R 40. 3a078 31 - 
ĜIŠ 41. 3a079 TI[R KUG.]GA 3178 - 
ĜIŠ 42. 
43. 
3a080 T[IR ŠEN.]┌ŠEN 3179 - 
ĜIŠ 3a081 [TIR M]A.NU 3185 - ĜIŠ
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3181 - [ TIR Ù].SUH5 
ĜIŠ
3184 - [ TIR A-TU-G]AB<-LIŠĜIŠ
3186 04[ NU.ÚR.M]A ĜIŠ
3195-8 04[ ŠED.D]A ĜIŠ
idem idem[ ŠED.D]A ĜIŠ
idem id[ ŠED.D]A ĜIŠ
3199 04[ ŠED.DA Ì.]LÁ ĜIŠ
3200 049 [ ME]S ĜIŠ
3201 id[ ME]S ĜIŠ
3202 id[ ME]S ĜIŠ
162 3203 - [ MES M]ESĜIŠ
3205 05[ MES ME.LUH.]HA ĜIŠ
3208 051d[ MES HA.LU.UB HARĜIŠ
3209 - [ MES DUB].RA.AN ĜIŠ























































ĜIŠ 1. 3a095 MES [BABBAR] 3213 - 
ĜIŠ 2. 3a096 3214-5 05MES KUKKU5 
ĜIŠ 3. 3a097 EREN 32 05
ĜIŠ 4. 3a098 EREN.NA - - 
ĜIŠ 5. 
6. 3a101 




GI.KU(!RIM)163 9. 3a104 
ĜIŠ 10. 3a106 GI.<RIM.>DÌM - - 
ĜIŠ 11. 3a107 SÍ.IR.DU.UM 3237 058 
ĜIŠ 12. 3a108 MI.RI.IŠ.MA.NU - 06
ĜIŠ 
UR.NU.UM 13. 3a109 3 05
ĜIŠ 
TI.A.LUM 14. 3a110 3260 060 
ĜIŠ 15. 3a111 TI.IA.LUM - - 
ĜIŠ 16. 3a112 I.LI.IA.NU.UM 3250 061 
ĜIŠ 17. 3a113 UR.ZI.NU.UM 3255 06
ĜIŠ 
ÍSIMU 18. 3a114 3265 064 
ĜIŠ 19. 3a115 (IGI - - LIGIMAX
ĜIŠ 20. 3a116 LIGIMA - - 
ĜIŠ 21. 3a117 NIMBAR 3280 06
ĜIŠ 22. 3a118 NIMBAR TUR 3 066 
ĜIŠ 23. 3a119 NIMBAR TUR.TUR 3 - 
ĜIŠ 24. 3a120 NIMBAR KUR.RA 3 06
ĜIŠ 25. 3a121 NIMBAR DILMUN. 3 06
ĜIŠ 26. 3a122 NIMBAR AL.DA.RA 3 06
ĜIŠ 27. 3a123 NIMBAR AL.KU 3309 07
ĜIŠ 
NIMBAR AL.BÀN28. 3a124 - - 
ĜIŠ 29. 3a125 NIMBAR AL.Š[AB.]BA 3 07
ĜIŠ 30. 3a126 NIM[BAR  A]L.U 3301 07
ĜIŠ 31. 3a127 [NIMBAR] AL.ÚŠ(! 3303 07
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ĜIŠ 33. 3a129 NIMBAR LUL.LA 3344 07
ĜIŠ 34. 3a131 NIM<BAR 3323 - 
ĜIŠ 35. 3a132 AL.ĜÁL 3324 - NIMBAR 
ĜIŠ 36. 3a133 3 - NIMBAR NU
ĜIŠ 37. 3a134 3326 075 NIMBAR A
ĜIŠ 38. 3a135 NIMBAR NU.A 3327 - 
ĜIŠ 39. 3a136 3339 - NIM
ĜIŠ 40. 3a137 3340 080 NIMBA  
NIMBAR U
ĜIŠ 41. 3a138 .HI.IN ŠA 3329 - 4
ĜIŠ 42. 3a139 .HI.IN HÁD.DA 3330 - NIMBAR U4
ĜIŠ 43. 3a140 . 3331 - NIMBAR U4
ĜIŠ 44. 3a141 . 3341 - NIMBAR U4
ĜIŠ 45. 3a142 3342 076 NIMBAR 
ĜIŠ 46. 3a143 NIMBAR UH.TA 3343 - 
ĜIŠ 47. 3a144 3306 077a NIMBAR GIG 
ĜIŠ 48. 3a145 3294 074 NIMB
ĜIŠ 49. 3a146 3318 - NIMBAR MAŠ
ĜIŠ 50. 3a147 NIMBAR NITA 3319 - 
ĜIŠ 51. 3a148 3 - NIMBAR
ĜIŠ 52. 3a149 NIMBAR AN.NA 3347 - 
ĜIŠ 53. 3a150 NIMBAR ĜEŠTIN - - 
ĜIŠ 54. 3a151 AN.KI.NÚ NI - - 
ĜIŠ 55. 3a152 3351 081 ŠAG  NI4
end of c







































lines  damag d: o ome initi
ĜIŠ 7. 3a159 GAG [ZI.NA AN.NA NI 3362 - 
ĜIŠ 8. 3a160 MU[D NIM 3398 089 
ĜIŠ 9. 
10. 3a162 




ZÚ GU.LA NIMBAR 13. 3a165 
ĜIŠ 14. a1 TÚG.B[A NIM 3380 - 
ĜIŠ 
TÚG.BA N15. a166b 3381 094 
ĜIŠ 16. 3a167 PEŠ NIMBAR 3384 102 
ĜIŠ 17. 3a168 3386 - PEŠ TUR
ĜIŠ 18. 3a169 PEŠ GÁ(!UŠ 3385 - 
ĜIŠ 19. 3a170 PEŠ MURGU.Á NI - 103 
ĜIŠ 20. 3a171 PEŠ BÀNDA.ZI NIMBAR - 10
ĜIŠ 21. 3a172 PEŠ HA.RA NIMB - - 
ĜIŠ 22. 3a173 ZI.KIRI - - 1
ĜIŠ 23. 3a174 ZI.KIRI .È.A NI - - 16
ĜIŠ 24. 3a175 ĜÁ.LI NIMBAR 3389 - 
ĜIŠ 
ĜÁ.DA NIMBAR 25. 3a176 - - 
ĜIŠ 26. 3a177 ĜÁ.DA ZÚ.LUM N - - 
ĜIŠ 27. 3a178 AN.NA NIMBAR 3402 - 
ĜIŠ 28. 3a179 HÉ.BAD NIMBAR 3403 - 
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ĜIŠ 3407 3a180 NÍĜ.ŠUL NIMBA - 
ĜIŠ 3408 3a181 - TUBALA NIMBA
ĜIŠ 3411 3a182 ÁSAL 105 
ĜIŠ 3412 3a183 ÁSAL KUR.RA 10
ĜIŠ - 3a184 ÁSAL HI.LI 10
ĜIŠ 3416-7 3a185 NE ÁSAL 108 
ĜIŠ 3421 3a186 NUMUN ÁSAL 109 
ĜIŠ 3440 3a187 ÁD 111 
ĜIŠ 3439 3a188 16 11KIŠI
ĜIŠ 3441 3a189  UH.HA(!HAR 113 KIŠI16
ĜIŠ 3441a 3a190 UH.HA(!HAR) KUR.RA 114 KIŠI16 
3447 3 SA.MA.LUM 115 ĜIŠ
ĜIŠ 3448 41. 3a192 SA.MA.ZUM 116 
ĜIŠ 3450 42. 3a193 PEŠ.KAL 117 
ĜIŠ 3451 43. 3a194 S ̣U.TE.NU.UM - 
ĜIŠ 
ŠI.IQ.DU.UM 3238 44. 3a195 12
ĜIŠ 3455/7 45. 3a196 ZAR 123 
ĜIŠ 3456 46. 3a197 ZAR.AŠ.TUM - 
ĜIŠ 3458 47. 3a198 ZAR.LAM.TUM - 
ĜIŠ - 48. 3a199 LU-UŠ - 
ĜIŠ 3468 49. 3a200 GI.ZÚ.LUM.MA 12
ĜIŠ 3470/1 50. 3a201 BU.ZÚ.NU(!LUM).MA 126 







DURME 56. 3a207 
ĜIŠ 3492 57. 3a208 AGAB DURME 13
ĜIŠ 58. 3a209 .RI .NA 3493-5 139
ĜIŠ 
A.I.RI .NA 59. 3a210 idem 136 9
end of c
















nitial ĜIŠ signs (parlines 4’ dam ed: 
ĜIŠ 5-7’ - BA.PA-x[] 36-51 15
ĜIŠ 8’ 3a217 BA.ŠAB 4041 15
ĜIŠ 9’ 3a218 BA E(!KAL) - 15
ĜIŠ 10’ 3a219 BA ŠU 4037 - 
ĜIŠ !11’ 3a220  HÚB 4053 15BA
ĜIŠ 157 12’ 3a221 NA.RÚ.KU(!A 4054 
ĜIŠ 165 16613’ 3a222 GÌR-ANŠE -LUM 4067 - 
ĜIŠ 14’ 3a223 NÍĜ.NA.MUD - 15
ĜIŠ 15’ 3a224 GU.ZA 4069 160 
ĜIŠ 16’ 3a225 GU.ZA GÍD.DA 4071 162 
ĜIŠ 17’ 3a226 GU.ZA SÌR.DA 4072 16
ĜIŠ 18’ 3a227 GU.ZA MUNUS.E.NE 4073 163a
ĜIŠ 19’ 3a228 GU.ZA IM - - 
ĜIŠ 20’ 3a229 GU.ZA ZAG.B[I.UŠ 4074 - 
ĜIŠ 21’ 3a230 GU.ZA ARATTA 4076-7 - 
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ĜIŠ 3a231 GU.ZA N 4083 166 
ĜIŠ 3a232 GU.ZA NÍĜ.ŠU 4084 167 
ĜIŠ 3a233 GU.ZA 4085 168 ĜIŠGIG








































HÚB - - 
GU.ZA LUGA 4088 - 
GU.ZA ŠAH.ŠUM.MA 4096 17
GU.ZA MÁ.GAN.NA 4098 17
GU.ZA MÁ.LAH4 4100 18
GU.ZA KI.BAL - - 
186a GU.ZA GIDIM.MA 4093 
GU.ZA ŠAG .IR 4094 175 4
 (!HUL).LA  
GU.ZA NÍĜ.UN(!UNK - 18




GU.ZA GÀR.BA KUG.B. 4105 196 
GU.ZA GÀR.BA Z 4107 197 
GU.ZA GÀR.BA UR 4106 - 
GU.ZA 4110 189 ĜIŠTASKARIN┘




































lines  only G ZA ome traces in 
ĜIŠ 5. 3a252 GU.ZA UR(!ŠU).NÍ 4119 - 
ĜIŠ 6. 3a253 KA.MUŠ [GU.ZA 4120 - 
ĜIŠ 7. 3a254 SAĜ G[U.ZA] 4126 20
ĜIŠ 
 G[U.ZA8. 3a255 4124 20DI5
ĜIŠ 
 GU.9. 3a256 4123 19BANDA4
ĜIŠ i10. 3a257 IZI GU.ZA 4125 20
ĜIŠ 203 11. 3a258 4121 NÍĜ UMBIN
ĜIŠ 12. 3a259 NA(!NA 4059 - 
ĜIŠ 
NA(!NA13. 3a260 40 - 
ĜIŠ 14. 3a261 NA(!NA ) T 4061 - 5
ĜIŠ 15. 3a262 NA(!NA ) ŠU 061a-2 - 5
ĜIŠ 16. 3a264 NA(!NA ) 4068 - 5
ĜIŠ 17. 3a265 ŠÚ-A-DIŠ 4129 204 
ĜIŠ 18. 3a266 ŠÚ-A-DIŠ 4130 205 
ĜIŠ 19. 3a267 ŠÚ-A-DIŠ Š 4132 - 
ĜIŠ 20. 3a268 ŠÚ-A-DIŠ BU 4134 20
ĜIŠ 21. 3a269 ŠÚ-A-DIŠ TIBIRA 4135 208 
ĜIŠ 22. 3a270 ŠÚ-A-DIŠ GILIM 4136 - 
ĜIŠ 23. 3a271 ŠÚ-A-DIŠ NÍĜ 4140 21
ĜIŠ 24. 3a272 GÌR.GU 4143 211 
ĜIŠ 25. 3a273 GÌR.GUB 4144 212 D
ĜIŠ 26. 3a274 GÌR.GUB ZÚ SÚM 145-a 213 
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ĜIŠ 3a320 NÀĜA ESIR.È - 25
ĜIŠ 3a321 NÀĜA SUM.G 4246 - 
ĜIŠ 3a322 4247 25TUKUL NÀĜA SUM
ĜIŠ  3a323 GAN.NA 4248 26
ĜIŠ 3a324 EME.ŠI 252-3 26
ĜIŠ 3a325 ŠID-BAL - - 
ĜIŠ 263 
 
3a326 MI(!MÁ).RÍ. 4254 
ĜIŠ 4255 3a327 MI(!MÁ).RÍ.ZA ZAG.G 26
ĜIŠ 3a328 MÁ 4262 265 
ĜIŠ 3a329 4264 287 MÁ
ĜIŠ - MÁ [...] ? ? 
ĜIŠ ? 45. - MÁ ŠU[ ... ? 















































MÁ HÉ.DU3. 3a332 7 
ĜIŠ 4. 3a MÁ GI.LUM 43 - 
ĜIŠ 5. 3a334 MÁ GÍD.DA 42 - 
ĜIŠ 6. 3a335 MÁ ADDIR 4352-3 30
ĜIŠ 7. 3a336 MÁ SIG 4347 - 
ĜIŠ 8. 3a337 MÁ LÁ 4266 - 
ĜIŠ !9. 3a338 .LA 4267 - MÁ SAL
ĜIŠ 10. 3a339 MÁ PEŠ.PEŠ 4275 27
ĜIŠ 11. 3a340 MÁ SU.A 4284 27
ĜIŠ 12. 3a341 MÁ DAH(!DIM 4285 27
ĜIŠ 13. 3a342 .HA 4286 - MÁ ŠAG4
ĜIŠ 14. 3a343 MÁ DILMUN.NA 42 29
ĜIŠ 15. 3a344 MÁ MÁ.GAN.NA 4382 - 
ĜIŠ 16. 3a345 MÁ A.AB.BA 4343 - 
ĜIŠ 
MÁ URI.MA 17. 3a346 4280 - 
ĜIŠ 
MÁ MÁ.RÍKI 18. 3a347 4277 274 
ĜIŠ 19. 3a348 É MÁ 4380 298 
ĜIŠ 20. 3a349 SI MÁ 43 299 
ĜIŠ 21. 3a350 TI MÁ 43 - 
ĜIŠ 
TI.TI MÁ 22. 3a351 43 - 
ĜIŠ DAH(!SIG23. 3a352 =MU 4371 - 4
ĜIŠ 24. 3a353 ANŠE MÁ 4373 300 
ĜIŠ1625. 3a354 4382 - KARA  MÁ6 └ ┘ 
ĜIŠ 26. 3a355 DAH 43 312 G
ĜIŠ 27. 3a356 AN.TAG 43 313 
ĜIŠ 28. 3a357 MÁ.DÙ 43 30
ĜIŠ 29. 3a358 ÚŠ MÁ.DÙ 43 31
ĜIŠ 30. 3a359 GÌR MÁ.DÙ 43 31
ĜIŠ 31. 3a360 GÌR É.MÁ.DÙ 42 - 
ĜIŠ 
MÁ 70 GUR 32. a361a - - 
ĜIŠ 33. a361b MÁ 60 GUR - - 
ĜIŠ 34. a361c MÁ 50 GUR 4355 - 
ĜIŠ 35. a361d MÁ 40 GUR 43 - 
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MÁ 15 GUR 
MÁ 10 GUR 





































ĜIŠ a361e MÁ 30 GUR 43 - 




ME.TE MÁ 41. 3a362 
42. 3a3
ĜIŠ 
A43. 3a364 4026 
ĜIŠ 44. 3a365 
ĜIŠ 45. 3a366 
46. 3a367 ĜIŠ


























































 SAL4  
ÙSAN 
ÙSAN 













































































MU.G[Í]D GIGIR 18. 3a373 
ĜIŠ 
GÌR.G[U]B GIGIR 1 3a374 
ĜIŠ 









GAG ZA.RA2 3a378 
ĜIŠ 
ĜIŠ 




ĜIŠ nir2 3a382 MEŠ
ĜIŠ 
GAG nir28. 3a383 MEŠ
ĜIŠ 
UMBIN GIGIR 2 3a384 
ĜIŠ 




ZA.RA GAG SAL   32. 3a387 
ĜIŠ 








ŠID.DÙ BAR.RA 3 3a390 
ĜIŠ 








ĜIŠ [Ù]SAN AN[ŠE] 41. 3a395 




KU Ù◦SAN175 43. 3a397 
4 3




MAR.GÍD.DA ELAM.MA4 3a400 KI 
ĜIŠ KÁM?47. 3a401  MAR.GÍD.DA 
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DAL MAR.GÍD.DA 3a402 
ĜIŠ 
DA MA[R.G4 3a403 
end of c
 












It has been <completed> (and) checked: 
(in) total  
518 (are) 
its lines. 
(By) the hand of Rîbi-Dagan, 
most junior apprentice-scrib
the servant of Nabû 
and Nisaba, 












Iri-bi- da-gan 5. ŠU D
6. Ì.Z R e,  
7. ÌR 
ù 8. D
a-a 9. DÌR 
u PAP.P  10. D
u 11. NIN.D .GAL.GAL D




rt ( heart (is) brave. 
 da I.2-ša] 
it d š-ši] 





a-š └ .BA 
d u panionship 
a-t ̣  
 fin  
 a- .]ME[Š] D┘[a-nim ša AN
e] 
d t s of Anu of the Heavens? 
┐-┌ UG?.GI] 
jars  (and)   
pa- ZA.GÌN KUG.GA] 
ves  of pure lapis lazuli.] 
176  Lušpur I cantation
lìb-bu-ú dá-an lìb-bu qar1. 
 The hea is) strong, the 
ša lìb-bi n-nim GÍD.D[A IG2. 
 Of the strong heart lon[g (are) its eyes.] 




lìb-bu-š ka -sí[-š]u 5. 4
 His hea ound him. 
iš-ši e-n u NA◦M.TAB6. 
He lifte p his eyes: “Com 
┌ú-ul a-h ◦á- šu ma-an-nu7. 
 I cannot d”. Who
li-iš-pur na DUMU.MU[NUS8. 





ša ka-an nu┐ ┌- šu-nu K[
Whose tands (are) of g[old






i lí -ma!-ti [ra-pa-aš-ti] 
y c may they draw the waters of the wide ocean! 
 ša šum-ma da-mu a-n◦a-aš-š[i ...] 
ši-ip-tu ú-ul i-ia-tù ši-pa-at  Dda-mu 
The spell (is) not mine (but it is) the spell of the Damu 









li-ši-a-n l-ša-ba-ni me-e A.BA ta!
May the arry (them), 
šum-ma -ru a-na šu-bur-ri 
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 and of Gula, the Lady of Life, the spell of the daughter of Anu.  
retu   
 NU
 Do not rn (to his heart)!



























3a et 2 – 5  (74163b - p.415) 






























ĜIŠx Ù.S]UH5 3083-9 02
[ĜIŠx Ù.S]UH5 idem id
179[ĜIŠx ]◦Ù! .SUH idem idem
[ĜIŠŠIM].GIG 3092 02
180 [ĜIŠŠI]M.GÌR 30 - 
[ ]ŠENNUR 3126 03ĜIŠ
[ĜIŠ ŠENNUR] KUR.RA 8/30a/ 030a
[ĜIŠ ŠENNUR] KUR.RA idem - 
[ĜIŠLA]M GAL 31 03
[ĜIŠLA]M TUR 3137 032 





















1. 3a091 [ MES HA.LU.U]B(!ÚB) HAR 3208 051dĜIŠ
2. 3a093 [ MES] GÀM 3210 - ĜIŠ










































ŠU.ÚR.MÌN 3225 053 
ĜIŠ
ZA.BA.LUM 3226 054 
ĜIŠ
E.LAM.MA.KUM 3227 055 
ĜIŠ
GI.RÍ.LUM 3229 056 
ĜIŠ
GI.RIM 3231 057 
ĜIŠ
GI.RI .UM - - 9
ĜIŠ
SÍ.IR.DU 32 058 
ĜIŠ
MI.RÍ.IŠ.MA.< - 063 
ĜIŠ
UR.Ú/NU 3254-5 - 10
ĜIŠ
TI.A.LUM 3258-60 060 





I.LI.IA 32 - 
break 
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NIMBAR MI(! 33 - 
ĜIŠ
NIMBAR AN. - - 
- - ĜIŠNIMBAR ĜEŠTIN
ĜIŠ
AN.KI NÚ NIM - - 
<NIMBAR> 3351 081 ĜIŠŠAG4 
.DA < - - ĜIŠŠAG4
ĜIŠ
PA <NIMBAR> 3356 08
ĜIŠ
PA KUD.DA <N 3357 08
ĜIŠ
DÁLA <NIMB 3359 08
ĜIŠ
ZI.NA NIMBA 33 09
ĜIŠ
ZI.NA AN.NA NIMBA 3361 - 
ĜIŠ
GAG ZI.NA N 3362 - 
ĜIŠ
MUD NIMBAR 3398 089 
ĜIŠ
MUD GAZ.ZA NIM 3399 - 
ĜIŠ
MUD ZÚ NIMBAR - - 
ĜIŠ
ZÚ SÍK NIMBAR 3370 - 
ĜIŠ
ZÚ GU.LA NIMBAR 3373 09
[ĜIŠP]  TUR NIMBAR 3386 104 
[  UŠ NIMBAR 3388 - ĜIŠP




































































181 3458 1. 3a198 LAM<.TUM> 123 ĜIŠZAR
3468 2. 3a200 .LUM.MA 125 ĜIŠ 
343. 3a201 .LUM.MA 126 ĜIŠ 
2.BU.UM 3480 4. 3a202 12ĜIŠDAL
3482 G 5. 3a203 12ĜIŠAN
6. 3a204 AŠ 3487 13ĜIŠMAŠ
























idem .AN.NA 13ĜIŠA 9
185 98-504ĜIŠDU (!GÚ)  GIL.A 13
- ĜIŠDU (!GÚ) GIL.BA.A 13
186 3505-1-LÁ 139 ĜIŠÙ 



































































































































































































[ĜIŠ BANŠ]UR ZAG GU.LA 

























































































end of column 
Thematic Series * HAR(ur5).ra=hubullu * Division 3b Part 1 (canonical tablet III) 
Division 3 Part 1 (canonical III) Version B (bilingual) 
 
1893b Tablet 1 - 543 B  (7480a - p.211) 
This tablet, which is assumed to have 4 columns (2 on each side), represents the first part of 
division 3 (Part 1) in the bilingual version – it is continued by 3T2 . In other words: in the 
bilingual format division 3 was subdivided into two parts: the first part equivalent to 
canonical III, the second part equivalent to to canonical IV-Va. 
 
Obverse 










I L. ŠAB.[B]A 
NI

































: d[ 3284 ĜIŠNIMBAR DILM
: a[ĜIŠNIMBAR MÁ.G]ÁN.NA 3286 
ĜIŠ
N MBAR AL
┐ : r.DA 3315 9 
: nMBAR AL.KUD.D 3309 ĜIŠN
: nMBAR AL.DUB.BA.A 3311 ĜIŠN
3310 ĜIŠN MBAR A





























































d]i-ku-tu 1. +3b003 MBAR AL.G[AZ.ZA   3313 78a ĜIŠN
ti -[i]k-šu 2. 3a127 MBAR AL.ÚŠ.A 3303 79 ĜIŠN ┘
m]uš-ha-li-bu 3. 3a128 ĜIŠ[ MBAR] AL. ŠU.N[IM.MA 3317 





















[is ̣] bi-la-tuMBAR <<1>> GÚ 3323 ĜIŠN
:MBAR AL.ĜÁL.LA 3324 ĜIŠ ┘









ú-h+3b005a .HI.IN 328 ĜIŠNIMBAR U4
┘
 a-[.15. +3b005b 9-43 .HI.INĜIŠNIMBAR U4
break 
y has ns mai ) 
gme y t elon ) 























190 (Emar VI/2 p. 60onl  a few sig  re ning
 
Fra nt: (likel o b g to 3bT1
 
543
a-mu-]ur-di-in[-nu] 1’ 3a021 [ĜIŠ TIN GÍR 
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Division  ( oni rsion B (bili l) 3 Part 2 can cal IV-Va)Ve ngua  
abl 2 - 544-5
 tab , which i um o have 4 columns (2 o ch side), is similar in la ling) 
at, repetition of GIŠ and consistent use of separation markers) to 
which it continues, starting from an (lost) entry positioned parallel to the start of 
onical tablet IV. In other words: in the bilingual format division 3 was subdivided into two 







































































3b T et  B (731048 – p.128) 
This let s ass ed t n ea y-out (ru
and content (bilingual form
3bT1, 
can

























































.┌ ┐ [...  ...] ? - ZA
...] .ZA [... ? - 
.ZA BARAG [  
.ZA IM x[ 








   
M[IN hu-ud lib-bi  
MIN e◦[- me-ri] 
.LAM(!HÚL). [ 4094 17G4 L
.ZA ANŠE 4095 16
MIN ša[r-ri] .ZA LUGAL 4088 - 
: na-at
ku-us-sa ki
.ZA ŠAH.ŠUM.MA 178 
- .ZA ĜIŠKIN.TI 4097 
ma-ka-an-ni 410
- ša ma-la-a-hi 
ku-us-sa pu-u[h-ri] 
-ri] ku-us-sa k[í-ir

















































GABA GAL(!ĜÁL) GIGI[R 
KUN GIGIR
┐[ 
SI GIGIR [ 
GAG SI GIGIR [ 
GUL GIGIR  










































ĜIŠ 13’ - 




































GU3’ +3b021 vaca - 58 
4 + va - R
IN MAR.GÍD.DA ĜIŠ 5’ +3b022 vaca - 




































ĜIŠ +3b024 IN MAR.GÍD.DA vaca 5092 68 
ĜIŠ +3 vaca 5095g 69  UMBIN 
IŠ ↓ab-bu-un-n[a-tu ] 11’ +3 IGI MAR. 5083 
IŠ : ↓ sa-as-su []  12’ +3 LI.DUR MAR. - 
KANKAL MAR











 of Nabû 
a.] 
n 
ID -lik 14’ IM. (By) the han k, ŠU 
c15’ IM.UR.S  son of Ba aDDUMU 
16’ AK the servantDÌR ┘
u 17’ N[ISA  and N[isabD
break 
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3bT2) 







Fragments: (likely to belong to 
 



















5 07u – p.273) 44 E (741


































































 20 GUR] 






































































┌ ┌ ┐ 192: MIN  x  d[u
: MIN ma-at [] 
: MIN 5 ma-x[] 
 šu-ši  : MIN
: MIN 50  
: MIN 40  
┌  : MIN 30 
: MIN 20  
: MIN 15 
: MIN 10 























Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 4 (canonical tablets Vb-VII) 
Division onic 4 (can al Vb-VII) 
 
4 Tablet 1193 (note Obv 4 columns, Rev 5 columns) consisting of: 
545 D (D’=74209a+D’’=7526 – p.508-15+730)  
 (7  – p.
A a – 
B j – p
C ad –
I (  – p











IG KÁ x[o 
























545 V 4143a 352)  
545 A  (74201 p.499)  
545 A (74199 .493)  
545 A  (74198  p.489)  
545 A 74209e .516)  
(545 ’ (7411  – p.290) ut not followed he




























































MIN e-ri-in-ni 5222 - 
5223 - 
[MIN] a-šu-h 5224 - 
MIN s - - 
x[...] - - 
MIN x[...] - - 
MIN el-l[i-tu] - - 
ra-bi -[tu] - - ┘
eš-ši-[tu] - - 
la-b[e-er-tu] - - 
la-be-e[r-t - - 
ub-bu-u[l- - - 
li -š]a- 52 389 └ ┘ └ ┘ 
about 6 issing 
C   -ra-ma 
lines m
<AC/D’>1’’ A ]↑-lae4030 SUH[U
M.MA
4 5267 394a B
┐ ...] 2’’ 4031 5268 394b [ ŠU KA








9 4’’ 4033 ...] 52 39SAĜ K L









75 0 e[b-li ] 52 40
š[ul-bu-ú] MUD SAĜ.K 5276 - 
g[iš-ru] 8’’ 
AI
4036 [MUD GIL]IM 5277 - 
up]-pu 9’’  4037 [MUD 5286 405 




MUD   
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17’’ 4046 [TI.IL.PA KUR4.RA ú 04 k]a -a- 53 - 4
a-z]u-u : na-ba-lu 05 
07 
18’’ 4047 [SAĜ.DU 53 - 
MIN] e-lu-u 19’’ 4048 [SAĜ.DU AN.TA 5306 - 









9 ◦i-s ̣i ku-ra [KUR .RA] 5307a 404
◦i-s ̣i ni-ra [NIR.RA] 53 410 















8 s ̣]i-sị-[ŠERIM 5300 404
ra]-bu-u [ŠERIM GAL 5301 - 
s ̣e]-eh-rù 40 [ŠERIM 53 - 





































x[...] 4068  : GA.RÍG 6012 418 
ra-bu[-tu ] 4068a GA.RÍG GAL - - 4
s ̣a-ah-r6’ 4068b GA.RÍG TUR - - 
ša ša-pa-ti [7’ 4069 GA.RÍG SIKI 6013 41
ša qa-qa-dì [] 8’ 4070 GA.RÍG SAĜ.D 60 42
: ma-ah9’ 4071 GA.RÍG SIKI DIĜIR.RA - - 
ša me-ri-il-t10’ 4072 GA.RÍG ŠU KAM.MA - - 
da-pa-na 11’ 4073 GA.RÍG É.AN( 6018 421a
12’  








lu-uk-ki-iš pa-ak-ku 4074a : ELLAĜ 6043 426-8
lu-uk-ki-iš pí-ik-k13’ 4074b - id 




















ma-ad-li ma-an-du-u  : MADAL 60 id
└ma-al-la ma-la-lu  : MALLA 60 id
ki-ši-mu
 : BU gi -ši-šu 60 id5
ma-al-lu-u 19’ 4080 GI TUR - - 





























[ga-am-]lu - - 4082  : ZUBI 
gu-ur [ki]p-pa-tu 6099 - 4083  : GÚR 4
kip-pa-at a-le 6105 - 4084 GÚR Á.LÁ  
MIN ni-pí-ti 6098 435 4085 GÚR BA.AN.SIM
MIN ba-an-d 6100- - 4086 GÚR BA.AN.DU8 
MIN ba-an-du 61 - 4087 [G]ÚR BA.AN.DU .DU8
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<ki->-iš gi -iš-[r]i-in-nu 6108 435
qa-ab-li-tu4 <ĜIŠ.>RÍ - - 
sa-ar-ru <ĜIŠ.> - - 
ra-[a]q-qu <ĜIŠ.>RÍ - - 
ša [b]i-la-at <ĜIŠ.>RÍ 6113 438 
ša mar-Q<ĜIŠ.>RÍ - - 
ša ma-la-[<ĜIŠ.>R 6114 - 
ša [z]i-ba-n[<ĜIŠ.>RÍN - 43└
19638’ 4098 [É <ĜIŠ.>RÍN 
N 
xx]x 6116 440 
i-t]a 39’ 4099 [Á <ĜIŠ.>RÍ 6117 - 















: ↓ta-ab-k◦u- [. - - 8 
] vacat 42’-3 - [... - - 
44’ 
4






















k (a few is d signs j  visible on 545AB) 
 
III 
D’ x[...] 1’ 4127 [MUŠ/ŠI
A U
51 460a
si-kat MIN 2’ 4128 - 460bG G M





4’ 4130 51 - G LE
U.DI su-ut-ti5’ 4131a - - 
8 
S N
.DIN ni-i-ru 6’ 4131b SU (!
U
51 45
































si-kat MIN 51 45
a-hu 51 - Á A IN 
 da-a-tù 51 46DA APIN
DA DA APIN ša-ha-ta-tu 
d-du 
- - 
ma-ša-a - - NÍĜ.GÍD.
GAG SAL ha-ab-su-uk-ku - - 





















NÍĜ.GÁN.Ù : MIN mu 464142 51R
































ZÚ NÍĜ. 5186 : ši-in-ni-tu  4147 - 4
: si-kat MIN 4148 - - GAG ZÚ NÍĜ
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AL ZÚ 3 
AL ZÚ 4 


















al-lu 4149 AL 7a152 477 
MIN qa-ar-qu4150 AL SA 7a153 - 
qa-qa-ad al-li4151 AL SAĜ 7a154 - 
ši-in-na al-li 4152 AL ZÚ 7a155a 478 






4153 AL Ù.ŠUB  














: LA33’ 4154 Ù.ŠUB 7a 483 
MIN li-34’ 4155 Ù.ŠUB SIG4 7a 485 
MIN li-bi-↑it-ti  35’ 4156 Ù.ŠU 7a 48
ag-gur-ri-     







1’ D’ sa-a]l-ti q[a-a] - - 4173b [3 SÌLA 
┌er┐-be-et qa-a 2’ 4173c [4 SÌLA 
┐
- - 
┌ ha-mi-RI(!il3’ 4173d 5 [SÌL]A - - 



































e-še-er-tu4 - 524 
ha-mil-il - 525 
ša-la-al-tu4 - 525a
ši-na ši-qí- - 52
ši-qí-il - 52
zu-ú-zu - - 
šu-uš-ša - - 
ši-na - - 










-lu] : ša-ak[-lu - - 

































7 še-e-tu  : m 6160 524
4 ra-bi-tu 6164 528 
sa-hi-<ir->tu 61 - 
ša-am-m 6163 - 
la-ga-ab-b[u - - 
hu-ur-du SA HAR.DA - - 
sa-as-gal-lSA.GAL - - 
ra-ab-ba-tuSA IGI GAL.G 6185 - 4 
pa-aq-qa-t◦u4 SA LIGIMA 6186a - 
sa-an-na -[t]u4 
i-tu  
25’ 4184 SA ĜIŠ 6183a - ┘
bu-si-[in-n]26’ 4185 IGI SA ĜIŠ - - 4
na-as-s[à]-bu 27’ 4186a SA.AD 



































ha-a41 62 53ĜIDRU H







0 šu-ri-i◦n-35’ 4193a ŠU.NIR 7a 55└




























D1’ 4196  S[AKAR ...] - 576 U4
a[l-...] 2’ 4197  SAKAR - 577 GAG U4
[te-em-mu]3’ 4198 DIM - - 
[sị-il-lu] 4 4 6 5D
šu-gur <D’’/D>š u-uk-5’ 4200 <ŠUKUR 62 id
šu-gur </> 6236 š u-gur-g6’ 4201 <ŠUKUR - 
</>a- [ša-a]m-
]
7’ 4202 ZA.U .ŠA 62 549 18
<D’’/D’>m[a- š
<D’’/D’>
8’ 4203 MA.ŠA.ZUM 6241 - 


































il-li-i l tá-al-pa-nu : ir-ri-bu 4208 : I[LLA 7a066 552 5
a-lik-tu 4209 ILLAR DU 7a067 
7a069 
554b
553 m]a-qí-it-tu 4210 ILLAR ŠUB.B[A 








 IN ILLAR NIĜ





 7a068 - 




q[a-aš-tu] 21’ 4216 PAN 7a048 5 
8 
55
































na[-ah 6195 560 














a-gi [pa-ši 62 56




























ú-g[ul-lu] 4224 NÍĜ.GUL 7a - 
MIN q[a-ti] NÍĜ.GUL Š4225 7a246 - 
 up┐-[pi] x […4226 NÍĜ.GUL MUD MIN 7a - └ ┘
35’ 
is-ki-il-lu 36’ 4230 NÍĜ SAHAR.RA 7a 57└
37’ 231 NÍĜ.SA]H[AR.] 
A┘ 
l-[li-ši] a118 79 : MIN pa4 [ 7 5




Part 1 - Text Edition  
VI 
’ 1.D - 
2. - 
ĜIŠ
Á [... ...] - - 










a-lu┐[-u] Á<.LÁ> - - 
LÁ




























še-b 7b - 
ma!-a-ri-tu 7b 60











[za-anMÙ]Š za-na-ru : 
↑ka-[<D’/D’’>a]n-da
7b - 
   
4253c 
[za-an ki-in-na-ru - - MÙŠ] 














s -am-mu-a15. 4257a ZÀ MÍ . 7b044 610 
ma-an-du-u 
ha-an-su-u 
16. 4257b ZÀ.MÍ 
]
- - 
17. 4258 [K UL ZÀ.MÍ - 61
t ̣up-pu ša sa-am-mé-e 
ha-sí-sa <sa->am-mé-e 
050 2 18. 4259 DUB ZÀ.MÍ 7b 61


















 7b048 - 
































































































KIN G[ÍR  DÁ]LA 
 
KIN GÍR┘ AD.GUB 
K[IN GÍR AD.DA] 































hi-it-t]u-u 6. 307 [GAN.DA(!DU - - 7
MIN š]7. 308 [GAN.DA - - 





















 DIĜI]R.RA 7 x[ 























12’ [] MIN( - - 
13’ 313 [MIN] D 7a010 50
14’ [MIN - - 
















MIN ◦D [...] DA.MU M - - 
[r-...] MIN MA.N - - ĜIŠ




 su-MIN ZÚ.LU - - 
t-[p]á-lu-u TUKUL SAĜ Z[ - - 
[x] ] - - TUKUL ĜIŠ┘







039 .] 323a [Š]U.NIR 
┌
xx 7a 550 
ib -[bi-tụ] 25’ 323b ŠU.NIR 7a040 
041 
- ┘



















29’ 162 ZI.RI.QU[M  61 49
30’ 163 GÚ ZI.R[I.QUM 
. .  
- 49










 a few s missing 
D38’ 326a Z[É.NA ... ...] 7a 639-40


































[...] : ┌ ! [: na]p-[pa-s ̣a] 6054 66ESI
[URIK]I : ú-ru - - 
: pa -a[z-za] [URI ] 
I
- - KI └ ┘
: q[...] - - └








: [ta]-lim-[mu] - - 







350 ŠID.ŠID x[ 







4349 TU.LÚ.BU.[BU ...] 603
4 ...] 









┌: ta-aš-šu 4352 [NA]M.GAZ
: ta-aš-[šu ...] - 15’ 4353 [NAM].GA[
: p]íl-lu-ú - 16’ 4354 [NA]M.T[AR 
17’ 
18’ 











: sa-ap-pu 7a209 



























[t]i-hi : DÌH 
[n]é-eš-še : NIM 
[t]i-hi : DÌH 



















[r]a-ab : RAB 
└GAG RAB  
: ra-ap-pu 
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: ša┐ [ši-iz-bi] 
: ša ši-k[a-ri] 









- 4’’ 4382 GÁ.AN


















4’ - MAN  TIL MAN [ TIL]   
Colophon 
5’V ŠU DIM-ma-lik D
 






[Ì]R DAK u DNI[SABA] 
9’ [ÌR] Dé-a u DDA[M
10’ 
.






(By) the hand of Bacal-malik,  
son of B[acal-qarrad,] 
scribe (and) diviner 
of the gods of Emar, 
[ser]vant of Nabû and Ni[saba,] 
[servant] of Ea and Da[mkina,] 
[servant] of Sîn and Šamaš, 




ÌR  └ └ ┘  UTU
[ DKUR] u Dš[aÌR   └
break (traces in 12’) 
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Part 1 - Text Edition  
4 Table 203 cons
 C (C’= 74233k, C’’= 74233l - both p.542) 
 E (7  – p
 F  ( h – p
 G ( – p.2
 H ( – p.
 J (7 – p.
 K (  – p
 L (7  – p.
N (  – p
(  – p
P (7  – p
Q (  – p
T (74234m – p
W  e – 
X (  – p
Z (7  – p



















t 2 isting of: 
545
545 4234c .546-7)  
545 74233 .542)  
545 7498f 40)  
545 74211 517-8)  
545 4233t 544) 
545 74238d .558) 
545 4158f 393) 
545 74146n .369)  
545 O 7498m .241) 
545 4172c .436) 
545 74233f .541) 
545 .548) 
545 (74216 p.523) 
545 74107w .274) 
545 Y (Y’= 74146g – p.367, Y’’= 74150c – p.383) 
545 4233b .540) 
545  (7419 p.487) 
545  (7420  p.502) 
545  (74233  p.541) 
545 AG (74126a – p.320
H h –545 A
A
 (74197  p.483) 
545 (74107  p.271) 
 p.482)545  (74196  
 p.558) 545  (7423
545   (7410  – p.259)  






5 (  p.502) 
 – p.545 ’ (742 529) 
 – p  545 ’ (741 .313)























9 : <Go/C’IG DIB.BA 5208 
5209 
37





















: li-i 5210 378 
[...] 5233 376 MIN Ì 
...] 5234 377 MIN Ì.Š
[...] 5218-9 381 MIN MA T
MIN [...] 5211 - ĜIŠGU.LA
: [...] [MIN] 5212 - ĜIŠ┘GU ┘
break 
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MIN ĜIŠ┐[...  
MIN ĜIŠER[IN 
MIN ĜIŠŠU.Ú[R.MÌN 








2’ 40 ...] 52 - 
...] 3’ 40 52 - 
4’ 40 IN ...] 52 - Ĝ
5’ 4015 IN [ÁSA ...] - - ĜIŠ













4017 IN KUM ...] - - 
8’ 4018 IN KUG.GA ...] - - 










<A vacat - - 
IN<AH/AG> vacat - -  SU
<AH/ALIN LIBIR┐ vacat - - 
<AH/AL>


















<A L> : ša-li-mi 5253 38
: šu-ku-u 5252 38UK.
: sà-hi-rù 5254 390 [.S4┘











vacat 5266 397 
204: nu-usNU].KÚŠ 5264 395 
40 NU.KÚŠ A vacat 5265 396 






2 lines sing 
┐ : ma-ad-lu┐ 1’’ 4033 .KUL NIM.MA 
 
5271 399 SAĜ







vacat 5275 400 






GAG MUD 87 6 


































































I.IL.P .RA ú A.KUR 5304 - 44
: a-z -u : na-bu a-lu 15’’ 4047 S  
S
S TA 
AĜ.DU 5305 - 
16’’ 4048 A N.TA 
Ĝ.DU K
Ĝ.DU A vacat 5306 - 
































[:]s ̣i-s ̣i-tu4 
: eb-bu ka-ba-rù 
vacat 









end of column 
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II 
C’’ ...]-ú 1’ - [... ? ? 
...]-il-ti 2’ - [... ? ? 


































ú-[ku-u] 4058 BAR.BAR 5312 41
<C’’/C’>p[al- u]q-qú 
C’’/C










[< ’>]vacat 53 41
<C’’/C’>: mu-[ki]- 5318 415 └
-is<C’’/C’> ┌ ┐: mu- ki - - 
C’ 01 na-mu-]lu4 13’ 4062 [... 60 - 






4064a   
21-30 3-5 
em 
: pa-la-[aq-qu] BAL 6019 422 
na-a[t-mu-u][BAL] GAL 6020? - 
- [...] BAL   vacat 60 42






13 1’’Y : š]a bi-la-[at] 4094 [<ĜIŠ.>RÍN  GÚ  
[<ĜI .>RÍN MÀ.MÀ.LA] 
61 438 
- : ma-la-le-e2’’ 4096 6114 
6112 
Š
[<ĜIŠ.>RÍN ZI.BA : ša zi-ba-ni-t3’’ 4097 437 
440 : ku-uk-ku 4’’ 4098 [É <ĜIŠ.>RÍN] 6116 
: i-d◦u 5’’ 4099 [Á <ĜIŠ.>RÍN] 6118 - 
: ĜIŠDÍLIM!6’’ 4100 [<ĜIŠ.>RÍN DÍLIM]   6116 441 
┘<Y’/Y’’>-li-ti qa-ab
┘[
</>-b]u-uq-qu : ta-ab7’’ - [...] ? ? 
break? - note that parallel section in T1 suggests that the first entries of H below must 









part cover e of the lost Sumerian en abov
1’’’ - Ú [... ...] ? ? 
2’’’ - ID [... ...] ? ? 










...] ? ? 
...] ? ? 
[NA<H/AF> : ┌].BA.RUM M - - 






























AP[IN<H : e-p[í-nu : ši-ir-ha-du] 5110 44
: e-p[í-in qa-ti] AP[IN ŠU - - 
: k[i-in-ṣi-ib-bu] [APIN Š 5116 443 
[: ša-ak-lu-lu[APIN ŠU. 5117 444 <H
: [la-a MIN] 5 4ĜIŠ
end of column 
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: har-bu 4106 APIN ŠU.<<UŠ>> 5122 446 
: ši-nu-ut-tu 4107a APIN GUD 2 5133 - 
: APIN 4-ta 4107b APIN GUD 4 
APIN GUD 6 
5131 448 
: APIN 6-et 41 5130 - 
ke : sụ-um-mu-du 5. 4108a KÉŠ.DA 5125 - APIN 










: ú-nu-tu : a-nu 5127 - 
: e-pí-in-nu ↑ša 5128 - 

































: kal-b - 
35 
457 
: qa-qaSAĜ.Ĝ Á MIN 51 - 
: si-ka[GAG] SAĜ.ĜÁ MIN 5136 454 





4117 [...] MIN 5136 - 





17. 4119 [NÍNDA 5146 - 
: si-kat MI
IN 
18. 4120 [GAG NÍNDA MIN] 
MIN 
5147 - 








4122 N.ZA.<?MA.>TUM MIN vacat - 466 A
: [na]b-ru-u 21. 4123 PA Ù.KU MIN 
 
5150 - 











2 4 5152 4S






└GAG┘ MUŠ MIN 
 
: [...] 460b 










J 4142 [NÍĜ.G]1’ ...] 51 46
...] 2’ 4143 [NÍĜ].G 51 47










...] 51 - 
GAG MIN MIN 4145 ...] 51 - 













 4 [<Y’’/No> 


















: [<J/No>a]l-lu 7a 474149 AL 
: [<J/No>MI]N q 7a - 4150 AL SA 
: [<J/No>q]a-qa- 7a - 4151 AL SAĜ 
: [<J/No 7a155 478 4152 AL Z
: [<J/No>š]a  7a159 480 4152a [A]L ZÚ 2 






4152b [AL ZÚ 3 < : ša] 7a160 48└
 ZÚ
AL ZÚ : tu-ra 7a162 482 
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Ù.[ŠUB<Y’’/Z> : na-a[l-ba-at-t<Z] 7a 483 
<Y’’/Z>
’/Z>
: MIN [li-bi-i<Z/OÙ.ŠUB [SIG .G 7a 44  
Ù.ŠUB [SIG4.G
<Y’ [: MIN li-bi-it-t<Z 7a 4
a-gu-↑ur-ri-ti LÚ(!AL).ÙR.R[A]   
Ù.Š[UB A.<Y’’/Z>
<Y’’/
: na-[al-ba-a<Z 7a173 484 













: GAG nap!-[pé- 6133 488 
: GAG šu-u[[GAG ŠÚ 6134 4
: GAG tu-t[ù-re] [GAG ŠÚ 6135 4
end of co















.Eo 4162 ĜIŠZI.RI.QUM 1
2. 4
4164 3. 
tu-ub-ši-ik  up-ši-ik-ku 
 m[i]-iš-ki-li-ti 
: tu-4. 4165  : DUSU - - 


























dur : ki-iš-kàr-rì :4167 7a 50DÚ
: ki-iš-kàr SIG4168 7a175 511 DÚR SI
: ki-iš-kàr SIG4169 .GA AL 7a176 512 DÚR SIG4














...] - [... 7a 51DÚR└ ┘ 
/201-2
break 





[2] SÌLA [...] - - 
3 SÌLA 2’ 4173b [...] - - 
4 SÌLA 3’ 4173c [...] - - 
5 SÌLA 4’ 4173d [...] - - 
[...] 5’ 4173e 5/6 SÌLA - - └
about 7 issin
K  ┐ 
-ab] 





[2/3 GÍN.NA] .┌ [: ...] - BI











: ša-a[k-[SA  LA ŠU. ] - D U9








































 3 lines ssing 
12’’ 4182 SA I[GI.GAL ...] 6185 - 
13’’ 4183 SA L[IGIM ...] 6186a - 
14’’ 4184 SA.[ĜIŠ ...] 61 - 
15’’ 
probably  mis 1 line sing 
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1’Er 4232 [MAR SAHA]R.RA mar [e-pé-ri] 7b027 - 



























































7b037 - 10’ 4241 IN.NU
4239 ŠE.RA.AH ra-ap-šu207 7b - 
- 



















 :  
SUGIN(BAD) 
su-uk-ki-in
 : SUGIN 
su-uk-ki-in


























































































┌ a-bi...] ↑ : ka-an-d
...]x 

























































]  tụp-pu ša sà-am-mé-e 























































4268 SA.A  [TIGIDLU<L/X> 
]l-mu-ut-tu 
...-t]u TIGIDLU - - 25. 


















29. 4273 [NÍĜ.ZABAR.GUB] 
bu] 
giš-za-bar-gub[-bu] 7a141 629 
4272 [NÍĜ.GUB ] ni-iš-ku-ub┐[- - - 








: na-as-ru 4274a [UZU.LÁ] -  
na-as-rù 31. 4274b [UZU.LÁ] - - 
GAG na-as-r32. 4275 [GAG UZU.LÁ - - 
33. 
 -at-ri 
18-9 hal-ma-at-rù 4276 [ÉŠ.LÁ] 62 - 
GAG hal-ma34. 4277 [GAG ÉŠ.LÁ] - - 




42 - - [Ṣ̣I.S ̣̣I.IG
da-pa-na 36. 42 - - [SÌG.
- 






Ĝ [GUD SI.DILI 
I  
...] 7a089 - 
 3 ssing 
40.P ┐┌ ...] - - 
41. 4284 SA
É GU






 [GUD SI.DILI 
093 
091 7 
286 TI.TI [GUD S ...] - - 
44. 287 ANŠE [GUD ...] 7a - 








8 289 ĜÉŠPU [MIN ...] 7a 63
47. 290 DU.DU [MIN ...] 7a - 
















ni-šal292 BI-I[Š(!G ...] 44 64
50. 293 BI-IŠ(!GISA ...] 44 64
<P/Q> ...] 51. 294 M IN 44 - 












[ ] AŠGAB 


































<Q/Er> ša-ak-rù 7b - 
ša-kar 7b - KIN[ G]ÍR
<Q/Er> MIN g
L




















MIN at-ku-up-pí - 7b296








a-lu-u 6156 600 305 [Á.]LÁ 
pí-ša-an-nu 62 - 306 [B]ISAĜ 



















ĜIŠ .[  ...] - - 
4. 






5. 4312 [  : TUKUL
]IN
...] 7a 49














: [x]xx[] 2’ 4323b ŠU.
3’ 4323c 
└NIR 
[ ]  
7a - 
:  [š]a-bi-t ̣u ŠU. 7a - NIR └
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4’ 
5’ 325 .M]E 
me : ┌MIN hal-4324 [HAL.ME]Š - - 













: z[i]-ri-qu 61 491 
: š[um]-ma - 49
: [di]-lu-tu [NAM.LÚ.D]A.R 6153 493 
9’ 




: [x]x-ub-bu - [...]x 61 - 
: [o]kul-b- [. ? ?┘ 4
↑ma-at-ri-ik-tu  -    
in-ni-ti11’ - [... ...-] ? ? └
...-]nu 12’ [... ? ? 






ines m g 
1’’P ┌ : da-a-[x] 4327a [x] - - LÍM


















: ri-iš┐ĜIŠ - - 







- 656 7’’  
ŠAG : ŠA8’’ 4332  NÍNDA - - 4


















: ú-b11’ 4 .BÍL.U5 LÁ 
<<U .L : il-lu-12’ 4 >>BÍL - - 5





4 AR. .NUGA.AN .
BU. . UM 
vacat - - 
- 14’’ 
15’’ 
4337 vaca - 













 : UR : ku4339 6046 
6047 
66 K
ku-ri :  : ki-4340a 66  KUR



















[]  : ESI 
[gi-]iš -kal-l

















































[ ]ú-r i : URIKI 
xx-z i K
: <AW/Q> ú-r
[ ]  : URI I 
xx-š KI[ ]a : URI  
xx- KI [ ]ri 
[xx]x DU-ŠE  
























: mi-ši-is ̣-s ̣u 


















: hé-la-pu : ti-iš-tu 




























: ta-aš-šu : 30 
i-da-nu ša  ĜIŠPA








TUKUL SÌL.LA UMBIN 
 
4 :  









: sa-ap-pu4355 KUN RI(! 82 
: mu-mar-ri-tu4356 SÌL.LA UM
















































[ DÌ]Hti-hi : a-ša-gu em 











AY ?  1’
...] 2’ 4374b DU[
3’ - NU[... ...] ? 
? 
? 






























DÌM.MA KU[ ... ...] 


















13’ - MIN [... ...] idem 
break 




















5’’ 4386 [ŠID] 
6’’ 4387 [ŠID AN.TI.IB.LÁL(!LÁ)] NÍĜIN 
























: k[i-g43 KI.GAL 7b - 
ma-10’ 4391 KI.GAL LUG 7b - 
 115






















: a-s<Gr/AD>11’ 392 AZ 7b159 69




43 PIRIĜ ? ide





43 PIRIĜ TUR 
ĜIŠ . R
? 699 
: ka17’’ 4396 ? 700 UR GI 15
end of c
t Ed lum ted from left to right) 
olumn 
 





















: paZA.NA - 701 
: É pÉ ZA.NA - 702 
: la-LÀMA ZA.NA - - D
: pa-as z












































ha┐ ┌- an┐<AH/AY> ┘
III’ 
6.AG 4406 IŠ 
7. - 
Ĝ [AR.]┌GA┐.┌ ┐BI .[NU<AG/Gr> r-kà-bi-in-]nu 




íg v 7b312 70N
8. - MAN TIL [<AG/Gr>] MAN a  n/a n/
Colopho
G [-
DI .SAĜ LÚDUB.SAR LÚHAL208  
d of Shaggar[-abu
n of Bacal-q]arrad, scribe (a ) diviner
n 
9.A ID a-bu<AG/Gr> (By) the han ,  30ŠU 
I M-U]R so nd .  DUMU 
 
4 Tablet  consisting of: 
 U (7 90c – 
 AR c 





545 41 p.462) 
545 (74209 – p.516) 




A1’ - KI N[E x .. - - 








ma-ša-bi210 - - 
 
VI
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5’ 4390 [KI.GAL























3’’  - MIN TUR [ 
ZA A
...] - 699 
1 4’’ 4398 .N  [ ...] - 70
5’’ 4399 É ZA[.NA ...] - 70













É [4 9’’ 4403 - - 




...] 7b304 704 
5 
10’’U 4405 
...] 7b307 7011’’ 4406 AR.GA.[BI.NU 
...] <ĜIŠ> ŠU - - 12’ - 








(By) the hand of [PN] 




15’ ZU  ...] pup[ilKA
ID16’’ A[ ...] 
┐
servant of Na[bû and DNÌR 
u 17’’ I [.GAL] and Ereshki[gal]  DERE
visible r olu




est of c mn empty 
 
Ex  1 - 545  (7448 – p.189) – right side with 






ÉŠ.LÁ┐  62 - 
ĜIŠ






>  a-na] 
 - - 
da[-pSÌG.SÌG É.PA.<NA - - 
 - - 5. 4280 DAG 








[ĜIŠ]SAĜ GUD S[I.DILI] 
[ĜIŠTI] GUD [SI.DILI] 
[ ANŠE] GUD SI.DI[LI] 
D SI.[DILI] 
 SI[.DILI] 



























     
2117. -  []  - - E
8. 4282 GUD S[I.DILI]  7a 63














GÚ.MURGU] GU 7a 63
[ĜIŠĜÉŠ]PU GUD 7a 63
IŠ┌[ ] DU 7a - Ĝ
ĜIŠ
ME.TE.NA G[UD] - - 
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Extract 2 consisting of: 
 M (74114d – p.285) 
 S (74109b – p.279) 
 ‘AZ 8c 2) 
se 


























za-anMÙŠ 7b - 
za-an4253b MÙŠ - - 
za-an4253c MÙŠ 7b186a - 
 : har-har-rù 8 6’ 4254 HAR.HU - 60
break 
er E









044 0 2. 4257a ZÀ.MÍ 7b 61
3. 4257b . - - ZÀ MÍ└ ┘ └










t ̣up-pu ša sa-am-m]é-e 










2.Mr 4259 [DUB MIN 
┌ ┐ 3.S <S4 [Á 7 - 
<S/M>4. 4261 [U]R.GU.LA  ... 7b086 606 
<S/M>5. 4262 [D]ÌM.ME(!LÚ  ...] 7b048 - 
















4 M [. - - 
4266 MIN SA.Ú [...] - - 
4267 SA.ÚS [...] - - 































15. 4273 NÍĜ.ZABA[R GU 7a 62
GAG Ù.[ZU.LÁ16. 4275 - - 
17. 4274a UZU.L[Á  - - 
break 
ragments: 
























545 R (74190i – p.464) – pos
Ob  
- - 1’ 4384 [DUB.NUN
- - 2’ 4385 [DUB.ŠEN].NA
212 [ŠI]D - - 3’ 4386 
[ŠID AN.]TI.IB - - 4’ 4387 
7b152 695’ 4388 [] ALAN 
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2. 4393 UG 





























































































































[... UR ]IK I 




















































N.S  KU IKI []
SÌL UMBIN [] 
























xx 7 [...] 
x218 [...] 
bu-ri
 : U[RI?KI] 
né-eš-še
 : [URIKI] 
bu-ri















Part 1 - Text Edition  
Division  (cano 5 nical VIII-IX) 
 
5 Table no mns, Rev 3 columns) consisting of: 
 A (A’=74155 + A’’=74191b – p.387+471-3)  
 I (7  – 
 K ( – p
 M ( c –
 ‘N’ o –






















zi-lu-u : ↑šab-bu-t ̣u 
pa-rù 















219t 1  ( te Obv 4 colu
546
546 4122g p.305)  
546 7484s .217)  
546 74106  p.269)  
220546  (7491  p.228)   
546  (7487  p.220)  
































: ki-MIN IZI(!ZI) 006 
: sị-MIN SAHAR.RA 
: arMIN A.SAL.BAR 012 
: qaMIN IZI 
: gi-MIN IZI.LÁ 370-1 
: di-MIN IZI.LÁ dem 
: gi-sal-lu-u MIN SAL.LA 
















! : tu-uk-šu 5013 MIN IG GURU 279 
! : a-ri-tu4 5014 (KA  IG GURU5
: mu-mar-ri-5015 MIN x┘ 
’>
 └
<A’/A’ : x[...] - MIN  [...  ┘













MIN MÁ.UD.A ŠAG4.GA 





















: ki!-[tu] 286 
: 







- MIN A ...]   
224 MIN AN [- ...]  
...] MIN [... 27. -  
about 3 islines m sing 
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2’ 5022 IN K[AŠ 
225
...] - 
3’ 50 .. 8
4’ 5024 IN TIT[AB(B◦ ...] 8338 
5’ 5025 IN ŠI[M ...] - 
6’ 5026 IN AGARIN  [ ...] 834
:7’ 5027 IN GÚR.UŠ  [...] 8343 ┘











...]x-ti IN ĜIŠGIG[IR - 
: e-r]i-iq-qi IN MA[R.GÍD - ĜIŠ
...] IN [... ? ĜIŠ
ID
!





















5033 U[R ...] 90
UR KU[ x - ...] - 
- GUR x[... ...] ? 
- MIN x[... ...] ? 
5034 MIN ŠÀ.HA.A [ ...] 9g┘
5035 MIN ŠÀ.HA.A[ … ...] - 
226 5036 MIN IN.NU.D[A ...] 9046 
- MIN [... ...] ? 
22’ 5037 MIN HÚB [. ...] 9g






























lines mi ing 
1’’O : šu-ul-l039 [MIN(=GU - 
...] 040 2’’ [MIN] KA - 
: gi-h]í-nu 041 3’’ [MIN] SIKI [ 9g
: pa-an042 4’’ [MIN] DUSU - 
: mi-il-043 5’’ [MIN ŠU.TI.]◦A - 










MIN┐ <M/O> : b<O/M>[  x]x - 
: ša MAMIN IGI ŠE.RA.A◦H 90
: ša it ̣-tMIN 90
 LAGABxÉRIN(!  



























































: gur-r [MIN] SAHAR
<A’/N>
- 
: gur-r [MIN] NISIG 
<A’/N>
9
: MIN li-iq-te- [MIN RI.RI.G]A 
<A’/N>
9gAf 
: MIN i-ri-qí [] 
-ku] 
MIN MA[R.GÍD - 
: gur zi-da[[M]IN [ZÌ.D - 
<A’ : MIN ZMIN - 
<A’/N>:MIN AŠ.  xxx[ - ┘
GUR x[x ...] ? 
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 ŠU.ŠE MA 
MIN UŠ15 
[MIN I]GI SA 
 IG]I.KÁR 













I  : MIN É.2’ 50 [M - 
227 22     
: tụp-pu 3’ 50 MI 9
4’ 5060 MIN T vacat 9
vacat 5’ 5061a MIN NA - 
6’ 5061b MIN NA.AH vaca 9056 



















































KA. B [] TA
: šá na-a
: šá aš-li 
◦n?-nu ? 
9gBb7 
: tab-ri-mu ? 
: šá  uh-<h 9gKUŠ






























MIN ŠU.I [ 
MIN [ASKAL 
DA 
































[MIN ]D . A 
- 
- ÌM M
N K]UG.BABBA[MI R 
G ]ŠKIN 
]vacat 16’ 5081 - 
]vacat 17’ 5082 [MIN U
 ER]
- 
: ma-sa[b ...] [MIN EN
 





Ĝ]IŠ - K 6























: ni [...] ┌ 9206 ┘
: [...] - 
: [...] NÍĜ.GUHŠU - 
















: [xx]x ┌pu-us-su-s[u] - 
: [...] : ┌ma-š5093a NÍĜ.S 9289 
: [...]-ku-u5093b NÍĜ.SIG.GA idem 
: x[x5094 SIG - 
: 5 - SI
14’ 
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15’ - 
- 














  GAL [ 
 
?...-]◦e -s ̣u-u - [... - 
: pè-hu-u 19’ 5097’ [xx]x - 
: u-r[in-nu]20’ 5098 [Ù]RI 9283 ┘
...] 21’ 5098a [ÙRI] 9286 
...] 22’ 5098b [ÙRI] T[UR - 













1’P : n]a-ap-p[a-hu 935103 [BÚN
: nap-pa-ah [qa 932’ 5104 [BÚN ŠU



























: ha-mu (UL 93DU7
: hu-ṣa-bu 93
: qu-li-ip-[tu] << N>>BAR - A
NE : lu-tụ-u  
NE
- 
: ta-aš-šu-u┘ - 
: šu-ru 5110 ŠU.<<UŠ>>K 93
: hi-im-m5111 ŠU.<<UŠ>> 93
















232    
: HAR.D[A ...] 5’ 5114 










 <: GI.HI.A>  
ut-tu-uš : 1 
[x]x-na : ½ 
] 





: GI ni-i[n-da-ni] 
: GI am-ma-[ti 







: GI te-e[m-mi] 









: ša i-na NA4[] 









: GI A.MEŠ di┘[-lu-ti] 





























     
break 
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VI 
┐ ┌: ┌GI┐[...] 
: GI [...] 
- A’’ 5131a KUR.┌1’ RA
2’ 5132b KUR.RA - 
: GI t[e-lil-ti] 
: ka-zi-[ru] 15 
3’ 5133 SIKIL.E.D◦È - 






















51 DUR - 
51 DUR GAL [ 81





DUR 2 TAB.BA 93










: GI e-de4-u┘[] 











: hu-pu14’ 5141 - HÚB









? : GI GA16’ 5143 ĜIŠ K[É]Š .TI(! - 
: GI ha-a
: GI bu-u
17’ 5144 HÉ.DU7 - 









: GI [...] 




- 21’ 5148 ĜIŠGI GI 









ibe (and) diviner, 
f [DN(s),] 
servant of [DN(s),] 
servant of [DN(s),] 
and [DN(s),] 
[pupil of Kidin-G]ula. 
n 
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236 Fragments:
 








































8’ [M]A.SÁ.AB [...] 
.A B ...9’ [M]A.SÁ [  ] 
. [ ...] 10’ [MA].SÁ A B 
 
























. MA┘ └ ┘ 
[.  5’ [ŠU] AK A GI┘ └ ┘
 
546 D (74148d – 
’ 5033- 
57+ 




1’-7 (parts of) GI GU
 


















(parts of) GI 
 4’ [KID G[I ...]




6’ [KID SI ] [.GI└ └ ┘
 
546 F (7487j – p.220) 














546 H (74190e – p.463) 
1’ traces only 










: GI a-da-[at-tu] 
: qa-an-tụp-p[u] 




6’ - [...] └GI : GIR┘-└GI [...] ? 
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ating’ fragments) 
 – p.226) 







(parts of) GI  
ša┘
?-x[...] 
5’ [...]└GI┘ x[...] 
 


























 SUMUN [ 
]IN PÚ [ 
I]N A I[RIG.GA .D
I]N ŠU.TI.A [ 
IN] [  NINDA 
I]N G .RU U






















 DIN A 
.. 4 .IN 

























.I .KEŠ. ?GI] Š DA 
Ú
NI.] NIN 5 
.  .] SIG7 A
Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 6 (canonical tablet X) 
Division 6 (canonical X) 
 
Fragme
te tha  of t t  to this division IV edition (under 
) are  relo a be assigned other num 47 B > 555 ‘L’; 547 C
‘AV’; 547 E > 548 ‘AG’. 
 
















[ ÚDUL] MA[R.TU] 
[ ÚDUL] AR.ZA.AN.[NA] 
[ ÚDUL] U4.SAKAR 
[ ÚDUL] GIBIL 
[ ÚDUL] SUMUN 
[ ÚDUL] LIBIR.RA 









in the Emar No t some he tex s belonging number 




















































































































547 ‘F’ (74119c – p.292) 
2’243 6016- 
22? 
[DUG?   ] SAB [...] 10125-41 
4’ 6023-4? [DUG?   ] KÍR [] 10149-72a
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Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 7a (canonical tablets XI-XII) 
Division 7 (canonical XI-XII) Version A (unilingual) 
Tablet 1 consisting of: 
9 D  p 4)















































548-  (74247 – .571-  
548  (73105  p.130  
548  (74278 – p.587) 




















































































































































PA(!BAR/MAŠ) MUŠE - 
PA(!BAR/MAŠ) - 
NIN.KA 11D 6 
NIN.KA BAR 11D 6 
NIN.KA ÍB 11D 6 
NIN.KA 11D
NIN.KA ED 11D 6 
PÉŠ 11
PÉŠ TUR 11058 
PÉŠ ĜIŠ.G 11059 
PÉŠ ĜIŠ.GI.GI - 
PÉŠ ĜIŠ.ÙR.RA 11062 
PÉŠ A.ŠAG .GA 11063 4
PÉŠ SÌLA.GAZ 11
! !.NU .A 11PÉŠ GÙN
PÉŠ NÍĜ.GILIM! 11
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[KUŠ ?]x GUD (!?PÉ - 
[ UDU - KUŠ
[KUŠ UD]U BABB - 
[KUŠ GUK]KAL - 
[KUŠ Ù]Z - 
[KUŠ 
KUŠ
MUNUS ÉŠ].GÀR - 
[ ANŠE A].AB.BA - KUŠ
[ ŠAH - KUŠ
[ ĜÍR].TAB - KUŠ
[ I.R]I .A - KUŠ   GU9 7
┐[ N]U I .R◦I .A - KUŠ  GU9 7
[ ] AL.HI 11gAa5KU
[ ] 11KU NU
[ ] AL.TAG.[G]A - K UŠ
NU.AL.TAG - KU└
KUŠ 
NÍĜ.GU .A - 7
KUŠ - NU N
KUŠ [K]A.BA - 
KUŠ 









KUŠ .ŠI.A 11107 DU8
KUŠ 
A ĜÁ.LÁ - 
KUŠ 
































Á DAL.ÚŠ 11109 
UŠ(!DABAŠIN=KU 11110 
Á UŠ(!DABAŠIN 11111 
DA.BA(!DABA - 
Á DA.BA(!DABAN=KU - 
ŠU.HA(!HU). UM - 
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KUŠ 48. 7a091 LÁ<.LÁ> 11113 
































E.SÍ[R ÍB] - 
E◦[.SÍR IM.MA ] - 
[E.SÍR MUNUS 11




















































































1.D KUŠ 7a100 E.SÍR <NÍĜ.> 11127 
KUŠ 2. 7a101 DA E.SÍR - 





7a103 DA.AŠ(!LA) - 
6
7. 
UŠ 8. 7a107 ÍB KALAG.GA - 
UŠ 245 9. 7a108 ÍB KALAG.GA DÚR.NA - 
UŠ 10. 7a109 ÍB DUR(!ÙSAN=NUN - 
UŠ 11. 7a110 ÍB SI - 
UŠ 12. 7a111 5 - ÍB URU
UŠ 13. 7a112a - ÍB NA4 
ÍB NA
UŠ 14. 7a112b - 4 
UŠ 15. 7a113 KA.DÙ 11
UŠ ! 16. 7a114 KA.DÙ ŠEN NA - 4
UŠ 17. 7a115 KA.DÙ TÙN 11
UŠ 18. 7a116 KA.DÙ NÍĜ.NA4 11
UŠ  19. 7a117 NÍĜ.NA4 11
UŠ ] KA NÍĜ.NA20. 7a118 11K 4 
]Š KANKAL NÍĜ.NA21. 7a119 11KU 4
KUŠ 22. 7a120 M]AR.ŠUM NÍĜ.NA4 11
















7a122 [UŠ SUHU] - 
[Š SUHUB] I◦M7a123 11179 U
UŠ [SUHUB M7a124 11181 
UŠ 7a125 [SUHUB É.PA].NA - 
7a126 [Š SUHUB ŠU.KAM 11U
- [UŠ ...] ? 
KUŠ - ...] ? 
UŠ 7a127 DÙG.G[AN KU 11185 
UŠ 7a128 DÙG.GAN K 11
UŠ 7a129 DÙG.GAN MUN 11
UŠ 7a130 DÙG.<GAN.> 11190 
UŠ 
DÙG.GAN NAĜA7a131 11191 
UŠ 7a132 DÙG.GAN - 
UŠ 7a133 DÙG.GAN - 
UŠ 7a134 DÙG.GAN GI.D 11192 
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UŠ 11187 7a135 DÙG.GAN MAŠ.ĜIŠ
UŠ 117a136 DÙG.GAN AN.
UŠ - 7a137 BAR È(!ÈD).D[È
UŠ 11253 7a138 IM-E
UŠ - 7a140 Á.S[I] 
UŠ - 7a141 Á.SI+NÍG.GA




























[<D/Z> - Í]B ĜIŠIG 




11263-4 LÚ GÚ È.A
- L]Ú HI.A 
11LU.ÚB 




































































<D/K>3. 7a155a ] .ÚB Ì. 11200 K LU└ ┘
<D/K> 4. 7a155b L]U.ÚB Ì.ĜIŠ 11201 K












































































HAR ŠÌ[R - 
- MURUB  ŠÌR4
ĜÍR.TAB ANŠE - 
HÁŠ.TAB ANŠ - 
GÚ.TAB ANŠE - 
IGI.TAB ANŠE - 
HÙL.TAB ANŠE - 
KIB-KIB.TAB ANŠ - 
SA ZIG - 
TÙN 11246 
TÙN A.ZU 11250 
TÙN GÍR 11251 
TÙN GÍR ŠU.I 11248 
E.GÍN SIG5 11
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7a184 [KUŠ E.GÍN KUG.GI 11287 
7a185 [KUŠ E.GÍN SU9 - 
7a186 [KUŠ E. GÍN LU - └
7a187  1
7a188 - .NA 11
7a189 - [.BAR 11290 
7a190 - A .TA.SUR.[ 11291 
7a191a - A .SIG 11 SIG7 7 
7a191b - 11 SIG  BAB7
7a191c - 11 SIG  K7
7a192 -  ŠÚD(!SU 11
.GAN(!KAM) 7a193 - 11
5
 7a194a - 11GAR
5
 7a194b - idGAR
7a195 - G A.GAR - 5
.Z[7a196 - 11
7a197 - 11 NA4
M>7a198 - 11SA└











=PIŠ10) ÍD LÚ. DUR(!GÚ) 






































7a205 - KAxA(!KI-A3. ÙR(!RU). 11
7a206 - KAxA4. DUR(!GÚ 11
7a207 - E(!Á).LÁ5. 11
7a208 - URUD6. 11
URUDU 
KAL7a209 7. 11




HU7a212 10. 11335 




URUDU <13. 7a215 11
URUDU [<D/K>14. 7a216 11NÍĜ
URUDU [15. 7a217 11





URUD[U  < 11
┘
 11URUDU
D has tr DU for lines19-22 
k 
er E
s (u v Reverse VIII) (with colophon?): 
ISA N  
rse
 of -2 eserve (parts of) initial URU
 7a248 Š<D/K>EN┐ x 




Z ha nder Ob erse III, above 




DU most lines 1’ 5’ (in D) pr
D26’ URUDU ? 
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ŠEN GI  
IN ZAG?- AB 






























7a250 URUDU - 
URUDU 7a251 - 
  A M  





















</> - Z ABAR
ZABAR el - └
ZABAR - 
- ZABA
ZABAR aš - 
ZABAR - 
ZABAR  ka-a - 






ZA.HUM ZABAR - 
HA.ZI.I[N ] 12ZABAR


















































































[ĜÍ]R DUB┐ ┌ ┐. BA .┌A┐ [ - ZABAR
ĜÍR Á NÍĜ.GU .A [ ] - ZABAR7
ZABAR - ĜÍR MUHALDIM
ZABAR 
ĜÍR NÍĜ.GU - 
ZABAR  
GÍR GI.GU .A - 7
ZABAR  
ĜÍR HÚL - 
246 ZABAR ĜÍR AD.KID 12gBa 
ZABAR 12gBc ĜÍR AŠG



















ZA[ ] - B AR
ZABAR  - 


























































ZABAR 7a287 NÍĜ.GAZ KUD - 
! 7a288a - ZABKIN GAL
ZABAR  7a288b KIN TUR - 
ZABAR 7a289 BA.AN.DU .DU - 8
ZABAR 7a290a SUHUR - 
ZABAR 7a290b SUHUR - 
ZABAR 7a290c SUHUR - 
ZABAR  7a291 LI.LI.SU - 
































[ ] - Z ABA<D/K>
] - ZAB AR<D/K>
] - Z ABAR<D/K>











































1.Z ZABAR - []x HAL NA - 
!2. - []  BU.UM - ZABARHÁŠ└ ┘ 
ZABA[R] 3. 
4. - 













































































ZABAR  12111 





ZABAR  12131 









































































ZABAR [] AŠ<.ME 12
KUG.BABBAR - - 
KUG.BA GAL - 
KUG.BABB Ù.T - 
KUG.BABB HUL.A - 
7a KUG.BAB - HUL A
7a KUG.BABB PAD.PAD - 
























































end of column 



































mo ly only  line missi
2.D KUG.BABBA7a353 H[AR 12
KUG.BABBA





































HAR G[ÍR [KUG.BA 12
┌KUG┐.
HAR GÚ - 
KUG.BABBA



























KUG.BABBA - DU8 
KUG.BABBA - DU  MA8
KUG.BABBA
LÚ NIM - 
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KUG.BABBA7a373 NIM.GÍR - 
7a374 




























KUG.[GI - ] - 
24
KUG.GI x[x] 12
KUG.GI x[o] - 
KUG.GI DUL [x - 
KUG.G HA.RA - 
KUG.GI TUR x - 
KU[G.G - ĜEŠTU




KUG.GI  1 TA.ÀM - 


















































46’ (parts o  fina  only, after thatGI
 
X 
1.D 7a385 - HA
2. 7a386  - ŠU 
3. 7a387 Á - ZAG ÉŠ
Ú.HAŠ) 4. 7a388 DU - 
G(!HAŠ)5. 7a389 - DU
6. 7a390 TI.LIM A - 
7. 7a391 .BÙR - NÍĜ
8. 7a392 TUG - NÍĜ
TUG ZA.N9. 7a393 - NÍĜ
KA !xBAD=BULUG 10. 7a394 - 
11. 7a395 12304 HA
12. 7a396 12305 HA
13. 7a397  12306 HAR GÌ
14. 7a398 12307 HA
15. 7a399 .BA - HA
16. 7a400 M.MA.TUM 12295 KA
17. 7a401 IN. .TUM 12296 
18. 7a402 .TUM 12290 TU
ŠU.19. 7a403 12292 
20. 7a404 EŠ. 12293-4
21. 7a405 12297 DÁ
22. 7a406 12298 ŠUK
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7a407 B - MA
7a409 ŠTUG ZA>.NA - NÍĜ
7a410 - AL
7a411 - DLÀ




7a414 H - DU
32.
33. 7a ŠE.LÚ - 
34. 7a418b ŠE.LÚ - 
35. 7a419 - GUR
36. 7a420 [HU .WA - 
37. - [...] - 
break 















































7a T et 2 - 548-9 B




┌4. 7a001 [ ] AM.SI 11KUŠ
5. 7a002 [KUŠ] AM.SI KUR.RA 11
6. 7a003 <KUŠ> SÚMUN 11
KUŠ 7. 7a004 SÚMUN KUR.R - 
KUŠ 8. 7a005 ŠILAM - 
KUŠ 9. 7a006 ŠILAM KUR.RA - 
KUŠ 10. 7a007 UR MAH 11
KUŠ 11. 7a008 UR NIG 11
KUŠ 12. 7a009 UR BAR.RA 11012 
KUŠ 
15 13. 7a010 11UR GIR
KUŠ 
UR TUR 14. 7a011 11021 
KUŠ 15. 7a012 UR DIB 11025 










































UR.ŠUB 11023 5 






























UŠ 7a029 8 11ŠEG
UŠ 33. 7a030 11ŠEG MAŠ8 
UŠ 34. 7a031 LU.LIM 11
UŠ 35. 7a032 A.LIM 11
UŠ 36. 7a033 UDU TIL 11034 
UŠ 37. 7a034 MAŠ/BAR MUŠEN. - 






























































┌KUŠ 3. - [...] ? 
KUŠ 
ANŠE 4. 7a056 11044 
KUŠ 5. 7a057 ANŠE KUR.RA 11
KUŠ 6. 7a058 ANŠE EDIN.NA 11046 
KUŠ 7. 7a059 ANŠE A.AB.BA - 
KUŠ 8. 7a060 ŠAH - 
KUŠ 
ĜÍR.TAB 9. 7a061 - 
KUŠ 10. 7a I.RI .A -   GU9 7
KUŠ 11. 7a NU I.RI - 7
AL.HI KUŠ 12. 7a 11
KUŠ 13. 7a063b NU.AL.HI 11gAa6




KUŠ  18. 7a066 NÍĜ.ĜÁL.LA - 
KUŠ 19. 7a067 KA.BA.BU.UM - 
KUŠ 20. 7a068 É KA.BA.BU.UM - 
KUŠ 21. 7a069 UL.LU.UM - 
KUŠ 22. 7a070 É UL.LU.UM - 
KUŠ 23. 7a071a NA.AH.BU.UM 11
KUŠ 
NA.AH.BA24. 7a071b - 
KUŠ 
PÁR.RU25. 7a072 11106 
KUŠ 26. 7a073 .ŠI.A 11107 DU8
KUŠ  27. 7a074 A ĜÁ.LÁ - 
KUŠ 28. 7a075 A EDIN.NA - 
KUŠ 
NÍĜ.UMBIN.NA 29. 7a076 11













nd  hav of initial KUŠ 
 
 




1’ a  2’ only e traces 
KUŠ 3’ 7a108 - 
KUŠ 4’ 7a109 - 
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ÍB M7a112 - 
KUŠ 











KUŠ  7a122 - 
KUŠ 11
KUŠ 7a124 11






KUŠ 25’ 7a127 
















































KUŠ 5’ 7a166 ÙL.T[AB ANŠE] 
KUŠ 6’ 7a167 A-KIB.TA[B A
KUŠ  
 [ZIG] 7’ 7a168 
KUŠ 
ÙN] 8’ 7a169 1246 
KUŠ 9’ 7a170 ÙN [A.ZU] 1250 
KUŠ 10’ 7a171 ÙN G[ÍR] 1251 
KUŠ 11’ 7a172 1248 
KUŠ 
ÚN GÍR [M12’ 7a173 
KUŠ 13’ 7a174 ÚN GÍR [MUHALDIM] 
KUŠ 14’ 7a175 A[R.BAR] 
































1’ a400 .MA.TUM 2295 KAM
2’ a401 IN.Z >TUM 2296 
3’ a402 TU.DI M 2290 
4’ a403 ŠU.GUR
5’ a404 EŠ.GUR 2293-4 
6’ a405 2297 DÁLA
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7’ a406 2298 ŠUKUR
8’ a407 MA.
9’ a408  NÍĜ
10’ a409  <ZA.>NANÍĜ
11’ a410 ALAN└

















































 2 lines issi
14’ a413 D[U8 
DU15’ a414  M8





21’  [... 
22’ a419 
?23’ E [ 
 [?24’ IM┘
a few lin ing wed ith some traces 
ak 
Tabl sist f: 
-9 J (74171c – p.433)+ 
 (MVF IV/75-2505) 
 tha olu ount e FVH edition but that a different 
mn c) l count e original, accumulative FVH line count has been 



































































es miss  follo  by 3 lines w
bre
 
7a et 3 con ing o
548
FVH
Note t the c mn c  remains the same as in th
(colu -specifi ine  is used – th



























































┐.[DÀ 11 31 
AMAR MAŠ.[DÀ 11 32 
8 11030 33 ŠEG
 MAŠ<.DÀ> 11 34 ŠEG8
LU.LIM 11033 35 
A.LIM 11 36 
UDU TIL - 37 
MAŠ/BA - 38 └
[MAŠ/BAR MUŠ]EN.NA KUR - 39 
D┌ ┐.KI 11 40 NIN
11 41 DNI
┐ NIN.KA  ÍB.BA 11 42 D 6
UR 11 46 
Š
GI 11059 47 
Š
GI.GI - 48 
Š
ÙR.RA 11062 49 
.ŠAG .GA 11 50 4
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UŠ> AZ.ZA 11 51 
Š 
U.A 11 52 
Š 
ÍĜ <GILIM.>MA - 53 
Š 
8 - 54 EG
UŠ> 11 55 
Š 11071 56 
UŠ ] AL 11 57 
] 11075 58 UŠ
] US ÉŠ.GÀR 11 59 UŠ

















































































































FV KUŠ┐ ┐ 1’ 7a081b - 89 KU5
KUŠ 2’ 7a081c  - 90 
KUŠ 3’ 7a081d U.A - 91 
KUŠ 
ÙR.BÙR 4’ 7a082 - 92 
KUŠ 
É5’ 7a083 .URU5 11103 93 
KUŠ 6’ 7a084 Š 11108 94 
KUŠ 
DAL
7’ 7a085 .ÚŠ 11 95 
KUŠ 
Á
















<KUŠ> À (!DABAŠIN) 11 97 
] [ A(!DABA - 98 KUŠ
KUŠ┐ .BA(!DABAN) - 99 
KUŠ 
U.UM - 100 
KUŠ .LÁ 11 101 
<KUŠ> Á.LÁ 11 102 
KUŠ 









































































































































7’ 7a140 Á.SI - 153KU
8’ 7a141 Á.<S - 154KU




















































































LÚ GÚ È.A 112 162
LÚ HI.A 163
LU.ÚB 111 164
LU.ÚB MAR.TU 111 165
.ÚB SÍK 111 166└
LU.]
LU┘


















GÚ.TAB A]N - 
probably mis or 1 line sing bef e end of column 
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 [NA4 SAHAR] 
AHAR B[ABBAR KUR.RA] 














(!ÚH) ÍD LÚ.ÙR(!RU !GÚ) 













































2’ 7a194a - A.[GAR ] 11 215
3’ 7a194b - A.[GAR ] id 215
4’ 7a195 - GAG A[. 11 21
5’ 7a196 - [.BI. 11 21IM┘






































































<FVH/J> 11 21 SA
<FVH/J>
M [...] ? 21I
<FVH/J>





<FVH/J> 11 22I M
<FVH/J>
<FVH/J> - 22M 
11322 22
11324 - 
 ÍD LÚ.ÙR(!RU). (!GÚ) 11327 - 10
).DUR( 11328 - 
11332 - 


























IR GAG x 
ŠUM.GAM.ME 
ŠUM.GAM.ME TUR 


































...] ? - 
URUDU 
ŠUK7a221 11 - 
7a222 - 11 - 
URUDU 
URU U 
ŠEN AL.KU 7a223 - - 
7a224 - - D
URUDU 
ZAG7a225 - - 
7a226 - ZA - - 
URUDU 
 
GAG 7a227 - - 
7a228 URUDU IR - - 
7a229 - - - 
URUDU 7a230 11427 - 
URUDU 
 
7a231 11428-9 - 
7a232 - - URUDU
 7a233 11 - URUDU
 
HAR
end of column 
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1.J RUDU 7a235 - - 
RUDU 2. 7a236 - - 
RUDU 3. 7a237 - - 
RUDU 4. 7a238 - - 
URUDU 5. 7a239 - - 
] 6 7a240 - - URUDU
URUDU 7. 7a241 - - 
URUDU 8. - - - 
URUDU 9. - - - 
URUDU 10. - ? - 
URUDU x] TUR11. - ? - 











1.J ZABAR 7a262 ?ĜÍR MUHALDIM - - 
┌ ┐ ZABAR 2. 7a263 ĜÍR] - - NÍĜ
3. 7a264 Ĝ]ÍR GI KA( ZABAR - - 




































1.J ZABAR 7a304 KAM.KAM.MA. 12 1’ 
ZABAR 2. 7a305 IN.ZA.AB.TUM 12 2’ 
3.FV <FVH/J>7a306 U. ZABAR 12 3’ T









<FVH/J> ZABAR .GU 12098-9 5’ 
D
<FVH/J> 12102 6’ ZABARÁL ┘ 



















































































































































































































3. 7a378f [KUG.GI] ◦6
4. 7a378g [KUG.GI] 7 TA.ÀM 
KUG.GI] 5. 7a378h 12
KUG.GI] 6. 7a378i 12
KUG.GI┐ 7. 7a378j - 
UG.GI 8. 7a378k - 
UG.GI 9. 7a378l - 
10. 7a379  12
11. 7a380 A.HUM 12
1
13. 7a382 ŠA.Ú.ŠA 
14. 7
15. 7a384 DUG ÙSAN(!LAHTAN) 
16. 7a A.RA - 
17. 7a386 U ÉŠ.LÁ - 
18. 7a387 - 
!19. 7a388 .HA 12Ú
20. 7a389 [TUR - HAŠ┘
21. 7a390 I.LIM. 12
22. 7a391 ÍĜ.DÚ R [ - 
23. 7a392 ÍĜ.ĜE [ - 
24.
25. 7
7a393 ÍĜ<.Ĝ G>.A(!ZA).N[A - 
26. 
KUG.GI] 27. 7a396 HAR [ŠU 12
KUG.GI] 28. 7a397 HAR [GÌR 12
KUG.GI] 29. 7a398 HAR [GÚ 12
break 
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ll entries underlined 
48 Q  (731084z – p.164) only one column preserved 




















































548-9 W250 (74128o – p.330) 
ver











































































































8’ 7a255 [IŠ 












Part 1 - Text Edition  
Division 7 (canonical XI-XII) Version B (bilingual) 
 




























LU.ÚB 11200 KUŠ └
4’ 7a155 LU.Ú[B 11201 KUŠ
5’-16’ arts ) KUŠ on
ak 
 pá!-ru 










[K]UŠ BAR SIKI 
pár ši-hí-i 
ku-ur-ši-il-lu - 






















7a1 maš-ka tạ-bi-hi 80 .BI 11277 















10’ 7a181 GÀR.BA 11KUŠ








 - 25 ši-in-du4 
a-mi-i
12’ 7a182 ŠE.GÍN 11284 











16’-18 ave (par f) AN o
k 
’ h e a few s of th kadian column for som identified entries 
5’ [MAN] MAN MAN - 




1’-4 av igns e Ak e un













[ša DIĜIR.MEŠ IRI]└e-mar 
[ÌR Dé-a u ]◦Ddam-ki-na 
[?KAB.ZU.ZU ša253] DIM-ma-lik 
 
[(By) the hand of Zu]-Bacla254,  
son of Bacal-malik, 
[scribe (and)] diviner 
[of the gods of] Emar, 
[servant of Ea and] Damkina, 
[?pupil of] Bacal-malik255. 
visible rest of column empty 
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Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 7b (canonical tablets XI-XII) 
Extract 1 - 39=548 C (73265 – p.52) – – right side with Akkadian equivalents possibly 
roken off, otherwise unilingual but in B version sequence  
al text not found in Archive 1 in Area M, instead it comes from 
hiv a . In individual text 39 in volum













Note that this is only lexic
256 Emar VI is twice edited - once as Arc e 7 in Are  C e 3, 
and ce within omposite text 538 in volum
 
KUŠ 11029 1. 7a017 PIRIĜ.[TU
11030 2. 7a029 - 8 ŠEG
11031 3. 7a030 - SA.PÁR 
114. 7a031 - LU.LIM 
575. 
6





































MIN ša A.ŠAG4.GA 
N GI/ZI┘-GA 
MIN ša NÍĜ.G[ILIM.M]A 
N GÌR.HUL.A [ 
Š x[... 
 
Ext t 2 - 548  (7414  – p.372) 
 
Obverse 






























































KUŠ - [... ...] ? 12.
- [... ...] ? 13. └
KUŠ
Rever  few ces i art only se has a  tra n upper p
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└ŠIL[AM ...] - 
 























































N : [...] 





























7a [K]UŠ AL. MI 11
 









































































DÀ M]IN na-al-ti 
ly 2 lin issing 
13’ 7a026 [KUŠ DÀRA MAŠ. 11037 
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II 
 P N)[ x]xx[x] 
? 
 
KUŠ x[... ...] 1’ - 














KUŠ 7a071b A.AH.BA.TUM 11105 






Á DAL ÚŠ 
pu-šu-u 
as-pu 
: i-di! as-p[í] 11109 
KUŠ 7a073 .A-ŠI 11107 U8
KUŠ 
KUŠ 
7a084  ÚŠ 11108 U8
KUŠ 
 
DA UŠ(!KU )KU 9’ 7a086 
10’ 7a087 KUŠ Á DA UŠ(!KU )
7
KU i-di [da-ba-ši-in-ni] 1111
da-ba-š[i-in-nu] 11110 
1 7




















KUŠ be-ri-tu 14’ 7a 11
15’  AR LÁL 117 7a092(b) K HUŠ qé-er-KU(!šu) 11

























KUŠ MIN  pa [tu ] 19’ 7a095 114
KUŠ MIN IM.MA šá-hi-i -tu ] 20’ 7a097 - 4
KUŠ MIN MUNUS.E◦[.NE21’ 7a098 ...] 11
KUŠ MIN ŠU22’ 7a100 ...] - 
┘























033 KUŠ [...] 113’ 7a032 
:
: [...] 













































































 548 M (74156a – p.388) 














a015 [KUŠ 4 x[...] 11 GUG















Part 1 - Text Edition  
 
548 N  –  – on olum
UR
UR
(74122ae  p.309) ly Sumerian c n preserved 
KUŠ ┐1’ 7a007 [MAH] 11013 
KUŠ 2’ 7a008  NI[G] 11014 














 BAR.R[A] 11012 
15 11020  GIR
 TUR 11021 
 DIB 11025 
 
548-9 O+‘AK’ (74148k+74172a – p.376+436) 












 A - [x]x.ŠA - 1’
2’ +7b037 [HÚP.P]É - 



















6’ 7a312(c) NÍĜ ĜEŠ






















] - ŠU É  
10’ 7 Š.[LÁ  - ZAG
 
 








 11’ 7a291(a Á ÁN(!xDÚB=L - └
┌: ši-im[-...] 12’ - [ÁB N] - 












































































[ 4.S AR 
R)]  
: x- ? 
 
 : n 12045 













 ús-k 12133 
 
548 P 74233g – 1) 




















2 lin h a unidentified ?) 
Ob
u 1’ 7a208 [-] URUD 11331 
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[URUDU H]U.LUH.HA hur-r[i] 11335 
[URUDU IM.] a-na-[ak-ku] - 














[URUDU DIL] l-mu-u[n-na] 11340 
[URUDU g-g[a -na] 115








:] bi-i[ 347 
[URUDU NÍĜ -ku] 11344 
l-lu] [URUDU 11
 
548-9  – mn prese
m elon recurrence of sequence (parallel with 54
Obverse only has (parts of) some URUDU and a few s nidentified e
┐ ┌ .┌LÁ┌MIN┐[  
Š.LÁ] MIN? [ 
 S (74154  p.361) – n  Sumerian coluo ly rved 
assu ed to b
e
g to Version B on grounds of 8 O) 
262Revers   






ŠU . ÉŠ┐ ...] 
7a298 [ ...] ZAG ŠU É┘
3’ 
4’ - [ ÁBxG
l[i-li-išÁBx7a291(a) GÁN  
š im ÁN ...] 
...] 
 
548 a – 
’ ave (p ) KUŠ 
 TÙ[N  
V (74123 p.312) 
I’ 
1’-5  only h
a169
arts of













RÍ.IN GU7 [.A 

















G.G  maš-ku la p-tu] - 












KUŠ m12’ 7a147 11262 
KUŠ 13’ 7a148a 




































17’ + [ ] 11


































: el-mi-š[u7a [AN 11
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) A-GAL a-ba-rù 5
it-gur-ti M N +7b02 [DÍLIM 11└
hu-m]e-ra a ba-r+7b02 [... 11
2s ̣[a-r]i-ru7a190 [AN.TA.SU 11
264z[i-i]m -b su 
11’ 7a196(a) 
































[... la-]◦a-hu-mu - 
2
5 KUR.RA 






548 AA (74107l – p.272) 

























[URU ŠUM GAM.ME TU]R 
[URUD ...] 
 




 M A 



































<DÙG.>GAN 3 TAB.BA  
<DÙG.>GAN KI.KÉŠ.D[  
 
 AC (74122ag – p.309) 548
















R KUKKU  KUR
.
.5
-nu[IM R BABBAR KUR















5’ [IM BABBAR] 
] 6’ [IM DARA4
[...] 7’ 
[... 8’ 
266[...  ? 9’ ..]x
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3’ 7a343 A BABBAR ...] - KUG.◦HA.R [
4’ 7a344 LAL BABBAR ...] - KUG.ŠU ÉŠ.  [
end of column 
ause of their small size and lack of physical joins, there is insufficient context to allow for 
 reconstruction of the sequence in which their entries are to be ordered. 




’ MÁ.RÍ.ZUM GIŠ? x[...] 
 
Fragments not used: 
 




548 R (7481p – p.214) – fragment of multicolumn tablet, probably bilingual 
small fragment (of multi-column tablet) with only (parts of) some initi
tr
 
548 T (74198o – p.487) – only Sumerian preserved 
small fragment with a few signs belonging to unidentified entries, among which (4’-5’) some
RUDUU
 






NÍĜ.ĜÁL.L[A  ...] 3’ 
 
548 X (74128r – p.330) – only Sumerian preserved 
KUŠsmall fragment with only (parts of) some  and a few other signs, belonging to unidentified 




















GÚ TA[B ANŠE 

























┐entries: 1’(probably) and 8’-9’ KUŠ KUŠAMAR ANŠE[ ...] 
 
548 Y (74124b – p.318) 
I’ only has (parts of) unidentified Akkadian entries269 
II’  


























































548 AD (74122ah – p. 310) – bilingual but only Akkadian preserved 
small fragment with only (parts of) Akkadian of unidentified entries. Akkadian of  line 7’, [...] 
ku-ru-us-si, should reflect an entry parallel to MSL 11113(/FVH 101) KUŠLÁL, but in that 
context the other entries are not in line with what is otherwise found in Version B (cf. 548 I 
 – p.227) – bilingual but only Akkadian preserved 
ment with only one identifiable entry: 2’ Akkadian MIN in-dú-hal-la-ti should 
lect an pa llel to MSL 11226(/FVH -) KUŠKUN.DAR GURIN.NA. 
 AF –  but only Akkadian preserved 
ll fra kkadian parts of) unidentified entries; 5’ has Akkadian [... 
N]    u  re e n e tr GÍR GA
 ‘AG 1 ly Akkadian preserved 
ra w o  i entifiable entry: 3’ Akkadian └mu-ša-ah-hi-nu should reflect 
entry  t FVH -) URUDUŠEN DILIM 
‘AH d al b t only Akkadian preserved 
l fra ta long to this division on semantic grounds: 2’
 Ak  b -aq!-q[a-ru] respectively 
‘AI ‘AJ’271 l – p.216, 218) – bilingual but only Akkadian preserved (for 
 on th Obve se) 
l fr ents t vision on semantic grounds:  
ining signs are Akkadian [...] -ri-su and (for ‘AI’) [... m]aš-né-e (those should 









548 (7484b p.216) – bilingual
sma gment with only (mainly A
MI    ◦a-ri-t 4, which could fl ct a n y parallel to MSL 12046(/FVH -) L
ZABAR 
 
548 ’270 (74 01v – p.246) – bilingual but on
small f gment ith only ne d
o MSL 11393(/an  parallel
 
548 ’ (7481 – p.213) – bilingu u
ken by Civil (16) to besmal gment  and 3’ 
have kadian : u-lu-u[q-qu] and : ma
 
548 ’,  (7484c, 7485
‘AI’ bo rse and Rever
smal agm aken by Civil (16) to belong to this di  among
rema -us-su : ka
rallel to MSL 11refle nt KUŠE.SÍR
respe el
Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 8a (canonical tablets XIII) 
Division n RSION A (unilingual) 8 (cano ical XIII) VE  
abl
sou r the (alphabetical) publication order of Emar VI/4 but the 
isio  count is based on the assumption that texts A, C an
 of le ide with A Obv I-III/Rev VII-VIII and C Obv III-
ev  I . Formal properties (size, ruling) and content (graphic 
titio  w  the bilingual texts) seem to bear out this assu
he r uc nce is used (i.e. sequence UDU, US5
, SIL , G R, EMEX). All entries are underruled 







































8a T et 1’  
The rce mate ial is listed in 
prov nally reconstructed column d I are 
parts one tab t (4 columns on each s
IV/R V – text  might fit into Obv IV)
repe n of key ords - often left out in mption. 
For t econstr tion the canonical key word seque UZUD, , 
, ZEH UD, ÁB, AMAR, ANŠE, DÙAMÁŠ 4
 




[UDU NIGA.]┌1’ 8a001 13003S
2’ 8a002 [UDU GÍR G]U.LA 13004 
3’ 8a003 [UDU] GÍR AK.A 13005 
4’ 8a [UDU] NÍTA 13
5’ 8a005 [UDU] NÍTA <ĜIŠ> NI(! 13008 
6’ 
7’ 8a007 UDU Ú 
8a006 UDU UTUWA <ĜIŠ> NI(!D - 
8’ 8a008 UDU <<A>> Ì 13011 
9’ 8a009 UDU A.LUM 13012 
10’ 8a010 UDU A.LUM NIGA 13013 
11’ 8a011 UDU A.LUM NIGA SIG5 13014 
12’ 
13’ 8a013 
8a UDU A.LUM G 13
1
15’
16’ - GUKKAL [...] 
17’ - G[UKKAL  ...] idem 
[GUKKA]L [xx]x18’ - ide
[...]x 
┐
19’ - ? 
┌[x]20’ - HU  x RI ? 
[UDU] RI.RI.GA 21’ 8a014 13030-1 
[UDU] NA.RI22’ 8a015 13
23’ 8a016 [UDU] ŠIR.RUM 13
24’ 
25’ 8a018 [UDU D]IĜIR.RA Ì.GU
8a017 [UDU] KUR.RA 13035 
.A 7
26’ 8a019 [UDU U]R.MAH Ì.GU . 13038 
039 
7
27’ 8a020 [UDU UR.BAR.]  Ì.GU 13RA└ ┘ 7
28’ 8a021 [UDU SÌLA UR.BAR 13041 
29’ 8a022 [UDU Í]B.GIG 13042 
30’ 8a023 [UDU] ŠAG SUR 13043 
31’ 8a024 [UDU] GÁN(!GAG) ŠUB. 13044 
32’ 8a025 UDU GAN ŠUB.BA 13045 
 ŠUB.BA 33’ 8a026 13UDU UR5
34’ 8a027 (!DU 13047 UDU DU4
35’ 8a028 .GUR4 13048 UDU GUR4
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Part 1 - Text Edition  























UDU Á MURGU DA.RI.A 
UDU ZÚ TAB(!SI).GA 
UDU ZÚ SI.GA KUR.RA 
E(!MAR).TU 
[UDU GÚ.BI ĜA]R.RA 
[UDU] ŠÚKUR 
[UDU] ŠÚKUR 
[UDU ŠÚKUR DI]NANNA 
I]NANNA 
.DA 














8a030 UDU NIM.NIM 13050 
8a031 UDU SAĜ NIM.NIM 13057-8
8a032a UDU SA.AD.RA - 
8a032b UDU SA.AD GAL 13059-6
43’ 
44’ 8a036 UDU 
45’ 8a037 UDU M[ÁŠ Š]U.GÍD.GÍD 
ZÚ AN(!SI).GA └
46’ 8a UDU M[ÁŠ D]A.RI.A 13071 
? 47’ 8a [UD]U G]AL 13105 
48’ 
49’ 8a041 




53’ 8a [UDU ŠÚKUR 13124 D
54’ - [UDU  ...]x ? 
55’ 8a [UDU MU.PÀ]D 13127 
56’ 






[UDU ŠAG4 IGI] KÁR 
 
 D]Ù.A 




68’ 8a047 [UDU KI.]MAH 13139 
69’ 8a048 [UDU KI.MAH 13140 
70’ 8a049 [UDU KI.MAH KALAG].GA 13141 
71’ 
end of column 
I 

















24’ 8a050 UDU <GÁN>[G]IG.D[UG .4
25’ 
┐ 26’ 8a051 UDU KI. - BI ĜAR└
27’ 8a052 UDU ŠUM.MA - 
28’ 8a053 UDU ŠU ŠUM.MA 13146-







U[DU] SÁM.M 13174 




















only (pa s of) UDU and US (U )5 8
  an
51’ 8a057 (!PEŠ 13192bUZUD ŠAG4 4
52’ 8a - UZUD ŠAG
53’ 8a059a UZUD Ù.T 13
54’ 8a059b 13192eUZUD N
55’ 8a060 13190 UZUD MÁŠ
56’ 8a061 UZUD MÁŠ DÙ(!DU 13191 
57’ 8a062 UZUD MÁŠ HUL.A 13192 
UZUD MÁŠ GA KAxSA(!S58’ 8a063 - 
59’ 8a UZUD ÍB.GIG 13
60’ 8a065  SUR 13UZUD ŠAG4
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8a UZUD GAN ŠUB.BA 13
65’ 
end of c
’ sho  o ); 












1’-2 w parts f SILA (GÁxPA4
3’-8 tatively econstructed in 
3’/4 - .[?UR ]/K 13SILA4 4
.[?NIM]/KI5’/6 - 13SILA4












1. - AMAR ŠU[ ...] 13
2. - .[.. 13AMAR  U4














3. 8a108 DA (!Á). .DÙR DA NU└ ┘└  ┘ └ ┘ └ ┘ 
break 
C (7  p
erse


























[M]ÁŠ HUL DÚB.BA 
 LÁ 
).LÁ 
































1’ 8a070 [MÁŠ NÍ
2
3’ 8a
MÁŠ GI-NE4’ 8a073 - 
5’ 8a074 MÁŠ LIMMU(!SA 13
6’ 8a075 .LÁ 13MÁŠ SU6
7’ 8a076 MÁŠ MAŠ DA(!Á).DA.NU - 
8’ 
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550 I (731080o – p.158
 
Obv IV











GUD GA GU7.A 
break 
Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 8b (canonical tablets XIII) 




8a086 [--  ŠU.GI].NA : [...] 13299 
 










[-- ] MAH 
[-- ].BA 
: MIN [...] 








8a087 UD ...] 
..] 
] 
: G[[-- Á].LÁ 13302 
: x[.[-- ] GUD - ? 
: [...[-- TI].TI +8b028 13306 
: GUD [...] 
 [...] 
8’ 8a088 --  NIGA 13303 






--  NÁ.A 














UTU : x[...] - 14’ +8b032 -- DUMU D
     
15’-16’ only have some isolated signs belonging to unidentified entries 
erse










VII tal colum  count assumed to be paralle
see mewhat o t of line) 
271’ +8b046a MIN(=EME ) ...] - X
2’ +8b046b MIN M[U ?2 ...] - 
3’ 
4’ 8a108 DÙR ÈME x[ 
+8 MIN M[U ?1 ...] - 
5’ - MAN TIL MAN [  TIL] - 
Colophon 
’ ŠU ID6 30-a-bu  
D◦
R.SAĜ] 
(By) the hand of Shaggar-abu,  
the son of [Bacal-qarrad.] DUMU [IM.U



















┌ ┐ ...] 13[  RUM
...] 13
UDU BÚR [x  ...] - 
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6’ 8a019 UDU UR.MAH Ì vacat 13
7’ 8a020 UDU UR.BAR. vacat 13
8’ +8b001 vacat 13UDU SÌLA UR
9’ 8a021 vacat 13UDU SÌLA UR└
10’ 8a022 UDU ÍB.GIG vacat 13




















- UDU SIKI [x] ...] - 
4’ 
5’ +8b005 [...] 13096 UDU DÌM
AH6’ +8b006 [.HU ...] 13097 UDU D ┘
break 
erse
I’ (provisional column count given by assuming nu ssing entries to be o 
at is ca i.e. about 300 divi ries per column 6 







VII mber of mi similar t
wh found in nonica i , 
 mi d
l vers on ded by 50 ent  equals 
col  from mi le of II to d le
serve  1’-3 ly (parts o  MIN pre d
)2784’ +8b045a MIN(=EME  HU.NU[.
[
...] - X






   
ÚB┘(!EME5)[ 382 
MIN MU  [?3  
2
 ...] - 
7’ +8 MIN MU  [?
1
...] - 
8’ +8 MIN MU  [?
!
...] - 
9’ +8 DÙR  LÁ-H ...] 13





























-- KI.BI ĜAR vaca - 





UR <KI> KAŠ.DÙ 
R <KI> KAŠ.ĜAR 
qa-ra-t[i] 
qi-i : ša DI[M] +8
-- bi-ga-ki : ša :ŠÚK - 







-- KI vaca - DIŠKUR







-- ŠÚKUR DINANNA 






+8 -- ŠÚKUR vaca - 
1
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+8b019 -- KI AN.NA vacat - 
16. +8b020 -- KI UTU vacat - D
17. +8b020 -- KI UTU vacat - D













vacat - +8b022 -- ZAG.BI 
vacat - 20. +8b023 -- MU.UN.DU 
vacat - 21. +8b024 -- A.TU .A 5
vacat - 22. +8b025 -- ZÌG.GA 
23. 










[x]x279 : pa1’ +8 13
: dá-
-
[MIN ].  2’ +8b033 13358 
359 
 NUN NA



































b035 [ ] ERIN NA
[MIN B]ÁR 
MIN .  - 
- 
7’ +8b038 [MIN]
: AN8’ +8 [MIN] GU.ZA 13362 ĜIŠ
: AN9’ +8b040 [MIN] GIGIR 13363 ĜIŠ






















[M]IN NÍTA KAŠ4.[E 
[M]IN NÍTA M[U] 1? [ 
[M]IN NÍTA MU [?2 
[M]IN NÍTA MU [?3 




















end of column 
 























































550 G (7476a – p.208) 
I
1’ 8a024 [UDU GA
2’ 8a025 [UDU GA]N Š
































UDU [... ...] 
...] 
? 







UDU GA  [... 
  x[ 
























U [DU Š AG4] ŠU A 
[UDU] xx ŠUM.MA x[ 3146-8 
 
550 H (7
















UDU SI  D
UDU ZÚ SIG.ĜÁ




Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 9a (canonical tablets XIV-XV) 
Division on -XV) Version A (unilingual) 9 (can ical XIV  
Tabl 1 consi
 B/552 A (7342 – p.38) 




002 7.SIG7 015 
 
9a et sting of: 
B= 551
C= 551 C/552 B




1.C 9a001 [M]UŠ 14001 






























B1’ 9a003 [ŠILAM] KUR. 14060 
2’-3’ - [xx] ? 
4’ 9a [U]R BAR.RA 14
5’-6’ - UR [xx] ? 
? 
UR [Š]AG7’ 9a005 - 4
8’ 9a UR [N]IM 14






9a [U]R [BAB]BAR 14089 
12’ 
13’ 











1.C - 9a010 UR Š◦U [G]I 
- 2. 9a011 UR H◦U.NU.A 
- 3. 9a012 UR ME 
D
 < >ME-ME 14087 4. 9a013 UR└ ┘
[UR] NIG 145. 9a
- 6. 9a [UR] KA 































6’ 9a022a KI[Š]I8 14352 
7’ 9a022b idem KIŠI8
8’ 9a022c KIŠ[I ] idem 8








1.C 9a023b EH 14249-
2. 9a023c EH idem 
3. 9a024 EH A.ŠAG 14256 






























B - ┌ ┐1’ [.NIM
2’ 9a - NIM  K┘
3’ 9a [NIM U]R 14
14310 4’ 9a030 NIM [U]R
5’ 9a031 NIM <UR.> 14311 
┌6’ 9a032 NIM <UR.> 14312 G
7’ - NIM [...] ? 
NIM [ZÚ.]RA.[AH] 8’ 9a033 14318 
[NI]M A◦.[x] 
?
9’ 9a034 14323 
10’ 9a [NIM] L 14
11’ - [NIM] x[x] ? 
12’ 9a [NI]M Ì.N[UN.NA] 14
[NI]M N[ISIG?] 13’ 9a037 14330 
14’ - NI[M ...] ? 
28215’ - NA  x[...] ? 
16’- - [...] ? 
17’ - BUR[U ...] 14227-?5  
18’-
20’ 

















 about lines missing before end o
IV 
1.C 9a038  MAH(!GÁN).NU 14235 BURU5
2. 9a039  MAH(!GÁN).NU TIR 14236 BURU5
3. 
4. 9a 14BURU  I5
5. 9a  << 14BURU5
 <<IR>> ŠÉ6. 9a042 14BURU5
[x] ŠINIG
? 
7. - - 
8 - [x] DA ? 
























C1’ 9a043 [NÍĜ.GI 14


















[ ] SAĜ. 15011-aUZU
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prob  8 lines issing 
9.B - U[ZU ...] ? 










































 [TI.TI] 15082 
UZU
 GAG [TI] 15
UZU
 GAG [TI TU 15084 
15085 UZU GAG Z
UZU
 GAG ZA[ 15086 
UZU





 x[x] ? UZU ŠAG4┘
UZU
 Š[AG ] K[ 15113 4
284  x[x] ? UZU ŠAG4
 ĜAR x[x - UZU ŠAG4
15UZU ŠAG  NIĜIN4
15UZU ŠAG ŠU N4 
15106 UZU ŠAG  LU4
 LU - UZU ŠAG4
15120 UZU ŠAG
15121 UZU ŠAG TIR┘└ 4┘└
















- 4’ 9a070 5 
UZU
 UR






 D◦A.NU - 
UZU










































 DA.NU A.ŠAG [.G - 4
- UZU GAG
UZU
 GAG TI - 
UZU
 LU - 
UZU
 TIR - 
UZU




 SA.A GAL - 
UZU
 SA.A SAL. - 
UZU
 SA.A - └
UZU
 SA.A MUD - 
UZU
 SA.A UMBIN - 
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 BAR KUN 
MA 
UZU
 Á DA.MA 
UZU












[UZ]U SAĜ ZA-tenû 
[UZU] LUB.BI 































































































U]ZU KA [x] 
UZU
























































































 x289ZU ÚŠ  
 ZU A SÌL ĜAR.RA
 NÍĜ.NUNUZ GI.A 





ZU . Ì UDU GUD 


























Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 9b (canonical tablets XIV-XV) 
Division 9 (canonical XIV-XV) Version B (bilingual) 
Tabl st
 A (A’+A’’=74137+74171a – p.344+428) 








9b et 1 consi ing of: 
551




A : ar-qu 2. 9a002 [MUŠ SIG .SIG ] 14015 7 7
: MUŠ 3. +9b004 [MUŠ KUR.R]A 14026 
: s ̣ạ-bi-ta-nu 
-pá-ni







: MUŠ ku-su5. +9b006 MUŠ Ú.NU.M]Ú.A 
: às-qu-du 6. +9b007a [MUŠ DU-DU.ME] └
:] às-qu-du 
-du-bu 
7. +9b007b [MUŠ DU-DU.ME 


















A’’ :] m1’ +9 [AMAR K 14
14:] m2’ +9b009 
b010 
[SA.A.RI 
┌: š3’ +9 [SA.A] 14
: ap4’ +9 [?ÁB ZA.ZA 14116 





































a-su : sạ+9  14120 AZ































<A’/A’’> : lu-li-im-mu 14
: li-šá-nu A LIM 
u-du-t
14























: a-ia-lu : 20’ +9b023 DÀR[ ] MAŠ
. ]  
14
: na-lu : MI
 
21’ +9b024 [DÀRA MAŠ D À
L.HAL
14
: na-al-tu22’ +9b025 [DÀRA HA
. ]  
144
 s ̣ạ t: -bi- u4 

























...-h]a-28’ - [... ? 
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A’’ ┌ ?┐ ┌1
2’ +9b030 UP.PI  






















































: kal]-ma-a[at …] 
: M]IN eq-[li] 
: MIN ki[-ri-]◦i 
: MIN ŠE 
vacat 
vacat 
: MIN ZÌ.DA.MEŠ 
: sụ-┌ba-ti 
: └MIN┘[q]a-qa-dì 


























































BAR [x] MIN [ 



































































: sạ-la-lu  


























































Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 10 (canonical tablets XVI) 
Division on 10 (can ical XVI) 
 
10 Tabl is
A (A’=74203e + A’’=74230a – p. 501+529-31) 
B (7 – p
C (7  p.
D (7 p
E (7 .
H (7  p.
I’’ (  – p
J (7  p.
K (7 – p
N (7  p.
O’  – p












 SIG5.GA [ 
MIN ZÁLAG.GA [ 
MIN KALAG.GA [ 
















et 1 cons ting of: 
553 
553 4198af .490) 
549) 553 4242a –
553 4238o – .560) 
553 4209f – p 516)  
553 4233s – 544)  
553 74198y .488) 
553 4107e – 271) 
.495) 553 4199o 
553 4200c – 498) 
553‘ (74204f .503) 












2. 10 ...] NA KA4















10007a KIŠIB MIN [ ...] 16009 00
10007b LAGAB MIN [ ...] 16010 00
[ 10007c MIN ...] 16011 01ÉLLAĜ └ ┘
...] ? ? 11. 
 
- [x 
E◦? .SA ...] 16012 011 12. 10008 ESI(KAL) [













A’’ q[a-qa-ad MI1’ 10009 [SA 16 01
pu-u[r-ri MIN][BUR 
[ AN] MIN 
0
ši-ka -a[t MIN] 3’ 10011 16024 - 4


















4 : x[...] 
 : x[...] 
┐┌pár┐[-ra-šu] 
 







: du-┌šu.A.ŠI MAR.HA. 023 DU8
.A vacat 16028 024 KIŠIB DU8
10015b LAGAB MIN vacat 
 
16029 025 













 tá-ka 16047 034 
s ̣i-mKAP.PA.TUM MIN 16048 035 
ú-hé.HI.IN MIN 16050 036 U4
NUNUZ MIN ir-ni- 16051 037 
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za-ki-i[n]┌ : uq-: ZA.GÌN 16052 038 
za-kiZA.GÌN [DU]RU5 16053 039-4
uq-nu-u el-lu 10022b ZA.GÌN [DUR]U5  16054 id
uq-nu-u eb10022c ZA.G[ÌN DUR] 16055 idem
ni-iš-di -l10023 MIN [Ĝ]IŠ.DIL 16066 041 12└ ┘






















qu-du-mu-uk-[ZA.GÌN GÚ T 16058 043-4
ša ki-ša10025b [ZA.GÌN GÚ
[ZA.G N GÚ
16059 idem
ša ki-ša10026 16060 045 Ì   UGA




























]◦u-lu 16074 051 AD GÚ Z
hi-i]-šu [HAL GÚ ZA.GÌN 16075 052 
hal-zi-i]q-qu 32’ 10034 [HAL ZIG ZA.GÌN 16101 053 









































 MIN ul-l]u8 1 [HA 1 -























- : hi-ig-lu 




























10048a [KIŠIB]   









10048c [ÉLL]AĜ ZA.GÌN [ 
ZA.  
vac 16119 088 





























[gu-]ug s[a-:GUG 16121 090 
[G]UG ZI(!ZÚ [...] 16124 092 
[G]UG ZI [...] idem idem
[M]IN<<ZI>> ...] 16125 093 
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MIN GÚ.DU [...] 16130 096 
MIN ME.LUH [...] 16128 097 
p[a-MIN MAR.HA.ŠI 16129 - 
a[-rMIN GÍD.DA 16131 098 









2 10064a vacat 16140 10KIŠIB G
10064b LAGA[B]  vacat  16141 103 
























ni-ir hu-la-10065 :NÍR 16143 105 
ni-ir hu-la-38. 10066 :NIR5 - - 
ni-ir hu-l[a-lu] 39. 10067 :NÌR - - 
40. 
41. 10069 NÍR [IGI 
hu-la-lu┐[] 42. 10 16 10NÍR H
ša ki-i-ma k[a43. 10071 MIN 16146 110 
a-la-al-lu 44. 10072 IN Á. 16147 111 













10074 M AL(!ĜÍR) 
M ĜÍR) 















mu-uš-ša-lu IN MUŠ.S 16149 114 
e-na muš-ša-li 10075 IN IGI MUŠ.SAL(! 16150 115 
ba-bar-di-lu-u  10076 IN BABBA 16151 11
:↑ sa-a-su    
b10077 MIN] BABBAR . 1 1MIN U└ 5┘ └
mì-in-   
a-]šu-ku-ut-tu10078 16153 118 NÍR ŠUBA 4 X 
: nu-‘u-bu    
ka-] nu - ša 10079 NÍR KA.NI.IŠ 16155 119 └ ┘ └
dá-k]a-as-su 10080 NÍR DAG.GAZ 16156 120 
NÍR ĜIŠ.DUB ni-iš-d]u-up-p10081 16158 122 




















10065a KIŠIB NÍ[R ...] 16159 123 4
3
probably 1 line missing 
10082 MIN(=ŠUBA) [GAL 
M
M A/KAB.BA] 
...] 16163 127 
0
5.H 
6. 10083 IN TU[R ...] 16164 128 
















10082a IŠIB [ŠUB ...] 16170 132 
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a E [ 
I I (!?AMAŠ)-ME [ 





10085 Š.ME.QU[M ...] 16173 135 
12. 10086 U-SI-BA [ ...] 16174 136 
13. 10087a NINNI (!?AMAŠ)-M ...] 16175-6 137 5
14. 10087b A(!NA ) NINN ...] idem idem4 5
A(!NA1 1 ) NINNI (!?AM ...] id id4 5
break 

















1’- ve a few ns belong n  ti g o unid
BA]L 
 





















tu4 : h -lu-l[u] 
s ̣i ip i-i[ b
16190 148 
- -ru : r t-̣ u] 
n ru
16194 149 








1’’-2’’ h t o





ave (par f)  only NA4
3’’J - [x]  [NA ? ? 
4’’ 10094 [Z]É N◦A 16208 165 
5’’ 10095 [T]ÉŠ 16212 166 NA4
6’’ 10096 []ARHUŠ N◦A 16211 167 












9’’ 10 [N]U.Ù.TUD 16NA4










 la-ra-[ah <N/O> 
PAP.HAL293) ] 
>
N]A4  s ̣a-al[-ti] 
>
N]A4 na-ak-kap-[ti] 
mu -nu-uš  10102   <A’’/N>
: [...  ] DU-DU(!? 16214 171 N A4
<A’’/N> <N/O13’’ 10103  D[U14 16210 172 












<A’’/O> 15’’ 10 G[AG ŠUB.BA 16225 175 NA4
<A’’/O> 
G[AN ŠUB.BA 16’’ 10 16226 176 NA4
<A’’/O> 17’’ 10 MU[R ŠUB.BA 16227 177 NA4
18’’ 10108 
19’’ 10109 






















 t ̣a-ab- 16236 18MUN NA4
















2. 10114 [I]GI MUŠ  [...] 16 18NA4
 [...] 3. 10115 6 16231 184 IGI KU NA4
 174

























ki-in-ki-in:K[ÍN ...] 16239 188 
[<A’’/[K]ÍN ZI.BU 
<A’’/
MIN 16242 189 └ ┘
d]a-l10117b [KÍN] 16243 190 
e-ri zi-bu  10118 [KÍN Z]I. 16244 19
a-d[i nàr-ka-bi             ŠU S
e-r]i ad-ba-ri 10119 [K]ÍN AD. 16248 195 
e]-ri ad [-ba-ri a-di 10120 KI(!KÍN) AD 16249 197 └ ┘
[<E/O>n]àr          ŠU SI.G  





















<AMIN BÁHAR N[A 16251 198 4
MIN ŠU N[A  .. 16240 200 4
MIN ŠU h[a-bi- 16241 201 
break 
 1’I’’ 10125 MAR.HA[L.LUM ...] 16269 216 













R ŠU ZA . [A 
 
5’ 10129 ...] 16275 220 BU G G
R SA[L LA 6’ 10130 BU .
MIN [... 
...] 16276 221 
7’ - ...] ? ?  
















233 2’’ ...] 
...] 
IŠIB 
LAG3’’ 10131b AB [M
AĜ [M
16 23









(!IŠKILA).D[A ...  
(!IŠKILA).D[A ... 



















E(!IŠKILA).D[A ... ...] 296-7 0-1 
1 line m ing 
N A1’’’  - [ ] 16 24EM4
2’’’
’ 






...] 16299 3 24






























































gu-[gi-na]-ak-ku [N 4GÚ G]I.NA 






































































































































































































































42. 10161 [...]x al-le-g[u!] - - 
probably i
1  
 2 lines m ssing 



























































: ] ša-dì-i N A4 
: ] te-lu-ut-ti N A4 












about 4 l in of column with last NA4 visines miss g t do en  ible on B 
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ša-a]m-10 [Ú 16 32
32ša-a]m-mu pa10 [Ú N 16






























┐ : zi-bi-bi-tu4 10176 ZI.BI [.BI.T] 16404 331 
zi-ib-tu4 10177 ZI.IB.[TUM] 16405 332 


























10184 ESI - - 
 t[a -]kKI.MAŠ 15’ 10185 16412 339 NA4
 šu-[q]u-u16’ 10186 KI.LÁ 16413 340 NA4
 ta-k[a]l-t17’ 10187 KI.MAŠ.DÀ.A 16414 341 NA4






ku-un da-aš:1 GÚ.UN 
NA4 ni-bi 


































t]e-eš:1 MA.NA  
NA4 ha-an-ša ma-né
┐-e 
NA4 er-bet-a ma-né-└e 
 pí-t ̣ì-ir 

















10190d 16420 346 23 30 MA NA 
 M
NA4
10190e 16421 347 24’ A.NA 
15 MA.N
NA4
10190f 16422 348 25’ A  
 
NA4 
m[a    
i-še-10190g 16423 349 26’ [10] MA.NA  └
ha-m10190h 16424 350 27’ [5] MA.NA └
















 10190m  <A’/B> ½  MA.NA  


















2 G  
[ Ĝ 






-uz : ½ GÍ[Ĝ] 
ni-pu : 40 GÍ[Ĝ] 











ki-i n-gi : e-š34’ 10190o :10 16 35<A’/B>

























[ ]x x- : ši- 16435 360  G













[10] U  














[5] U20  45’
3 ut-ti [346’ 10190z 16448 369 20
end of column 
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dge (con nuation of VI
ši-na ut-ti 47’ 10190a [2] U20 16449 371 
xx-ma48’ - [...] ? ? 
...-i]l i49’ - [... ? ? 
 








: a-ba-an ki-bit[-tu] 







3’’ - MAN MAN MAN - - 
 














et 2 - 55  (7 74248c – p.
 
Ob  
2. 10002 [ KA.NA4
3. 10003 [MIN SIG .G]A MIN SIG5 16005 003 5
MIN na4. 10004 [MIN ZÁLAG. 16004 005 
MIN dan-nu [MIN KALAG.GA] 5. 10005 16006 004 
6




IGI ZAG.G[A MIN 
R[A MIN 













...] 16088 063 1. 10035  LÁ [ZA.GÌNNA SU4 6
...] 16089 065 2. 10036 IGI [MIN 
3

















































ÁŠ GIG [ 
NA























[KI.LÁ TAG.GA  
 
[HÁŠ BAR 





: N]A4 ni- bi 
: NA4 bi-la-at 
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7’ 10190e [20] MA
8’ [15] MA.NA vaca 16 34
end of column 
gments: 
 G (74178a – p.
- 





1’ [] ŠID [ ...] ? ? 




- [x]xx [ ...] ? ? 
na!-an!-ga-ab[] :[NAGA ...] 16238 187 




ZI.BU ŠU SI.GA 
AD.BAR 
 AD.BAR ŠU SI.GA 
e-ri zi-bu ka-bi-šu 
e-ri ad-b


























┐[MIN   333 8 1 [ ] ...] 16 26N A
2’ 
’ 3
4’ 10150b [ ]






























553 ‘S’ (74148ab – p.380) 
’ a few traces o
10139 4
?
 NA.ZA(!ZAG) H[I.LINISIG 309 3 
1’-5 nly 
6’ [ ] ...] 16 25N A
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j – p.322) 
’ 
’ 
MIN┐(=BUR?)[...   
[   
MIN ĜI6 [   
 SI4 [ 
  


















































553 L (7 48v – 
















































553 M (7489p – p.223) (the preserved signs seem to reflect Akkadian) 
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Division 11 (canonical XVII) 
ere no canoni nts are found, a provision tive position of the Em ies 
-à-vis the canonical version, as determined by parall S Recension, is ind ated in 
 MSL referenc ) 
 A (7481h – p




Wh cal equivale al rela ar entr
vis els in the R ic
the e column (> <
 
554 .213) 




















NÚM[UN5’  ...] ide - Ú
 














 NIM [ 
◦Ú
SA.AD GAL [ 
◦Ú
SA.AD GAL DÙ.A┘[ 
◦Ú














































































[MIN S]AĜ [RAŠ GA(!GA.RAŠ SAĜ)NISIG 




























































































Fragments not used: 
 


































554 H (74127m – p.322) 
1’ only has a few traces 
2’ [D]U8
?
 DAG x[ ...] ? ? 
3’ ◦ÙNI[M ...] 17099 165 












Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 12 (canonical tablets XVIII) 
Divisi ano II)on 12 (c nical XVI  
ab nsi
A
  – 
C  – 
D  – 
E  – 
F  – p
G b – 
H  – p
 I  – p
 a ’s a belonging to unidentified entries) 



























12 T let 1 co sting of: 
555  (A’+A’’= 7498c+74171d – p.238+434) 
555 B (74100c p.242) 
555  (74100a p.242) 
555  (74166d p.424) 
555 (74208c p.507) 
555 (74158r .395) 
555  (74242 p.549) 
555  (7481n .214) 
(555  (74345f .677) not used - 
nd some isolated signs only  few KU6
555 (74103e .258) 
555 ’ (ex-54 , 74107aa – p.275) 
555 ’ (ex-5  74165c – p.418) 
555 ’ (ex-59 74122w – p.308) 
555 ’ (ex-59 74123q – p.315) 
 
r  Obve se
I 
1.A’ ku-ú-ia nu-u[n-nu] 12001 - 18001 KU6 
ku -up-p[u] 2. 12002 GÚ.BI 18002 KU 86 
pu-ra-du 
’










12003a SUHUR. 18004 KU6 
6 .LÁ 4
7.











! [K U6 
















? KSAĜ┘ 6 
U  
S[AĜ .. ? K 6
perhap es m ng  
 
011 
297s no lin issi
D 1’ - [x]x UBI [...] 18KU6 
[U]BI A.AB.BA2’ 12008 [...] 18012 KU6 
3’ 12009 UBI ÍD.DA x[...] 18013 KU6 
4’ 12010 UBI SAĜ x[...] - KU6 
lu 2985’ 12011 TAR  x[...] 18016a KU6 










IZI [...] 18017 KU6 
SIS 
 
[...] 18019 KU6 
U
 183








































12 EME-DIR [...] 18KU6 
11’ 12 NÍĜ.GU (!BÚN) [...] 18KU7 6 
12’ 12 [ ...] 18K UNUNUZ N 6 




17’ 12023 [M]U.U ...] 18030 KU6 






 ...] 18033 








RGAR GIŠ-LA [ 
.B[A 
ARG]AR ÍD.D[A 
[AGARG]AR GIBIL [ 















12027 ...] 18038 KUAGARGA 6 
22’ 12028 [AG]A ...] - KU6 
23’
24’ 12030 [AG




12032 [AGARG ...] 18040 KU6 
1 [ ... 18041 K









1’’N - [GIR ŠÚ ...]x 18061 KU6 
ta-ap]-pí-in-nu 2’’ 12034 [GIR.GÍD 18062 KU6 
ta-pí-i]n a-ia-b3’’ 12035 [GIR A 18064 KU6 
ta-pí-]n i-da-4’’ 12036 [GIR ÍD.D 18KU6 
me]-su-ú 5’’ 12037 [GIR ŠU.LUH 18KU6 
6
 še-e-n]u 6’’ 12038 [E.SÍR 18069 KU



















┐┌ ┐ kal-bu 18072 KUGIR15 6 
KU nu-un tu-um!-ri BÀD - 6 
KU nu-un i-ša-ti - IZI 6 
KU nu-un ta-aš-ri-ti 18072cIZI TAG.GA 6 
KU e-t ̣u-tuNÍĜ.KI -  4
9. 045   
6
8079 su-um-ma-tu 12 1KUTU 6 





































































N ┌ ┐1’ x] RA [x .] - KU6 
 299  
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L.NÍ 6 .] - 
KU
5’ L.NÍN[D 6 .] - 
KU
6’ A x[x .] - KU6 
6












6.A’’ 2057 M[UN ..] 18126 KU6 
7. 
8. 
2058 GA[ZINISIG ..] 18127 K










141 F MUŠEN  ka-mu-u 1’ 2060 [GAM 18
MUŠEN -su]-uk-ku [E.ZI 2’ 2061 18142 

































MUŠEN 2’’  ... 
I. .  MUŠEN i-i]l s ̣̣e-e3’’ NUN

















2066 ÙRI  18156 
- 6’’ 







88’’ 1 [K 1M
some t  9’’
ak 

















] ap-pa-an-nu <H/J> 




races in   
bre
som races in ’ 
MUŠEN šu-ku-lu 2’’’ - [... ? 
MUŠEN 
 
us ̣-̣s ̣̣u-ur <H/J>┌ki-i

















187 MUŠEN u-] ur - um12 [ŠEN 18┘ └└ ┘ 
-<H/J> [a ]al-lu 
<H/J>k]a-an-nu : 
    
MUŠEN u-ru-um-ba-8’’ 12074 [ŠEN.ŠEN 18188 








probably 5 lines missing 
6.B - T[I8 ... 
MUŠEN ...] ? 
7.  
[ 
  - GAL[ ... ...] ?MUŠEN
MUŠEN 8. 12075 ...] 18213 KISLA[H 
MUŠEN 9. 12076 ...] ? NIM 
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M[ ...] 18235 UŠEN
MUŠ[ ...] 18236 EN
MUŠEN x]x-me-e 18237 
MUŠEN <B/J>m]a-a-ru 18238 
14. 
15. 








SIPA TUR(!TIR).RA MUŠEN 
[<B/J>r] 18239
<B/J>bar - ma 18┘ └
MUŠEN 16. 
17. 2083 .A 
302 S[A-… 
[EN 8243 
12082 6 [...] 18242 ĜI
1 ...] 1MUŠNÁ
 18. 12084 BIR ...] 18244 MUŠEN└ ┘└ ┘
19. 
F20.  2086    
303 12085 [ŠIM MIN ...] 18246 
: ha-aš-ta-ru1 [... MIN] ?
: is ̣̣-s ̣ụ-ru 21. 12087 [...] MIN ? 






12091 [TU GAN] 
 
MIN 




: su-um-ma-tu[TU] MIN 18


















: gi-r26. GI.RI.SA MIN 18261-7 
: ni-ga-ak-ku 27. GÌR(!KIR ) PA. MIN idem 4
: MI28. GÌR(!KIR ) A.M MIN] idem 4
:] M29.  [... MIN ? 
:] pe30. [GÌR(!KIR ) BABBA MIN 182584






















O 1’ [. x ?M
 304     
MUŠEN k]ap2’ 2098 [KIB.KIB 18
MUŠEN  ha-a3’ 2099 [HAR.HAR ]
MUŠEN 
18
]x-b4’ [... ? 
MUŠEN t]u-a5’ 
6’ - [..



























MUŠEN su-t3. [SU.DIN 18





































MUŠEN :↑ku-ur-ti x2106 [G]Ù.BI BÚ 18303
 di-qár È   
LI
[...] MUŠEN a-ra-10. 2108 - 
MUŠEN às-ki11. 2109 [...]x - 
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pí -┌il lu 18307 ┘



















A-AH : x[<C/B> 
 






IRI DÙ MAŠ 
┌GAG-R ]ŠEN : a-zu-pí-ru MU
MUŠEN <C/B>
└













4.BU MIN NÍTA 
A
A






















































M G7 [ 

















MUŠEN ...] 3’’ - -NAG[A  ... idem 
MUŠEN ...] 4’’ - -NAGA [... ide┘
MUŠEN 5’’ - idem ┘
MUŠEN  ...] 6’’ - Ú - NAGA idem ┘ └ ┘
MUŠEN 7’’ - idem 
 308   
MUŠEN 8’’ 12121 IN KUKKU  [ 18348a5
MUŠEN ...] 9’’ 12122 IN SA  [ - 5
MUŠEN ...] 10’ 12123 IN GÙN.A [ - 
MUŠEN ...] 11’’
12’’ 12125
12124 IN SIG .SI - 7
┘ └ ┘└








es missi  
1’’’A’’ MUŠEN ...] 18- 
2










[   






















G EN ...] 1’ - ...] MUŠ[ ? 
MUŠEN [...]2’ 12126 18365 ZUM
MUŠEN [..3’ 12127 UM.B]I TI - 
MUŠEN [...]4’ 12128  Z]A.NÍĜIN 18367 U5










MUŠEN  d 18371
MUŠEN bu-ku idem 
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5’’ 12136 NUNUZ 
6
7’’ 12138 MUŠEN [ESSADU    







IĜIR ar ÌR DAK 
(By) the hand of Bacal-malik, 
 of Bacal-qarrad, scribe (and) [diviner] 








[ša D] .MEŠ IRIe-m
son
[of the
after a ac  8 lines: 
E B.Z din-DGU.LA 
 blank sp e of about
1’’’ 309[KA U.ZU ša ]Iki- [pupil of] Kidin-Gula. 
and (so re i icinity) 
’A’ IN 
mewhe n that v
1’’’  ŠU.NÍĜ x[...] 
rest of  em
ac 5 K  – p.201)  


































 column pty 
 
Extr t 1 – 55  (7467



















┌ i x nu -uk
[x I]B
└ ┘
? GIŠ nim 
[k
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Division 13 (canonical XIX) 
 






B (SIKI)2’ - BAR x[xx ...] - 035 




 : ha4’ 13007 - 040 






5’ 13008 UDU ÙR.RA 19 041 
: hé6’ 13009 HÉ.NA 19 042 










: ša s ̣̣a-al-mi 
-ni-tu4 : dú-↑-uh
!-šu 






: ša 8’ 13011 SAL.LA - 044 
: ša 9’ 13012 HUŠ.A 19 045 
: ša 10’ 13013 GU.ZA - 046 
: ša NÍĜ.MU4 11’ 13014 - 047 
12’ 
: uq13’ 13016 ZA.GÌN.N
S IKI
19 049 
: na14’ 13017 [ ] HÉ.ME.TA
SIKI
19078 050 
:] ha-aš-ma-nu : dú-uh-šu 15’ 13018 [ ]SAĜ - 051 GIL MU └┘└ ┘└
16 - [... xx]x ? ? 














13043 MIN <MIN?> DI ...] - 254 
13044 MIN <MIN?> LUGAL [ ...] - 255 
13045 MIN <MIN?> NIN. ...] - 256 
5. 






DIĜIR.RA ...] - 258 
3048 
MIN? ...] - 257  ŠU.ZI . [ IB┘ └ ┘
┘
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13 Tablet 2315 consisting of: 
 E (7  p





MU4 4 DI .RA 
556 C (74122b – p.302) 
556 491a – .225) 
556  p.377) 
 
V’







.MU  N[IN. ĜIR2’ 
3’ 




























































3029 GADA [ ...] 
2’’ 3030 GADA [MAH ...] 
3’’ 3031 GADA [DIĜIR.RA ...] 
4’’ 3032 GADA [LUGAL ...] - 













3034 MIN [NÍĜ.MU4 ...] 
7’’ 3035 MIN NÍĜ.MU  [DIĜIR.RA ...] 4
8’’ 3036 MIN MIN [LUGAL ...] 

















3038 MIN [MU .MU ...] 4
11’’ 3039 MIN MU .M ...] 4
12’’ 3040 MIN .MU ...] MU└ ┘ 4
13’’ 3041 [MIN MU .MU ...] 4 4
probably  m






 2 lines issing 
16’’C 13044 MIN(GADA) MIN(A.RÁ) ...] 












MIN MIN [DIĜIR.RA 
MIN MIN [LUGAL 















GADA ŠU.Z[U.UB  ...] 
23’’ - [?GADA ...] - 261? ŠAG└ 4┘
prob
I’ 























 1 or 2 es missing ef r lo eb o e w
V
[x] ┐[ 1’  - ...] 
<E/G> ┌ ┐  [...] 
 GADA
[x]  : x[ xx] KU TA
<E/G>
2’ -  GADA








7’ - MAN TIL MAN [ <E/G>TIL] - - 
visible rest of column empty 
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Extract  A  p.500) 




 1 – 556  (74202 –
1. 13001 SIKI<BA - 















MUK H ÚL ) 027 
end 
act  D .381-2)318 
eria e netic spelling and Akkadian. The resulting long ent s 
inue bv ge and cover the reverse as well. The phonetic spellings, 
ys o ostly partially found to continue on the reverse. For 
eni re hey are given in complete transliteration together with 
um tr









































GADA ŠAG4.GA.DÙ KUKKU5 
GADA ŠAG4.GA.DÙ SA5 
GADA ŠAG4.GA.DÙ GÙN.└A 







GADA ŠAG4.GA.DÙ SIKI HÉ.MI.TA 
GADA ŠAG4.GA.DÙ ŠAG4.KI 
GADA ŠAG4.GA.DÙ <na->ba
!-ah 
ka-ad-ka šab-ri-i]š  
ka-]┌ad-k[a šab-ri-i]š ti-g[i-r]a 
┌ka┐-ad-ka š[ab-ri-i]š lu-ga-al 
ka-ad-ka šab-[r]i-iš i-ri-iš-ti-g[i-r]a 
ka-ad šu!-šu-ub 
ka-ad šu-šu-ub ti-g[i]-ra 
ka-ad šu-šu-ub lu-ga-al 








ka-te e ma-ga!-na 
ku-ú ša-ga!-da 
ku-ú ša-ga-da ba-ab-ar 
ku-ú ša-ga-da ki-ik-ki 
ku-ú ša-ga-[a]d še 
ku-ú ša-ga-a◦d gu-na 
ku-ú š<a>-ga-ad ki-te 
ku-ú ša-ga-ad ši-ki 
ku-ú ša-ga-ad za-ki-na 
 
ku<-ú> ša-ga-ad hi-me-ta 
ku-ú ša-ga-ad ša-ki 




 2 – 556  (74149 – p
n follow d by complete pho
erse over right ed
rie
cont  from o
alwa starting n the obverse, are m
nce, howe er, here tconv ent refe v
ies of e obversethe S erian en  th . 
 






[ .GADA A RÁ DIĜIR.RA
[ .  L L3’ 13044 GADA A RÁ UGA
4’ 13045 GADA ZA(!A).RÁ NIN






. .  LUGGADA ŠU ŠU UB
◦ . .8’ 13049 GADA Š U ŠU UB NI



















A A M .G -D Á AN
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a-te si ru 
a-ah-l it ki-te 
ár-ši4-i -te 
a! da!- <-na> 
na 





































































3’-5’ t ces only ra
Thematic Lists * HAR(UR5).RA=hubullu * Division 14 (canonical tablets XX) 
Division 14 (canonical XX) 
hou h of aterial for this division is lost, the sequence of the following 
me  be la con he beginning of 14 (with parallel in D) while C 
rly  low  of th d the upper par e. Only e 
itio relati -D ar - it has provision  fitted in parallel to 
 po  the e ents rit (i.e. 6:17/7:07)









Alt gh muc  the m
frag nts can rgely re structed: A has t
clea  has the er part e first column an t of its reverse sid  th
pos n of B ve to A and C is uncle ally been




557  (731053 129) 
eq-l1. 14001 - A.ŠAG - 1:04 
A.ŠAG2. 14002 GAB A.ŠA - 1:04 







G4 ni-is-sà-b[a ...] 




A.ŠAG - 1:014004 DNISABA A.ŠA4 
A.ŠAG - 1:014005 A.ŠADNISABA G4 
- 114006 D A
7. 












14007 LAGAB(!xU= - 1:06
.8. 14008 É MÁ.RU 
 
A.ŠA 20 1:074 











A.ŠAG14010 A IGI <NIM> A.ŠA 20 1:094 
GA.ŠA ha-a11. 14011 HA.BA.ZÉ 
 
20 1:104 






















































































































































































































end of  
ver
.ÀM 
IGI 4 ĜÁL TA.À[M 
 TA.À[M 
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Divisi anonon 15 (c ical XXIa) 
ab onsis






























15 T let 1  c ting of: 
74129e322 – p.38 A=55A = 







5. 15005 MIN UL MIN 21 - 











15008 ┘ 21 - KIŠ└
- [...] ? - 
















12. - [... ? ? 
13. - [... ? ? 
14. - [... ? ? 
15. 15009a [TÚL] - 8:04 
16. 15009b [TÚL] - 8:05 
17. 15009c [TÚ]L - 8:06 

















213:24 8:07 Ú 






213:26 8:09 15010c MIN 
- 8:10 15011a BÀD 
- 8:11 15011b MIN 
- 8:12 15011c MIN 
lìMIN DIĜIR  21 8:13 15012 






27. 15014 A.LÁB 213:23 8:15 
MUK.TUM 28. 15015 - 8:16 
29. 15016 GIR.SU - 8:17 
ÁB.ZU 30. 15017 - - 
31. 15018 ÁB.ZU.NA MIN - - 








33. 15020 - 8:20 DILMUN └
34. 15021 MÁ.KAM.M 214:04 8:21 
35. 15022 ME.LUH.[ MIN 214:05 8:22 
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MIN DSUEN - 8:27 
MIN DŠU SUEN 21 8:28 
MIN LUGAL 214:11 - 
É MUNUS.A.IR( 214:12 - 
end of  
. 15035 
BI 













1.A 15031 É 50 [KI] 
KI┐ 
- 8:29 






























MIN BU.ŠU 15037 MIN 214:24 8:38 








15039 MIN DDA.DA 21 8
15040 MIN ŠI DDA.DA 21 - 
11. 15041 MIN ŠABRA 21 - 
12. 15042 MIN AM.M 21 - 
13. 15043 MIN AM. 21 - 
14. 15044 MIN SA.AM 214:29 - 
15. 4:30-1 
4:33 












































.AKI 214:37 - 4
MIN GÚ.DU .AKI 21 - 8






MIN MAR.TU - - 
MIN MAR.HA 21 - 
MIN ŠI.RUM 21 - 
MIN ŠIR.R 21 - U
MIN IGI.NIM MIN 
MIN 
21 - 
MIN IGI.SIG 21 - 


















A.BA.AK - - 
A.PI .ŠAL 21 - 5
A.GA.DÈ 21 - 
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32. 15062 AN.ZA.GÀR 
DA.DA 
 UR.GIR15 





33. 15063 MIN DEN.LIL - - 
34. 15064 MIN BU.ŠU - - 





36. 15066 MIN DDA.DA - - 
37. 15067 MIN ŠI D - - 
38. 15068 MIN LUGAL 215:18 9:03 
39. 15069 MIN MIN 
MIN 
215:21 9:05 
40. 15070 MIN K - - 














IRIPA-HÚB-Ú328 42. 15072 21 - 
43. 15073 ZAR.BI.LUM MIN 
MIN 
21 9
ZAR.BA.TUM 44. 15074 21 9
45. 15075 AR.PÁD MIN 21 9


















































5. 15 [MIN] Ù MIN - - 
6. 15 MIN KAR MIN - - 
7. 15 MI M - - 
8. 15 MI MIN 21 - 





15 MIN MU.TA.A - - 
12. 15089 MIN GUL.GUL MIN 21 9:17 




AL.BA.NA MIN - 9:20 
I◦RI BA - - MIN 
15. 15092 MIN BA.ZA - - MIN 
16. 15093 - 9:19 MIN BA.NA MIN 










MIN - 9:Ú ĜÍR
20. 15 MIN MIN - 9:






























15 MIN M - - 
15 MIN SUMUN M - - 
























15 KA.ÍD MIN 21 9:
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36. 15 ŠUL.G MIN 
37. 15 IL.DA MIN 






















! 15116a MIN 217:37- 9:42 
40. 15116b MIN MIN idem - 
41. 15117 MIN KU.UZ MIN - - 
.A!KI42. 15118 MIN SU.BIR MIN - - 4







KI.MAŠ KI - 
:01 
10:02 
15122 UL<ME>. MIN - - MAŠ
KI.MAŠ 47.
48. 151
15123a MIN - 10



































































































end of column 
 





























































Extract 1 - 558 A’337 (74234b – p. 545) 
 
Obverse 




















































































rest of emp column ty 
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Division 16 (canonical XXIb-XXII) Version A (unilingual) 




































































16a b  D=5




[BUR].┌ZI┐1’ 16 9 KI
2’ 16 [N]I.NÁ.A 1 KI
┌
NÁ.A 3’ 16a003 2 KI
4’ 16a004 BU.BI.A a 3 KI
5’ 16a005 ME.KE.E 4 KI
6’ 16a006 IB.RUM 5 KI
7’ 16a007 IB.RA.AT  6 KI

































































































































16a018 A  HA
6’ 16a020 
7’ 16 QA. NA 
8’ 16a022 KA.AK MU.UM 
9’ 16a023 KA.NI Š - 
PU.RU Š.HA.AN.DA 10’ 16a024 
11’ 16a025 AP.HU.UM AR
12’ 16a026  a 0 ÚR
13’ 16a027  ÚR
14’ 16a028  AN.NA ÚR
15’ 16a029  KI.TA 0:11 - ÚR
16’ 16a030  LÀ
17’ 16a031  AN.NA LÀ
18’ 16a032  KI.TA LÀ
19’ 16a033 BA
L.RI 20’ 16a034 BA
end of column 
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1’ - [... ? ? 
2’ - [... ? ? 
3’ - [... ? ? 
4’ - [...  ? ? 
5’ - [... -I-DI ? ? 
6’ - [... U ? ? 
7’ - [xx M  ? ? 
8’ - [x] UM ? ? 
9’ 16a035 [H .RI.TUM - - 
10’ 16a036 GI.A 21 aII19 MÁ
11’ 16a037  - - ÁŠ
12’ 16a038 <Á IQ.QUM - - 
13’ 16a039 .TUM - aINE
14’ 16a040 DI. K.TUM 21 aI



























































ÍD 21’ 1 AB.G aI
aIÍD 22’ 1 ME DSUE
ÍD 23’ 16a047b ME DSUEN.NA id
ÍD 24’ 1 - aIME ŠU DSUEN
ÍD 25’ 16a049 ŠI.MA.AT D - - 
ÍD 26’ 16a050 IL.GÍM - - 
ÍD 27 16a051 BURANUN - - 
ÍD 28’ 16a052 - - BUR L
29’ 16a053 ÍD HI.NUN - - 










IV ÍD section: 
1’ - [ÍD ]x BA x[xx] ? ? 
┌
KAL.KAL.LA 2’ 16a054 [ÍD - - 
3’ 16a055 [Í] ME KAL.KA 22 - 
┌ÍD D
EN.LÍL GÚ.GAL┐ 4’ 16a056 - aIII23 
ÍD 5’ 16a057 DNAN<NA> DEN.LÍL - aIII24 
ÍD 6’ 16a058 ZI.LÁ.QUM 224:15 aIII27 
ÍD 7’ 16a059 ŠÁR.RA.RA - - 
ÍD 8’ 16a060 ŠAR.BI.ID - - 
ÍD 9’ 16a061 D NIRAH 224:17 aIII43 
ÍD 10’ 16a062 DKAD5 - - 
ÍD 11’ 16a063 A DUTU NU.ZU - - 
ÍD 12’ 16a064 KUR.RA - - 
ÍD 13’ 16a065 PA.LI.IŠ.TUM - - 
ÍD !(A-!LÁL-SAR) 14’ 16a066 DA.ŠUR - - 4
ÍD 15’ 16a067 MAŠ.KIŠKI - - 
ÍD 16’ 16a068 DIŠ.HA.RA - - 
ÍD 17’ 16a069 DHA.IÀ.AN - - 
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ÍD 16a070 HUR.SAĜ - aI






ÍD 16a075 - - 
ÍD 
A.24’ 16a076 - - 
ÍD 
A DÉ.25’ 16a077 - - 
ÍD 
A KA x[] 
?
26’ - - - 
ÍD 
SAL.L[A27’ 16a078 7:29-30 - 
ÍD 
TU.28’ 16a079 - aI
ÍD 
TU.29’ 16a080 - aI
ÍD D




31’ 16a082 - - 
ÍD D
A.A H32’ 16a083 - - 
ÍD D
NA.[BI.UM] 33’ 16a084 - aI
ÍD D






























S ̣̣A  

































V ÍD ction: 
ÍD D
EN [x1. - ? ? 
ÍD D[x] 2. - ? ? 
ÍD TA [3. - ? ? 
ÍD 4. 16a086 - - 
ÍD HA
IŠ
5. - ? ? 










ÍD U8 16a089 
9. 







ÍD .MU.A.BI.UM! 13. 16a094 - aIV01a 
ÍD 14. 16a095 .MU.LA.ÈL - aIV01b 
ÍD 15. 16a096 .BI.UM - aIV03 
ÍD .BI.U16. 16a097 - aIV04 
ÍD 17. 16a098 .PÍL.DSU[EN 22 aIV05 
ÍD 18. 16a099 .PÍL.DSUE 22 aIV06 
ÍD 19. 16a100 UEN<.MU - aIV07 
ÍD 20 16a101 A.AM<.M 226:09 aIV11 
ÍD 21. 16a102 A.AM<. 226:10 aIV12 
ÍD 22. 16a103 A.AM<.M 22 aIV13 
23.  - U.HU<.UŠ>.NA   
ÍD 24. 16a104 M.MI.DI.DA. - aIV20 
ÍD 25. 16a105 M.MI.S ̣̣A.DUG .GA - - 4
ÍD 





16a107 M.MI.S ̣̣A.DU - 
29. 16a1
 202
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30. 16a109 [Í]D PAP-KISIM
3
32. - [ÍD x
5xPAP-PAP-KAM.A.
break 





























































































5. 16a114 ÉG DAL
6. 



























































27’-28’ traces of final signs only 
break 


































































































Part 1 - Text Edition  
Division ni ) Version B ilingu 16 (cano cal XXIb-XXII  (b al) 
 
16b Tab sis




 lin  missing 
let 1 con ting of: 
558 59 A (B’ 4115 + B’’= 6-8 ) 




KI sec : 
a few es




 4 lines m sing 
6’B’ [... KI - xx]x ? ? 
KI xx-r]a 7’ - [... ? ? 
KI : ta-a]m8’ 16b034 [... - aII09 















KI : bu-u] - aII12 
KI : zi-ib-] ba-an - aII11 └
: ha-al-ha-]al KI [IRI HAL.HAL.LA - aII13 
KI ...]-ri [... ? ? 
KI : e-ru-t]u[... 4 ? ? 
KI : e-eš] 
: eš-ma-a h 
15’ 16b040 [  
IRI









[ . A 
IRI









 : ma-al-gi 216:10 aII19 
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KI [IRIB]A.N[ ...] - 
KI 16b050 [IRIB]A.TI.[TUM ...] - 
[IRI]┌UZUD [KI 16b051 ...] - I26 
[KI : mu-t]16b052 [IRI]MU.UD - I27 
KI┐16b055 [IRI]ŠU.H ...]x - 
KI 16b056 [IRIK]AR ...] - 
K[I 16b057 [IRIG]UL 
IRI
...]x 21
K[I 16b058 [ GUL.GU]L 
IRI
...]BAR 21


























...]ZA.GÌN - I32 















...]x-il-li-il [ RI]H EN.LÍ
 
- 
...-]tu4 [ - SU
4 ...-r]i-tu[












[IRIZAG  - 
: ti-[IRITIR NU.UM 
 
- 













[IR KA LUH 217:10 
: ma
[
[IRIMA  217:11 















[ KA - EN
 ...]-si-n
D]UTU 
[ KA - 
10:05
 SUEN
U : ka-ri [IRIKA 21
perhaps es sing be olumn 















 a few lin  mis fore end of c
 
III 
a few nes misin
KIcont
B’ 
ed  secti : 
1’ - Ú[R ...] 21 aI
    11  















I65 5’ 16b081  ...] - aIRA


























EN ...] - aI
[... ...] 21 aIDU
[... ...] id idDU








































































































































 22 - 
: . 221:02 
 




I[L MU  
U[R.SAĜ] 221:03 - 
:]┌š 22 - N














1:06 ┌HA┐.[ A.NU : 29’ 16b103 22 - M
HA.[... 
KU
...] 30’ - ? - KUR
┌: M31’ 16b104 HA.B[UR] 221:07 
221:10 
- KUR
: MI32’ 16b105 LA.AB.BA - KUR














[...] - KUR I


























: MIN a[l-l]a-nu 
: MIN lu-pá-ni 
: MIN bu-ra-ši 























: MIN a-na-ki 

















: MIN e-ri-i 
: MIN e-ri-i 















: MIN du-ši-i┘ 





















: MIN  
pá-ap┘[-pá-ar-di-li] 
: MIN └MIN┘[] 
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end of c
rse
t 12 ssing 
tion
 





abou  lines mi
ÍD sec : 
Í[D 1’B’ - ... ...] ? ? 
2 - [. ...] ? ?ÍD












UM acat 23:05 
II21 
III22 
- ...] - - ÍD M
ÍD 5’ 16b135 ME.E DSUEN vacat 227:15 aIII18 
ÍD 6’ 16b136 ME.E ŠU vacat - aIII19 
ÍD 7’ 16b137 ŠI.MA<.AT> DSU vacat - aIII20 
ÍD Ú(!ZAG).KIN TUR8’ 16b138 vacat - aI
9 1 A.RA.AH.T v 2 aÍD






5:01 ...] 22 aIII23 
ÍD 11’ 16b141 ...] - aIII24 DNAN
ÍD 12’ 16b142 ...] - -  DNAPA5
ÍD 13’ 16b143 ...] - -   DUGPA5
ÍD 14’ 143’  DDA.[DA ...] - - PA5
ÍD 15’ 143’’  DA.[DA ...] - - PA5
ÍD 16’ 143’’’ ...] - - PA  ŠI DA5








1 BAL.[RI .. 2 aÍD
ÍD 18’ 16b145 SÌLA.[QUM ...] 22 aII
ÍD 19’ 16b146 AN.NÉ[.PÀD.DA ...] - aIII28 
ÍD 20’ 16b147 AŠ[.ŠIR.PÀD ...] 22 aIII29 
[ÍD P]ÀD.[DA 21’ 16b148 ...] 227:02 aIII30 
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: MIN [...] 
:┌MIN [...] 
: MIN x[...] 
: M a[t-xx  
-]┌ki-zu 
: M a[-…   
]x-a
: MIN ša-an-┌gi┐ 
: MIN ša-ba-re-e 
: MIN tu-um-ma-al 
: MIN la-ga-as 
 
: M a-al-lu-uh 
ú-ni 
 is ̣̣-s ̣̣u-ri 
: MIN s ̣̣e-ri 
: MIN zu-qì-qí-pi 
: tap-pá-ma-am-ma 


























ÍD 16b149 Š<ÉŠ>(ŠÍK-L<AM 22 aII
ÍD x345[... - - - 
2 1 IN [...] - aÍD Š
ÍD 
 
25’ 16b151 EDIN.NA - aIII32 
┐2 1 HUR.SAĜ 2 aÍD
ÍD 27’ 16b153 HUR.SAĜ KALAM.MA 22 - 
ÍD IN pa-28’ 16b154  ÉNSI 22 - PA5
      
ÍD IN eš-š29’ 16b155 ÉNSI - aIII37 
 k-ki      
3 1 SAĜA 2 aÍD
ÍD 31’ 16b157 ŠABRA - aIII39 
3 1 [TUM .]MA.AL - aÍD 4
ÍD BUR!-ŠIR-DIŠ 33’ 16b159 - - 












































IN ka-s - aIII41 
MUŠEN : M
IN nu- - aIII42 
IN 224:17 aIII43 
MUŠ - - 
ĜÍR.TAB! 2 a
TAB.BA.MÚ 22 aIII45 
!?-am-mZÚ.ŠAR. 22 aIII46 
AN-ME(!RAT)   
MES.HA.TIR.RA - ? 
ME.E GAL.G - aIII49 
at - aD
-bi - ibŠE(!HI).BI.IB [] 22 aIII51 ┘ └ ┘



















ÍD  [ ]
PÁ<.LI>.IŠ.TUM [ 
[NA 
HUR.SAĜ GAL [ 
D








...] 227:20 aIII57 
.] - aIII54 
- aIII55 
! D
NANA. ŠAG - aIII56 4
...] - aIII59 
...] - ? 
...] ? ? └
end of c
inu ion












cont ed  ÍD sect : 
: ì-<si->n1 - [ÍD - - 4
vacat [ÍD xx].IŠ2. - - - 
[ÍD xx.I]Š3. - vacat - - 
[ÍD SU.U]M.A.4. 16b179 vacat - aI
[ÍD S5. 16b180 - aI
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[ÍD] 16b181 U - ? 
7. 16b182 [ÍD] A.PÍL N 226:07 aIV
     
[Í]D 8. 1 EN. 22 aIV




































































A.LI.IT ̣ vacat 
   
- aI
.LI.IT ̣. vacat - aIV08 
.RA.PÍ vacat 
   
226:09 aIV11 
</>










PÍ.  22 aIV14 
.NI.ŠI   
   
A.BI vacat - aIV19 
[A] vacat - aIV20 
[A] vacat - - 
[S]A.A vacat - aI
: ÍD  ĜIŠ.KIN 226:17 aIV23 
ki-iš-↑ka-te -e   10

















:.NA - - ÍD MUN┘
ÍD : ÍD eš-šu 26. 16b201 GI[BIL] - aI
ÍD :] ÍD la-bi -ru 27. 16b202 [SUMUN 22 aI4
ÍD :] ÍD la-bi -rù LIBI[R.RA28. 16b203 22 aI4
[ÍD.DIDLI : n]a-ra-tu29. 16b204 - 4 - aI









































TÚL A KÚM.MA 
└TÚL┘ A ŠED10   
[TÚL] └A└DÙG┘[.GA 
[TÚL A HAB 








<F/B’>: b]u-ur  
[<F/B’>: bu-ur ┘ 




: bu[<F/B’>-ur-]ti A.MEŠ em-mu-ti 
: bu[<F/B’>-ur-t]i A.MEŠ ki!-s ̣ụ́-u 
<F/B’>: bu-ur-]ti A.MEŠ t ̣á-bu-ti 
: bi-i]š-tu4 
: mar-r]a-tu4 
: bu-u]r-ti ar-ku 





























 and ÉG s: A5
30.B tu -uLTÚ16b205 [
[
L - aIV29
aIV30 31. 16b206  - T
[ -ak-ku 3 - aT ÚL SIG 




[G.GA - - 4 4
]-ti DEN 30 - - ┘└
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: ra-a]-t ̣u 





: MIN ]A.ME bá-lu 
: na]-ag-ga-r

















[PA  22 aI
47. 16b222 [PA /ŠÌT 22 ? S5 
48. 16b223 [PA A 228:05 - 
49. - [... ? ? 
š-ša-ak-ki 50. 16b224 [PA SI 22 aI
a-ge-e 51. 16b225 [PA ĜA - -  S5
a-ba-re-e 52. 16b226 [PA BRA 22 aI Š5
Š ub-lu 53. 16b227 [PA DÉ.A] 228:10 aI A5
Š it-ta-na-54. 16b228 [PA DÉ.DÉ.A] 22 aI A5
u 55. 16b229 [... ? ? 
56. - [... ? ? 
57. - [... ? ?  
-hu 58. 16b230 [... - - 
59. 16b231 [...] - aI
60. 16b232 [ÉG L.BA.AN 229:08 - 






























MUL s tion: 
1.B’ :] i-ki-bu [] - [  - - 
: ka-ak-k[a-bu] 
: sa-ap-p
2. 16b233a [ - MU]L 229:23 aI
4. 16b2
: dì-il-b5. 16b235 [MUL - - 
: ni-ik-ka-ra-a[k] 6. 16b236 [MUL G 229:25a aIV
: ti-ša-7. 16b237 [MUL SIP - - 
[MUL E MU.UN : ni-ru 8. 16b238 - - 
 : KI.KÉŠ.D     

















: il-tar ka-<ka->bi 
: il-tar ka-ka-bi 
: e-ri-du4 
























10. 16b240 [MUL Š
11. 16b241 [MUL TIR
12. 16b242 [MUL NI]N SI(!S



































































































MA :16b247 - - 
MUL 
ÙZ :16b248 - - └
MUL 
PAN :16b249 2210:06 - 
23.
[M]UL : e-24. 16 22
- 
- 
- [M]UL : e-25. 16
[M]UL : bi26. 16b256 22 - 
MUL : pa-t27. 16b257 - - 
MUL : a-mu28. 16b258 22 - ┘
: še-la┐-bu
-ú-n
MUL 29. 16b259 
b260 
- - 
MUL : nu30. 16 - 
22
- 
- MUL : is31. 16
MUL 
 
: si-nu-un-tu32. 16b262 - - 
: MUL  
am-b
33. 16b263 - - MUL





: M34. 16b264 
MUL 
HUN.ĜÁ 





























 2211:10 - 
2211:08 - ┘






[ÉŠ Ú.RI.]IN x[…  
 : […] 2211:13 - ┘






























ablet 2 co sting of: 
58 C (748C =  – p.525) 
8E =
59 C (749C = j – p.394) 




KI sec on: 
1’ tr
8E
es of first n only 


























































[… - - 
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KI 16b012 TA.ŠI[.HU …] 213:01 - 
KI 14’ 16b013 BU.L[A.LA …] 21 aI33 









1’8C ┌KI- [...] vac ? ? 
2’ - [...] vac ? ? KI 
3’ 









KI : ú- - - [...] 



































36 IRI .U]Š 
ZI.IB]. N.  
HAL.]H























14’ - vac ? ? 






























: ma18’ 16b042 [ ].GA 
L.GI.
- aIIRI



























































































16b044a [IRI vac - aI
16b044b [IRI vac - id
16b045 [IRI]BA
I I[A
 vac - aII21 
16b046 [ ]
I
BA.  vac - - NA
.NA  
└
: a-16b047 [ ]
I
- - M
 : a-16b048 [ ] 217:16 aII23 A
.TUM[  
.TU[M] 
16b049 vac - - 
[
IRI
















































































EN KI 16b083 D[UL ...] - aII66 
DU
┐[. NU … KI - .. 2110:14 aII67-9
- U … ...] id idD







12’ 16b085 Z ...] 21 aIII01 HA
Z BAL.RI KI 13’ 16b086 ...] 21 aIHA
14’ ÀL ÚR 10:19 KI 16b087 L[ ...] 21 aIII03 











? ...] - - 1 Z

















1’9E ┌ÍD- [... ...] ? ? 
2 16 ...] - aIÍD ŠI
ÍD 3’ 
4’ 16b139



























EN6b140 ...] 1 aIII23 
ÍD 6’ 6b141 ...] aIII24 
ÍD 7’ 6b142 ...] - 
ÍD 
5





































<ÍD> B[AL.RI 6b144 ...] 4 aIII26 
...] aIÍD
ÍD 
AN14’ 6b146 ...] aIII28 
ÍD 
┘ NÉ
AŠ[.ŠIR15’ 6b147 ...] 2 1 aII
ÍD 







I30a ÍD Š[É6b149 ...] 3 aII
































1’8E [ÍD] ┌SA┐.┌AM.SI16b190 vacat] 22 aI
[Í]D 2’ 16b191 SA.AM.SI.LU.NI vacat] 22 aI
[Í]D 3’ 16b193 SA.AM.SI.  22 aI
   [.NU.HUŠ.NI.ŠI vacat]   
┌ÍD┐ 4’ 16b194 A.BI.ŠU vacat - aI
5 1 AM.MI.DI.TA.AÍD
ÍD 6’ 16b196 AM.MI<.A>.DU vacat - - 
ÍD 7’ 16b197 SA.AM vacat - aI
ÍD : ÍD  8’ 16b198 ĜIŠ.K 226:17 aI
 ki-iš-k[a</>     

















































: ÍD eš-šu - aI
: ÍD  22 aI
la-b<8E/9E   
: ÍD  22 aI
la-<8E/9E>bi   4














































:<8E/9E> bu-ur-tu4 el-la-tu4 
:<8E/9E> bu-ur-ti D30 
:<8E/9E>] bu-ur-ti šar-ru-ki 
: b]u-ur-ti gi5-il-ga-mèš 
┌: [<9C/9E>bu-ur-t]i  
    A.MEŠ em┘-└mu┘-└ti┘ 
: bu-ur-[ti A.MEŠ ki-s ̣̣ú-u] 
: bu-ur-ti A.MEŠ t[̣á-bu-ti] 
: bi-iš-tu4 
: mar-ra-t[u4] 
































15’8E [t]u-ul : bu-ur-[t<8E/16b205  - aITÚL
TÚL LÁ : a-s[u<8E/9E>]-16’ 16b206 aI






























































: il-tar ka-ka-bi 
: il-tar ka-ak-ka-bi 
: MUL ha-ba-sị-na-nu 
























10’ 16b245 EN.TE.NA BA
11’ 16b246 IM ŠU.RIN MUNU





















































































13’ 16b248 ÙZ 
14’ 16b249 PAN 



















20’ 16b255 MUŠEN TI8
21’ 16b256 UDUIDIM
22’ 16b257 QÀ.AN.
23’ 16b258 MAR.TU 
24’ 16b259 .A KA5
25’ 16b260 6 KU
26’ 16b261 MUŠEN 
┘
 27’ 16b262 MUL SIM└ └




Part 1 - Text Edition  
Extract 1 - 559 D (7455+74155b – p.193) – right side with Akkadian equivalents possibly 















2. 16 MIN 
3. 16b146 MIN 
4. 16b147 MIN AŠ.ŠIR
5. 16b148 MIN PÀD.DA
MIN ┌ŠÉ6. 16b149 
7. 16b150 MIN ŠUR.ŠUM 
8. 16b151 MIN┘ EDIN.NA └
9. 16 [M]IN HUR.SAĜ 
Lower Edge 
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Fragm
 H  – p )  































558 ’ (74114h .285




4’ 16b018 [SA.AD].MÁ.RÍ KI 
KI 
vaca
5’ 16 [SA.A .BA.RI […] 21 aI
6’ 16b020 [SA […] - - 









3:14 41.DUG.RI […] 21 aI
.BA(!ÚB).D[U? 8’ 16b022 [IR]I …] 213:16 aI42
9’ - [IR]I .BA(!ÚB) [… …] - - ┘
 
558 I (74117b – p.289)  


















































- D [  
 
558 J (74104g – p.2   
t of a 16b text 
16b074 ┐ [KI - aII53
61)
par






























[…] 3’ [KA]R B





[ ]  D …KA R └ŠU
D
└
[KA]R [UT …] 6’ ┘
 
58 L (74232f – p.538)  5
probably part of 16bT1 I 



























5’ [ INA]M.ME.ED …] 
 
559 G (74199b – p.
t of a 16b text, p 16bT2 V 
- [… ? ? 
490)  
par erhaps part of 





































Part 1 - Text Edition  
7’ 16b186 [ÍD 



















9’ [ÍD HA.A]M.M …] 
[ÍD HA.AM.M]U[.RA10’ …] 
 
559 H (74232a – p.538)  
part of a 16b text, could belong to either 16bT1 IV or 16bT2 IV 






































Fragments not used: 
 M, all floating fragments listed here (most probably) belong to the 
ngual version of 16 but, because of their small size an k of physical joins, there is 
fficient context low for a reconstruction of the sequence in which their entries are to 
ordered. 
 – p.331)  
art of a 16b text but deviating: does not join 16bT 1 or 2 
ŠU].I 
: MIN x[…] 






With the exception of 558
bili d lac





1’ traces only 
2’ [IRI]ŠU 
IRI3’ [
: MI4’ [IRIŠU.HA].A 
: MI5’ [IRINÍĜ.KUD].DA 
: MI6’ [IRIS]A.GAZ 
: MI[IRIH]UN.ĜÁ 7’ 
: [IRIx] SU 8’ M└
[IRIx]KID [ 9’ …] 
10’ traces only 
4)  

















: AN[ …] 
: AN x[…] 
: AN x[…] 
: IRI ur-sal[-gar] 
: IRI ki-iš [] 
: IRI šu-ma┐[-…] 
└: IRI šu-r]u
?-…] 
: IR]I pa-r[a-ši] 
 
558 G (74158k – p.39
probably part of 16bT1 or 2 
11’ traces only 
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558 M (74238v – p.562) 
isolated fragments with a few signs belonging to unidentified entries; 
rt of 15 Tablet 1 (because M has KI instead MIN) or of 




unilingual but neither pa




















558 N (74238w – p.562) 










 J (  – 
bab f 
 few  o
[...   
MIN SU. .[...  
R[A.PÍ    







559 74117g p.290) 
pro ly part o a 16b text 








┌MIN SU.UM.[...   
UM
MIN SU.UM.[...   
[MI]N HA.MU.





 of xt 
 ha  ÍD’s without context 
’ (7412  – p.311) 
part  a 16b te but 
only s a few
Part 1 - Text Edition  
Division 17 (canonical XXIII) 
let 1 consisting of: 
34) 
  – 
 C  – 
 D – p
 E 271 – p
 F 113a – p
 4107o – 
’ 4107ab 
as ed that found for division long to one tablet (with 3 colu ns on 
 s ). Form (size, ruling) and (repetition of key words often 
at M r out this assumption. Because the preserved fragme  
re y a  the canonical key word sequence (i.e. sequence TU7, 
 ŠI IR, UNU4, NÍĜ.ÀR.RA, D , NINDA) and the canonical column 
t ( Š f  II and NINDA f ost of V and VI). Note that little of 
ex ser  content nonical versio - the 
ns giv ther than prov
er
1’  - T ...] - 
 
17 Tab
560 A (7496b – p.2
560 B (74105k p.267) 
560 (74118a p.291) 
560 (74186 .460) 
560 (74 .586) 
560 (74 .283) 
560 G (7 p.272) 
560 ‘I  (7 – p.275) 
It is sum  all fragments 17 be m
each ide al properties  content 
indic ed with IN) seem to bea nts lack
cohe nce, the re mostly ordered using
 SÚN, TITAB, MKAŠ, M, BAPP , ZÍDU8
coun with KA illing most of I and illing m
the t t is pre ved and that much of its  deviates from the ca n 















T [Ú GAL 
 G[Ú TUR 
 G[Ú NÍĜ.ÀR.RA 
 G[Ú … 
MIN A[R.ZA.NA 

















<A/I>MIN g]u-ni-mu-ur-17 MIN - 
<A/I>]x IM A RI?- MIN [...] - └ ┘
break 














[MIN … S]AR vaca - 
mu-t[MIN - 
ku!-un-ši[MIN ...]GAB - 
šar-ma-17009 [MIN ...]x - 
r]a-bi-k◦u6’’ 17010 [MIN … 13 - 
: bi-qí-qì 7’’ 17011 [MIN ...] - └
8’’F -└bi┘-└ku13┘ 
[qì] 
r<F/D>a17012 [MIN ZÍD.D]A - 






 pa-ap-pa-si SIG5-qí 
pa-a[MIN .. - 


















: K[AŠ ...] 
: KAŠ.M[EŠ ...] 






1’’’B []┌TU- ...] - 7
[] KAŠ 2’’’ 1 [...] - 




end of column 
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MIN ĜARZ[A<F/C>] MAH 
MIN <F/C> NAG.AB 
MIN NAG. <F/C>  
> MIN ša-bu]-┌lu 





: KA◦Š.MEŠ ↑ša-te-e 







<D/C5’D 17 MIN(KAŠ) x[ - 
<D/C>6’ 17 MIN xx[ - 
: MI7’ 17 MIN xx 23
: [<D8’ - [MIN x]x[x]x - 
9’ - [MIN … ...] - 









- 13  ’
14’
… 
MIN <F/C>┌ZÍZ 17024 vacat - 
MIN IM<F/C>Ĝ ĜA(Á15’ 17025 vacat - A
<F/C>AN-NA) 
MIN <F/C> ĜAR
16’ 17026 vacat - 






MIN <F/C> GIBIL 21’ 17031 -  
MIN <F/C> SUMUN └ ┘
perhap  lin
’Co
s 1 or 2 es missing 
]↑si!-ka-ar ra-x-su 1’’  - [... - 
about is
Co 
 EŠ ha-su┘[-...] 
















1’Co MIN [x K]AŠ [ ...] - 
2’ - KAŠ [x] KAŠ [ ...] - 
3’ 
4’ 















































..] - x SÚ .
...] 
- └
x[... 13’ - - 
ZÍD
┐[?14’ - ...] 23U4




Part 1 - Text Edition  
Revers



















posit n of G u lear - placement provisi







































1’C : 17 [ DA ]x NIN
[ DA] IŠ
NIND
: gul-g2’ 17 NIN MI
[ ] : tu-ma3’ 17 NINDA  LÀL
[NINDA] : ku-si4’ 17 PAD


















[NIN]DA NÍĜ ŠE SA.A 
[NINDA] GÚ.GAL 
[NINDA] GÚ.TUR 
[NINDA] GÚ NÍĜ!.ÀR.RA 
[NINDA G]Ú GAL.GAL 
Š na-ru-q[u] 
 NINDA.MEŠ lu-up-p[í] 
: NINDA.MEŠ pár-s ̣i 
: NINDA.MEŠ KASKALni 
: NINDA.MEŠ qa-<li->ia-ti 



















[ ] KUŠ . .  :
E : NINDA.ME K
3. 17048 














[NINDA ZÍD] GIG 
[NINDA E]ŠA 
[NINDA EŠ]A SIG5 










(15’ a few traces only) 
break followed by 


























NINDA.MEŠ MIN [...] 










4 lines missing 
 222


















17064 [NINDA PA.N]A.NI.KUM : pa-an-ni-gu - 
15’ - [MAN ]└TIL MAN - 
rest of column empty 
 
Fragment not used: 
 
560 ‘J’349 (74199p – p.495) 
1’ - [...]








































about 1 ines mi adian column) 
-2’’ isolated R nly 
2 l ssing (vacat in Akk
U sign and traces o1’’
Part 1 - Text Edition  
Division 18 (canonical XXIV) 
 so aterial is listed in the (alphabetical) mar VI/4 
um se  on the assumption that all texts are parts of one tablet (4 c
eac ith bv I/Rev VIII, E Obv IV/Rev V and G VII/VIII with the final MAN 
mal properties (ruling, bilingual format and consistent use of ‘:’ indicators as 
 to repeat key words) seem to bear out this assumption. Except where obvious 
ed, this reconstruction provisionally maintains the canonical key 
nce LÀL, Ì, ŠIM, GA, ŠE, IN.NU, NU,ÚR.MA, ZÚ.LUM.MA, U4.HI.IN, MUN, 
, ESIR).  
) M
 
18 Tablet 1  
publication order of EThe urce m but the 
col n count u d is based olumns 
on h side w  A O
[TIL] line). For
ell as of MINw
deviations are encounter
ence (i.e. sequeword sequ
, ÚKUŠNAGA
 





2’ (p1’- arts of IN only 
Ì[... 3’ - ...] ? 
end
v
 of column 
er
II 
└ ┘ └ .ZA 
A.Z]A SIG5 : pa-p[a-su ...] - 
Re se 
VI
. : pa-pa[-su] 1
2. - [x BA.B
- [x] BA . - BA
3. 
4. - 
- [x BA.BA.ZA M]UN 
[x BA.BA.ZA ]SIG5 




5. trac only 













561  (7  p.548) 
I 























 MIN] ZAG.G[A 
IN] DÙG.GA  [...] 
035 
24037 









10’ traces only 



















: Ì [...] 
: Ì.ME[Š ...] 
: MIN ka-[...] 



















 (7489l – p.223) 
II 
1’ t es only 
: GA.MEŠ m2’ 18013 [GA KU ] 24099-17
: k]i-ši-im-m[u] 3’ 18014a [GA HAB 24










(74127d  p.321)  
se
I
1’-2’ traces only 
3’ 




Low  Edge 






: ša-1. 18017 [MIN] HÁD.DU - └
:] da2. 18018 [MIN SIG - 5 └
 




1’ traces only 
┌KI2’ - ...] ? 
3’ - KI x[...] ...] ? 
4’ - ZÚ.LUM.M ...] ? 










7’ - LAM(!?ÚKUŠ) [... 
LAM(!?ÚK





  ...]x uh-hu-li 
  ...]x-ta MIN 








3’ - [... 
 



































: rat ̣-bu 
: ku-up-ru 
















5’ 18030 [...]x.LÁ S
6’ 18031 [... IGI] ESIR : pa-an it!-te-e 
7’ 18032 [...] ESIR : qí-i-ru 
8’ 18033a [...] ESIR 
9’ 18033b [Ì.KUR].RA
10’ - [MAN]                    MAN - 
 





[U .I]N x ┌MA┐ 
[U .I]N GANBA 
[U .I]N KI.KÁG.SILIM 

































[Z M.MA] DURU5 



















































561 ‘K 7d 




M   
’ (7419 – p. 483) 











end of c  
gm t used: 
‘J’ k –
l (p gge  fragment may belong .  Formal properties , 
gua peated key words) as well as the entry h , 
 hi mi usible, but the fact that no entries identifiable as belonging 






561  (74143  p.353) 
sts that thisCivi .20) su  to division 18 (ruling
bilin l format, frequency of MIN’s for re é-e-qu
from aqu ‘to x’, makes this pla
to di ion 18 can be reconstructed with certain akes it text.  
Thematic Sign-lists * LÚ=ša * Division 1 





A (74121 – p.294-300) this piece is divided into two fragments:  
 Ob Rev  Obv right/Rev le
N3 48p





















t 1 cons ting of: 
 right and A’’ =
602 
A’ = v left/ ft 
51 (741602  – p.378) 
p.538) 























: be5. 1001e LÚ 
: a-m6. 1001f LÚ 1007 00





















: LUGAL KUR kiš-šá-ti 
55 
1056 - 
: LU1002 1046 - LUGAL ŠÚ
MIN u  <:10352> : M1003 1051 - 5




MIN in-nu-u : : M1005 - 
: MIN 1006 MIN NÍĜIN - 
: MIN 1007 MIN KIŠ 10 - 
MIN ŠÁR353 : MIN 1008a - - 































: LUGALrù kul-la-li 1010 MIN NIN AL.LA.AK.A 1063-4 - 
: MIN ha-1 M 1
: MIN ap-si-iMIN AB.ZU 19. 
: MIN a-mur-20. 1013 MIN MA 10
10
- 
: MIN KURti šu-mé-riMIN KI.EN.GI ZA21. 1014 - 




: MMIN AN.NA 22. 10 - 
: M23. 10 MIN GI.NA - 



























la-ga-a[r:LÀGAR(SAL-HÚ ...] 1021 1085 - 









   5
: [...LI.BI.IR 31. 1023 
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: š[u-kal-mah-hu] 1088 00
: LÚ[ ...] - - 
: MIN LU[GAL] MIN LUGAL 10 - 
: MIN i◦[-tu-ú] MIN Ì.DU  10 008
: x[...] 1028b MIN Ì.DU idem idem
:[ ...] 1029 MIN GIR
LÚ
1096 - 
:1030 MIN K [...] 1097 00┘
1031 MIN DI.KU[ ...] 10 - 
1032 MIN NÍĜ [...] 1099 - 






1035 MIN ŠA BRA(PA-[AL) ...] 1102 - 
- MIN [...   ...] ? ? 
- MIN [... ...] ? ? 
- MIN [... ...] ? ? 
- MIN [... ...] ? ? 
...] 1036 SUKKAL.[SUKKA 11 01
50. 1037 EGI[R.SUKKAL ...] 1108-9 - 
...] 51. 1038 ZAB[AR.DAB 1121 013 
52. 1039 GAL.Z[U ...] 1116 - 
53. 1040 .Z[U.UNKIN.NA ...] 1117 015 GAL└ ┘
54. 1041 ĜIŠ[?GU.ZA.LÁ ...] 1125 017 
AD
!.[GI55. 1042 .GI ...] 1127 - 4 4 
: ra-ab sík-]ka-ti x[xx] 56. 1042’ GI(!KI).M[AH.AD.GI4.GI4 1128 016 





57. 1043 RA.A[B SIK.KA.TIM - 01
: ra-ab sí]k-k58. 1044 RA.A[B SIK.KA.TIM 1129 01






tu4  30 0 : ra-ab sík-ka-]1045 RA.A[B SIK 11 02└
kà-an-nu    











: ra-bi-a-n]u 1046 RA.A[B - 02
: ra-bi-]an a-mu1047 RA.A[B MAR.TU - 02
- RA.[?GABA ...] 1131 023-4
65. - RA.[?GABA ...] idem idem
...] 66. - RA.[?GABA idem idem























28 2 1 ÉNS[I  .. 1 0


























: MI9. 1054 MIN É.NA KIŠIB.DUB.BA. - 03
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: M1 MIN GI - - 
: M11. 1056 MIN ĜIŠKÍĜ.T 1135j - 
: MIN12. 1057 MIN KI.UŠ(!ÚŠ) : KI.SIG - - 10 
: MIN a-mu13. 1 UM.MI.A.AN K - - 
.A -ru-u É.DUB GI[ ...] : ma14. 1059 DUMU.MEŠ É.DUB.BA - - 






















































IN É na-ak-kam-ti 
IN É na-di-ti 
IN É gi-pá-ri 
MIN É UZU 


























: ša10 [ŠÀ.TAM].GAL 11 - 
: M1062 
1063 
[MIN I]RI 11 - 
: M22. [MIN LU]G  11 032 AL
[MIN K]Á.GAL : M23. 1064 11 035 
033 : M24. 
25. 
1065 [MIN ]◦É.GAL 11
: M1066 [MIN KÁ ]◦É 11 03
: M26. 1067 [MIN G]UR7 - - 
: M27. 1068 [MIN Ĝ]IŠKIRI - - 
: M28. 1069 [MIN ] ◦É - - 
: M29. 1070 [MIN É NA.KAM.]TUM 11 04
: M30. 1071 [MIN É NA.DI.]TI 11 04
: M31. 1072 [MIN É ]ĜI .PAR (!PÀR 1137j - 6 4
: 3 1073 [MIN É] UZU 1 0
: M33. 1074a [MIN É ]UŠ.BAR 11 03
: MIN É uš-bá-ri 34. 1074b [MIN É ]UŠ.BAR id idem
┌MIN┐[É NÍĜ.GÚN : MIN É ú-nu-ti 35. 1075a 11 - 
MIN É◦ ┌NÍĜ┐.┌GÚN┐. : MIN M36. 1075b idem - 
: MIN MIN 37. 1076 MIN É NÍĜ.ŠÁR.RI - - 
: MIN a-mur-r38. 1077 MIN MAR.TU - - 
: MIN be-el-ti 39. 1078 MIN NIN - - 
: MIN ma-ru-u40. 1079 MIN NAM.DUMU.A - - 
: ZU ma-as ̣-ha-ra-ta-š     
: MIN É.HI.A DIĜ41. 1080 MIN É DIĜIR.E.NE - - 
: ša-at-tam-mu . TAM.E.NE 42. 1081 11 - ŠÀ└ ┘ └




11 0443. 1082 [GÁB].SAR 



















: tụ́-up-šar-rù 1084 [] DUB.SAR 11 04
: tụp-šar-ma-hu 1085 [MIN M]AH 11 049 
: 1086 [MIN IR]I - - 
: MIN LUGAL 48. 1087 [MIN LUGAL] 11 050 
: za-za-ak-ku 49. 1088 [MIN ZAG.G]A 11 04
: MIN um-ma-ni 50. 1089 [MIN KI-SU-L]U-NÍ 11 054 
   (!-ŠÈ-NÍG=   
52. 1090 [MIN KURU7(SIG5).AK : MIN pí-qí-t]i 1141c 058 
(perhaps) a few lines missing 





MIN um-ma [ÚMUN 
























MIN [ ...] - - 
MIN DÙN┐[ ...] 11 - 
: [...] MIN . LA . 11 - GAL└ ┘└ ┘ └
[MIN ...].ZU 
┘
: x[...] ? - 
[MIN] . [...] 1141k - KUG└ ┘
about 1  missing before end of column 
t 2  mis







abou 0 lines sing 
1’-4’ ave M nly 
5’A’ - MIN(ŠU.I) IŠ [... ...] - - 
MIN AŠ x[... 6’ - ...] - - 
MIN G7’ 1094 ...] - 087 
8’ 1095 MIN G[ÚN ...] - - 
9’ 1096 MIN E[GIR.RA
ŠU. Z[U.ZU 
...] - 08
10’ 1097 ...] - - I 





























...] 11 095 






1104 MUHALDIM BA[NŠUR ...] - - 












GUD GAZ  
LÁ)<A’/A’’> 
.[ <A’/A’’>] : pa-li-ku 
ĜÍR.RI.A◦(!




: a-ri-ru 11 099 
: lu-ur-ra-ak[-ku] - 100 
22’ 





<A’/A’’> : tị̀-ib-bi[-hu] 
!
- - 
























<A’/A’’> : ma-an-du-u - 106 
: ma-an-du-gal<-lu> 
MIN ra-bu-u 




: MIN GU.L - - 
MIN TUR.R ’/A’ A
<A’/A’’> 
ru : MIN s ̣a-ah- - 10└
: MIN IRIMIN IRI 
<A’/A’’>
- - ┘ 
: MIN L[UGAL] MIN LUGAL 
ĜIŠ .ZA 
- - 























: [<A’/A’’>š]a[-qu-u] - 11
(    
[MIN] GAL <A’/A’
<A’/A’
: MI[N gal-lu] - 11
: MIN [IRI] [ - - 
[MIN LUGAL <A’/A’’> :] MIN L[UGAL] 
<A’/A
- 12
: [ ’’>M]IN be[-e[MIN NIN - 12
 230

























-a]s ̣[-s ̣a-ru] 
a]s ̣-x[x IRI] 
N] LU[GAL] 
N a]-bu-u◦l-l[i] 
: [MIN <A’/A’’> ]◦É.GALli 
: MIN KÁ┐<A’/A’’> É.GALli┐ 
: MIN ka-<A’/A’’>re-e 
: MIN ki-r<A’/A’’>i-i 














[EN.NU.ÙĜ <A’/A’’> : ma123 2I14 - 
[MIN IRI <A’/A’’> : ma-124 - - 
[MIN LUGAL <A’/A’’> 
>
: MI125 - - 
[MIN KÁ.GAL <A’/A’’ : MI 2I - 
42’ 11
43’
44’ 1131 [MIN É A’’>
: MIN É.HI.<A’/A’’>.A DIĜIR
A’’>
45’ 132 [MIN É DIĜIR.E.N 2I23 - 
: ma-aṣ-s ̣a-[<A’/46’ 133 [EN.NU.ÙĜ.] - - 






 134 [UGULA GÁ]N.NU - - 
: i-tu-u’-u 48’ 135 Ì.DU - 130 8 





















Ì DU. UG   - - 8 L AL











Ì.DU  É.GA]L - 18
: MIN K[Á  É.GAL ] .DU8 KÁ É.GAL] 
[Ì.DU  GUR
- 140 └
: MIN ka-]r[e-e] ] - - 8 7







Ĝ.E.NE    
 a few s missing before end of column
 
IV 
boua  lines sing 
.ÚS.E.NE1’U : a-kíl [...] 146 [UGULA AGA
PA
- - 
: a-kíl [...] 2’ 147 [UGULA SI - - 




























┘.[Ì    
[MIN] 
[a-al-li] 
: a-kíl nap-pa┐[-hi] 
: MIN na-ag-ga-r[i] 
: MIN pa-ha-ri : x[...] 
MIN pur-gul-li 
 ni-ig-gul-li 




























: a-k]íl 149a [UGULA É 
[
- 147 É└ ┘ 
: MIN ša-p]i-ir 
┌: ┌a┐-┌kíl ki-s








=BÁHAR     
: [UGULA] BUR.GUL 1 1 -  
: MIN11’ 1156 [UGULA] NÍĜ.GUL -  
: [UGULA] KUG.DÍM 1 1 -  
: MI[UGULA] TIBI13’ 1158 -  
: MIN14’ 1159 [UGULA NAG -  
 qa-AB(!at)-ni┐    
15’
   
A ĜÍR].Ì.GU .E 
M[IN s]i-
: MIN1160 [UGULA] DÍM -  
└kà-rù 
: MIN mu-ša-‘i-k[i-16’ 1161 
62 
[UGUL
: s17’ 11 [UGULA] Ì. - 
- 
┘└└
...] 18’ 1163 [UGULA] ŠUR└
probab es m
A’’ 1171 .A ur-t]e-en-nu - 
ly 8 lin issing 
: tu-27’ [UGULA É DUB.BÁ - 
probably 7 lines missing 
32’-34’ traces only 
35’A’’ 1176b [UG]ULA A.SI.[RI ...] - - 
 231


















1177 [UG]ULA SI.IK.[KA.TU ...] 2II06’ 
[UG]ULA NAM 1 me-at37’ 1178 [...] 2I 74 
38’ 1178b [UG]ULA NAM 5 ...] 2II10’ 73b 
39’ - [UG]ULA NAM 1[ ...] ? 
about  mi n 
r
t s m
 1191 ┌ru┐ 85 2  




abou ten line issing 







: MIN LU]GAL [EN LUGAL - 
























GUDUG BAL.LÁ KUR9.[RA 



























 : [GUDUG : pa-š]i-šu : ma-hi-r - 
: g]u-da ap-su 1195 GUDUG AB.[ZU 40
: g]u-da ab-la-a1196 GUDUG [AB.BA .  40L LÁ




: ma-an-za-az  1198 40
ma-an-za  
: a-ṣe-e ma-an-za-al-ti 1199 40
: p[G UG BA .LÁ - 
13’ 
 





























ù-]ru-uh : URUH : ú◦-ru-uh-hu - 55 
  
IŠIB INANNA














1.A 1209 EN-GAG-S ...] 2I
  [EZEN(!U   
NIN-GAG-
┐
2. 1210 [...] 2I
























: i[š-ta-ri -  
[xx] [...] 40
in 7-8 o y the sig  and LA, respectively, are v







ns “:”nl isible, followed by 
a 5
1’A’ - ĜURUŠ [... ...] ? ? 
2’ 1215 ĜURUŠ [TU ...] - - 
3’ 1216a ...] 3I - ĜURUŠ TA
4’ 1216b ĜURUŠ TAB.B[ ...] id - 
 232









ĜURUŠ [<A’/A’’> DILI] 
I 
ÚS > re-ši 
01 6a 
em 
┌: e┐-┌du┐ 3III80 314 
SAĜ 
<A’/A’’> 
DIL : e-du - 316 
SAĜ.<A’/A’’>ÚS : ka-ia-ma-nu 42 31















: ki-sa-luh-1221b 2I03 318 
UGULA 




































MIN <A’/A : um-ma14’ 1225 - - 
MIN <A’/A’’> : MIN sa-a15’ 1226 3I 323 
MIN N[Í.<A’/A’’>] : MIN šar-ra-qí 16’ 1227 - - 
: MIN ha-am-ba-tiMIN L[Ú17’ 1228 SA.GA - - <A’/A’’>
MIN L[ÚIM.RI.A <A’/A’ : ]MIN ki-im-ti 18’ 1230 - - 
MIN e-[er : ÉR <A’/A
<A’
: MI]N bi-ki-ti 19’ 1231 - - 





21’ - - ? 
...-n]i-t22’ - - ? 






0 lines sing 
1’’N 356MIN(AMA) [1233 ...] - 33
2’’ 1234 MIN NU.[Ú ...] - 335 
3’’-5’’ IN
ap  m  of column 
as race
t 1 mis
have M  only 
perh s 8 lines issing before end
 
VII 
A’ h some t s for line 1 
abou 3 lines sing 
1’AI 357┌ŠEŠ┐[... - ...] - ? 
2’ - ŠEŠ [... ...] - ? 
3’ - ŠEŠ [... ...] - ? 
...] 4’ 1235 NIN.A◦[.NI - - 
5’ - IM.RI.A◦[ 
6’ 
7’ 1236 




’>: MIN r]a-pa-aš-t[u4] - - 




.IM RI└ ┘ └
















x]xx-bu - x[... - ? 
: u]s-su┐[-m]u - [... - ? 
: KI(!qú)-ur-ru-ru : 12’ - [...]x - ? 
↑ga -ar-g[a     14













SIKI NA BI 
: su-uh-šu : iz-bu 











 : GAL : ú-ru - 371240a 4 
gal : GAL : bi-iṣ-s ̣u-ru - 3815’ 1240b 4 
 233








V65 : ta-ri-tu  : ta-ri-↑’i-tu19’ 1243 EME.DA 3I 385 4
: e-20’ 1244 EME.DA - 386 





















: ši-AMA.SIKI 3I - 
: p1246b AMA.SIKI 3I - 
mu-um-mu
 : UM.MA : ši1247a 3I 39
26’ 1248 [BUR.]ŠÚM.MA -šum-tu4 :↑MUNUS ši-ib-
 


















: ši[AB].BA 3I 403 
: ši1 [AB.B]A IRI - 405 
: ši-1251 [AB.BA] LUGAL - - 
: ši1252 [AB.BA] DI<.KUD> - - 













: a-bu 1255 AB 
: a-bu 34’ 1256 AD 
: a-bu 1257 A 35’
: a-bi a-bi 36’ 1258 A.A 









: muš-ta-<ri->hu : ↑ x[...] 1260a Š
1 6  
[ AG4].KI.






















idem 43’ 1262b [INIM ŠÁR
44’ 1263a [ ]: [N











47’ 1265 MIN IRI 
 





























assumed end of column359 
 
VIII 











5 : nu-ba-an-d[u - 43



















: ri-id G[UD] - 
 a]t-ta[-rù6. - - GUD
ku-ut-t[a-na7. ] - - GUD └
 234






















 a]b-ši- im8. AB.[SÍN - 45└
9. 78b AB.[SÍN ..] - id
10. 79 AB.SÍN ..] - id
11. 80 AB.SÍN ...] - 45
360 AB.SÍN NÍĜ.GILIM.M[A? 81 ..] - - 


















 x[...] 14. 83 DUR  - - 
15. DUR [... ..] - 460-1
16. DUR LU [... ..] - 46
17. DUR LU [... ..] - idem
LU.[GÚ361 18. 84 ...] - 46





















[...] (and) soothsayer. 
lines m ing 
n362 Colop
1’A’ U HA] D 
[on of Bacal-qar]ra2’ [UMU D .UR.]SAĜ d, 
... (and)] soothsayer, 3’ Úx LÚ]A (NÍNDAXNUN) 
c , a-la 4’ U[MU D la
diviner of] the gods ÚHAL š5’ DIĜIR.MEŠ 









 (7  – 
 (7 – p
 (7  – 
 (7  – p




a C  to be part of 1 T 2, frag w traces the 














isting of363: 1 - Ta et 2 co
602 D 4148b p.373-4) 
602 F 4148l .377) 
602 G 4134d p.342) 
602 H 4135j .343) 
602 S 4146d .366-7) 
602 ‘A ’ (741  – 31)  p.3
602 ‘
 






t, if 602 +I should also prove ment C has a fe of 
gns in t
34 
 first part of IV  
GULA GÁN. U 
cluding U [GU LA and
a- l k]à[-an-ni] 1’AF kí
i-tu-]u’-┌ú┐ 
- - U N







I]N -gal-lu - - 
Ì.DU  IRI - - 8
about
entrie
































































: ┌MIN┐┌ re-1147 [UGUL]A SIPA.E.N◦E - - 






























]A  TIBIRA 









































IN <AE/S> e]-du-bi 
tu-ra-ta-nu 
AE/S> MI]N  
ak-kam-ti 
IN É<D/S>] na-di-ti 
IN <D/S>] ┌É gi5-pá-ri 
IN É] UZU 
IN É] uš-bá-ri 






: MIN Éti 364[UG]ULA É◦ 1149 - 14
: MIN ša-pí-ir13’ 1149 [UG]ULA É◦ - 14
[UGUL]A KISAL┐ : MIN ki-sa-al-li 14’ 1150 - - 
: MIN nap-pa15’ 1151 [UG]ULA SIMUG - 190 
: MIN na-ag[UG]UL16’ 1152 - - 
: MIN pa-ha[UG]U17’’ 1153 - - 







: MIN nig-g19’’ 1156 - - 
: MIN ku-u20’’ 1157 - - 
: MIN qur-21’’ 1158 - - 
: MIN na-ga-a22’’ 1159 - - ┘
: MIN i-ti-i<D/S>n-n[i] 23’’ 1160 - - 
: MIN mu2 - - U
[U]GU : KU(!MIN) 25’’ 1162 - - 
   Ì◦[.ĜIŠ]   
: MIN re-hi[-sị] 
<AE/D> an








































[ ] <D/AE> x[
- - 
: ]U GULA   
<D/AE> 
U 













- : MIN 
 <A
 ŠU KU
UG] LA ŠU.KU : MIN mi-i
: MIN ha[-<AE/S
[ U




- UGUL A S A
[ -[</>K : MIN <AUG]ULA  IM
[U ]ULA ZUH
- - 
: M - - G
[UGUL]A É
└
[: M - - 
┌
DU[B<D/AE>  : ↑   
[: <[UG]ULA É - 156c
<D/AE>. na-   NA KAM┘ └
: M[UG]ULA É Ĝ - - 
: M[UG]ULA É [ĜI - - 6
: M[UGULA É UZU - 152 
: M[UGULA É UŠ.BAR 2II02’ 153 
:]┌M[UGULA É UŠ.BAR idem idem
:] MIN a-si-ri [UGULA A.SI.RI - - 










: MIN si-ik-k]a-tu 1177 [UGULA SI.IK.KA.TUM 2II06’ - 
[UGULA NAM 1 me-at : MIN] ma-at 1178 2I 174 └




Thematic Sign-lists * LÚ=ša * Division 1 
Reverse 
V 
s  few  but the only complete Akkadian word is └: ši-ba-tu4, 
ng an u entry 











: pa-ar-sụ DIĜIR.ME[Š] 










S pre erves a  signs above D
belo ing to nidentified 
1’-2’ nly iso d signs belongin entries 
: pa┐-┌ar┐s ̣u 3’D 
4’ 1179b 
1179a [PA]-AN=[ĜAR] - 17
5
6’ 1181 






































:  na-ka-su - PA - IB┘ └ ┘└ ┘ └
10’ 1183d MIN 
11’ 1183e 
: e-se12’ 1183f MIN - 8320
: e-se -pu 13’ 1183g MIN - id20
: sú-‘u-tu4 14’ 1183h MIN - idem
: qa-ab-la-tu15’ 1183i MIN - idem
: na-aš-pa-LU(!ku) :  16’ 1183j MIN - idem
ma-ši-mu      
: maš-hu-tu4 
!
17’ 1183k MIN - id
: ša-[a]p -pu 18’ 1183m ŠAB - - 






KIŠIB 4 É.DÙ.TUM 
UGULA GI.DUB.BA.A 
4 ŠIB 




 : LÚĜ.ĜÁ : sụ-u◦l-la-nu 
┐ ┌  
21’ 1186a - 196 




Ĝ.ĜÁ : la-a └MIN┘[] - - 
: la-a MIN 
1187b [N]U. LÚ






















A.PA. [  
AL - 200 







? ...] 11 205 
1191  : L[AGAR ...] 1085 206 
31’ 
 78 7 
...] - - 1192 EN L[UGAL 






[M]IN BAL.LÁ.TA É[D  
[MIN] BAL.LÁ KUR9.RA 
N
 BAL. ] D INANNA┘ 
-n]a-nu 
[ G/AF>: ma-an-za-az  
m -al-ti 
:a-s ̣e-e ma-a]n-za-al-ti 





















gud-da1194 [: GUDUG ...] - 20┘
┌
GUDUG [AB.ZU 
GUDUG AB.BAL.  










3 1197 MIN BAL.LÁ SU - 26














[MIN BAL.] LÁ NE ĜIŠE[RE  └
41’ 1202 [MIN LÁ └ ┘└
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 i-s[í-ip-ga44’ 1205 [IŠI]B G
 i-s[í-ip ki-g45’ 1206 [IŠIB ] KI.GAL 046 └
[IŠIB] ◦DINA  i[š-ta-ri-tu ] 46’ 1207  4
end o n 
m  
s ossi construction of the oth ll fragments have been 
n rovis t based on com




















: D]UB.ŠAR! IRI 





























To a sist in p ble future re er tablets, a
assig ed a (p ional) column coun parison with equivalent sections in 1T1). 
 
602 p.283)  (7411
(Obverse II
: [...] 1’ 1080 [MIN(ŠÀ.TA  
: ša-at-tam-NA(2’ 1081 [ŠÀ.TAM.E.
: kab-še-ru 3’ 1082 [GÁB.SA]R 45 
: mu-ra-rù 4’ 
5’ 1084 
1083 [MU.SA]R 46 
6’ 1085 
7
8’ 1087 [MIN LU
9’ 1088 
:↑ tụ10’ 1089 [MI 054 
   (!-ŠÈ-N   
: t]̣up11’ 1089’ [MIN ÉRIN - 
: MI12’ 1090 [MIN KURU .AK 1141 058 7
(III) 






1’-2 solated s only 
: MIN - 087 3’ 1094 [MIN(ŠU.I) GÚN].NA 
: MIN - - 4’ 1095 [MIN GÚN].ZUM 
: ar- - 085’ 1096 [MIN EGIR].RA 
: ta-[ŠU.I Z]U.ZU - 6’ 1097 




























: nuMUHALDIM 095 
: M - 096 MUHA
: MINMIN MUŠ - - 
: MINMIN MAŠ.DÀ - - 
: MINMIN A(!NINDA).D 1159 - 





MIN ĜIŠGIŠ   
14’ 1105 U[GULA M]UHALDIM └: xx[...] - 097 
15’ traces only 
 
602 C+I (7496a – p.234 + 74147c – p.371)366 
(Obverse III) 
1. 1105 [UG]ULA M[UHALDIM ...] - 097 
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: tị̀-bi-hu 109 ÚKUR - 


























: ma-an-du-u 106111 MA.AN.DU 
: MIN -gal-KU - 112 MA.AN.DU GAL 
: MIN [ra-]bu-u - 113 MIN GU.LA 
: MIN s ̣a-a 107114 MIN TUR.RA 
: MIN IRI - 11. 115 [MI]N IRI 
[MIN ] L<I/C>UGAL 
<I/C>
: MIN LUGAL - 12. 116 















: MIN LUGAL 











118 [Š]U-SÌL 118 
(!SÌLA-ŠU-GA  
: [<I/C>MIN ] gal-lu 119 [MI]N GAL  119 └
: MIN IRI┐ 120 [MI]N IRI - 
18. 1122 [MIN] NIN 
19. traces only 
(IV) tr ly 












 MIN DINANNA 
ù-lu[h : URUH 
 




















602  (74158  p.391) 
(Re se V) 
1’ 1190 EN [...] - 200 
2’ 1191 LAGAR [...] 1085 206 
3’ 1192 EN LUGAL [...] - - 
4’ 1193 EN(!NU.)ÉNSI [...] 4078 207 
5’ 1194 GUDUG [...] - 208 
9 6’ 1195 AH(!-ME=GUDU [...] 40 20
7’ 1199 MIN <<TA>> BA
BA
[...] 40 21
8’ 1198 MIN MIN GUB. [...] 40 21
MIN MIN TUR
 MIN NE Ĝ


























SI [... 17’ - ...] ? ? 
18’ - [xx] MIN [...] ? ? 
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: š]ar-ru - - 1269 [ŠAGGINA LUGAL 
: ]┌lì-ib-bi┐ - 431270 [ŠAGGINA ŠAG .G4
┌: ša-ak-<ka->na - - 1271 [ŠAGGINA.E.NE
: nu-ba-an-du - 431272 [NU.BÀN.DA] 
: MIN -gal-lu - - 1273 [NU.BÀN.
┌: ri-dì GUD - 441274 [GUD.DA.ÚS] 





- idem11’ 1278b [AB.SÍN 
: i-š]a- - idem12’ 1279 [AB.SÍN SÍ.
: MI - 4513’ 1280 [AB.SÍN MURUB4
1
 
602 K+O (7486d – p.219 + 7495c - p.233) 
ve  
 
A [ INANNA 
(Re rse VII)
1’K 1244 [EME].DA [GAL 
D
...] - 386 
┌





AMA.[SIKI ...] 3I - 





























: MIN L[UGA10’ 1251 [AB.BA LUGA]L - - 
: MIN d[a-ia-ni] 11’ 1252 [AB.BA DI.KUD] - - 
: MIN [...] [AB.BA.NE.NE] 12’ 1253 - - 
┌: ma-h[ar ši-bu[IGI AB.BA IRI] 13’ 1254 - - 
14’ V72 : a-b]u 1255 [AB 3I - 
end of n 
 – p.290) 























...] - - 
[G .NA.[GAD ...] - - 
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[-as ̣-sạ-ar É.GALli] 













: ma1’ 1127 [MIN(=EN.NU.ÙĜ) É.G 2 - 




: M3’ 1129 [MIN G]U
ĜIŠ
- 
: M4’ 1130 [MIN] 2
: M5’ 1131 [MIN] 2
: M6’ 1132 [MIN É.DI 2 - 
7’ 1134 [UGULA GÁ - - DIĜIR
:└ └
 



























: m]u- ul - te -b[i-il a-ma-ti] 





Y (74114c – p.2
(Re erse VII) 














5’ 1265 [NIĜIR] IRI : na┘[-gi5-...] - - 
6’ traces only 
 
602 Z (74260 – p.580) 
(Reverse VII) 
























: M]IN ag-ri 
┌: MIN ki-im-ti 
┌: MIN bi-ki-ti 
















9’ traces only 
 


















































9’ traces only 
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602 AD (7495a – p.233) 
I) 
KI










































3’ - ZA x[...[ ...] 
4
ir[: ÌR? 5’ 1 .] - 
gal[: GAL6’ 124 4 .] - 
gal
 : [ GAL4 .] - 
9’ 12 PI.I[N.ZI .] - 
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602 Q (7496i – p.235)371 


































602 AB (74103r – p.259)373 
’ 
[x Ĝ]374 
[x] NAM ME  [...] 











































]x MU-NI-↑ŠA-N[A]    
: r-ru 



















la-]◦a- ku  └ ┘




nto  ed ce of fragments b
t 1 
 


















en s - Fra





















602 ‘AO’ Rev 
602 ‘AK’ Rev 
602 ‘AL’ LEE(Izi379) 








74134c – p.342 
74122c – p.302 
74178e – p.452 
74101d – p.244 
74102l – p.254 
74104b – p.260 
74148w – p.379 
74148af – p.380 
74158i – p.393 
74159a – 396-40
74198e – p.486 
74169a – p.425 
74232d – p.538) 
74104b – p.260 
74122c – p.303 
74178e – p.452 
74122c – p.303 
02 M 602
I 2 ‘AK’ Obv 
2 ‘A
5 96  
- I L’ 
02 ‘AII/III M’ 587 
II - 
II/III 02 ’ Obv  ‘A
02 X 
- 
Rev/V 602 X 
V 02 L 602 L 
V 02 P 602 P 
V 02 ‘AP’ -  p. 0 























1.M si-pa-a : SIPAD┐ : [...]2001  
: k[a-p
3I 463 
2. 2002 IPAD TUR - 465 
: re3. 2003 IN KALAM.MA - 46└ ┘
: [...] 4. 2004 IN SAĜ.ĜI .GA.A - - ┘6
5. 2005 IN GUD [...] - - ┘ 
6. 2006 MI]N ÁB.GUD.HI.A [...] - 468 ┘
7. - MI]N GUD [... ...] - - 
8. - MIN] ÁB [... ...] - - └
break 
has tra
 2007 ŠU  x[ ...] 6 
AK  a few ces above line 1’ 







7 : [...]  ŠURUM GUD - 48
: [...] 2009  ŠURUM GUD - - G4





Ĝ  NU[.TIL.LA 
5 1’’AL 2011 IŠKIM(AGRIG) [...] - 49
IN [TI 2’’ 2012 ...] - 496 
IN [SAG3’’ 2013 ...] - 497 
4’’  2014 ...] - 498 IŠKIM
end of column 
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II’ 
AO has c Akkadian column above AN+AM 
N  
 
M> : ŠU] 
AM> : za-bil ]A.MEŠ  
some tra es of the 
1’A <AN/A2015a A.[ÍL - 567 




 l ši-]┌iz-bi em 
<AN/AM> : ŠU] [.ÍL - 568 GA┘







<AN/AM> : ŠUKAŠ.[ÍL - - 















: MIN] di-ik-me-ni 
:] za-ki-il-lu 







<AN/A - - 2018 IM.ME. HA
[IM.ÍL : MI - - 2019 
: MIN - - 9’ 2020 [SAHAR.ÍL 





















[.Z ...] 42 58ALAN┘
6’ 20 UD.D[A.TUŠ ...] 42 58











20 Á.Ú◦[.A ...] 42 584 
9’ 2030 KA.[DUG ...] 42 - 4
10’ 2031 .[UD. ...] 42 - GU4
11’ 2032 HÚB.[BÉ ...] 42 58
12’ trace  
k 
has tra 1’ 
 2033 9 
s only
brea
AM  a few ces before 
1’’AM ZA.[AM.ZA.AM ...] - 61
2’’ - N[E ... ...] - - 







...] - 62K[I.RU.GÚ 











































































: pa-ha-[ru] - - 
- 
11’
: pa-h[ar-gal-lu] 12’ 2047 [BÁHA - - 


















































IN [...]  
 [...] 
 [...] 
: MIN [...] 
: MIN [...] 
: e-peš┘[...] 

















A[LAN ] DÍM [ 








- L AMA 
<E’’/P>L : M21’ KI.GA
<E’’/P>
- 





















[š 28’ 2 └

















 x] IG 
 A].ZU 
 DU]B.SAR 










1’ t es only

























































: ki-zi┐-┌ir┐ - 708d
- 
- 
: ša har-r - 

















: ha-ri-im14’ 2076 KAR<.KID> - 713 
: mah-hu15’ 2077 KAR<.K - 714 4
: su-qa-i-tu4 16’ 2078 KAR<.KID> E - - 
: ša KASKALni 17’ 2079 KAR<.KID> KA - 
- 
- 











: sa-hi-ra-at IRI2081 IRI GI .GI (!NÍĜ - 721 4 4





: ti-li 21’ 2083 .GDU  GI6 4







la-sa-mu KAR 5I 725 
72[m]u[-u]n-na-ak-ru 2085 KAR 5I
25’ only DU in Akkadian column readable 
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GÉME.[ÌR [: k]i-na-6’  - 
1 AN.TA┐ [: tap-p]u-u7’ -












11’ 2095 [MI.I]Q.DU x[...] - 785 
12’ 209 HU┘(!HI) : x[...] - 786 6 [DÈ].└
13’ traces on
m  the Akkadian in the lower part of VI













AO has so e traces of  entries I 
 
VIII’ 







5’ - [... 




























































































































1.AL IZI 1:  [...]x 
2. 1001 NE-RI 
3. 1002 AN-BÀD
4. 1003 AN-BÀD BIR-RI 
5. 1004 an-bar:
 : [<AL/AK> t]a-bi-nu 












2. - [x ]AN-NE : BÀD x[...] 
1016 
- 





































































[S LI.IL. Á 
[KURU7 






















































































































































ātu6. IZ  
 








numbers: listing  
VI 4  




and Emar VI 1-2 
publication page number 
Fr ments -  edition  
s in Emarne edition number (n/u
not ) 
7 p. 20-1 
Lu2 T1 
T1 
i 1 T1 









i 2B fr  
i 2B fr 





















569 / a 
- / a  
567 / b 
567 / b 
567 / b 
567 / b 
594 / b 
567 / b 
567 / - 
- / b 
564 / c 
565 / c 
566 / c 
- / c 
537 J / c 
- / c 
568 / d 
568 / d 
578 / d 
577 
- / e 
572 / e 
74122c – p.303 
74178e – p.452 
7494b – p.232 
74105b – p.265 
74122i – p.305 
74122h – p.305) 
74248b – p.575  
74123k – p.314 
74232j – p.539)  
74122ab – p.309 
7490b – p.224 
7491ae – p.229 
7498e – p.240 
74198u – p.488)  
238n – p.560 
74127n – p.323  
74164a – p.416-7 
74259 – p.580 
74146f – p.367 
74191c – p.474 
8c – p.210)  
731075j – p.150)  
7433 – p.176 
602 AK’ 
Lu2 
Izi 1 T1 





Izi 1 n/u 
Iz
Izi 1 F’ 
Izi  ‘G’ 
Izi H’ 
Izi 2A fr 564
Iz
Izi 
Izi 2A n/u (‘
Izi 2 /u (‘E’ - / c 7479b – p.210)  




- / c 74198r – p.488)  
74
Izi 2A fr ‘H’
Iz
Izi 2B fr 568 ‘
Iz
Izi 3 fr 577 ‘A’ 
Izi 3 fr 
Izi 4 T1 
Izi 4 T1 






571 / e 
571 / e 
571 / e 
7484l – p.217 
74199l – p.494 





Advanced Sign-lists * IZI=išātu  
Izi 1 (parallel to Proto-Izi I) 
 
Izi 1 Tablet 1  consisting of: 
67 ‘C’ (74122i – p.305) 
) not used -  
ith (parts of) AN signs but lacks subentries or direct joins) 
 ‘E’  p
 ‘F’  p
7 ‘G  – ot used -  










A LĜÍR.AN.BAR) </> 
A B)  
i-la-a šá-me-e◦ 
re-eb šá[-me-e] 




567 ‘A’ (7494b – p.232) 
567 ‘B’ (74105b – p.265) 
5
(567 ‘D’ (74122h – p.305
has part of I w
567 (74248b – .575)  
567 (74123k – .314) 
 (56 ’ (74232j  p.539) n




ú-pu┐[-ú] 1.B N-Ú[R <B/1007 - 




qé-4. 10 - 
pí-it5. 1011 N-TAR(!MU - 
<B/A>6. 1012 N-TAR-TAR(!MULĜÍR.TA - 
7. 1013 [A]N-DAGAL-LA  u-u └ra┘[-ap-šu-tu] 



























10 AN-SUD x[.. - 
1014b AN-]SUD-SUD [...] - 






392[393 11. - N-BAD ...] 
12. - AN [... ...] ┘
13.C 391 N x394[. ...] 
1
15. - AN-Š[U
16. - AN-NE 395[... ...] - 
┐
17-21 AN and a few t
break 
races only in C 
 L 1’E 1016 A
2’ 1017 A
N-la-am┐[-maKA ...] 1028 






N-NIN-PÉŠ [...] - 
1019b M
UL-[MUL ...] 1030-2
UL-[MUL ...] idem 
1019c MUL [MUL ...] idem └ ┘
break 




ha-mi-mu 2’’ 1021b [HAR-HAR] 1045
ha-ma-mu 3’’ 1021c [HAR-HAR] 1045
š]i-te-e’-u 
┌
4’’ 1022a [KIN-KIN  1044 
 sà-hi-rù 5’’ 1022b [KIN-KIN] 1042
s]à- ha-rù 6’’ 1022c [KIN-KIN 1043 └
ši-] ip┘-rù 7’’ 1023 [KIN 1046 └
8’’ traces of –tu4 only 
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m 3’ 10 [...] ide
4’ 1025 G
G


















8’ 1028b [...] - 






10’ 1029a ...] - 
11’ 
12’ 
1029b U -[K┘ -KU 
U
...] - 
10 [-KU-K ...] - ┘
end of c mn 







E ...-]rù 1’ - .. ? 
...]x-i-šu 2’ - .. ? 





u AB.<C/B>Z]U.ZU šá 
cal-qar]rad the divine





Colo n  397
2’C [...]┌DUMU?┐ ┌DI[M [... PN,] son of B[a
ama
r, 
3’398 [ÌR DUT]U 
I
 





ent is to be positioned (i.e. sequenced and distanced) in relation to Izi 1 











Izi 1 gment: 
 
567 ‘H’ (74122ab – p
ote that, if this fragmN
T1 in parallel to that of the 
another (second) tablet. Of course, considering the fragmentary state of the Izi material, it is 
















4’ 1031 MIN 
5’ 1032 MIN UD[-NI-LI-DA ...] 
...] 




















Advanced Sign-lists * IZI=išātu  
Izi 2 (parallel to Hattusha Izi) 
g and provisional column count have been assigned to reflect the 
constructed sequence according to the occurrence of parallel entries in Hattusha Tablet A.  
‘A’ (7490b – p.224) 
: har-hu-ru 
 : bu-šu-ut-tu!400 
1 
 
Izi 2A fragments: 





[A-]ÁŠ399 -40a-sa-ak-ku 1. 2A001a 
mur-s ̣u 2. 2A001b [A-]ÁŠ  - 
di!-ú 3. 2A001c [A-]ÁŠ - 













i-du na-ak-sÁ-TAR] - 
i-du šap-sụ[Á-TAR] - 
i-du qa-at-pu [Á-TAR] - 
i-du ha-ar-s ̣u [Á-TAR] - 

































1. - GÚ-[. ...] ? 
2. 2A005a GÚ-N [...] 11















565 ‘B’ (7491ae – p.229) 
ome aces only
vers I’) 















(I’ s  tr ) 
(Ob e I
1’ t  of y 
2’ 2 GÚ-RU ...] 10
3’ 2A003b GÚ-RU ...] id
GÚ-RU-B[A? 4’ 2A003c ...] id
5’ 2A003a GÚ-BU [ ...] 11└ ┘
6’ 2A004b [G]Ú-BU [ ...] id┘
7’ 2A004c [GÚ]-BU [ ...] id┘
 
























(7498e – 240) 
(Obv e III’) 
a-nu-m1’’ 2A008 17
nap2’’ 2A G]Ú-LAG 17
nap3’’ 2A 18
k[à-4’’ 2A 18
5’’ 2A [...] id





Part 1 - Text Edition  
‘G’+‘H’ (74238n=ex-537 J+74127n – p.560+323) 
erse
h in I an  with NU followed by four entries starting with SI (parallel to 
84-20
 
(Rev  IV’) 
hig V’ F has  entry starting
A1 1) 
1’G i-x[...] ? - [ZAG] 
a-na - 2’ 2A013a [ZAG] 
┌ZAG┐ i-d[u] - 3’ 2A013b 
e-m[i-it-tu] 241 4’ 2A013c ZAG 
e-li - 5’ 2A013d ZAG 
┘ iš-dú - 6’ 2A013e ZAG 
a-d[i] - 7’ 2A013f ZAG 
x[...] ? 8’ 2A013g ZAG 
[...] ? 9’ 2A013h ZAG 






[x 4  [...] 
...]x-tu
 : - 





























- 2A014b [GAZ 
[ h
<H/G>
- 6’ 2A014c [GA]Z 





[  xx]-ru 
<H/G>┌  
8’ 2A014e GAZ - 
ga-az-zu











11’ 2A014h GAZ - 
12’ 2A014i GAZ - 
<H/G> ba-ku-u13’ 2A GAZ - 





- 15’ [x] 
- 16’ 2A015c [x] 
a-pá-rù 
da-a-lu  
- 17’ 2A015d [x] 




fragments not used:  
hat the following small fragments, which also seem to contain entries paralleled in 
sha Tablet A, have not been used because they are lacking identifiable subentries as well 
irec o  lettering ind s the fragments 
ted a so ove reconstr been provided with a
rovisio al column ount. 
 (741 .48
 (747 10
 (74198r – p.488) part of (Rev) IV with SI signs  




as d t joins. N te, however, that their icates their place vis-à-vi
edi bove. Al , in line with the ab uction, they have  
p n  c
 
‘D’ 98u – p 8) part of I or II with (parts of) Á-Š




9b – p.2 ) part of  signs  
 
 254
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Izi 2B Tablet 1 consisting of: 
568 ‘A’ (74164a – p.416-7) 
p.580) 






























1’ t  only 
2’A : uq]-qú-u 2B001a [GIŠ-TÚG-PI-ŠIR-T - 
: ú-]te-eq-q3’ 2B001b [GIŠ-TÚG-PI-ŠIR-T - 
4’ 2B001c [GIŠ-TÚG-P]I[-ŠIR- vacat?] - 
: ha-si]-su 5’ 2B001d [GIŠ-]TÚG[-P - 
┌GIŠ-TÚG-PI [: q]u-u-lu 6’ 2B001e - 
: ┌qa-a-lu 7’ 
8’ 2B0
0
2B001 GI - 
: tah-ši-iš-9’ 
 
2B G - 
- 
└










 ┘  
ki-
I
i-s ̣u [] 11’ 2B  
- 
- 
ha-at-̣t[̣u] 12’ 2B G
te-e[r-tu13’ 2B GIŠ 
Š […
] 4





s of) signs (visible are two entries starting with NI[M 
















1.A - IGI-D[UB ...] 
2. - IGI-DU[ ...] 
3. - IGI-DU[ ...] 
4. - KI [... - ...] 
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V’ 





















: im-t ̣u-u 
-tụ-u 
- 







































i-di-im:B : na-ag-bu 2B015a
kab-tu4 2B015b BAD 




11. 2B015e BAD 4
ek-le12. 2B015f BAD 
e-t ̣u13. 2B BAD 

















































































12’ 2B [MUD]  















1.B 2B021a BU-LUH-SI-IL-L[Á <B/A>
2. 2B022b BU-LUH-SI-IL-LÁ 
 : g]i5-li-ta ma-lu-u 
:┐[<B/A>g]i ?-li-ta  
15 
16 

























[<B/A> : l]a-└a┘ ma-ga-ru 
20 
21 




Advanced Sign-lists * IZI=išātu  
Izi 3 (parallel to canonical XV) 
































1’B []┌IGI┐-┌BAR┐- : da-la-pu 3001 - 
[I]GI-BAR-<B/A>┌
<B/A>
: ba-ru-u 2’ 3001 AII03
: nap-lu-3’ 3001 [I]GI
: a-ma!-ru [] IGI-BAR-[<B
<B/A>
4’ 3001
: na[-t]̣a[-lu] 5’ 3001 [] IG
6’A : kú◦l-[lu-mu] 3001 [IGI-BAR-R
: da-ga┐-┌lu┐ 7’ 3001 [IGI-BAR-RA]



























6’ - x[x]x : xx-di-iš┘[] ? 
 
Izi 4 (no substantial parallel) 
 















































end of column 

















end of column 
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ent:  
’)=74198w – p.494+488 
’ traces only 








































































































 tha ll ragments, which seem rallel those found in 
 fra  5 ot been used because they are lacking both 
tifia ben ct joins.  
‘C’ (7478c – p.210) not used – only isolated entry-initial signs, m stly ŠU 





 fIzi 4 gment not used:  
owing small f
71 and Izi 4 Extract 2, have n
tries and dire





571 s ŠU-BU with
joins
Advanced Sign-lists * KÁ.GAL=abullu  
7. KÁ.GA ullL=ab u 













: š[u-tu] 1’ 001 
: il-[ta-nu] 2’ 002 
: ša-d[u-u] 3’ 003 [] IM-KUR-RA 
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 (Institute of Oriental Culture, Tokyo – no numb
s:
 cons g of: 
31) 575 055 –
BLT er) 
 
Note   
oriz rul icated on the BLT-fragment because it has not been 
ted  p
he 1 ma n transcribed as ‘<’ markers in transcription. 
he s on on this tablet take t gle Winkelhaken and have 
 bee sc rkers in the transc e regular ‘GAM’-signs (‘:’), 

















































































































1. H ontal ing could not be ind
ublication. 
rks have bee
indica  in the
2. T 0-line 
3. T eparati  markers in use 
ribed as ‘<’ ma
here, are not fou
SAG 
he form of sin










a-nu-ú 5. 001e SAG 
6. 001f SAG 
u-tu4 7. 001g SAG 
r-du 8. 001h SAG 
m-tu4 9. 001i SAG 
mu 10. 001j SAG 
11. 002 SAG-SAG IN 
-ta-<na->nu 12. 003 SAG-SAG-SAG 
ar-ra-du 13. 004a SAG-UR-SA
s-sí-nu 14. 004b SAG-UR-SAG 
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 i-ša-nu 35. 015 SAG-GAG-NU
U-ma 36. 016 SAG-GAG 
U-ma 37. 017 SAG-GA
u-úh-rù 38. 018 SAG-KI 
IN ra-bi-ti 39. 019 SAG-KI-GAL-GA
40. < 020 SAG-BU
41. 021 SAG-BU
42. 022 SAG-AN-NA 
IN ša-pí-i43. 023 SAG-KI-TA
u-ú-tù 44. 024a SAG-KI 
a-nu 45. 024b SAG-KI 
r-hu 46. 025 SAG-KI-G
r-hu 47. 026 SAG-SAG -GA9
r-hu 48. 027 SAG-GÚ-G
4 -ša-lu49. 028a SAG-LI-T
a-qa-du 50. < 028b SAG-LI-TAR 
du-ú 51. 029a SAG-AŠ 










































































-nu┐[-ú1.BL -de029b SAG-AŠ 4
i-it-ma-┌lu2. 029c SAG-AŠ 4
í-ri-iš-t[u3. 029d SAG-AŠ ] 4
b-rù 4. 030 SAG-BÚR-R
al-t ̣u4 5. 031 SAG-BÚR
b-rù 6. 032a SAG-MIR 
-gu-ú 7. 032b SAG-MIR 
8. 033 SAG-MEN IN 
q-rù 9. < 034a SAG-KAL-LA 
u-qú-rù 10. 034b SAG-KAL-LA 
11. 035 SAG






IN ar-hSAG-UD-SAR16. 040 
r-b/pu SAG-MI 17. 041 




















28. 052 SAG-BÚR-RU-B IN 
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a-a-ku 057a SAG-GIŠ-RA 
a-ha-sụ́ 057b SAG-GIŠ-RA  


































1.57 a-i-il i-li┘ 
┐
065 [S]AG-AN 
ra-ši2.[< 066 [S]AG-AN-TUKU 
la ra-ši i-li┐3. 067 [SA]G-AN-NU-TU























šu┐-<BL9. 072 SAG-BU-I 
ma-10. 073 SAG-BU-I(
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a-na-h14. 076b DÙL-Ù 
šu!-t[a]-↓na-hu15. 076c DÙL-Ù-AK-AK 
ki-riKA ap-pu 16. 077 
ar-ku 17. 078 KA-DU 
ku-ru-ú 18. 079 KA-GALAM-DA 
ga-na-s ̣u 19. 080a KA-HAR 
ha-na-s ̣u 20. 080b KA-HAR 
ša-na-s ̣u 21. 080c KA-HAR 
na-ha-rù 22. < 080d KA-HAR 
23. 081 KA-SI-IL-LA MIN 
a-BU(!še)-t24. 082 KA-TAB 
ki-ri-di-ip-[pu] 25. 083 KA-DIB 
ŠU-ma 26. 084a KA-NÍG-RA 
ap-pu ša-qa-t[27. 084b KA-NÍG-RA 
na-ak-šu 28. 085a KA-TAR 
ga -az-zu 29. 085b KA-TAR 14
ha-am-s30.  085c KA-TAR 
KA-haTAR ke-el-t[u31. 086 4
s ̣a-ab-tu32. < 087 KA-DIB-BA 
ša-hi-il-t[u33. 088 KA-EN-TE-NA ] 4
KA-ŠU!-IG la-ba-nu 34. 089 
bi-i-šu 35. 090 KA-TÚL 
ša-bu-lu4 36. 091 KA-UD-DU-A 
hu-um-mu-s[̣u] 37. 092a KA-LUM 
ha-am-šu 38. 092b KA-LUM 
ŠU-ma 39. 093 KA-ŠAG -GA 4
pé-eir-tu4 40. 0 KA-SI
pu-ú 41. < 095 KA 
ŠU-ma 42. 096 KA-MAH 
ra-bu-ú┐ 43. 097a KA-GU-LA 
ab-tu 44. 097b KA-GU-LA(!KA-GUL) 
at-rù 45. 098 KA-SI-A-GA 
ab-r[ù] 46. 099 KA-BÚR-RA 

















4.575 - K[A ... ...] 
..5. - K[A ... 
6. [< - KA-N[U ... ...] 
7. - KA-NU-[... ...] 
8. - KA-AN-[... ...] 
9. 102a KA-AN-TAR┐ [...] 
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KA-!TAR 10. 102b x[...] 
11. 






















zi-i-rù 05b [KA-] HUL-A └
[<]
lem-nu 17. 1  06a [KA-H]UL
18. 1   ma-às-ku06b [KA-H]UL 13
19. 1  lem-nu-t[u ]07 [KA-HUL-] IG 4└












51’57 [K]A-KUG┐-U08 [...] 
[K]A-ÚH-┌A┐ 2’ 09 [...] 






ki┐[-is-̣ru] ┌KA-EZEN 11 
5’ 12a KA-EZE [...] 
ki┐[-is-̣ru6’ 12b KA-EZEN






pa-a [-at-9’ 14b KA-GAL(!GÍR-GAL) ┘




16a KA-NE [...] 
12’ 16b KA-N[E ...] 







K[A ... ...] 
15’ KA [... ...] ┘
K[A ... 16’ ...] 
17’ < 
18’  
K[A ... ...] 
K[A ... ...] 
19’ K[A ... ...] 
end of column 
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ku-us ̣-s ̣ú-4. 21 KAxME-TAR-KAL-TU
ŠU-ma 5. 22a K◦AxME-SI-DI 
KA┐xME-SI-DI i-ša-ar-t[u6. 22b ] 4
la i-ša-ar7. 23 KAxME-<NU->SI-<<NU ┘
ak-ka -di8. < 24 KAxME-UR◦I-MA-K 4




gu-ti-t[u13. 29 KAxME-GU-TI-UM ] 4
na-a[k-ri-tu14. 30a KAxME-PAB
ša-[...] 15. 30b KAxME-PAB
na-a[k-ri-t16. 31 KAxME-
l[e-mu-ut-tu17. 32 KAxME-HUL-IG 
]410 z[i-ri-tu18. < 33 KAxME-HUL-GIG 4
na-[...] 19. 34 KAxME-BAL 
na-x[...] 20. 35 KAxME-HA-MUN 
l[a-...] 21. 36 KAxME-SAG-GI-
a-tar [-tu22. 37 KAxME-SI-A ] ┘ 4
a-hi-[tu23. 38 KAxME-HAL(!BA ] 4
t ̣à-a [-bu] 24. 39 KAxME-HI-GA ┘
la [t ̣à-a-bu25. 40 [K]AxME
uš-šu-u[r-tu26. 41 KAxME-<Š ] 4
ma-x[...] 27. 42 KAxME-KI
ma-[...] 28.  43 KAxME-KI-
< šu-me-ri UR29. < vacat 
šu-me-30.  KAxME-ŠÈ-M
31. 14
[-si-iq-tuna ] 32.  146 KAxME ┘ 4









38.  150c KAx
50b KAxME-SI





































end of column 
 
VII 












































































































































































KA - HUL┘ └
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 195 NUN-NU-HI-GA 4 46. KAx la tạ́-ab-↓tu
























































































































































It has been completed (and) checked: 
(in) total 352 
(are) its lines. 
) the hand of Bacal-bārû, 
tudent,  
ervant of Nabû and Nisaba. 











rest of column empty 
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9. NÍĜ.GA=makkūru 
blet 1 sistin
 ‘A’ (74103a+74104a – p.255-6) 
 ‘C’ 06b 
 






g of412: Ta  con
573

















... ...] ? 













































































sa-a20’ ÍG-LUL - 
21’ 
22’ 014.01 NÍG-SI-DI e-še-rù - 
- NÍG-NU-SI-DI la-a MIN 23’ 015.01 └
-GA du-um-qu 24’ 016.01 [NÍG]-SAG6












- na - du -u └ ┘ └ ┘
28’ 019.01 [NÍĜ-K













1’A ...-]mu [... ? 





















...] š◦ap-šu [... ? 
...-]il-du [.. ? 
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10’ - [...] 
1
..]-šu 12’ - [... ? 





































ša)-na-ti416  NÍG A[K] IR5

























































- 30’ .02  
31’ .03  - 






































3’ - NÍG-N[E ...] ? 
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5. - MAN [MAN] - 
end of c n 
gme ot used floating’ fra ents) 



























7. └NÍG-x[... ...] ? 
 
574 ‘A’ (74190h – p.464)420 



























7’ NÍG-HA[R ...] - 
 
574 ‘B’ (7480b – p.212)  
ing 1’ └NÍG-NU-[ and 3’[N]ÍG-NU-DA-x[ 
 
cluding 1’ NÍG-UD-[ and 3’ └NÍG┘-└ŠAG4┘[ 
atin 1 in -out (absenc  between key-sign s  entry 
uenc
[NÍG-LUL-A] 























a few incomplete entries includ
 
574 ‘C’ (74100f – p.243) 
a few incomplete entries in
 
586 (7488f – p.222)421 

















end of c n olum
Advanced Sign-lists * DIRI=watru 
10. DIRI=watru 
 















nd Emar VI 1-2 
blication 
ge number 

















































































28c – p.327 
k – p.329 
g – p.403 
8d – p.486 




 74152b – 
5  40 F 74123i
 74146a –
5 ’ 70 74199i – p.493 
5 ’ 00 74198z – 
 5 ’  74238r –
5
5
 40 C 
0 D 
74254c – p
 4 74160a – p.40
74165e – p.41 
741
 74128









ed 6 74152g – 
(10 n sed 74152a – p
23(-  74 4o – p
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Fragme
























Frag nt 1  (7







šu-te-me-qu 6’ .06 
.01 
[ ] 
ma]t-qu 7’ 002 [ KU -KU7 7 










12’ - [ xx]x












 (7412  p3 14)  









: m]a-at-q[ KU -KU  7 7
 : d]a-aš-pu.03 [ 









: ša a-ka-li 
: ša a-ka-l[u?]
     
8’ trace
 th 0 F also hows some overruns from the Reverse’ (i.e. written upside down):  
 u -lu  
-ti-da-ti 
 B – p.36
 ‘L i – p.4
 ‘M z – p.











Fragment 3 consistin 423: g of





540 ’ (74238 562)





.01 [ ] 
] 
4. 004.01 













a-lik [ ] 



















a-lik .07 [ 










Advanced Sign-lists * DIRI=watru 
14. tra  and a  mi
’ t  and a few isolated signs only 
5.00 IGI-BU-DA 
ces only few lines ssing 
1’-2 races















7’ .04   h◦i-a-šu 






















 9.01 m?-hu-ul 426 IGI-A -hu-ma-at A [i] h<L/M>u-ur13’ 00
 0.01  IGI-BI  [ AŠ <L/M>MI]N K14’ 01 [] ┘







01 [ IGI-DUB] 
18’M .03 































































-ni LAGAB[-LAGAB ...] 
 
Fragment 4 consisting of427:  
540 C (74254c – p.580) 
540 D (74160a – p.408) 
540 E (74165e – p.419) 
540 ‘O’ (74128c – p.326-7) 
Obverse 
II’ 
1’-2’ parts of isolated signs only 
3’O 015.01 [ Ú-HAR-SAG-SAR a-z]u-pí-rù 
4’ 016.01 [ Ú-DIN-TIR-SAR k]a-mu-nu 
5’ 017.01 [ Ú-BURU14-SAR ba]-li-il-tu4 
6’ 018.01 [ Ú-KI-AN-IM-SAR qut]-ru-u 
7’ 019.01 [ Ú-ŠAG4-SAR š]a-ad-lu4 
8’ 020.01 [ Ú-NUMUN- ŠAG4-SAR i]m
!-ka-lu-lu4 
9’ 021.01 [ Ú-GIŠ-KIRI6-SAR] mut-hu-um-mu 
10’ 022.01 [ Ú-KI-KAL-SAR] si-is-sa-tu4 
11’ .02 [ Ú-KI-KAL-SAR] la-ar-du 
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end of column 
everse R
III’ 
E 024.05 -S1. [ ] ◦Ú-KI UM-GA <E/N>◦i-lu4 hi-




di-mu-u]š! IŠ-MI > hi]◦i-lu4 









’C 035.00 [] GIŠ-GURUN┐ [...] 1
2’D 036.01 [mu-d]u[-ul] GIŠ-BU x[...] <D/C>
3’ .02 [ ]
a 
GIŠ-BU MIN [... ] ma -ad-
l
<D/C>
4’ .00 ]-la<D/C> GIŠ-BU  [
ma x<C/D> x[...] 
5’ .03 š-]└ma-l◦a GIŠ-BU [lu] [?gi m<C/D>a-la-<D/C>
6’ .04 -la<D/C> GI]Š-B[U
<C/D>] [?a] a-la-[lu] 
7’ .05 [ga-zum-]└bi GIŠ┐-┌BU ga-ši-[šu] 






r  a -an] 
] 
an] 
i◦[-i] p- pa-[ta9’ GIŠ-URI └
s ̣e-ni-[ta-an10’   
s ̣e-ri-[ta-11’   

















Fragment 5 – 540 G (74128k – p.329) 
1’ 026.01 ú-ga┐ ┌Ú┐-N[AGA-HU ...] 
2’ .02 bu-ru Ú-NA[GA-HU ...] 
3’ 027.01 mu-su-ug Ú-KA┐ [...] 
4’ 028.01 MIN Ú-SAG [...] 
5’ 029.01 MIN Ú-KUR-MUNUS-TUKU x[ ...] 
6’ 030.01 nam-ru Ú-ZA-M[ÙŠ ...] 
7’ traces only 
 
























































12’ traces only431  
 



















– 540 ‘K’ (74198d – p.486)432 – ssible near-j
4
ith fragment 6 before 1’
1’ 03   (KAŠ -KAŠ ) 4
2’ .02  
5 
t ̣i!-bu-u 4’   









8’ 034.01 ÚR  su-u bi - ru -BÚ[R] BÚR-B x BÚR└ ┘ └ ┘└ ┘
9’ .02 bu-ru BÚR-B[ÚR ...] 
10’ traces on  










1’ tra  
┐i2  4














7’ traces only 
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ents not used: 
he next two fragments were listed as possible parts of Diri in Civil’s review (p.24), but are 




not included in his edition in MSL XV. Their presentational form is superficially similar to 
that found in Diri but their content does not have substantive parallels in either the canonical 
or the Ugarit version. Note, however, that the glosses in 540 P may reflect entries fitting in 
with ‘tablet VII’. The fragments are given here in transcription but are not used in the 
composite edition.   
 
434
1’ ú-du-ug : x[... 
2’  x[... ...] 
3’  x[... ...] 
4’ 
5’ 




Fragment 10 – 540 ‘Q’ (74152a – p.383-4) 
Obverse 






3. [] RA ra-ha[-sụ] 
4. [] RA-RA da-a[-šu] 
Reverse 
1’-4’ only have single, isolated signs (-du and –mu) in the Akkadian column 
5’ [] GÁxNÍG ┌mil┐-ku 
6’ [] └GÁxMUNUS┘ ra-mu
 
7’ [ ...] re-du-u 
8’ [ ...] za-ba-lu 
end of column 
Unidentified Texts 
Unidentified texts 
Arnaud’s  Civil’s Indication of content 
 
A few text fragments listed in Emar VI 4 remain unidentified. Suggestions regarding these 
fragments by Arnaud and Civil and an indication of their content are listed here. Bracketed 
texts may not belong of the lexical genre. 
 
Emar VI 4 Museum number 
ed
number 
and Emar VI 1-2 
page number 
description description ition 
 
539E 7489c - p.222 trilingual
  





    
590 
 
7491k - p.227 
 
lexical Izi? hé-pu / sa-la-tu




lexical 595 74123p - 
     
597 (74132h - p.338) lexical astronomical? bi-ir-s
 












part of Akkadian text+MIN
bu-šu / bu-ša-a / bu-ša-ia 
 
 
part of text 771-2? 
 
pí-qi-it-tù / pa-qa-du  
u 
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Notes 
n rder 
ing notes has also been provided with full bibliographic data. Note that the three 
ublication and edition by Arnaud in Emar VI, 
he Emar school, are referred to only by 
pectively.  
 
A nd 2 is found at the end of Part 2. I o
to allow the reader to use Part 1 independently, each first reference to a given publication in 
n annotated bibliography relevant to both Part 1 a
the follow
most important reference works, i.e. the first p
the reviews of it by Civil and Cohen’s dissertation on t
th
        
e name of the author: i.e. as ‘Arnaud’, ‘Civil’ and ‘Cohen’ res
                                         
1 M. Civil, ‘The Texts from Meskene-Emar’,
l Arnaud, Recherches
 AuOr 7 (1989) 5-25. 
 au Pays d’Aštata, Emar VI, Textes sumériens et accadiens, Ed. 
83 (1989) 163-91 and RA 84 (1990) 49-85 
92) 80. 
oming). 
es in Honor of thorkild Jacobsen on his 
 in J. Ikeda, ‘A New Contribution to Northwest Semitic Lexicography’, BiOr 60-3/4 
onian Texts’, 72-3; new abbreviations are marked with an 
20) - A and B are therefore 
3, 587, 589, 598. 
of parallel content. 
 
heral concordance with PST numbers. 
blishes a peripheral concordance with PST numbers. 
ate. 
h note the lack of a parallel divisional organization). 
 Recension’ (for which note the lack of a parallel divisional organization). 
dar and the Rituals 
29 n.46. Note that if IDKUR.EN is read Bacal-belu, the subject 
 grandfather in all likelyhood may be identified as Karbu (cf. 
ld 
graph shows only (UN.MEŠ) m[a-…]. 
2 J.M. Durand, ‘Danie
Recherche sur les civilisations, Paris, 1986, vol. 1, 2 et 3.’, RA 
3 A summary discussion of the periodization of the Emar material may be found in W.W. Hallo, ‘The Syrian 
Contribution to Cuneiform Literature and Learning’ in: M.W. Chavalas and J.L. Hayes (eds.), New Horizons in 
a. Bibliotheca Mesopotamica 25 (Malibu 19the Study of Ancient Syri
4 M. Gantzert, ‘Syrian Lexical Texts’, UF  (forthc
5 Cf. N.C. Veldhuis, Elementary Education. The Listst of Trees and Wooden Objects (Groningen 1997) 3-4. 
6 W.H. van Soldt, ‘Babylonian Lexical, Religious and Literary Texts and Scribal Education at Ugarit and Its 
Implications for the Alphabetic Literary Texts’ in: M. Dietrich and O. Loretz (eds.), Ugarit. Ein ostmediterranes 
Kulturzentrum im Alten Orient 1: Ugarit und seine altorientalische Umwelt. Abhandlungen zur Literatur Alt-
Syrien-Palästinas 7 (Münster 1995) 172-4. 
7 Gantzert, ‘SLT’ (forthcoming). 
8 ogical Studi M. Civil, Lexicography’ in: Lieberman (ed.), Sumerol
Seventieth Birthday June 7, 1974. AS 20 (Chicago and London 1975) 124-5. 
9 For a sketch of the diversification process cf. Ibidem, 127-8. 
10 Relevant discussion
(2003) 268-9. 
11 Where applicable conform van Soldt, ‘Babyl
asterisk.  
12 Reconstructed in van Soldt, ‘Babylonian Texts’, 72-4. 
 as ‘Série Ea’ but actually its two texts belong to Diri (cf. Civil, 13 Arnaud lists 563
renamed 540 ‘P’ and 540 ‘Q’ respectively. 
14 Numbers to be added: 579-82, 584-5, 591, 593, 596. 
15 Numbers to be added: 569, 58
16 Numbers: 537 J, 564-8, 571-2, 577-8, 594 - note that 602 ‘AK’(=569) + ‘AL’ gives first section of Izi 1 on Lu 
2T1. 
17 Number: 576. 
18 Number to be added: 586. 
dded: 554 D, 563, 570, 599-600. 19 Numbers to be a
20 No references included due to lack 
21 No references included due to lack of parallel content. 
dition.22 References given in Appendix 1 of the composite e
blishes a perip23 Gantzert, ‘SLT 1’ (forthcoming) esta
ing) esta24 Gantzert, ‘SLT 3’ (forthcom
25 Not included due to fragmentary st
e ‘Standard Recension’ (for whic26 References to th
27 References to the ‘Standard
28 References not included due to fragmentary state. 
ines 6-10 as an exercise text follows Cohen, 135. 29 The interpretation of the content of l
30 Krispijn (personal communication) suggests possible reading: U8 ‘ewe’. 
d by D.E. Fleming, Time at Emar: the Cultic Calen31 Interpretation by Arnaud and followe
from the Diviner’s Archives (Winona Lake 2000) p.
hosemay be identified with the author of Hh 1T1, w
Cohen, p.112 Figure 9). Krispijn (personal communication) points out that a possible reading u-qar-ba wou
rbal form. provide the expected ve
32 Arnaud: (unù.meš) ma-d[u-tu ] - auto4
33 Arnaud: B[A.AN.ZA] 




                                                                                                                                                        
d everywhere else in this text, the broken-off logograms in this section are assumed to 
 that T2 has DPA4.NI9.ĜAR.RA under SI-GAG (instead of under SI-NI 
e full logogram inventory, SI-NI, SI-A and U-BAR must be 
zontal line (perhaps the 
hand obverse corner missing in T1. 
hat F Obv must be read A Obv) and 
igures 15-6 (p.168-9). 
 = râšu. 
 ‘(bow)string’ is SA. 
t Sumerian GÁ may stand for GÁ.GI4.A gagû ‘cloister’ in parallel to Akkadian DAG 
r’. 
.GÍR. 
a DÀG/BAR  (AbZ 229). 
8) 270. 
(?)]-tu4. 
ding IX 23’ into 671’ (Akkadian ki-[ ) and 672’ (Akkadian e-dir-
e provides autograph joins in Figures 17-8 (p.170-1). Note that the suggestion that T2  had 
enable when the spread of content over the columns is 
erse columns of each tablet and (3) the 
ach tablet (T1 between 100 and 137, T2 number 114).  
misunderstanding of the sign name (sa) giddu of SA...’. 
Š (AbZ 402) and GÌR=HÚŠ (AbZ 444). 




.EZEN as ŠÌR.ŠÌR. 
on) points out that an alternative, active reading of the stative form šaknaku 
ichen aus Hattuša und Emar’, RA 85 
xPA; ĜÁxÁŠ is the older form of GAZI. 
35 In line with what is foun
be separated by horizontal lines. This means
as in T1). It also means that, assuming that T2 has th
found in the section I 21’-25’. This section, however, seems to show only one hori
damage in line 23’-24’ caused the second horizontal line to be lost). In any case, this section considerably 
deviates from T2 in content, hindering satisfactory reconstruction. 
36 Arnaud: n[a-. 
37 Arnaud: é-t[a! 
38 For the horizontal organization of entries in this fragment cf. W. von Soden, ‘Weitere Bemerkungen zu Texten 
aus Emar’, NABU 1989 1/8. 
39 Note that the upper right hand reverse tablet corner formed by 603 E is compatible in shape and content with 
the lower right 
40 Cohen ‘Copy 1’ - he provides sketches in Figures 13-4 (p.166-7 - note t
autograph joins in F
41 Note that UL ŠÁR
42 Sumerian logogram mostly found for matnu
43 Arnaud: é!-tu4. Note tha
for DAG.GI.A bābtu ‘city quarte
44 The signform KÁR (AbZ 105 II) coincides with that of GÁN (AbZ 105 I). 
45 Arnaud: ti-im-r[ù]. 
46 I has identical signforms for 068 UM and 069 DUB.  
?47 Arnaud: MUNUS
48 Signform DAG/PÀR (AbZ 280) found in place of canonical S 4
49 Reading by Å.W. Sjöberg, ‘Studies in the Emar Sa Vocabulary’, ZA 88 (199
50 Civil, 10: DIM [di-im
51 Arnaud incorrectly gives four ÁŠ-entries, divi
tu4). 
52 Arnaud: ti-il-<la>-tu-ka!. 
53 Arnaud: [D20-a-bu] – reconstruction  in 604.9. 
54 Cohen ‘Copy 2’ - h
only three columns on each side (Cohen, 174) is not t
compared with that of T2. In this regard note the following: 1) the comparible number of lines per column, (2) 
the approximately equal division of entry numbers over first three obv
number of the first entry of the reverse on e
55 Readings for Akkadian of I 19’-22’ are an adjusted version of those of Cohen, 185. 
56 For Akkadian equivalents in II 3’-6’ cf. Cohen, 184. 
57 Arnaud: i-mu-qú!. 
58 Civil, 11. 
59 Civil, 11: ‘…
60 Sign GAN (AbZ 143) is graphically close to HU
61 Arnaud: é?!-tu4. 
62 Sign DUR (AbZ 108) graphically close to GUN (AbZ 108*),
63 Civil, 11, interprets te = me-nu as a sign name. 
64 Sjöberg, ‘Studies’, 278 suggests underlying ĜEN
65 Cohen, 186 suggests rea
66 This interpretation is an adjusted version of that of Cohen, 4
67 Arnaud reads EZEN
68 Van Soldt (personal communicati
is conceivable in the WSem context of Emar. 
69 DÙL=SUMUR. 
70 Arnaud (and Cohen, 187): [igi.kar]á. 
71 Interpretation Civil, 10. 
72 Interpretation Y. Gong, ‘Die mittelbabylonischen Namen der Keilschriftze
(1995) 57. 
73 MEN=ÈRA=ĜÁxME.EN. 
74 Arnaud: tu-nu[x x x] li-la?!. 
75 GAZI=ĜÁ
76 UIA = U+ÍA. 
77 Arnaud: [IN ti-i]b?!-nu. 
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n der Keilschriftzeichen’, 56. 
men der Keilschriftzeichen’, 57. 
). 
d, Emar IV 2 p.30 (‘Annexe X’). 
llows Cohen, 162; Arnaud: še meš x[. 
by Colophon of Izi1 T1 (LEE II 3’). 
 last sign, under [z]u of preceding entry, suggest compound form [DNIN.A-HA-KUD-
ur . 
L.ĜIŠÁ[SAL] there are two determinatives, located vertically above each other, as if another 
lels, it is 
 part of colophon) indicates that a fourth (bilingual) tablet (T4) 
 it cannot be further reconstructed because, without physical joins, many of the other 
1’ and 2’ are parts of one single tablet. 
 - he provides autograph joins in Figures 21-2 (p.197-8).   
agment) 
t, ‘A Cuneiform Lexical Text from Ashkelon with 
ared to canonical version. 
-e; however autograph shows DU6 = ÈD/E11. 
I.NUMBER.ĜAL. 
ap between lower C VII and upper A VII. 
r UD 1.KAM BÁN ŠE.TA. 
i but a (palaeographic) form of NÍNDAxNE is clearly visible. 
 541 A+C. 
šu ikkal. 
the entry with final -A could here be interpreted as residual from ZÁH (HA-A). 
(NÍNDAxNE). 
126 Arnaud indicates two options: 1. phonetic gi-dub (qan ṭuppi) 2. misspelled <d>nin!-dub-[gal]. 
127 Cohen, 199 ‘Manuscript B’. 
78 Reconstruction Gong, ‘Name
79 Reconstruction Gong, ‘Na
80 Note that Sumerian for marû is ŠE and that alternative Sumerian spelling for preceding qalû II is ŠE.SA.SA 
(AHw 896
81 Civil, 10. 
82 Interpretation Arnau
83 Reading and interpretation follow Fleming, Time, p.31-2 n.61. 
84 The autograph has some additional unidentified traces above first MAN. 
85 Interpretation fo
86 Suggestion by Cohen, 110. 
87 Fragment 538 S1 has part of a colophon.  
88 Arnaud: ni-im?!-ru. 
89 Reading confirmed 
90 Positioning of traces of
D]U (=[DNIN.GÌRI]M), parallel to Weidner II2a, rather than [DUT]U. 
91 Arnaud: dU-g ?!
92 Arnaud: [dšir-a]š-gi4, conform Ugarit parallel. 
93 Before entry LUGA
entry precedes or follows it. Because of the lack of traces of such an entry, and in light of the paral
possible this extra determinative reflects a scribal error. 
94 Fragment M (Obv with 1002-5 and Rev with
must have existed –
bilingual fragments (G-J, N, T, V, X) may belong either to it or to T3. 
95 Hh 2T2 and 2T3 might be parts of one single tablet 
96 Version B (bilingual) is subdivided into two parts: Part 1 is equivalent to canonical III, Part 2 to canonical IV-
Va. 
97 Possibly an extract. 
98 Possibly an extract. 
99 Perhaps 
100 Possibly also part of T1. 
101 Cohen ‘Manuscript A’
102 Arnaud: -DÍM. 
103 Arnaud: [ŠU-NÍG-GÁL]-LA; this is expected according to parallel 541 B but initial entries of (joining fr
C suggest start of HA.LA-series. 
104 Reconstruction Arnaud. 
105 Reconstruction follows J. Huehnergard and W.H. van Sold
a Cannanite Column’, IEJ 49 (1999) p.190 and n.16. 
106 Entries 12’-14’ show inconsistencies (e.g. alternation verbs È/ÈD) comp
107 Arnaud: ba-ra-è-a
108 Possibly ┌BI┐. 
109 Inversion for IG
110 Probably no g
111 Inversion for MÁŠ KUG.BABBAR.BI.ŠÈ NU.AL.GUB. 
112 Inversion fo
113 One lemma on two lines. 
114 Cohen, 199-200 ‘Manuscript D’. 
115 Arnaud: -dím!. 
116 Inversion for ĜIŠ.ŠUB.BA. 
117 The scribe seems to have started out with AN and then changed the sign to GI. 
118 Arnaud: [ì-]è-me and [nu-]ì-è-me. 
119 Arnaud reads ÁĜ as tab-b
120 Reconstruction parallel to
121 Akkadian phonetic complements: akal
122 Arnaud: al!-mu4-mu4 (parallel with 541 B). 
123 In light of the MSL parallel 
124 Arnaud: ú-gu!-uš. 
125 NE defective for ÁĜ 
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e še’u - u’’u discussion cf. Cohen, 239-44. 
, 200 suggests two joins with 2T1 (542 A+)which cannot be maintained. The first suggested join, D, 
gh V is established on the Rev in column IV), thus excluding D. Because D is also incompatible with 
 
gested join, M, also does not fits into 1T1 column II, where the last 
 the last part of entry 2050 (-ti-šu il-q[è]) are clearly visible in the joining fragment 
s for 542 J in Emar IV.2 must be corrected to 542 I. 
oss. 
. 
al error note that AbZ 355 LUL also has reading LIBI. 
n, 239-44. 
loss. 
M (NE-RU) still visible. 
dian 
R = UMBIN). 
-vis the 
assage non replacé’ Emar IV.2 p. 54). 
ohen, 200 suggests two joins with 2T2 (542 B) which should be treated with caution. The first suggested 
ong to a third tablet (which is attested by the fact that C is incompatible with both 
gram KÁ is not otherwise found in this context but is semantically related to following IG and SAĜ.KUL. 
 1989 1/8. 
y the phonetic variant MI found in 3T2 (Cohen, 232). 
eivable reading would be defective DÙR (ANŠE-element without attached 
nal inversion of DÙR and GÌR (equivalent to MSL GAR), leaving only LUM 
nt for Akkadian pronunciation). 
ggested by Veldhuis, Elementary Education, 173 (SNT commentary). 
defined in  AbZ (p.289): LAGABxA=BUĜIN, LAGABxNÍĜ=BÚĜIN, LAGABxU-
170 Arnaud: -má-da; the parallel canonical entry 3388 has MÁ-MUG=DARGUL. 
128 inversion for SÁ.DUG4. 
129 Arnaud: i]ṭ-ṭe4-<i>n (parallel to 541 D). 
130 For th
131 Arnaud: nun , however number of KI-KAL entries consistent with MSL 1167-1175. 
132 Cohen
does not fit into 2T1 column III, where R+E+I cover the entries 2084d-94 (a direct join of these fragments with 
A throu
2T2 (there is an overlap for the entries 2093-4) it is listed as (the biggest remaining fragment of) a third tablet
(2T3) in the present edition. The second sug
sign of entry 2048 (DAM) and
I (which has a direct join R+E in III, which in turn have a direct join with A through V on the Rev in IV), thus 
excluding M.  
133 First of two listing
134 Arnaud: pa!-al!. 
135 Arnaud: x-gu?. 
136 Phonetic spelling suggests intended gl
137 Arnaud: nu-bí-en-du11
138 Reconstruction by Arnaud. 
139 With regard to this scrib
140 For the še’u - u’’u discussion cf. Cohe
141 In view of the far-left positioning of ze-rù it is possible that it represents a g
142 iššu AHw, 399. 
143 Reading suggested by Krispijn (personal communication). 
144 Scribal error for DAĜAL(ĜÁxAN)LA – 542F has Akkadian ir-bu ra-ap-šu. 
145 Arnaud: ma-na-lá. 
146 RU-element of ÉRI
147 Arnaud: ha-ra-an uru! – perhaps entry parallel to MSL 274. 
148 Misformed sign with elements of AbZ 592 ŠIK. 
149 Akkadian da-i-šu corresponds to Sumerian lú-še-ús-sa (MSL 2338) – Sumerian LÚ ŠE.BAD(.DA) is Akka
pi-tu-ú (MSL 2336). 
150 ÚR-element still visible (GAD-KÍD-Ú
151 Parts of the Akkadian translations of this section are preserved on Er V, but its exact position vis-à
damaged A entries is unclear  (p
152 Canonical 2351-2 starts with lú-enim- . 
153 C
join, C, does not fit into 2T2 due to an overlap in the entries 2093-4 (also note the incompatible respective 
locations of the vertical ruling). The second suggested join, K, could be part of 2T2, but lacks a direct link-up 
and therefore may equally bel
2T1 and 2T2). 
154 The spelling suggests that a gloss is intended. 
155 A logo
156 Reading suggested by Veldhuis (personal communication). 
157 The Akkadian translation continues on line 20 of the text. 
158 Interpretation by von Soden, NABU
159 Arnaud: giš-geštin-má 
160 Note formal similarity with UKUŠ (cf. AbZ palaeography). 
161 Arnaud: šim tur?. 
162 Arnaud: [giš-mes-Má-ga]n-[n]a 
163 Expected is LAGAB with reading RIM – here the LAGAB form has been given additional horizontals. 
164 The reading MÍ instead of MUNUS is suggested b
165 In view of the MSL parallel a conc
ÌR-element), involving positio
unexplained (perhaps a phonetic compleme
166 Arnaud: HÉ-GÌR-LUM. 
167 Reading DI5 su
168 Signs indicated as 
A=BUĜIN4. 
169 Two times ĜIŠ above each other for one entry. 
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 as gloss 
ghts about an Old Motif’, JNES 49 (1990) 310 - also cf. their analysis for references to the 
olumns. 
SL AŠ-bu-um as 
 with reading GÚRU, as a phonetic 
 GÚ-base. 
esis for (ù.)luh.ha. 
traces also allow reading –s[uhur], parallel to MSL 3517. 
02 refers to both 3T3.1 and 3T3.2 as ‘Manuscript B’ – in fact 3T3.1 and 3T3.2 are 543 B 
 uses similar parallel numbering for editing one and the same fragment in his various 
45 A. 
id-da zú-lum-ma ri-ri-ga gišimmar = tu-hal-lu mal-qat su-
. 
á-x[ . 
t 1’ - he provides autograph joins in figures 23-4 (p.204-5). Note that these figures do not 
545 AI (Obv middle of column I, between 545 AC and AB) and V (Rev column IX). 
of DÚB. 
ch 
oin with 545 BB (the vertical ruling of which also conforms with what is 
ude fragments 545 Y’, AJ and AK and that Z and AF are misplaced. For the Rev Cohen also 
ents 545 AH and AY). 
ššu. 
rthography KAxUD is ‘tooth’: cf. J. Friedrich, Hethitisches Keilschrift-lesebuch 
p.27 (reference kindly supplied by Prof. Veldhuis). 
Cohen, 212. 
ides autograph joins in Figure 29 (p.211). 
t to continue previous entry. 
171 Arnaud: [giš-x-x-]zi-gigir. 
172 Arnaud: hub-MU-gigir. 
MEŠ173 Arnaud: ŠUDUL(ŠÚ-DUN4); here nir is interpreted as Akkadian translation of ŠUDUL (with 
marker). 
174 Arnaud: gag-maš. 
175 Arnaud: šu!-ùsan. 
176 The following interpretation partially follows Cohen, 446-54 and W. Farber, ‘‘Mannam Lušpur ana Enkidu: 
Some New Thou
literary parallels. 
177 Interpretation in parallel to baM 574 IV 17-18 apud Cohen, 451 (with inversion of vetitive particle). 
178 No consistent line-up of entries between different c
179 Arnaud: ]TAR A SI4. 
180 Arnaud: šim-tur?. 
181 Arnaud: giš-SIKI?-x . 
182 Cf. Veldhuis, Elementary Education, 170 – an alternative reading could be RI.BU.UM (with M
rú-bu-um). 
183 Arnaud: giš-guru5
!-uš. Here, instead, the GAM-element has been interpreted
spelling for GURU5. 
184 Perhaps scribal inversion for UR.SAĜ, which is within semantic range of phonetically similar ĜURUŠ. 
185 Note that MSL has GÚ where 543 C has  DUR:  DUR is a graphic extension of the
186 Civil, 11 suggests metath
187 Arnaud: giš-lú[ . 
188 Arnaud: giš-m[í ; the 
189 Note that Cohen, 2
and 544-5 B respectively, which are Arnaud’s parallel numbers for two completely different fragments. This is 
confusing but Arnaud often
artificial divisions, e.g. 731030 is referred to as 543 A, 544 A and 5
190 su-lu-pi (543 Annexe B 33). Note MSL 3410 giš-k
lu-up-pu. 
191 Cf. Arnaud 543-5 A n.65
192 Arnaud: MIN m
193 Cohen ‘Table
include fragments 
194 Civil, 14; Arnaud: ba-an-du8. 
195 MSL parallel suggests DU reflects a phonetic rendering 
196 Rest of Sumerian reconstructed by join with H (Civil, 14). 
197 Note that in Hittite orthography KAxUD is ‘tooth’: cf. J. Friedrich, Hethitisches Keilschrift-lesebu
(Heidelberg 1975) no. 118 p.27 (reference kindly supplied by Veldhuis). 
198 Arnaud: eš-bàd. 
199 Arnaud: up?!-pa?!  ú-gul-li. 
200 Arnaud: ur4
!- . 
201 Arnaud: ah. 
202 The remaining entries allow a j
found on D). 
203 Cohen ‘Tablet 2’ - he provides autograph joins in Figures 25-28.2 (p.206-10). Note that, on the Obv, these 
Figures do not incl
omits the joins in columns V-VII and in the LEE (the latter has the fragm
204 Metathesis – Akkadian nuku
205 Note that in Hittite o
(Heidelberg 1975) no. 118 
206 Interpretation Civil, 14. 
207 Corruption of narpasu. 
208 Reconstruction follows 
209 Cohen ‘Tablet 3’ - he prov
210 Arnaud: x ZUM ša-bi-b[u. 
211 Arnauds reads ĜIŠ and supposes i
212 Arnaud: [giš-mè]š. 
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ertical dividing lines on the fragment and a second 
N entries preserved, just after  2’-4’, do indeed suggest absence of separate Akkadian 
f I’ there is clearly another column, which shows sign IG in 
easible. 
 he provides autograph joins in Figure 30 (p.214). Note that this figure does not include 
, also not included, may cover the higher parts of 
ree MIN-signs in the right half of the column. 
 and he suggests options BISAĜ and BUNIĜ as possible base words. Here 
er GUR (base word BUNIĜ  only follows after base word MA.SÁ.AB and other entries in the 
ments. 
cf. canonical 9316ff., suggested as additional source by 
ngual, the right-hand GI-column, however, can also be interpreted as 
roken-off Akkadian column, parallel to what is found in 
le if the GI’s of the right-hand column are read logographically. 
ersions (Alalah given in MSL VII p.115-20) for a number of base words (HAB, DAL and 
es only. 
arallel to 11133). 
these values without brackets but they are lacking on autograph. 
T1 or 2 in column V/VI (a join with Tablet 3 is excluded due to overlap). 
213 Civil lists 545 AO as unilingual multi-column - the v
column with only MI
column. 
214 Civil, 13 suggests a possible join with 545 BB (7481c) but note that 545 BB + D (Tablet 1) is equally 
feasible. 
215 545 AS is a multi-column fragment: to the left o
line 1. 
216 Civil, 13 notes the possibility of a join with 545 AQ but note that 545 BB + D (Tablet 1) is equally f
217 Civil, 13 suggests ┌ge-eš┐-[kal-la… . 
218 Civil, 13 suggests KAL!. 
219 Cohen ‘Tablet 1’ -
fragment 546 I (column II between N and A’’). Fragment 546 P
columns III and IV. 
220 Join suggested by Cavigneaux, NABU 1988 26. 
221 Civil, 15: EME-[tab]-ba. 
222 Reconstruction according to Arnaud. 
223 Arnaud: min-an-[dùl. 
224 Arnaud: min-an-t[a-šu]b[ . 
225 Civil, 15: MIN ga-[àr. 
226 Reading by Arnaud parallel to MSL. 
227 I 1’ only has traces of th
228 546 I is given by Arnaud as Annexe II
546 I is joined in the broken section of II between A’ and A’’ (with about 25 lines missing). The vertical ruling 
pattern matches and the entries are compatible in contents to the canonical sequence, where the BISAĜ-section 
follows immediately aft
canonical sequence). 
229 A’’III 1’-4’ (parts of) initial MIN only; MIN of 3’ and 4’ written as ZA on autograph. 
230 546 ‘P’ is a ‘floating join’: it seems to belong here according to form (layout and ruling pattern) and content 
(bilingual format and parallel to canonical sequence), but there is no direct join with surrounding frag
231 The Rev has only 3 columns. 
232 A’’V 1’-3’ (parts of) initial SA only. 
233 Arnaud’s note, ‘Cette ligne a été oubliée sur l’autographie’, must be applied to his line 134, not 135. 
234 Arnaud: ZA-tenû-ZA-tenû. 
235 Reconstruction Y. Cohen, ‘Kidin-Gula – the Foreign Teacher at the Emar Scribal School’, RA 1998 (2004) 
87. 
236 546L (74127f – p.322 Annexe IV) and 7484a (- p.216, 
Civil, 15) do not permit certain identification as belonging to canonical tablets VIII-IX - they have therefore not 
been included in this edition. 
237 Civil (15) supposes 546C to be unili
containing  logographically read GI’s remaining of a b
546 T1. 
238 Arnaud lists 546E as bilingual, which is possib
Civil (15), however, supposes a unilingual format, which is equally conceivable in view of the clear vertical 
ruling dividing the the two columns. 
239 Reconstruction according to Civil, 15. 
240 The entries behind the vertical ruling on right-hand side may either be the Akkadian column of a bilingual 
text or another Sumerian column of an unilingual text. 
241 Identification of base word as (MIN=)SAB is reasonably secure as the subsequence Ì-LÀL, repeated in the 
canonical and Alalah v
HAL), is here directly followed by base word KÍR. 
242 Arnaud: [du-am-]a-am-sikil-e-[dè. 
243 Other lines trac
244 Arnaud: nigin.e.sír (p
245 Arnaud: íb-kala-ga-nigin!-na. 
246 Arnaud: gubx. 
247 Arnaud: hu[š.a. 
248 The FVH edition gives 
249 Q could be part of 
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 side - T3 in column III of Rev -, and not spread over two sides). 
0 and M. Yamada, ‘The Family of Zū-Ba la the Diviner and the Hittites’ in: S. Izre’el, I. 
dok (eds.), Past Links. Studies in the Languages and Cultures of the Ancient Near East. Israel 
6. 
pace in broken section of 7b T1 VI’10’ and of parallel in Lu1 fragment 
iviner. Note that, if Cohen is correct, the author of the tablet ([...]-ba-la) may in 
h’s grandson Bacal-malik. 
on by Cohen, 89, is followed.  
adischen Texte der Archive und Bibliotheken von Emar’, UF 22 (1990) 32-3. 
igns in the second ‘column’ are 
ewhat displaced vis-à-vis those of the first – .LIM may belong to LU. or to A. 
 to fit I I 10’ (b[u-] resp. [b]i-i-bi). 
ut M 6’ does not seem to fit to I I 6’. 
ive is lacking, the entries are assumed to belong to ZABAR section (cf. Civil, 16). 
-ar še-pu-ti ↑šak-nu. 
ion is based on the assumption that the GUD section of Obv IV is followed by the ÁB section in 
ed to refer to EME  (female of ANŠE), which would correspond to RS Forerunner MSL 8,1 p.102 – 
UN . 
verse of 551B is mostly damaged – the transcriptions given here were made from the 
a. 
retation of 21’-26’ follows Arnaud but other readings are also conceivable (e.g. for 23’ UŠ MIN 
250 W could be part of T2 in column V/VI (joins with other tablets are excluded, due to either an overlap (T1) or 
to fact that this section must occur on one single
251 Note that the determinative KUŠ is discontinued and note graphic similarity between KUŠ and GÍN. 
252 Cf. Cohen, 89-9 c
Singer and R. Za
Oriental Studies 18 (Winona Lake 1998), 32
253 Reconstruction on basis of available s
602AD VIII’ 5’. 
254 For the reading Zu-Bacla cf. Yamada, ‘Zu-Bacla’, p.324 n.4. . Cohen, 90 assumes that this [Izu]-ba-la is not 
the same as the patriarch and d
fact be a son of the patriarc
255 For line 10’ the reconstructi
256 Cf. M. Dietrich, ‘Die akk
257 The signs of the entries are vertically lined out in ‘columns’ – the s
horizontally som
258 Tentative reconstruction; the sequence deviates from those in texts of Tablet I and B as well as from FVH. 
259 Possible join I+L but L 4’ does not seem
260 Possible join I+M b
261 Though the determinat
262 Interpretation follows Civil, 16 - entries are assumed to belong to ZABAR section. 
263 Reconstruction Arnaud. 
264 Arnaud: šim!-bi-su. 
265 Arnaud: giš am!-ma. 
266 Arnaud: SIG4
?. 
267 Arnaud assigns number 549 AF, which conflicts with his numbering of 7484b as 548 AF - here 74160e will 
be referred to as 549 AF’. 
268 Arnaud assumes that these signs reflect Akkadian translations. 
269 Note that I 17’ has [...] ma-sà
270 Edited by Arnaud as 547 E; recount follows Civil, 16. 
271 548 ‘AI’ = Arnaud 584. 
272 Arnaud: ni[m]. 
273 Arnaud: sig. 
274 Arnaud; ki[ . 
275 The reconstruct
Rev V, parallel to both canonical and Forerunners’ order. 
276 The vacant space is assumed to reflect repetition of GUD because GUD recurs in Akkadian (and because of 
following specific adjectives). It must be noted that the GUD entry sequence in I seems out of place.  
277 Here assumed to refer to EMEX (female of ANŠE), which would correspond to RS Forerunner MSL 8,1 p.102 – 
the canonical version does not have the corresponding MU X section. 
278 Here assum X
the canonical version does not have the corresponding HU.NU.ME and MU X sections. 
279 Arnaud: [min-ŠU]D ?
280 Arnaud: [min-a-a]b-ba e!-ba-lu. 
281 Note that the Ob
autograph and cannot wholly follow the Emar IV 2 transcription, which refers to the original (relevant comment 
of Arnaud p.114). 
282 perhaps overrun from II (approximately around 1’ AMAR BUN.NA). 
283 Arnaud: uzu-šà-š[u-nigin]. 
284 Arnaud: uzu-šà-l[á-sù]. 
285 Arnaud: uzu-šà-š[ul]. 
286 Arnaud: uzu-sìl?-tum!. 
287 Arnuad: uzu-ZA-tenû. 
288 Interpretation Arnaud. 
289 Arnaud: uzu-BAD-áb-b
290 The interp
Ì.NUN.NA X and for 25-6’ UR). 
291 The reconstruction of lines 28’-32’ follows Civil, 17. 
292 Suggested by Civil, 17. 
293 Suggested by Civil, 17. 
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ar IV, 2 note 7. p.133) – the part on A’’ is given. 
o 0’ (where ruling is preserved that might fit in broken-off 
s’ in: A.K. Guinan a.o. (eds.), If a Man Builds a 
e Verdun Leichty (Leiden and Boston 2006) 427. 
llel to MSL 18246. 
 Rev IV follows MSL sequencing. 
í-ir-ru. 
lly corresponds with what is found here, at least about 160 entries must be missing between the end of 
DA 
)C(+E) to another . Pending collation, this assumption is followed here, but with the following notes: 1) 
.  is actually not likely to be either DU(RÁ) or RA (phonetic spelling); 
 Br reflecting a section 
ble 
re in fact part of one 
estimate that, in terms of the RS Forerunner, the format of which 
 with an average of about 50 lines per column, at least 
g assumed in broken area under 6’. 
90 1/8. 
cluded in this edition is the text edited as H (LB 2776) in W.H. van Soldt, ‘The Ugarit Version of 
 in: M. Dietrich and O. Loretz (eds.), Mesopotamica – Ugaritica – Biblica. 
ines 70. Lebensjahres am 7. Mai 1992 (Neukirchen 1993) 427-
y, but some others that rather point to Ugarit. 
in form and content from the other material: it follows the 
rwise attested in Emar - it also is unilingual while the attested Emar texts are 
. EN.ZU.ki. 
294 Note that KÍN (=eru ‘mill-stone’) occurs in 16239ff. . 
295 Arnaud: ú-ninni[ . 
296 The autograph of A’ omits its part of this line (Em
297 Theoretically it is possible that 9 corresponds t
edge before missing determinative in 9); more likely a few lines are missing in the gap. 
298 Gloss lu in line with Akkadian in MSL: lu-pu-u. 
299 Commentary in Å.W. Sjöberg, ‘Some Emar Lexical Entrie
Joyful House: Assyriological Studies in Honor of Erl
300 Reconstruction tentatively follows Civil, 19. 
301 Reconstruction follows Cohen, 238. 
302 Arnaud: sim S[A. 
303 Reconstructed from 12E1 LE 13 in para
304 Ex-596 as source for Division 11 is suggested in Civil, 18 – its insertion in
305 Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 428 suggests q]i?-p
306 Commentary in Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 428. 
307 Note the combined logographic and phonetic use of DU-element: logographic as part of UD-DU compound, 
phonetic with value RÁ. 
308 The direction of break makes it likely that no lines are missing between D and E. 
309 Reconstruction Cohen, ‘Kidin-Gula’, 87. 
310 Reconstruction by Veldhuis (personal communication). 
311 Arnaud: hu-ú!-s[i-g]u. 
312 Perhaps joined to Tablet 2’. 
313 The column count is based on the estimate that, in terms of the RS Forerunner, the format of which 
substantia
Bo and the start of Br. 
314 Arnaud considers the entries found on Br to be the equivalent of RS Forerunner series GADA A.RÁ and GA
ŠU.ZU.UB (253-60) (cf. Emar VI 2 p.134-5), which means they overlap with C and that B belongs to one tablet 
and (G+
the damaged sign after MIN A
2) the end section of  Tablet 2’ shows entries not found in the canonical or RS versions – it is theoretically 
possible that what are here termed Tablets 1’ and 2’ are part of one tablet, with the text of
also deviating from these versions; 3) in terms of the RS Forerunner, the gap between Bo and Br amounts to 160 
entries and with about 50 lines per column this would make the occurrence of the section 253-60 more proba
in V than in VI (which is another argument in favour of supposing Tablets 1’ and 2’ a
tablet). 
315 Perhaps to be joined to Tablet 1’ - cf. preceding note. 
316 The column count is based on the 
substantially corresponds with what is found here, and
about 210 entries must have preceded G. 
317 Horizontal rulin
318 Cf. D. Fleming, ‘The NIN.DINGIR/ittu at Emar’, NABU 19
319 Emar VI 3 lists 70190m – correct is 74190m. 
320 Not in
Harra-hubullu 20-21a. A New Source’
Festschrift für Kurt Bergerhof zur Vollendung se
46. That text has some features that make an Emar provenance likel
If it is indeed part of the Emar corpus, it deviates 
Ugarit division for Hh, not othe
exclusively bilingual. 
321 Horizontal ruling assumed in break under 6’. 
322 Emar VI 4 lists 74129a – correct is 74129e. 
323 Arnaud: Kèš!. 
324 Arnaud: min-sám!. 
325 The interpretation follows van Soldt, ‘Ugarit Version’, 435 n. 63. 
326 Arnaud: min-ka5
!-a. 
327 Follows van Soldt, ‘Ugarit Version’, 436 n. 68 (Ugarit parallel has an.za.gàr.kun.na.ki). 
328 Arnaud: Uru-sag-rig7
!. 
329 Arnaud: Ul!-maš. 
330 Ugarit 20:23 has bàd.a.píl d
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ests Am-mi-di-ta-a-]an MIN and Sa-am-su-di-t]a-a-an 
blet, 
raph (cf. Emar VI/4 n.177 p.151) 
. 
 for division 17 are part of one single tablet -  
m NAG-LUGAL-GIBIL-SUMUN for some other, as 
sequently, the first line of 
y be found in Hh XXIII   
e 
 what would be the expected entry ending column I, under 




DU]. Note that this is inconsistent with the horizontal ruling 
A ...], would be 
an text spread over both fragments. 
few traces of the missing Akkadian column in this section of VIII – it  probably also 
331 The base word BÀD is reconstructed in parallel to Ugarit text (the number of missing entries in IV is roughly 
equal to what is found in Ugarit 10 02 - 10 24). 
332 IV 5’-6’ must be BÀD followed by RNs – Arnaud sugg
MIN respectively. 
333 Value ÙSAN. 
334 Entries starting É DURU5 in 219:11’-20’. 
335 Entries starting É DURU5 in 10:56-58. 
336 Entries with KÁ in 10:33-43. 
337 Arnaud has assigned number 558 A two times: once to 74129e (15 Tablet 1) and once to this extract ta
which is here renamed 558 A’. 
338 Arnaud: ur]u Za-a[r!- 
339 Arnaud: íd-nam-me-nu-še. 
340 Arnaud: íd-geštin?!-n[a]. 
341 Arnaud: íd-zu-bi (note that PAP-KISIM5-GÀR has values ZUBI and GÀM). 
342 Arnaud: li]l. 
343 The vertical break in this column makes it difficult to determine to which entries the isolated Akkadian traces, 
often bent vertically upward, belong. 
344 Arnaud: kur-en!-x. 
345 Arnaud: id-š<éš> mí. 
346 (damaged) -bu apparently to be inserted on autog
347 Arnaud: [túl-lu]gud-d[a]. 
348 Arnaud: ninda-meš ba-ba-nu!-u. 
349 Civil, 20 assumes that this fragment belongs to a duplicate tablet, with equivalents of entries 17028-31ff. 
Here, however, it has so far been assumed that all fragments found
560 ‘J’ may also belong to this same tablet, repeating the paradig
yet unidentified, key word occuring in III or IV. 
350 The BA.BA.ZA entry could theoretically be the first line of the Obverse and, con
Emar division 18, but note that: 
a. in the canonical version an entry starting with BA.BA.ZA can onl
    (23IV23), where it is not a key word, and that 
b. Ì’s position as the last sign at the bottom of VIII in such a scenario is not in line with the  
    make-up of VIII in 561 G (which has the expected MAN [TIL] line, positioned somewhere  
    higher than the bottom) but fits in very well with what would be expected as a last line of I 
    (the Ì-section). 
The content of 561 A only fits into a reconstruction for a single division 18 tablet when it is supposed that th
side of 561 A with Ì is in fact its Obverse (in line with
561 B and C) and that the BA.BA.ZA entry is the first 
BA.BA.ZA is in fact preceded by a keyword broken off in A. If it is not, it represents an entry not found in 
Landsberger’s reconstruction of that part of canonical tablet XXIV (which is, it should be noted, fragmentary fo
this section). 
351 Cohen, 252 thinks that 602 N does not belong to 1T1, but note the parallel horizontal ruling shared between A 
and N in column VII. 
352 Phonetic rendering of ‘10’: C
353 Arnaud: min-kur. 
354 Civil, 21 suggests that 602 AG may belong in the Akkadian column of this section, with AG 2’ Akkadian
[s]ar-ru  joining A1 64 Sumerian RA.[GABA.KI.BAD.
of the two fragments. An earlier placement of AG, with 4’ : ra-ki-bu joining A1 64 RA.[GAB
consistent with the horizontal ruling but is also problematic because it does seem to allow for a coherent 
reconstruction of the Akkadi
355 Reconstruction follows Taylor’s MB Lu 137 in DCCLT. 
356 The reconstruction follows Civil, 22. 
357 The reconstruction of first part of VII follows Civil, 22. 
358 The reconstruction of the Sumerian forms for 1237-8 follows Civil, 22 - note that Proto-Lu 376-7 has gú-bi-
dub-ba and gú-bi-gul-gul. 
359 Civil, 22. 
360 Fragment 602 AI has a 
shows an overrun into VII of the double closing line that precedes the colophon. 
361 Reconstruction follows Taylor’s MB Lu 540-1 in DCCLT. 
362 Reading and interpretation follow Fleming, Time, p.31-2 n.61. 
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er 23’ there are overruns from V’. 
rrect ‘grapho-phonetic’ rendering of TU(=KUR9).RA. 
 Reconstruction follows J. Taylor’s MB Lu 532 in DCCLT. 
369 Reconstruction follows J. Taylor’s MB Lu 534 in DCCLT. 
370 Cohen, 109 reads 2’ as x[o-o-o dIM-ur]-sag!?. 
371 Reconstruction follows Taylor’s MB Lu 153-5 in DCCLT. Placement of this fragment, containing possible 
parallels to canonical entries 080 and 083, is problematic because the remaining text is not conclusive with 
regard to the logograms and does not seem compatible with either the canonical or the OB version. 
372 Note that murteddû is also GUD.DA.ÚS. 
373 Civil, 21 suggests possible placement in SUKKAL-section (MIN=SUKKAL) 
374 Reconstruction by Arnaud (602 Annexe IV). 
375 Civil, 21 suggests that 602 AG may belong in the Akkadian column of this section, with AG 2’ Akkadian 
[s]ar-ru  joining A1 64 Sumerian RA.[GABA.KI.BAD.DU]. Note that this is inconsistent with the horizontal ruling 
of the two fragments. An earlier placement of AG, with 4’ : ra-ki-bu joining A1 64 RA.[GABA ...], would be 
consistent with the horizontal ruling but is also problematic because such a join does not allow for a coherent 
reconstruction of the Akkadian text spread over both fragments. 
376 These are entries between the SUSBU and ĜURUŠ-sections; Arnaud suggests EN-/NIN-PAP-SIG7-NUN-ME-
UBARA for ENKUM and NENKUM, parallel to OB Proto-LÚ 245-6. 
377 These are entries between AMA and KI.NE.NE GUL.GUL; Civil, 22 suggests parallels from OB Proto-LÚ: 352ff. 
provide parallels (DUMU, TUR, IBILA, TUR-DIŠ etc.). His placement is followed in Taylor’s MB Lu 462-8 in 
DCCLT. 
378 The small fragment 602 AC may precede 602 AO (fitting into the break after 602 E’’) in VI, but could also 
overlap (entries DU10.[ÚS.SA.A, BA.AN.[DA, NU.BA.AN.[DA) – it has been omitted in the reconstruction of 2 T1. 
379 For comment on relation of series Lu and Izi in Emar, see the introductory remarks in the composite edition 
of Izi. 
380 Reconstruction Civil, 23. 
381 Arnaud reconstructs [mí-ú]-hub, which would associate 2066 [Ú]HUB(!HÚB) ‘vegetable’ with preceding 2065 
ĜEŠTIN.NA. This reconstruction is also found in Taylor’s MB Lu Segment J 4 in DCCLT. 
382 The small fragment 602 AC may precede 602 AO (fitting into the break after 602 E’’) in VI, but could also 
overlap (entries DU10.[ÚS.SA.A, BA.AN.[DA, NU.BA.AN.[DA) – it has been omitted in the reconstruction of 2 T1. 
383 Civil, 24 suggests that the IGI may in fact be part of a –ù- or -u’- sign (for ru-u’-ù). 
384 Autograph join in LEE given by Cohen, Figure 3 (p.268) - note that his 74178c should be read 74178e. 
385 Note that the gloss seems to refer to DUNGU, properly written IM-SI-A meaning ‘cloud’, which is also what is 
found in the following entry 1007 (upû). 
386 Logograms IM=TUMU ‘wind’ and GÚ ‘force’. 
387 Reconstruction follows Taylor’s MB Lu Segment l 19 in DCCLT. 
388 Cf. AHw, 497. 
389 The remainder of sign before mu-ur-s ̣◦u! suggests [   GI]G. 
390 The actual sign form seems rather -t◦u4, but the interpretation of Arnaud is followed due to the semantic 
context. 
391 Reconstruction 13ff. by Civil, 20. 
392 Perhaps gloss for AN.BÀD ‘heaven’s heights’. 
393 Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 408 suggests restoring an-bad-[DU]. 
394 Perhaps AN-G[ÚxGAG/NUN]=USAN ‘evening’. 
395 Civil suggests reading an-úr. 
396 Restorations in 1029 entries follow Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 409. 
397 The reconstruction of the LEE follows Cohen, ‘Kidin-Gula’, 82-4 for fragments 567 E (+) C + B, but not for 
567 G. Cohen fits 567 G between 567 and C (as do Arnaud and Civil), transliterating it 1’ ŠU ID[ and 2’ IDIM-[ma-
lik. Note that there are a number of problems with his interpretation: 1) the traces in G 1’ do not seem to show a 
ŠU (note the shift in the start of the lower horizontal wedge), 2) the positions of the supposed starting points of 
line 1’ and 2’ are not vertically aligned and 3) there is a vertical ruling in the fragment that may indicate that the 
signs to the left of it (the ‘ŠU’ in 1’) should belong, in fact, to another column. The ‘ŠU’ in 1’ seems to fit above 
E as part of the continued Akkadian text of Izi in the left part of LEE, which is conformed by the location of the 
‘completion line’ (MAN). 
398 Arnaud: ]x u dIš8-t[ár 
dE-r]u6-a u 
dGu-la. A detailed discussion of the sign readings in this line is found in 
Cohen, ‘Kidin-Gula’, 82-4. 
363 1T2 may be part of the same tablet as the large fragment 602 C+I. 
364 Between 11’ and 12’ there is an overrun from V’ ([  -t]i-šu). 
365 Before and aft
366 602 C+I may be part of the same tablet as 1T2. 
367 The spelling TUR.RA is an inco
368
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P
399
P The reconstruction [Á-]ÁŠ follows Arnaud. An interpretation of the entries without reconstructed [A-] may 
be found in Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 402-3. Note that parallels to 2A001 Á-ÁŠ and 2A002 Á-TAR may be 
found in Proto-Izi II (unilingual 47 and 85 respectively). 
P
400
P Alternative reading by Cohen, p.266 n.430. 
P
401
P Note that, although no exact parallels are found, entries starting with Á-  also precede those starting with GÚ- 
in Izi Boghazköy A (respectively 12-84 and 85-183). 
P
402
P Reconstruction follows Cohen, 267. 
P
403
P Note that, although no exact parallels are found, entries with BAD also precede those starting with BU-LUH- 
in Izi Boghazköy B (respectively 8’-20’ and 12-6 – note that MSL 13, p.143-5, has switched Obv and Rev). 
P
404
P For reading ma-ku-u cf. Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 413. 
P
405
P Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 424 proposes to restore [ù-igi-bar]-ra – this suggestion has not been followed here 
due to canonical parallel entry forms (Izi XV). 
P
406
P For interpretations cf. Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 425. 
P
407
P Cohen, 269 suggests there is no join 571 A+B, but note the direct fit in 5’-8’. 
P
408
P Alternative reading by Cohen, 276-7. 
P
409
P Interpretation follows MSL SS 1, 33 (entries 267-9) but note that the sign SIG could also be interpreted as 
SÍG (respectively AbZ 539 and 592). The latter interpretation would allow the graphic association between SÍG 
and SIR4R(=GUNURXR) for 150a-b šubtu and mūšabtu. 
P
410
P suggestion MSL SS 1, 250. 
P
411
P Cf. Fleming, Time, p.28 n.43 and Cohen, 273-4. 
P
412
P Note that, in parallel to OB bilingual Nigga (entries 2-4, MSL 13 115), the content of Diri fragment 7 (540H) 
is theoretically compatible with the first part Nigga lost in column I of T1. However, because there is no direct 
join and the content is closer to the canonical Diri text than to OB bilingual Nigga (cf. note for Diri fragment 7) 
540H has been included in the Diri rather than the Nigga edition. 
P
413
P The entry ma-<qa->tù would fit to preceding NÍĜ.GURUD.DA. 
P
414
P Taken to reflect tašnintu, which is line with following entry. 
P
415
P Arnaud: níg-kúr-ki-ag; interpretation here follows Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 419. 
P
416
P Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 419: ša {na} na<-kar>-ti. 
P
417
P Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 419: MU x ša na<-kar>-ti. 
P
418
P Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 419: UD-ni-[x]. 
P
419
P Arnaud assumes that this fragment is part of T1 (573) and that it is positioned at the beginning of Obv II. On 
grounds of lay-out (ruling patterns ) and content (non-repetition of key-signs) the association with T1 seems 
likely, but the positioning is uncertain. The sequentially deviating parallels of OB Nigga, edited in MSL 13 (with 
e.g. NÍG-HALAM-MA, found in number 102  of the OB unilingual version), do not allow positional 
reconstruction of this fragment in the Emar material – if it belongs to T1 it could also belong high in Rev III. 
P
420
P Commentary in Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 420-1. 
P
421
P Commentary in Sjöberg, ‘Lexical Entries’, 426-7. 
P
422
P Note that the relation of fragment 2 to the other Diri fragments is somewhat problematic: among other deviant 
content, the entries in line 6’-7’ do not match to the parallel text of fragment 1. It also deviates in form: is the 
only fragment which uses the Glossenkeil and the only one that does not show sub-columns within the Akkadian 
column. Considering that this fragment is also the only one that contains duplicate text it could be suggested that 
it in fact does not belong to Diri. Alternative entries compatible with the content of its Akkadian equivalents may 
be found in Hh divisions 17-8. 
P
423
P The join 540 K and L is noted by A. Cavigneaux, ‘Lexicographie’, NABU 1988 2/26. 
P
424
P Reconstruction of the glosses in 4’ and 9’ based on the parallel Ugarit version (1320 and 1322 respectively). 
P
425
P Interpretation by Cavigneaux, NABU 1988 2/26. 
P
426
P Cavigneaux, NABU 1988 2/26 interprets [uh]-hu-ul, which seems to fit better with the traces. 
P
427
P The restoration of this fragment from the four smaller sub-fragments listed below follows the collation in 
MSL 15 (p. 84,  text D+G). 
P
428
P Identified in M.T. Rutz, ‘More Diri from Emar’, NABU 2006 4/85. 
P
429
P Reconstructions mostly follow Rutz, NABU 2006 4/85. 
P
430
P For remarks on the reading of the LAHR4R-sign in fragment 6 cf. Rutz, NABU 2006 4/85 p.87 n.8’. 
P
431
P Rutz, NABU 2006 4/85 (p.86-7) suggests reading the single Winkelhaken in 12’ as [… B]Ú[RP? P], which 
implies that 540 J would be incompatible with 540 K. Assuming that there was only one version and that the two 
fragments are compatible, the alternative reading [K]A[ŠR4R] or [DU-]K[I] (the latter in parallel to canonical Diri 
2036) could be suggested. 
P
432
P According to Cavigneaux, NABU 1988 2/26 fragment 6 belongs to the same tablet as fragment 3. 
P
433
P Note that the content of this text is also close to that of entries 2-4 of the bilingual version of OB Nigga (MSL 
13 115) but that it has been assigned here to Diri because the division and sequence of the entries in Emar is 
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closer to that found in canonical Diri. Unlike the text of OB bilingual Nigga, the text of canonical Diri spreads 
the phrases ÀM.KUR4R.KUR4R NU.SI.SÁ and ÍB.TA.È NU.SILIG.GA over two entries and has the phrase NÍĜ.LUGAL.KER4 
Rafter the others. 
P
434
P Cf. entry 3244 of the Ugarit Forerunner and the discussion and attestations of  canonical Diri ‘VII’ in MSL 
15, p. 83 and 196-7 respectively. 
